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FOREWORD

The year 2000 is just three short decades away. In an
age of almost frightening revolutionary change, a new era
is emerging. We hope it will be a new dawn for mankind;
therefore we are faced with the task of gr.ing a sense of
purpose to our students by preparing the best qualified
teachers and developing the most meaningful curricula.

Our efforts in the realm of human understanding will be
futile if we are unable to instill in students an empathy for
the differences in people, not only in the United States, but
in other cultures as well. It is extremely important that we
understand the reasons for human behavior that is different
from our own, even though we do not choose to adopt that
behavior. As we strive to appreciate the differences in
people, we must also perceive the ways they are similar.

Foreign language supervisors and bilingual-migrant
supervisors in the Office of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction are seeking to broaden the goals of foreign
language instruction in the schools of Illinois. It is particu---
larly appropriate for Spanish classes in II linbis to develop
the skills and attitudes which facilitate communication
with the State's more than half a million native speakers of
Spanish. The inclusion of culture in the classroom will moti-
vate students in their study of French, Spanish, German,
and other languages, and help them develop a better un-
derstanding of the world community in which they live.\

Michael J. Bakalis
Superintendent of Public Instruction
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INTRODUCTION

H. Ned See lye ..
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction

a

The culture of Spain and Latin America is so intrinsically
interesting that teachers have always used it in their class-
es to perk up sagging motivation and to rekindle in their
students the resolve to stick with the "grammar" long
enough to communicater(in splintered Spanish) with a na-
tive speaker of the language. Besides using cultural anec-
dotes as spice sprinkled about in an otherwise arid course,
teachers have long wanted their students to develop a
broad understanding of many aspects of the daily lives of
Spanish-speaking people. Unfortunately, it has not been
easy for teachers trained in the humanities to adapt con-
cepts from the social sciences in any systematic way.
While teachers have often succeeded in getting students to
regard with sympathetic interest a native speaker of Span-
ish, they have often failed 41 the complementary objective
of getting studepts to see the interrelatedness of Hispanic
cultural patterns.

Students, upon completion of their Spanish course, have
usually lacked an awareness of the unique but functional
way th1990R-16gether and reinforce each other in Spain
and Latin America. Too often, the student ha-come to
regard isolated cultural patterns as quaint and exotic, rath-
er than appreciate the fact that they are useful tools to sat-
isfy physical and psychological needs within Hispanic life,
For, students to develop this view of culture as an inter-
woven tapestry requires special effort by the teacher, for
many things contribute to Hispanic culture.

The present National Defense Education Act Title ill
publication consists of selected articles on many aspects
of the teaching of culture in foreign language clisses,
especially as it relates to Spanish classes. All seventeen
chapters have been previously published by this office or
by a staff member of this office. .

The current classroom reality with respect to the teach-
ing of cultural concepts Is humorously pictured (in Chapter
2) by Mr. Charles Jay, a foreign language supervisor from
this office. An extensively documented review of the state
of culture in foreign ianguage classes is reprinted in Chap-
ter 3. (An article is being prepared for the Britannica



Review of Foreign Language Education, Volume 3 by Ge-
nelle Morain which will update the current chapter. Volume
3 is scheduled for publication by Encyclopaedia Britannica
in November of 1971.)

Chapter 4 attempts to operationalize a variety of cultural
objectives. The broad base for these objectives are seven
cultural "purposes" (see0hapter 16 by Mr & Mrs Nostrand
which inspired Chapter`4).

Dr. James taylor discusses (in Chapter 5) many class-
room techniques for teaching cultural concepts. Taylor
calls the three main approaches to teaching culture, "out -
of -class activities," "indirect classroom teaching" and "di-
rect classroom teaching." After briefly describing the first
two approaches, Taylor goes on to develop a number of
techniques useful to theleacher who wants to teach cultur-
al concepts directly in the classroom. Cultural asides,
slices of life, culture capsules, question-directed discus-
sion, the inquiry method, rote playing, and group solving of
situational problems are all discussed and exemplified.

Chapter 6 introduces recent sources of ideas concern-
ing the aims of social studies instruction. The chapter
argues that subject matter content should be regarded as a
means to an-end, and that content should not be learned
for its own sake. Content itself has no intrinsic value if it
does not develop new attitudes and skills. The essence of
this new approach is not to guide students into a solution of

(teacher-presented problems, but rather to stimulate stu-
dents to formulate questions which can then be brought
intoaharper focus through a manipulation of content. Dr.
Esteves points out that problem solving often leads to pat

_prefabricated solutions to problems which are problems
precisely because they do not have easy solutionsor
perhaps because they don't have any solutions.

Chapter 7 provides an example of how a teacher might
organize content sources around a "pertinent" topic. Six
such topics or "key ideas" are identified. Content material
appearing in about 35 publications (all 35 can be found in
the annotated bibliography, Chapter 17) is categorized un-

_ der the appropriate topic, thus providing ready sources
which bear upon an idea of some consequence.

Bilingualjty (Chapter 8) affords rich soil to till for educa-
tors, linguists, psychologists, and sociologists. In the past,
many studies have concentrated on children who suffered
the stigma of low socioeconomic status coupled with the
plight of minority-group discrimination. Unfortunately, the
investigators did not always control the variables very
effectively and a misplaced negativism often became asso-
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ciated with bilinguality. Bilingual children, it was argued,
did not do as well in school as monolingual children. Bilin-
guality seemed to correlate with psychological problems.
Children in these circumstances too often discovered that
admitting fluency in the "minority" was tanta-
mount to inviting discrimination. Fortunately, prompted by
more sophisticated studies of bdinguality, the esteem the
bilingual child now receives reflects more Properly his
achievement. Mrs. Jean Miller adds to the literature on bi-
linguality by describing an educational experiment involv-
ing some children in Guatemala who were taught concepts
in both English and Spanish from the ages of two-and-a-
half to five. Mrs. Miller, who has a wealth of experience as
teacher, principal, and consultant in primary education, is
heartened by the results as seen at the end of the first year
of the experiment.

Mrs. Dorothy Bishop, director of a large program- of
Spanish for fifth through eighth graders in DesPlaines, Illi-
nois, expertly indicates (in Chapter 9) how a language
class can develop sympathetic understanding of a peer
culture. Mrs. Bishop's liberal inclusion of examples, and
the annotated bibliography of materials appropriate for this
age level, are especially helpful to the FLES teacher.

The fruitful collaboration of a Spanish teacher with an
anthropologist produced an unusually seminal article
which was published nine years ago in the Modern Lan-
guage Journal and is reprinted here in chapter 113. "Culture
Capsules" presents a rather detailed outline of aspects of
Latin American culture which the language teacher can
develop in brief daily lessons at the end of his regular
Spanish class. The authors stress that the point of these
"capsules" should be confined to one minimal difference
between Latin and Anglo customs.

Many readers will be familiar with the delightful "Con-
dorito," a Chilean comic strip character who has been
wickedly aiding American students learn Spanish through
the excellent material developed by Wendell Hall. For the
present publication, Prof. Hall has joined forces with the
famous Chilean novelist Enrique Lafourcade. The result
(Chapter 11) is a sprightly written brief arguing the advan-
tages to be gained from using cartoons and comic books
as a teaching device. (The Condorito materials are re-
viewed on pp. 132-133 of the present book.)

Father Juaire illustrates (in Chapter 12) the possibilities
offered by folksongs by developing in detail toaching units



based on "Guatitanamera," "La cucaracha," andthe im-
mortal Argentine tango "Adios muchachos." These songs
are cultivated for poetic, philosophic; linguistic, and so-
ciological insights.

Dr. Madeline Cook presents (in Chapter 13) a well-re-
searched essay of how ,attitudes can be developed by
teachers. Cooke discusses values, social, class, cultural
differences with Latin American, the family, prejudice,
personality theory, role playing, etc. in this provocative
chapter. Many very practical suggestions which can be
implemented in the classroom are detailed.

A number of attitudinal variables were examined in
terms of their relevancy for adjustment to a foreign culture.
Chapter 14 concludes that actual contact with the foreign
culture is more important than the possession of any given
attitudes. Chapter 15 reports some interesting demograph-
ic information concerning the cultural adjustment of Amer-
icans to life in Guatemala. Of particular interest is the way
the author devised an objective measure of cultural under-
standing.

Chapter 16 fittingly addresses itself to the crucial area of
testing cultural understanding. We kid ourselves if we pro-
fess to be teaching culture but then do not attempt to mea-
sure Our successes. Dr. and Mrs. Howard Nostrand
provide the reader with a useful taxonomy of the different
areas of culture. Illustrative test items for each category of
culture help dlarify the different purposes which cultural
objectives can satisfy.

Chapter 17 consists of an annotated bibliography of
some 200 recent publications. Sixteen scholars represent-
ing seven different academic disciplines collaborated in
this undertaking. The reader who feels overwhelmed by the
number of books reviewed in the bibliography might take
consuslo in learning that none of the annotators has read
all of the books, either. Nor is it necessary to read them all
in order to gain an understanding of Latin America. The
reader will find the bibliography helpful as an aid to select-
ing recent titles on aspects of Latin America which interest
him. This bibliography has been slightly updated since its
original publication in 1968.

8
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THE OMISSION OF CULTURE AT
MIDDLE AMERICA HIGH SCHOOL:
ONE ACT PLAY: A TRAGEDY *

Charles Jay
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction

(Middle America High School has planned a one-day
seminar during summer vacation to which former students
who are now attending college have been invited to partici-
pate and offer suggestions for improvement in the various
subject areas. Only three courageous students have shown
up at the foreign language section ... perhaps because of
the overcrowding in the English, Mathematics, and Social
Studies sections. Mrs. Harper, chairman of the department
for thirty-eight years, opens the meeting with a pleasant
smile.)

MRS. HARPER:
As foreign language department chairman, I am happy to
welcome you former students of Middle America High
School back to your alma mater. As college students, you
are now in an ideal position to offet suggestions for the

_ improvement of our foreign language program. Let me
thank all of you for accepting the invitation of the superin-
tendent to participate. Please feel free to be perfectly can-
did in your criticisms. Dialogue is what we seek, you
know . . . (pause). Yes, Steve, you seem anxious to begin.

(Mrs. Harper recognizes a bearded boy wearing horned-
rimmed glasses with "Student Power" emblazoned on his
T-Shirt.)

STEVE:
I am now a senior at Southern Illinois University in Carbon-
dale. It would seem to me that the foreign language pro-
gram at Middle America is totally irrelevant to our personal
needs and those of society. I am afraid its that way in most
high schools.

MRS; HARPER:
Goodness gracious, Steve. You always were an outspoken
young man. I recall reading in the paper that you are one of

From Charles Jay and Pat Castle. eds.. French Language Education: The Teach-
Ong of Culture in Ma Oraaaroom. Springfield. III Office of Public Instruction. 471.
pp 1-10



the most vociferousciferous of the yang militants at S.I.U. Are you
now saying that even high st,hool foreign language orb-
grams must subscribe to your views pn social change?
What about the "constants" those things that have ever-
lasting value in our school curriculum?

STEVE:
I am saying that the foreign language program at Middle
America suffers from a pretty gruesome distortion of priori-
ties. Anything we study in high school that does not have
relevance to our lives in a rapidly..changing world is a waste
of time. Society moves out of sight, and the school is like
the old tortoise...

MRS. HARPER: .

Kindly remember to be respectful in your criticisms, Steve.
Unless an amiable atmosphere prevails here our meeting
will not be productive. I am being totally honest when I say
I believe you students use words like "relevance" to ex-
cess. Is this not a pretext to avoid hard work, to relegate
everything in the school program to a fun level? "Watering
down the curriculum" seems to be an accurate assess-
ment of this trend. . . Let's get another observation.

(Mrs. Harper recognizes a young lady in blue leotards sit-
ting opposite Steve.)

SUSAN:
You remember me: Mrs. Harper. My name is Susan Hal -
berg, next year a senior at Western Illinois University. I had
four years of French and two of Spanish at Middle Ameri-
ca. Although I made good grades in both languages I felt
my teachers were preoccupied with teaching skills that
would place me in the appropriate niche on the college
level rather than providing a program suitable to my inter-

and abilities. One teacher even bragged about the
num r of students she had who scored high on the col-
lege proficiency testsas if that were the primary goal of
classroom instruction. I call this "the-next-level-of-learn-
ing-syndrome." You know, where teachers look upon high
school as just a step to something bigger and better. What
a gas! Here and now has some importance.

MRS. HARPER:
But, Susan, you and the other students surely realize that
one of our functions is the preparation of students for col-
lege ...

.
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SUSAN:
This may be true, but it is not the sole function. Middle
America has about 1600 students, I believe. How many,
would you say, are involved in the foreign language
program?

MRS. HARPER:
The past year we had 289 students in the first two years of
French, German, and Spanish. Because of scheduling
problems and the indifference of counselors we had only
28 students in third and fourth year classes.

SUSAN:.
I see, in other words you are reaching only about a fourth
of the student body.

MRS. HARPER:
We are "reaching," as you put it, the great majority of
those who intend to go on to college. I think our record
speaks for itself ...

SUSAN:
But what about the other 75% who never study a foreign
languAge/ Couldn't Middle America have programs for
them also?

-)

MRS. HARPER:
Well, it may be old hat to Say so, but a great number of
people in the foreign language profession, myself included,
still believe in scholarship. Imagine offering foreigg lan-
guages to every Tom, Dick, and Harry. Do any of you hap--
pen to know the verbal aptitude scores of some of Mese
people? It would just be a waste of time for eve one con-
cerned!

STEVE:
But, Mrs. Harper, this is what I meant earlier by "rele-
vance." The chances for successful achievement in for-
eign languages are still low for those who are evaluated
primarily on their knowledge of grammar skills. Can't for-
eign language programs be made relevant to the overall
educational program? Man, when you are all hung up on
the mastery of grammar skills, the system is limiting a kid's
educational achievement to conditions of race, color, na-
tional background, family economic and social status . . .

stuff that most of the kids who are going to college don't
have to contend with .. . Why not offer something of value,
bt. with a de-emphasis of traditional skills?
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MRS. HARPER:
Do you know what the parents of this district would say if
our departmeai1 minimized the acquisitioD of grammar
skills? We would be accused of sacrificingquality in edu-
cation for heaven -knows -what! Parents have a right to
demand high standards when they are footing the bill. I

know that statement rugs contrary to the beliefs of most of
you students, butlf..
(A boy with a love-and peace symbol, demonstrably ev-
ident on his University of litinois sweatshirt, interrupts at
this point.)

HARRY:
BUt, Mrs. Harper, standards for what? And for whom, stu-
dents or their parents? Oh, yes, My name is Harry Guardi-
no. I graduated from Middle America in 1967-and am now
majoring in French at the University of Illinois. When you
speak Of standards it must be for some purpose. directed
towards some goal. I didn't realize it at the time tut I do
now. What may be considered legitimate standards of ex-
cellence in one generation may in'the next be nothing but
wasteful outputs of energy. This is blind faith in tradition, it
seems to me,ra belief that society's goals are always the
sameat every moment and in all places the same. ol-
lege-prep high school programs may have had a vital fu c-
tion in the old America, but the high school is much m re
complex and serves numerous functions now. Structu es
are changing, but foreign language programs are still 6 si-
cally inflexible.

MRS. HARPER:
Well, Harry, it may be old-fashioned in these times, but I
feel strongly that mediocrity should not be enshrined. Ex-
cellence is a common denominator that crosses the gener-
ations.

HARRY:
I remember the teacher in French I who spent three weeks
on the passe simple.

SUSAN:
And there was my teacher in French 11 who had us reading
the symbolist poets. She simply was unable to realize it is
unrealistic to apply courses in literary criticism to the
needs of a high school curriculum.

STEVE:
Holy cow, just,tor the record I could mention the time we
had to memorize fifty words for a vocabulary quiz. This
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teacher was also always reminding us of how the study of
French.grammar helped us in our English work.

HARRY:
Crazy, man! Who ever heard of justifying the study of a
foreign language because it made you more proficient in
your native tongue? That's really no reason at all

SUSAN:
Steve is right... And that was one of the reasons for study-
ing a foreign language the counselors always gave us.

STEVE:
Or we had pressure at home to take a foreign language ..
some kind of fuzzy logic that said the study of another Ian-
Wage made us more complete human beings, the well-
rounded individual, and all that noise. Dad once said,
"French trains the mind." Wow! He had seven years in
high school and college and couldn't even exthange sim-
ple greetings with the boy from Lille I brought home from
college last Christmas.

MRS. HARPER:
I can't help but feel your criticisms refer mainly to isolated
cases. Our program is certainly not typified by the exagger-
ated claims you make. Our department members are
striving to teach t;le four skills, . .. you know, comprehen-
sion, speaking, reading, and writing in some kind of se-
quential audio-lingual visual manner. Our materials are
recent and structurally sound according to the best experts
in our profession.

HARRY:
But our point is simpli"that regardless of methodology and
materials the foreign language program at Middle America
is structured primarily to prepare students for college ad-
mission and placement.

MRS. HARPER:
A wide gulf seems to separate us .. .1 am sure that you feel
some sinister plot exists at Middle America High School to
de-humanize the young. Heaven knows, you will probably
accuse us next of creating a credibility cap. I have sat here
patiently and heard what you feel is wrong with Middle
America's foreign language program. But as is so typical
with dissident attitudes, no real suggestions are forthcom-
ing for improvement. Generalizations about shortcomings
are fine, but I really feel that some specific recommenda-
tions are necessary if lh is meeting is to be helpful. What do
you want us to do and how?



SUSAN:
Middle America must first become aware of its weakness-
es. This realization is the first step in making proposals for
change. The three of us feel strongly that unless modern
foreign language programs see the handwriting on the wall
they will find themselves in the saute dilemma as Latin.

MRS. HARPER:
I don't quite see what you mean . .

SUSAN:
My mother told me that in the nineteen-thirties when she
attended Middle America most "good" students took Latin.
It isn't even offered at this school today. The same thing
can happen to modern foreign languages.

MRS. HARPER:
Latin is dying in our pUblic schools because of the public's
anti-intellectual attitudes and the$roliferation of "life-cen-
tered" non- academic courses by professional edudators.

SUSAN:
It is dying because it served a limited function. Students
studying Latin can see little reason for studying all "dead"

language.

STEVE:
If Latin had related itself more directly to giber subject
areas. . . if only it had not remained isolated.4J s imperative
that modern foreign languages not make the same mistake
and suffer the same pitfalls.

MRS. HARPER:
(In sarcastic tones) To what should it "relate?"

STEVE:
Well.. . obviously to something like the social studies.

HARRY:
That's right . .. my generation feels that understanding
among peoples is a vital necessity In today's 'world.
Couldn't this be an important goal of foreign language
instruction?

MRS. HARPER:
I have never suggested that foreign languages tread upon
the private domain of social studies. Why should the social
studies expect foreign languages to serve their interests? I
haven't heard of any French being taught in the American
problems class or in world history.
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SUSAN: . .

But don't you see? Much of the disillusionment we feel
towards education is the total lack of any interdisciplinary
approach in classroom instructio% The same is true of the

so-called general studies areas\n colleges. Everybody

pushes his own specialized interest without displaying any

concern for what is taking place in related areas.

MRS. HARPER:
Wait just a minute.. . let me catch my breath ... Are you
saying that modern foreign languages need a new dimen-

sion if they are to maintain their position in the school
curriculum?

SUSAN:
We are saying precisely that!!!

MRS. HARPER:
Well, what is it?

HARRY:
Culture.

MRS. HARPER:
Culture?

HARRY:
Yes .. . culture. The one ingredient that will give new pur-
pose and scope to the study of foreign languages.

MRS. HARPER:
We have always emphasized culture in our foreign lan-
guage classes at Middle America. Harry Guardino, I re-
member very well the paper you wrote in French III on Vic-
tor Hugo. DO you remember the presentation Amy Cohen

made on the 'Second Empire? Even in the beginning class-
es we have special projects...folk songs, poetry, a trip to

a French restaurant, the annual Fete de NoVI, and lots of
other things. Why, Just look at this room . . . When the pres-

ident of the school board dropped in for Open House he

said it was just like getting off the plane at the Paris airport.
And what about the sidewalk caf6 we sponsored at the jun-
ior- senior prom? Everybody in my department feels that
culture has a rightful place in the classroom.

STEVE:
But what does that kind of stuff tell us a! gut French
people? What do we really find out about the way people in
France live, the way they think, their hopes and aspira-
tions, and all that? Kids don't develop insights by looking at



a TWA travel poster of Paris, singing La-Marseillalse once
a week,' or hanging up Delacroix paintings in the back of
the room. That junk only skims the surface of what Ameri-
cans should learn about mother culture. '

WAS. HARPER:
! realize that you am referring to the study of culture in the
anthropological sense. However, can't this!be accom-
plished through descriptions, histories, or analyses that are
provided by the social sciences?

STEVE:

Not according to some of the books I have been reading in
foreign language methodology at college. Even in the first
year of foreign language Study, the best exposure to the
culture is the use of the native language In the classroom.
This way we are given tndre than just information about the
culture. I think we elle in better position to understand the
mental processes of other people. This is real in-depth
treatment not possible in the social studies classroom
where so much time is devoted to merely talking and read-
ing about other people.1Language is culture.

HARRY:
I couldn't agree with/Steve more. Most Americans muot
cross a kind of intellectual border to really understand an-
other culture. Experiencing direct communication and re-
sponse in a foreign language permits us to look at another
culture with sharper focus. This isn't achievedby going to
Spanish class and breaking the pinata at Christmastime..
or hanging up the pictures of Bavarians in folk dress .. . or

building a facsimile, from toothpicks, of Notre Dame as we
did one year in French class.

SUSAN:
Maybe I can sum up what my friends may be trying to say.
Meanings expressed in a foreign language are largely cul-
turallydetermined. In my opinion, teachers should provide
help to all students in acquiring language skills built upon
fundamental cultural concepts ...not upon mere superfici-
alities of the culture. Naturally, cultural insights should be
introduced at the very beginning level of language learning
and structured in such a Way as to guarantee a compre-
hension of more sophisticated cultural items at each suc-
ceeding level of learning. When we think about this orderly
and systematic approach to the teaching of culture it
makes one realize that what is now being done in foreign
language classes is of only secondary importance.
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STEVE:
I think that a greater emphasis upon culture. . . and agein I
am referring mainly to the way people live and why . . .

would be a tremendous asset in student motivation. Some
kind of awareness that actual people in actual life situa-

tions_were being studied might strike many students with a
greater sense of urgency in their pursuit of foreign Ian-
guagem When I was a high school student swdying French
I could, never quite escape the sense that I was sitting in
class for all the wrong reasons. If only someone had told
me I was there to learn something really significant about
the millions of people who speak French. . .that would
have had so much more meaning. I mean, really, who can
come on enthusiastic about learning a whole progression
of grammar skills unless he has a preview of the ultimate
rewards that makes such daily drudgery bearable?

MRS. HARPER:
The "ultimate reward" in studying a foreign fr.. "uage is
someday having the ability to use the language in an indi-
vidually satisfying manner.

STEVE:
Yes, certainly... at least for those who have the ability to
learn another 'language. But you aren't accom ishing this
when the overwhelming majority of your st dents are
studying the language for two short years. Flue cy can't be
a very realistic goal in a short sequence. So why not make
an important case for cultural understanding as one of the
primary goals? You might, at the same time, get more stu-
dents to continue in third and fourth year programs if tradi-
tional grammar approaches were de-emphasized.

MRS. HARPER:
But even if we really wanted to de-emphasize grammar,
what would the colleges say if our students wee inade-
quately prepared for admission and placement?

STEVE:
Well, what do they say now? . .. After all, the university
says that 80% of the kids who tried to continue in the same
language after two years study in high school were failing/
at the end of the first semester. Why is it so darn wrong for p
high schools to clielop programs geared to student needs
at t at level? If It is decided that cultural understanding is a
prim goal of foreign language learning on the secondary
level t en it will be necessary for the colleges to adjust to
this fadt of life.



HARRY:
The ImpOrtant thing to !remember is that while it is quite
reasonable to equip the student with the' ability to compre-
hend, speak, read, and write the language, areas of stu-
dent performance must also include the role of culture.

MRS. HARPER:
(appearing rather tired and glancing nervously at the
Clock) Well, this has certainly been"an interesting session.
There Is nothing like a frank exchange of ideas to improve
our schools. What you former students at biddle America
have had to say will be very valuable in evaluating our for-

. eign language program. Unfortunately, the hands on the
clock tell us we have run out of time. The superintendent
will appoint the committees for curriculum revision next
month and I shall certainly pass on to them your opinions
relating to the role of culture in the foreigti language class-
room. In conclusion, I want to express my heartfelt appre-
ciation for your attendance here today.
(The three students shake hands with Mrs. Harper and are
last seen glancing at a new bust of Horace Mann which this
ye.,'s graduating class has purchased and is now promi-
nently displayed in a glass case opposite the superinten-
dent's office. Our three students appear noticeably de-
pressed as they leave the school and step into the bright
sunshine of a hot summer day.)
(Mrs. Harper remains seated' alone at her desk after the
students leave. Stuart's portrait of George Washiocron,
above the blackboard, and the shadow cast by a plastic
made-in-Japan, Eiffel Tower, displayed in the window, offer
proof that this is a foreign language classroom in an Ameri-
can school in the last third of the twentieth century.)

(Later 'in the week our dedicated department chairman
wrote the following letter to her superintendent.)

Mr. Percy Tidbit
Superintendent
District No. 209
Middle America High School
Middle America; U.S.A.
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Dear Mr. Tidbit:

I feel that the foreign language section of our summer
seminar was very successful. Three former students, who

9 are now majoring in foreign languages at college, attended
and put forth many helpful ideas. Ailing else, we must
certainly give this generation credit for talking a lot, even if
deep and well organized thinking is not always apparent.

It was readily obvious to me that students think primarily
in the realm of idealism. I am sure that when many of them
step into the classroom for the first time they will modify
their irrational thinking. We all know that it's hard knocks

'' II experience which teach us the facts of life. The
fits were largely concerned about what they

-cy referred to as the "teaching of culture in the lc' -
eign language classroom." They were incapable of grasp-
ing that the primary function of our high school program is
the preparation of st !dents for college. Obviously, that im-
plies a firm foundation in the knowledge of grammar skills.

I believe strongly in developing expertise. I have an
unwavering belief in the spirit of scholarship and a curricu-
lum that develops the real intellectual potentialities of
youth. Duality foreign language education can make no
compromise with nebulous appeals to emphasize culture in
the classroom. I am sure that members of my department
will support me in rejecting such an educationally unlound
proposal. I did promise the participants, however, that I
would submit their recommendations at next fall's curricu-
lum conference, and I shall honor that obligation.

By the way, Mr. Tidbit, permit me to thank you fOr ap-
pointing me as chairman of the October All-School Curric-
ulum Conference. It is, indeed, a great honor. Since there
will be no basic changes in our foreign language program: I
can devote myself full-time to hearing and writing the rec-
ommendations made by the other subject area commit-
tees.

Sincerely yours,

ars. Mildred Louise Harper
Cnairman
Foreign Language Department
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ANALYSIS AND TEACHING pF
THE CROSS-CULTURAL. \
CONTEXT *

H. Ned See lye
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction

There are pi.obably not many, if any_foraignAanguage
courses that do not attempt to justify their existence to a

oyconsiderable extent by claiming tha an understanding of
the foreign culture is an outgrowth language study. How
do language teachers define cultule? How do they teach
culture? Does what is taught in the name of culture lead to
an appreciation or understanding of people with different
life styles? In what direction has the thinking of the profes-
sion been developing? These are some of the questions
this chapter will discuss. Papers read at conferences have
not been reviewed in this chapter unless they were subse-
quently published, and in only infrequent instances have
pre-1966 publications been reviewed. An annotated bibli-
ography of sources published between 1945 and 1984 rel-
evant to the teaching of culture is available in Nostrand,
Foster, & Christensen's compilation (81, p. 292-307). This
chapter is divided into four sections: (1) the scope of cul-
ture in foreign language classes; (2) the knowledge, skills,
and attitudes to be developed; (3) activities and materials
for achieving cultural communication and understanding;
and (4) a survey ot( the status of measuring cultural
achievement.

Scope of culture In foreign language classes
What Is culture?

Is culture ada'Vinci handsomely reposing In the marble
hallways of the Louvre, or is it the technique a workman
employs to brush his teeth? Does it concern itself with the
stirring notes of a de Fella symphony, or is It more interest-
ed in the feudal routine of a Spanish peasant?

The first really contemporary effort to define culture was
exerted by anthropologists. Culture, they reasoned, was
what their science was all about. It was, therefore, impera-
tive to define it precisely. How else, theoretical- minded

From Emma M. Wander, ad.. Braannica Review of Foreign 1. Educa-
tion. Volume 1, 1908. Chicago Encyclopedia Britannic*. MI laic. t9I 1. pp. 38-
al Reprinted by permission of the publisher



anthropologists were prone to ask, could valid research be
accomplished in the area. It seemed logically evident that
to talk about culture one has to know what culture is. But
each anthropologist had his own definition of it. Prompted
by a desire to isolate the common 'denominator in the many
diverse definitions of the term, two well-known anthropolo-
gists, Kroeber 4 Kluckhohn, almost two decades ago ex-
amined approximately 300 definitions in a study entitled
Culture: A Critical Review of Concepts and Definitions
(59). However,' precise common denoininator was not
found. Instead, if one were pressed to abstract the catho-
hefty of the concept it would be that culture is a very broad
concept embracing all aspects of the life of man (and a few
other primates as well). The anthropologist White (114)
concludes a recent article on this problem by quoting
Alfred North Whitehead: "It is a well-founded historical
generalization that the last thing 44 be discovered in any
science is what the science is real) ut." 's

Language teachers have been slow to accept "culture"
as a broadly defined concept. For much of the profession,
culture has been defined almost exclusively in terms of the
fine arts. This narrow definition of culture, unfortunately,
does not fully4prepare a student to understand other peo-
ples. An understanding of the way of life of a foreign people
is important to survival in a world of conflicting value sys-
tems, where the boundaries that formerly isolated and pro-
tected man from anen ideas have been eroded by ad-
vancea in the technology of communication, or struck
down by the angry -clamor of the downtrodden in their
search for a better life. How is one to liberate one's ideas
from the stagnant recesses c' ethnocentrism, from what
Francis Bacon called the Fallacy of the Tribe, if not through
a study of other cultures? And to penetrate another culture,
knowledge of the foreign language is imperative. Elitism
restricting the study of foreign languages to the academi-
cally gifted and disciplined, while divorcing the cultural
content from those aspects of life that concern most peo-
ple most of the timeis responsible for much of the dry rot
of abject boredom current in too many language programs
today.

Brooks (12), who has been so influential in having the
profession recognize the importance of culture, finds (at
an arbitrary level of abstraction) five different types of cul-
ture: biological growth, personal refinement, literature and
the fine arts, patterns for living, and the sum total of a way
of life. Brooks stresses the importance of never losing sight
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of the individual when we talit'about culture as it is relevant
to language classes. The type of culture that Brooks identi-
fies as most appropriate for beginning language classes is
"patterns for living," a concept defined as ". . . the individ-
ual's role in the unending kaleidoscope of life situations of
every kind and .the rules and models for attitude and con-
duct in them" (12, p. 210). It is these patterns that enable
the individual to relate to "the social order to which he is
attached." Literature and tjte fine arts and the "sum total of
a way of life" should be worked into the curriculum "as can
reasonably be added as the learner's competence increas-
es" (12, p. 212). Culture should be broadly sampled. As
Brooks says, culture in the classroom "must not only an-
swer the question: Where is the bookstore? It must also
answer the question: Where is the bathroom?" (12, p. 210)

Culture and literature
Some professors dedicated to an analysis of literary

style claim that literature affords the best tool to teach
about the life of the people. Here we need to be cautious,
Nostrand (78, p. 16) advises, "in generattzingfrom litera-
ture. Many Russians of today have formed their idea of the
American businessman and of Wall Street partly from
American novels such as Babbitt which reflect a hostile at-
titude on the part of one subculture in ihe United States,
the writers, toward another subculture, the businessmen."
Lewald (66, p. 303), in an article that expertly reviews the
problems associated with teaching about culture in lan-
guage classes, comments on the use of fiction to illustrate
a target culture by observing that this "has been defended
on the grounds that all art is based on a conscious or un-
conscious contact with social reality and cultural patterns,
present in the mind of the creativo writer. Here the problem
arises of determining which types of literature or art forms
are most suitable to elicit cultural patterns or indicators. A
case might be made for those forms that strongly reflect an
outer reality." Lewald goes on to suggest that the contribu-
tion of psychological, surrealistic, or experimental writing
would be questionable. It might be added that 8 the interest
is in contemporary culture rather than in a preindustrial
historical period then the number of qualifying documents
shrinks greatly.
One writer (I mhoof, 55), cognizant of the cultural biases

endemic in reading selections designed for use in foreign
language courses, sees the necessity for controlling the
cultural variations that appear in the materials. However, in



emphasizing the universal aspects of culture one should
avoid sidestepping the contrastive manifest8tions of the
target culture. While literary works become important as
they develop themes of universal interest, in order to un-
derstand a culture's uniqueness study must also be direct-
ed to the local, nonuniversal cultural patterns.

Even in situations where the legitimate objective, of the
language course is the study of fine literature, a knowledge
of culture is not an irrelevant digression. One writer whose
sympathies were definitely literary in nature came to the
conclusion through teaching a course in English as a sec-
ond language that in the study of literattire the whole area
of cultural comprehension is more likely than language to
cause difficulty (Povey, 87, p. 44). Another writer who
reached the same conclusion sees harm in attempting to
rely too heavily on cultdral generalizations abstracted from
literature. Yousef (116, p. 228-229), in describing the ex-
perience of some teachers involved in teaching adult Arab
employees of an American company, recounts that "it was
clear to the teachers :nat literary values were not univer-
!di. These students of English as a foreign language would
never be able to reach an understanding of the people and
the culture of the United States by studying American liter-
ature. Instead, the study of American literature actually
seemed to increase misunderstanding and confusion. It
was apparent that the students would need pertinent cul-
tural orientation before they could attempt any meaningful
literature course." Beaujour & Ehrmann (5, p. 154) main-
tain that in itself, the study of culture is a humanistic disci-
pline, which must recognize and develop its own tools. It
cannot be dealt with as a series of disconnected footnotes
to literature.

The quarrel is not with the value of literature or paintings
as a means to illustrate how the foreign people live, but
rather with the restrictive inroad fiction offers as the major
source of information. Since many language teachers feel
uncomfortable dealing with concepts and defa of the social
sciences, they tend to rely too heavily on literature to teach
culture. Consequently, the common dual descriptor "litera-
ture and culture" has itself become suspect. it too often
means a little culture and a lot of literature. On the other
hand, "the study of culture and that of literature, which
must be clearly separated, are neither irroccmcilable nor
antagonistic" (Beaujour & Ehrmann, 5, p. 154).

Marquardt (70), to whom credit is due foiN, preparing
those portions of the American Council on the Teaching of

C
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Foreign Languages (ACTFL) bibliography on culture that
deal with Teaching English for Speakers of Other Lan-
guages (Foreign Language Annals 2:iv, May 1969: 499,
500), suggests the value of certain carefully selected liter-
ary works as an aid to teaching cross-cultural communica-
tion. A doctoral dissertation completed by Christian (21)
combined his analysis of 25 Latin American contemporary
novels, and tape recorded interviews with 15 novelists,
with both social scientific and literary studies of Latin
America in an effort to assess the reaction of members of
different Latin American social classes to modern urban
middle-class values. Christian's interpretation of both em-
pirical and "mystical" data was especially sensitive. Liter-
ary approaches such as Marquardt's and Christian's do
much to rekindle hope for an eventual rapprochement be-
tween those interested in Culture with a big "C," and those
interested in viewing it more broadly with a little "c." Liter-
ature can best be seen, in the present context, as illustrat-
ing the cultural patterns of a society once the patterns have
been identified by the methods of the social sciences: so-
cial science as source, literature as example.

Folklore, an Neal compromise?
Morain (72) convincingly argues that folklore offers a

logical bridge to service language teachers trained in liter-
ary analysis who are interested in getting closer ton an-
thropological understanding of culture but who are not
equipped by disposition or background to deal with the
empirical orientations of the social scientist. Morain takes
as her definition of folklore the comfortably loose descrip-
tion by Taylor (107, p. 34): "Folklore is the material that is
handed on by tradition, either by word of mouth or by cus-
tom and practice. It may be folksongs, folktales, proverbs,
or other materials preserved in words.lt may be traditional
tools and physical objects like fences or knots, hot cross
buns, or Easter eggs; traditional ornamentation like the
walls of Troy; or traditional symbols like the swastika. It
may be traditional procedures like throwing salt over one's
shoulder or knocking on wood. It may be traditional beliefs
like the notion that elder is good for ailments of the eye. All
of these are folklore."

Morain argues that when it comes to mirroring the atti-
tudes of large groups, folklore is superior to literary writing.
The very durability of folktales, proverbs, slurs, and jests is
an indication of the validity they have for a given people.
Therefore, it would seem logical that a study of carefully
selected folk materials could illuminate some of the impor-

1
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tent cultural themes that underlie a country's thought and
action (72, p. 676). While Morain's examples are taken
from the French, Campa (14) demonstrates how an analy-
sis of folklore can illuminate the main themes of Hispanic
culture. One-line proverbs, brief verses, narrative ballads,
and riddles all afford lively illustrations of such themes as
the "picaresqueness of the Spaniard," or his sense of "self
assurance."

Appearing in Soviet Eduoafion, an article by Khanbikov
(58) advances a communist appraisal of the value of bas-
ing educational philosophy in general on the best of the
mores and customs,. folk knowledge, folk law, literature
and art, religious faiths, games and toys, and so forth,
which the working people have traditionally transmitted to
their children. Khanbikov calls this "folk pedagogy." He
goes on to say that this folk pedagogy is of a democratic
nature; it is the result of the creative contribution of many
generations of working people to spiritual culture, its in-
alienable component. Many thousands of folk philoso-
phers, psychologists, and educators have worked on its
creation. It is the expression of the Ideals of the toiling
majority, and it puts forward, in correspondence with the
needs of the people, the most humane and democratic
ideals in the edkation of the rising generation, rejecting
everything that contradicts these ideals (58, p. 39). This
Marxist willingness to place faith in the culture of the mass-
es contrasts interestingly with the reluctance of some
"democratic" language teachers to discuss in sympathetic
terms the life styles of the French, Spanish, or German
workers.

It is a great disappointment for many students, who have
developed fluency in the language after 4 to 12 years of
sequential study and have passed the advanced placement
test, to go on to advanced classes only to discover in col-
lege that if they are to continue taking courses in their sec-
ond language, they have to study literature or "advanced
grammar." Even the somewhat isolated "Civilization and
Culture" course usually bases itself "solidly" on literature.
If a student wants to satisfy any of the many interests he
was led to expect from his high school language teachers,
he must often leave, or avoid altogether, the college for:
eign language department, for frequently it is easier to lo-
cate professors who are both fluent in the foreign language
and interested in its culture in departments other than the
language department. Perhaps folklore is the door through
which more culturally pertinent materials can be intro-
duced Into the rather arid college offerings.

/8'

Knowledge, skills, and attitudes to be developed
In 1967, the American Council on the Teaching of For-

eign Languages (ACTFL) began compiling an annual bibli-
ography on a number of areas that pertain to language
teaching. Brooks was appointed head of the section on cul-
ture, and his bibliography was subsequently published in
the December 1967 issue of Foreign Language Annals
(FLA). Nostrand was assigned the responsibility for the
1968 compilation which appeared in the May 1969 issue of
FLA. These ACTFL bibliographies (to be published yearly in
the May issue of FLA) offer an excellent, up-to-date listing
of articles and books that treat culture. The bibliographies
include both content-oriented reference works written by
social scientists and historians, and publications that at-
tempt to apply cultural knowledge to the teaching of cul-
ture in foreign language classes. Some of the languages
for which helpful reference sources were listed include
Arabic (Pietrzyk, 86), Chinese (Hucker, 52), French
(Pemberton, 85), German (8), Greek (Arnott, 3), Japa-
nese (Silberman, 103). Latin (Crook, 23), Portuguese
(Sayers, 93), and Spanish (Adams, 1).

Besieged by an endless procession of cultural studies,
the language teacher must ask himself what knowledge is
relevant and what skills should be developed in students.
Nostrand (78) proposes that language teachers concen-
trate upon just two basic purposes in teaching about a for-
eign way of life: cross-cultural communication and under
standing.

Cross-cultural communication
Since the basic aim of a language class is to have the

student learn to communicate in the foreign language, it is
obvious that if fairly common emotions and thoughts can-
not be understood apart from their cultural referents then
these referents must be taught in the language classroom.
Some interesting examples of difficulties In cross-cultural
communication that arise from ignorancE'of the target cul-
turb are recounted in several articles.

Barrutia (4), in an article that discusses the relation of
language development to cultural barriers, Illustrates one
type of cultural problem by contrasting near synonyms in
English. The possible social consequences of a loose inter-
change of role-linked terms would be amusing to observe
In someone else. Barrutia supplies a verse to dramatize
the sex connotation of many common words.

A woman has a figure, a man has a physique;



A father roars in rage, a mother shrieks in pique,
Broad-shouldered athletes throw what dainty dam-

sels toss;
And female bosses supervise, male bosses boss
Lads gulp, maids sip;
Jacks plunge, Jills dip;
Guys bark, dames snap;
Boys punch, girls slap;
Gobs swab, WAVES mop;
Braves buy, squaws shop.

A gentleria, perspires, a lady merely glows;
A husband is suspicious; a wife, however, knows.

Besides sex and social class referents, whether an ob-
ject is recognized at all depends greatly on an understand-
ing of the extralinguistic cultural referents. The writer (95)

consider a paperback from Mexico defective because
had anced Spanish literature class in college that

the pages were not cut. Although the students had presum-
ably mastered the linguistic aspects of libro, ignorande of
the nonlinguistic referents of the word impeded their rec-
ognition tikf the perfectly normal object. Debyser (26, in a
translation of an earlier article appearing in French, offers

fpm)f m the French to illustrate how the extralin-
guistic refer is of common terms and phrases can be
taught on the elementary level. It is not enough. Debyser
shows, to know the words denoting the various members of
a family (mother, child, uncle), for example. To be able to
use the words with impunity one must also know the spe-
cific social context within which each can be employed.
The word maman, for instance, may be used by a person
when he talks to his mother, but would rarely be used by
him when talking about her to others.

Much misunderstanding among the profession concern-
ing the degree to which an attempt should be made to get
the student to act like a native is the result of confusing the
ability or skill to communicate accurately and the attitudes
toward man and beast dictated by the foreign mores: There
should be no controversy about the aim of accurate com-
munication, and this includes understanding the culturally
based mores of the target people but does not necessarily
include professing or internalizing the mores

Understanding

Nostrand's second basic purpose in teaching the foreign
cultureunderstandingraises questions of delineation
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that the objective of cross-cultural communication does
not, for Understanding implies a restructuring of \ our "sa-
cred" cognitive patterns. Nostrand includes under the rub-
ric of understanding, for example, such intangibles as "the
psychological capacity to be magnanimous toward strange
ways" (78, 41 5-8). In the final analysis, no matter how
technically dexterous a student's training in the foreign
language, if he avoids contact with native speakers of that
language, and if he lacks respect for their cognitive pat-
terns, of what value has his training been? Where can it be
put to use? What educational breadth has it inspired?

Unfortunately, some teachers themselves do not feel
comfortable in tile presence of native speakers of a foreign
language. In part, this is because the teachers have not
learneeto follow speech at conversational speed, have not
learned what things to talk about and what to avoid, have
not accustomed themselves to the amount of space sepa-
rating them from the native (Hall, 47, 48), or to the rules
governing eyeball to eyeball contact, have not learned to
shade the target sense of humor or their songs, have not
learned the cultural referents to the topics of discussion,
and have succumbed to a regrettable tendency to underes-
timate ethnocentrically the intelligence of a member of
another culture. The enlightened teaching of selected cul-
tural elements can do much to prepare a student both to
understand and enjoy a native speaker of the language.
There is no enjoyment in listening AO someone one can't
understand, and one can't understand someone if his cul-
tural referents, his view of the world, and his linguistic
forms are novel. It is the language teacher who can build
bridges from one cognitive system to another (Freeman,
34). Some ways to accomplish this are mentioned in the
fo "wing section on activities and materials for achieving
cultural communication and understanding.

One naive assumption occasionally made by language
teachers is that a mastery of the linguistic patterns of a
foreign culture leads in itself to "thinking like a native." As
Lewald (66, p. 302) properly points out, this belief is un-
warranted. Unless the student is learning the language in
the target culture, the cultural referents necessary to un-
derstanding a native speaker must be additionally learned.
Jay argues the point in pertinently broad terms: It should
be made crystal clear, however, that bilingualism itself
does not insure ipso facto a respect for other cultural pat-
terns. The traditional hostility between France and Ger-
many has been until recently a bitter reality, even though



the language of each was commonly taught and under-
stood by the other . . . Bilingualism is not in itself the an-
swer to cultural understanding among people. An indis-
pensable asset, it must be fortified by the strongest possi-
ble sensitivity education. With knowledge of the language
Must exist a similar knowledge of the social, religious, and
economic attitudes of a people (56, p. 85-86).

interdisciplinary approaches to culture
Part of understanding consists of developing an aware-

ness of the principles and henomena governing the cul-
tural system of the foreign c untry and of culture in general
everywhere. It was this level f understanding that prompt-
ed the superintendent of a ci school system to complain
to the writer during an evaluation of his language program
that when foreign language teachers are asked to justify
the existence of their departinent in the curriculum, "they
cry 'cultural understanding' to high heaven." This superin-
tendent felt that the place to teach cultural understanding
is in the social studies department. Are language teachers
imperialistically encroaching upon the domain of the social
studies teacher, teaching in a haphazard and amateurish
way what history teachers are better equipped to handle?

Educators have long recognized the danger Inherent in
compartmentalizing knowledge into separate academic
disciplines. It seems that the average student experiences
considerable difficulty in integrating what he learns from
one course with what he learns from another. Academi-
cians should rejoice when important areas of shared inter-
est among departments arise, for this presents an oppor-
tunity to integrate meaningfully the insights born of differ-
ent methodological approaches to common problems. The
question concerning who Should teach about culture
should focus on how the social studies department and the
foreign language department can complement each other
in bringing the student to an understanding: of the nature of
culture and how it is manifested in the world's societies.

Social studies courses generally approach a study of
foreign societies from a cross-cultural perspective. The
focus remains for a brief time on one society, then turns to
another, In the better Courses, cultural systems are com-
pared at critical points with the view of elucidating both the
universal principles of man and the particular systems of
selected societies. The contribution of language to the
development of a society rarely receives attention in social
studies courses on the secondary school level. On the col-
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lege level, on the other hand, the study of linguistics de-
veloped out of the anthropology department and did not
originate in its modern American form in the foreign lan-
guage department. Paradoxically, then, secondaiy school
social studies programs largely ignore the role of language
in human affairs while the most significant studies of lan-
guage occur not in departments of foreign language but in
the college social science programs.

Language classes, in contrast to social studies classes,
concentrate on understanding one particular culture, or at
the most, a number of related subcultures. At their best,
language classes offer a student the linguistic and cultural
skills he needs to function in the foreign culture, and in
addition attempt to provide an intellectual grasp of the cul-
tural and linguistic forces that mold the unique culture he is
studying. While the language teacher is more apt than his
social studies counterpart to have lived in the culture he
describes, a broadly-based, cross-cultural perspective is
not included in language classes.

The cross-cultural thod of social studies classes and
the indepth inquiry of nguage classes would seem to
complement each other, t e one affording a check against
the generalizations of the ottrl. It is difficult to conceive of
a serious student of culture o does not comprehend the
nature of language, and one is reluctant to accord confi-
dence in the pronouncements of a person who knows but
one culture. Singer (104) further argues that one cannot
understand a second culture without first understanding
one's own. However, the reverse logic is equally appealing:
the only way to understand one's own culture well is to
understand another culture first.

There have been several recent publications that have
interest for both language and social studies teachers. One
attempt to explore the area of interest shared by both dis-
ciplines was published by the Illinois Office of Public In-
struction (Seelye, 101). Although it missed several logical
areas of cooperation such as team teaching and common
development of course objectives, it did suggest a reor-
ganizalOon of topics of some importance, largely anthropo-
logical and historical, that the language teacher could prof-
itably develop in his classes. The basis for the proposed
reorganization is argued in a succinct review essay by Es-
teves (31), and further elaborated in another article
(Seelye, 99). where it is claimed that subject matter con-
tent should be regarded as a means to an end, and that
content should not be learned for its own sake. Content it-



self ha; no intrinsic value if it does not develop new atti-
tudes and skills. The essence of the approach argued by
Esteves and other contemporary educators is that one
should not guide students into a solution of teacher-pre-
sented problems, but rather stimulate students to formu-
late questions that then can be brought into sharper focus
through a manipulation of content. Esteves points out that
problem-solving often leads to pat prefabricated solutions
to problems that are problems precisely because they do
not have easy solutions. This approach to teaching skills
"would replace the role of teacher as know-it-all) lecturer,
with the role of research assistant to an interested student"
(99, p. 7). To contribute to an atmosphere of organized
learning, rather than an air of anarchy, some model con-
struct of the culture could be utilized, such as the one
developed by Taylor & Sorenson (108) based on Mexican
patterns, or the one by Nostrand (77) based on French pat-

'terns. The writer (99) has claimed that much of the prob-
lem of student interest improves when the student is of-
fered a choice among topics that are themselves impor-
tant. To this end, a bibliographic index of 30 or so recent
books on Latin America, organized under 23 "key Ideas" of
Latin American culture, has been developed. The prior
availability of these "key ideas" further emphasizes the
advantage to be gained from an interdisciplinary study of
culture. They were developed for social studies teachers
by the Latin American Curriculum Project of the University
of Texas in Austin, directed by Gill & Conroy (38, 42), and
are quite useful to the teacher of Spanish or Portuguese.
Conversely, the Foreign Language Innovative Curricula
Studies project in Ann Arbor, Mich., directed by James
McCiafferty, is producing multimedia units on French cul-
ture, and materials to aid the teaching of Hispanic culture
to Mexican-American children, which may well interest
social studies teachers. This whole area of crosspollination
and cooperation between departments of social studies
and foreign languages holds much promise for the future.

Teachers interested in reviewing the findings of the so-
cial sciencet will find the encyclopedic summaries pre-
pared by Berelson & Steiner (7) to be a good place to be-
gin. Hymes' mammoth-reader in linguistics and anthropol-
gy 153) Is an exceptionally valuable source although some
of the articles are difficult to follow. A recent compilation of
some of the outstanding articles of the last decade written
by anthropologists (Manners & Kaplan, 69) has two sec-
tions \ of special interest to the teacher of foreign Ian-

\
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guages: Culture and Personality, and Ideology, Language,
and Values. An anthology of 45 articles (Fishman, 33),
each by a different author writing about the rapidly emerg-
ing area of the sociology of language, contains sections on
language in small-group interaction, in social strata, plus a
number of other categories that treat language as a cultur-
al event. It will be surprising if this area, the sociology of
language, does not become increasingly important to for-
eign language teachers.

Language and thought
Some years ago, Benjamin Lee Whorf (cf. Carroll, 17),

citing the earlier work of Sapir (90; also in Mandelbaum,
68), theorized that the world-view of a speech community
is reflected in the linguistic patterns they use. The implica-
tion was that the way "reality" is categorized in the under-
lying patterns of a language is an indication of how speak-
ers of that language view the world; and, inversely, how
they view the world depends on the language system they
have. The proliferation of Eskimo words for snow, accord-
ing to what was to become known as the Sapir-Whorf hy-
pothesis, reflects the importance snow has in Eskimo cul-
ture. Similar instances are the Trobriand Islanders' multi-
plicity of terms to; yams, the basis of their economy, and
the truckloads of terms to designate automobiles current in
contemporary U.S. culture. Colors, kinship relations, per-
ception of space and time, all differ from language to lan-
guage and from culture to culture. The trick is to demon-
strate an association between the two, language and cul-
ture. (It may be recalled that Whorf advocated contrasting
languages such as Navaho and English, or French and
Chinese, and not languages within the Indo-European-farn==--
ily.) Off-the-cuff pronouncements on the relation be-
tween language and culture are the rule in language class-
es. The fact that the linguistic structure of some languages
enables the speaker to become the object of the action
("the glass broke on me") instead of the subject of the ac-
tion ("I broke the glass"), to take an example, does not in
itself demonstrate the speaker of the first example to view
nature as an active agent and man as a passive one. To
draw a cognitive-conclusion from purely linguistic data is to
while away the hours in tautology. To legitimately draw a
behavioral inference from an analysis of language struc-
ture it -is necessary to empirically associate a language
pattern with a behavioral pattern.

That the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis has been accepted as
truth by so many language teachers is an interesting exam-



ple of the tendency toward wish-fulfillment. The theory is
exciting, there is some corroborative evidence (and, per-
haps inevitably, a body of contradicting evidence also), the
idea has been around long enough for most teachers to
have forgotten its highly speculative nature,' and, last, but
not least, if the theory were true it would imbue language
courses with new-found importance. Unfortunately, few
writings by linguistic specialists are, at this stage in the
science's struggle for respectability, comprehensible to
most classroom language teachers, and few down-to-earth
language teachers have shown enough familiarity with the
linguistic literature. Consequently, our acceptance of the
Sapir-Whorf hypothesis must await either more empirical
evidence or improved communication with linguists. Some
of the fairly recent books that treat this area include Hor
(50), Carroll (17), Romney & D'Andrade (89), Gumperz &
Hymes (46), Hammel (49), Hymes (53), Greenberg (45),
l.r.ndar (64), Witucki (115), Mathiot (71), Manners & Ka-
plan (69), Fishman (33), and Niyekawa-Howard (75).

One probe by the writer (100) into the relation between
language structure and cognitive preferences. took three
instances in Spanish where the speaker could choose ei-
ther an active or passive linguistic form, then set up six dif-
ferent social situc. '^ns and asked 50 Guatemalans to make
a choice between the active and passive forms within the
context of each situation. The writer tentatively concluded
that contrary to popular belief (1) the Spanish passive may
not be "generally preferred," (2) the passive is not used
"to get rid of blame," but (3) the election of the passive
depends on the context of the situation in a more complex
way than usually has been acknowledged. This study re-
ported, for example, that in some circumstances the sam-
pled Guatemalans selected either the passive or active
form to balance the verb forms when one or the other form
had been exaggeratedly used. This level of linguistic pref-
erence is clearly stylistic and not cognitive. Other exam-
ples did, however, seem to exemplify cognitive prefer-
ences.

Another study effected a semantic comparison of Rus-
sian and English words, with the objective of "determining
whether one language tends to operate at an overall level
of abstraction which is either higher or lower than that of
the other language" (Oppenheimer, 83). Oppenheimer
selected a few English words at random and compared
their level of abstractionthe extent to which details and
characteristics are omittedto their Russian counterparts.
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He found that the English words generally appear to be at a
higher level of abstraction than the corresponding Russian
words. While Oppenheimer advances several interpreta-
tions and explanations of this, he is properly cautious about
projecting any importance to the cognitive world of the
speaker of either language. Articles of this type are pro-
ductive in that they suggest hypotheses that a more con-
trolled study might advantageously pursue.

The cultural nature of language

Dewey's famous essay, "My Pedagogic Creed" (28),
appeared in an education journal in 1897. In it, Dewey
observed that "language is almost always treated in the
books of pedagogy simply as the expression of thought. It
is true that language is a logical instrument, but it is funda-
mentally and primarily a social instrument." If language is
"primarily a social instrument," how can it be divorced
from the society that uses it? Writing over 70 years after
Dewey, Chao (19) in his recent study of language empha-
sizes that "action and speech are thoroughly mixed." Chao
further observes that language is not even usually in the
form of connected discourse such as sentences, para-
graphs, etc. (19, p. 112-133).

There is probably considerable correlation between lin-
guistic change and social change. When for one reason or
another members of one language community are forced
to function either within or alongside another language,
both their language and way of life inevitably change. Ilbek
(54) offers an interesting discussion of the effect of English
on the native language of the French-speaking minorities
of the U. S. Ilbek gives examples of shifts of meaning
caused by the presence of cognates in the language: direct
borrowing of lexical items to designate new things, borrow-
ing of patterns through translation, and borrowing of fixed
forms directly or through translation. However, instead of
using these data to arrive at insights into the nature of lin-
guistic change or biculturation, the author disappointingly
concludes that "as teachers of French we are pledged to
fight this kind of interference and to keep our language
pure ..." (54, p. 376).

Many teachers make this same mistake. While intrigued
with the cultural implications of linguistic data, they get
hung up on the form and fail to reach a cultural compre-
hension of the data beyond an assessment of its snob ap-
peal. Despite two decades of descriptive linguistics, there
is still much of the normative puritanism in ow' souls. Chao



correctly characterizes language when he says that "there
is no complete uniformity in any speech community; there
is always mixture of dialects in the same locality; there is
class difference; there is difference in speech reflected by
different personalities for the dialect or same class; above
all, there is difference in style in the same individual" (19,
p. 123). Chao adds that besides talking with people, and
hearing them talk with you, one should overhear them talk
among themselves to learn to understand the nonstandard
dialects (19, p. 132-133).

Sensitivity training
Referring to West Indian children faced with learning

Standard English in school, Jones (57) states that it is un-
scientific and detrimental to the mental health of the child
to attempt to eradicate his home language. Jones suggests
that teachers should strive to produce a student who can
switch dialects as the situation demands.

Nonstandard dialects have been anathema to many lan-
guage teachers. The writer recently visited a large school
system containing many Mexican-American students, very
few of whom were enrolled in any foreign language class-
es. When the language chairmen were asked why these
Spanish-speaking students were not enrolled in advanced
Spanish classes, the writer was told that they were poor
language students who were not even able to do the work
and pass the tests of beginning Spanish courses, let alone
advanced classes. When the writer suggested that perhaps
this was an indication that the "work" and the "tests" of the
beginning Spanish classes had little relevancy to learning
to communicate in the language, he was told *hat the home
language of the students was dismally substandard and
to add insult to injurythe students militantly resisted
being corrected. And what was the nature of these resisted
corrections? In many cases, through ignorance of the wide
variety of linguistic forms that educated people employ in
the score or more of countries where Spanish is spoken,
the teacher was simply incorrect in his statement that a
given form was substandard. In other cases, where the
form was definitely nonstandard, rather than instill pride in
a student of humble origins who knows richly archaic
formsforms that Cervantes may have usedor forms
that illustrate imaginative borrowing, the student was made
to feel embarrassment because he did not know the com-
paratively lifeless form that the teacher had learned in
some textbook. Minor differences in the way to pronounce
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some words or sounds caused disproportionate friction
between student and teacher. A cultured ex-student of the
writer, and a native speaker of Spanish from Guatemala
.City, almost flunked a Spanish course at a large Midwest-
ern university because the teacher "didn't like his accent."
Many teachers seem to pounce on the mistakes, often
minor, of their Puerto Rican or Mexican (or Pennsylvania
German or French Canadian) students in "retribution" for
the teacher's laCk of ability to understand them. Sadly,
even Mexican-American or native teachers are Occasion-
ally hostile toward these children who so much deserve
sympathetic nurturing. The fact remains that after unsym-
pathetic teachers have exhausted their repertoire of horror
stories about the classroom performance of students who
speak Spanish (or French or German) at home, there is
still a strong correlation between the best students of a
language and those who speak it at home (Carroll, 164.
137-138). Teachers who think that American studentS ig-
norant of the foreign language can learn it better than,stu-
dents who have been speaking it all their livesin whatev-
er dialectneed to have their goals examined. The testi-
mony of Gaarder (35) before a Senate Subcommittee on
Bilingual Education, and an article by Howe (51) on the
education of minority groups, oontain reasoned pleas for a
sensitive and sensible approach to teaching children
whose only claim to wealth rests with the rich culture their
forebearers have passed on to them.

At the base of much of the tension between a student
from an economically deprived background and a teacher
who wears his college degree as a middle-class merit
badge is a conflict of cultures. A manual has been pre-
pared by an anthropologist, Burger (13), who suggests
ways for teachers to increase their effectiveness with
groups whose culture differs from the teacher's by first
understanding better the student culture (relevant descrip-
tions are presented of Mexican-Americans, Negroes,
Pueblos, and Yankees), and then by applying certain
values of that culture to the lesson one wants to teach. If,
for example, the teacher desires to transmit the idea that
"cleanliness is next to godliness," the teacher may find
that the "unscrubbed masses'i take meticulous dare of
their "wheels." Basing himself on the student-accepted
value that bikes and cars should be washed frequently, the
teacher would have a means to communicate cross-cul-
turally on cleanliness, a matter of value belief. Burger's
manual is a fine introduction to the type of sensitivity edu-
cation that language teachers can appreciate.



Lawton (e5)' reviewed the psychological and anthropo-
logical literatures in the field in an attempt to assess the
importance of linguistic differences that exist between
various social groups. He then examined a sample of Eng-
lish working-class subjects who where identified as under-
achievers in school and paid particular attention to their
linguistic and cognitive processes, the latter especially as
it related to the group's attitudes toward education. Lawton
came to the conclusion that there was a great deal of evi-
dence to support the view that an inadequacy of linguistic
range and control is a very important and definitive factor
in scholastic underachievement, that the linguistic difficul-
ties these underachieving groups have are closely related
to wider questicins of motivation and culture, and in order
to widen the student's control over language the social
structure of the school must change considerably to admit
greater possibilities of developing new role-relations (65,
p. 156-158). While Lawton sees legitimacy in the schools'
attempts to transform their pupils into middle-class chil-
dren, he makes the suggeition that teachers should be-
come more sensitive to the kind of analysis that would
enable them to distinguish in the so-called middle-class
culture what is of cognitive importance and do away with
everything that is irrelevant to the educational process (65,
p. 15.9),. Among the "trivial" aspects of middle-class cul-
ture Lawton mentions "etiquette and social conventions."

While there are cultural advantages to be gained from
retaining and even emphasizing subcultural linguistic and
behavioral patterns in foreign language classes, care
should be taken to develop courses that interest students
who come from language and cultural traditions other than
the target one. When a language course largely attracts
students whose parents or grandparents are or were native
speakers of the language, the drawing power of that lan-
guage often -suffers after the first or second generation
passes, e.g., Polish, Yiddish, Swedish. Fishman (32) re-
ports there are more teachers and students of Italian
whose near ancestors were native speakers of the lan-
guage taught than that of any other commonly taught lan-
guage in the U.S. However, he also sees two distressing
trends. On the one hand, lower enrollment is anticipated as
fewer students associate themselves with their ethnic past,
and. on the other hand, as Italian teachers lose their famil-
iarity with their regional language and customs, the cultural
content Of Italian courses is bound to weaken. Thus there
is a constant challenge for all language teachers to reas-
sess the role of culture in their courses.
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Activities and materials for achieving cultural
Communication and understanding

There are a number of reasons why foreign language
classes often omit the teaching of culture. Debyser (25,
Part 1) mentions lack of time, the idea that language and
culture are one and the same,, the belief that students will
get it later, and the view of language as a communication
skill divorced from social concerns. Debyser rejects these
reasons. Cultural concepts must be implemented by spe-
cific measures in the classroom if they are to be taught.
While many teachers see culture as merely providing the
background to matters of linguistic concernfor example,
using a trip to the market or a visit with a French family to
introduce new vocabulary or structural patternshe points
out that unless this is very well done one should not put
great hope in the efficacy of this method (25, p. 24).

There is much the teacher interested in culturally mean-
ingful language commonly accomplishes by insistence on
authentic speech patterns and dialogue situations, by de-
scribing the cultural significance of words and phrases and
gestures, by teaching the songs, games, rhyMes, and pop-
ular maxims of the cufture,.end by discussing some of its
main themes. Opportunities( for cultural instruction often
overlooked are listed by Brooks ('01, p. 82-96) in the form
of specific questions pertaining to some 64 different topics.
Questions such as: "In what ways are age, provenance,
sociaLstatus, academic achievement, degree of formality,
interpersonal relations, aesthetic concern, persoriality, re-
flected In . .. speech?" "What common words of expres-
sions in English have direct equivalents that are not tolerat-
ed in the new culture, and vice versa?" "What objects are
often found decorating the bureau and walls of a young
person's bedroom?" "What careers have strong appeal for
the young?" Other sources for the teacher interested in

. culture include Lado's excellent book (61), and the listing
ot source materials by Chamberlain (18).

Specifying instructional objectives

Before a teacher can begin to select techniques to teach
cultyral understanding he must know what specific cultural
objectives he wants to reach. Objectives of communica-
tion and understanding should be dealt with separately,
and not lumped together in some all-embracing super-
goal. Each set of goals should probably include specific
objectives relating to recognition of cultural patterns, com-
prehension of how patterns function as an interrelated sys-
tem of mutually supportive forms, an appreciation of how

qv,



strange or novel patterns workand consequently are
valuedin the target culture, and a sympathttic interest in
members of the target culture. General assistance in de-
signing realistic objectives of any type is available in Mager
(67). After deciding on the particular set of cultural goals
he wants to teach, the Instructor must then modify tech-
niques to suit the interests and maturity of his students,
keeping,in mind the materials available to him. Since matu-
rity levels generally correspond to the traditional designa-
tions of primary school, middle school, high school, col-
lege, and graduate school, some sort of cooperative divi-
sion of labor with a view to minimizing costly duplication of
effort and to maximizing an intelligent articulation from
language level to language level is obviously desirable.

Defining cultural levels

Divisions can be made along several lines, depending'
upon one's understanding of the learning process. If the
theory that any concept can be taught at any level is credit-
ed, then the methodological task becomes one of identify-
ing examples and exercises that are at a level readily un-
derstandable by a given age group to illustrate the con-
cepts. If, on the other hand, it is believed that effective
teaching of A concept depends on assessing its difficulty
and then presenting it to an age group that has reached
the requisite level of maturity to comprehend it, then the
problem becomes one of arranging cultural concepts into a
hierarchy of relative complexity. Certainly how a concept is
presented to a student will depend on his maturity and
educational background. An eclectic' scheme that sug-
gests which cultural items are to be presented at various
sequential levels was developed by a 1968 committee of
the Pacific Northwest Conk rence on Foreign Language
Teaching (Nostrand, 79). The committee, chaired by Nos-
trand, based its efforts on the previous work of Ladu (62).

The committee's report calls for both behavioral and
verbal responses to cultural stimuli at the first level. The
student is expected on Level I (a level does not necessarily
equal a year) to demonstrate physically how to behave in a
numtse of situations including greetings, introductions,
leave-taking, eating, and conduct "toward persons of one's
own and of higher social status." Likewise, he must also be
able to describe in English two or more common leisure-
time activities of adolescents in the foreign society, as well
as to learn a poem and some songs. Some minor adapta-
tions to this proposal for Level I could easily be made to
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accommodate integration of pre-adolescent FLES (foreign
language in the elementary school) programs into the out-
line. Of course, students beginning study of a foreign lan-
guage in secondary school will miss the enriching sub-
stance of the riddles, games, songs, rhymes, and the -way
the child of the target culture views his world; students be-
ginning language study at more advanced ages will miss
"adolescent culture" as well. On the other hand, much of
"adult culture" awaits the persevering curiosity of the de-
veloping student, not because a secondary student lacks
the intellectual capacity for understanding the preoccupa-
tions of the middle-aged and over, but because he is justifi-
ably more interested in his %-wn concerns.

A practical elaboration of the propose, standards for
cultural levels is developed in the committee's outline for
Level II, Here, two sets of standards are presented: a
"minimal standard" and a "desirable standard." Since
some schools will be aoie to teach more than others no
matter how uniformly definitions of levels are drawn, it
seems wise to elaborate ambitious standards that superior
programs are encouraged to cover in addition to minimal
standards that any accredited language program should
cover. Somewhat disappointingly, however, neither mini-
mal nor desirable activities on Level II require the student
to do anything on a nonverbal level. The student is asked to
"state orally" insights into literature, the family, education,
cultural themes, etc. Although this verbal activity is to be
accomplished in the target language, the proposed stand-
ards do not show enough awareness of the many lan-
guage-connected ways in which the language reflects the
culture, such as nonlinguistic cultural referents necessary
to understanding the spoken word dialect variations, and
ability to follow disconnected discourse. Nor do the pro-
posals imaginatively explore the realm of nonverbal cultur-
al skills. The standards display some bias in expecting
children to understand a relatively small segment of most
countries, "a middle-class person of the foreign society."
Many American children might prefer to identify with an-
other class segment of the target culture. (An age bias also
found in the outline seems pedagogically more justifiable.)
Another class bias is evident in the statement that one
should learn how to conduct oneself "toward persons of
one's own and of higher social status." When are we going
to learn to talk with most of the world's inhabitants, the
poor?



While the most detailed sections of both Levels I I and III
use literature to illustrate the main cultural themes, with
Level I I I the social structure belatedly receives more direct
attention beyond the previous emphasis on the family' and
educational systems. Level IV outlines more balanced
expectations but it is very briefly developed. A discussion
of how literature can be effectively used to illustrate cultur-
al aspects of a society was published earlier by Nostrand
(80). It might be noted at this point that any instruction that
requires the use of English can be taken care of in home-
work, more or less in programmed form, so as not to inter-
fere with the virtually exclusive practice of the foreign lan-
guage during class time.

Cultural themes

Nostrand (77) has been instrumental in developing a
conceptual model of those aspects of a foreign culture to
which language teachers could most profitably devote their
talents. He proposes that the essentials of the target cul-
tural system be organized under headings of a structured
inventory which he calls the "Emergent Modc4." In it, some
30 headings are grouped under the four large rubrics of the
Culture, the Society, the Individual, and the Ecology. One
of the strengths of this inventory is that it is an outgrowth of
integrating Murdock's famous anthropological inventory
(74) with the priorities of the language classroom.

Nostrand's Emergent Model

I. The Culture. value system, ethos, assumptions
about reality, verifiable' knowledge, art forms, lan-
guage, paralanguage, and kinesics.

II. The Society. organized under institutions: familial,
religious, economic-occupational, political and judi-
cial, educational, intellectual-aesthetic, recreation-
al, communications, social proprieties, stratification
and mobility, conflict and conflict resolution.

Ill. The individual. integration of the personality, or-
ganismic level, intrapersonal and interpersonal val-
uation, status by age and sex.

IV. The Ecology. attitudes toward nature, exploitation
of nature, use of natural, products, technology, set-

aptStlem and territorial organizatjoi, travel and
tr sportation.

Nostrand suggests that this organization of the life style
into four component systems can best be taught by organ-
izing the substance of a given life style under its main
themea theme being a value that is more fully defined in
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terms of its underlying assumptions and applications in
human relations, personality structure, and interaction with
the physical and si bhuman environment.

Applying Nostrand's Emergent Model to the French and
Hispanic cultures, Ladu (63) has developed a highly com-
mendable book appropriately titled Teaching for Cross-
Cultural Understanding. In this work she interprets many of
the cultural aspects of each of the four major categories of
the Emergent Model. An informative discussion of the the-
matic approach to cultural understanding, along with an
analysis of the major themes of North India, was effected
by the sociologist Opler (82). Mathiot (71) draws a distinc-
tion between those aspects of the cognitive system that are
reflected in language and those reflected in nonlinguistic
behavior. Consequently, she separates themes of the lan-
guage from themes of the culture. This study infers the
themes of language (Uto-Aztecan) by relating the seman-
tic distinctive features of a given aspect of language to a
postulated underlying concept found in the related cogni-
tive contents.

A detailed description of how songs may provide the ba-
sis,for illustrating the main themes of a culture is presented
by Damoiseau & Marc (24). The authors pasi over the two
most frequent uses to which songs are subjected in lan-
guage classes (as a literary text for linguistic analysis or as
a vehicle for the study of the target poetry) in favor of a cul-
tural objective: the different aspects of the daily life of the
target culture as illustrated in song. Compositions should
be selected from writers who are involved with the daily life
of the target society as seen through their thesis songs of
social commentary. The main social problem treated in the
song would be the first concern of the class. A linguistic
analysis of the coexistence of both'-urball and more tradi-
tional vocabulary with a view to illustrating the direction of
social change is suggested by the authors. They make the
suggestion that each thematic point could itself be careful-
ly illustrated by a series of slides that show, for instance,
the effect of urbanization of life on the target culture. Da-
moiseau & Marc also expand in considerable detail how
lesson plans can be developed on this principle. The exam-
ples, as is the language of the article, are French.

Semiotic analysis
The methodological apparatus of semiotics, the study of

signs, is suggested by Beaujour & Ehcmann (5) as a means
to systematically analyze the extralinguistic cultural refer-
ents found "newspapers, movies, recordings of all



kinds interviews, confessions, dialogues, opinion polls,
etc." They suggest limiting the time scope to be studied to
"signs" found in sources of the last 10 or 15 years, al-
though earlier events may be analyzed if they appear in
contemporary productions. Referents to linguistic units
(ethnosemes) and nonlinguistic or paralinguistic behavior-
al signs (what the writer 198, p. 351 calls "ethnomorphs")
are both grist for a semiotic analysis. The authors give
examples of two analyses in French, the first bases itself,
on data secured via interview,-the second on data obtained
from a magazine advertisement.

In the first example, a "young person" is asked: "Are
you a nationalist?" The authors then psychologically inter-
pret the paragraph or (so of oral' reply in terms,of a cultural
determinist 4rarteThey conclude that the informant used
nationalism to compensate for individual inadequacies..
The second example takes an ad for a vacation club as raw
material for semiotic analysis. Through the choice of words
and pictorial associations, the ad embodies a composite of
paradisiacal values (happiness, freedom from want, liber-
ty) strengthened by pictures that can be identified with the
basic values (sun, sea, fish, bather). The simple vacation
life is contrasted to the frenzy of industrial life: civilized self
versus natural self. Step by step the student is led to under-
stand the cultural referent of each term and picture, and
then allowed to see how the fragmented parts illustrate a
larger basic theme of the target culture.

When to begin teaching culture
Cultural instruction should begin with the first week of

the first year of language learning. There is no need to wait
for any linguistic fluency to use culturally authentic pic-
tures and objects to illustrate aspects of the foreign cul-
ture. On the first day of class students are usually taught
some form of greeting. To be culturally authentic, the
greeting should use the forms the students would use in the
target culture, or forms that the clearly identified roles the
students are asked to assume would use. Graphic illustra-
tions of the target people engaged in greetings are utilized
not nondescript stick figures, but real-looking people
from the foreign culture, be they tall, dark, and handsome,
or short, white, and ugly. It is desirable to have the stu-
dents recognize, from the way a person greets another,
whether that person is addressing a social equal or wheth-
er he is showing deference, where the speaker comes
from, whether he is indicating his social class background
in the greeting he has chosen or in the way he pronounces
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it, and whether he is conveying any special information,
through his intonation (the suprasegmental phonemic
structure). '

Helpful materials to aid the FLES teacher develop cultur-
al understanding in her students are described in Dono-
ghue's book (30). There are lists of films, filmstrips, pic-
tures, slides, tapes, foreign language radio programs, peri-
odicals, both teacher's and children's books in English
about the target culture, and sources of pen and tape pals,
which the teacher of French, German, or Spanish can uti-
lize in classes. Bishop (9) describes games and lists vers-
es and songs of interest to the FLES student of Spanish. Ail
annotated guide pertaining to instructional materials for -
teaching about Latin America is available in Gill & Conroy
(39). A similar guide for the secondary school teacher was
prepared by the same editors (40); they have also pre-
pared a critique of the treatment of Latin America in social
studies sources (41). Chamberlain (18) has gathered to-
gether source materials that teachers of various languages
can utilize.

Illustrations
Some texts are much more adept than others at portray-

ing culturally authentic situations. Many contain mostly
pictures of the kind a travel bureau might want'displayed at
a tea party. Churches, a few tall buildings, a "quaint" Indi-
an or peasant, pretty girls in regional costumes, inspiring
mountains and sunsets on the horizon all absorb the space
that could be used to display people in social interaction.
Many texts fail to integrate the illustrations, with the book's
content. Illustrated magazines from the foreign country,
especially if several periodicals appealing to different so-
cial classes are included, afford an excellent and inexpen-
sive way to bring the foreign people into the classroom.

Illustrations chosen with some care can be an important
source in conditioning students to react familiarly to situa-
tions that affect language use in the target culture. Much of
the latitude of communication, both interpersonal and in
tergroup, is determined by the person's social class back-
ground. The teacher can assist students in recognizing the
signs that the target culture considers indicators of social
class by asking questions such as: Which people in this,
picture -seem to be visiting the city from a rural area?
Would this girl's occupation be that of a maid or of a
secretary? Aside from the wrinkles on their faces, how can
you tell the older men from the younger? While few texts
available for use in Spanish, Portuguese, or French classes



Indicate an awareness of the presence of the Negro in the
lid or literature of their countries, use of popular maga-
zines can help the teacher overcome this regrettable void.
Some urban ghetto schools have found it profitable to be-
gin foreign language instruction with culturally oriented
pictures. The illustrations are used as a point of departure
for discussions in English about the target peoples. As in-
terest and curiosity are awakened, the instructor begins to
teach the students words and phrases that are relevant to
their interests. Thus, little by little, the initial cultural em-
phasis shiftsInfavor of linguistic considerations.

--:Four categories of audiovisual materials are mentioned
by Nostrand (76): the still picture, the sound film, the
sound alone, the silent motion picture. Using the Emergent
Model as a construct of the cultural universe to be taught in
foreign language courses, Nostrand gives examples of the
kind of audiovisual material that can be employed to illus-
trate the various aspects of the target society. To illustrate
the expressive art form of folk humor, for example, stills or
brief motion pictures showing various types of humor might
be employed. A multimedia approach to courtship and
marriage, childhood and birthdays, education, recreation,
religion, old age, and death in Mexico has been prepared
by Savaiano & Archundia (92) as a culture unit for the
American Association of Teachers of Spanish and Portu-
guese (AATSP).

Contextual notes

Another common technique for teaching nonlinguistic
cultural referents (what the concept of "progress" means
to a Latin American, for example) involves the explanation
of a cultural item in a note within the text. Perhaps the best
example of this is found in the Condorito materials for
Spanish classes (Extracurricular Programs, University Sta-
tton, Provo, Utah). Condorito is the hero of a Chilian comic
strip who frequently voices utterances that the textbook-
oriented Spanish teacher often "overlooks" in his classes.
Also badly needed are sophisticated studies of the cultural
referents to the most common words and expressions of
each popularly taught language. Studies of cultural refer-
ents that indicate the age, sex, place of residence, and
soca' class of the speaker of the target language are as
yet nonexistent.

oestures
An introduction to French gestures is available in two

articles (Brault, 10; Nostrand, 77, section I.F.2). Green's

i
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gesture inventory of Spain (.4) should help Spanish teach-
ers create an authentic and animated cultural backdrop for
their classes. The AATSP has developed a unit on gestures
that includes 35 color slides and taped commentary in ei-
ther English or Spanish, available to members (Canfield,
15).

fit
Culture capsules

The usefulness of an article by Taylor & Sorenson (108)
is attested to by its recent reappearance as a reprint. The
article suggests that teachers prepare brief "culture cap-
sules" for presentation curing the last fiVe or ten minutes of
a class period. (Students could just as well prepare the
capsules themselves.) The authors stress that the subject
of the capsules 'should contrast one minimal difference
between the culture of the U.S. and the foreign country.
They suggest the text of each capsule be illustrated and
that questions be directed to the class after the formal.
presentation. A theoretical matrix of some detail is pre-
sented, based on Mexican culture, which would be adapt-
able to any culture.

The Taylor & Sorenson (108) and the Beaujour & Ehr-
mann (5) insistence on contrasting the cultural elements of
the native and target countries appears to differ markedly
from the Nostrand proposal that "the first three Levels
should avoid contrastive analysis as far as practicable, in
order to assure first that the learner overcomes the ethno-
centric view of the foreign as eccentric ... ." (7n, p. 22),,
While it is certainly desirable to avoid having students view
the foreign culture as eccentric, perhaps what Nostrand's
article refers to is the problem of determining the level of
contrast. It is important to present the view that what the
target individual does make sense, that the efficacy of a
given cultural pattern depends on how it fits into the com-
plex whole of a culture. When the teacher takes everyday
examples of target life and tells the class that "we do it this
way, but they do it that way," he is doing the culture a dis-
service. One should not lose sight of just what the function-
al significance of a behavioral pattern is in terms of a more
abstract value or theme. Getting inside, cognitively speak-
ing, another value system is a difficult matter. Singer (104)
argues that one can never understand another culture in its
own terms, but always "through the eyes of the observer . .

.. Every effort at understanding another culture involves an
interaction between one's own culture and that other cul-
ture" (104, p. 21).



Folklore

The stimulating articles by Morain (72) and Campa (14)
have already been mentioned. Campa observes that the
refinements of civilization provide to some extent a com-
anon ground for international communication because cul-
ture in this sense is a common denominator for a small
segment of the peoples of the world, but seldom do such
refinements provide an understanding of what makes a
Spaniard, a Peruvian, or a Mexican a distinct and individual
personality. The folk song, however, from Spain to Argen-
tina, not only reveals what Hispanic people sing about but
also why they sing (14, p. 1-2). Morain (72, p. 680-681)
explains that most folk materials are ideally suited for the
language class. "Tales and legends are usually short.
Even the student who grasps the foreign text slowly can
read a selection at one sitting without losing the full impact
of the terror, the sly smirk, or the guffaw that the original
teller intended to arouse. The style is often conversational,
providing examples of natural dialogue that can be easily
converted into skits by the students, br reworked into oral
drills for teaching grammatical s uctures." The author
goes on to exhort the teacher int rested in using folklore
materials in his classroom to m e two stipulations: "The
materials used should be au entic, not watered-down
'fakelore'; and they should be sed to present valid cultural
themes, not generalizations t at are more picturesque than
profitable." While folk mate als designed especially for the
language class have usua y taken the form of brief vcrbal
vignettes, the AATSP h prepared an illustrated unit on
the folk arts of Mexico avaiano & Archurdia, 91).

Simulation

An especially exc ing technique fo teaching an o.tder-
standing of the co plex way decisions affect the interac-
tion of different f rces in a society is to assign different
students specifi 'roles (lebor leader, student, large land
owner, military fficer, etc.) and then to introduce the role
players to a problem they react to. A book on simulation by
,Scott, Lucas, & Lucas (94) discusses four different types:
(1) simulati n of the developmental processes of a hypo-
thetical na on ("Simuland"); (2) simulation of an actual
developi nation (Brazil) in terms of its politico-economic
conditio s; (3) simulation of a political system (Chile)
where either the goals nor the key issues were specified;
and ( ) simulation of an urban (Durham, N.C.) political
syst . A simulation of a Latin American golpe de esta-
do as demonstrated at a National Defense Education Act
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workshop in 1968, and an article briefly (and somewhat
technically) describing this was published (Parker, Smith,

Whithed, 84). Political scientists have been foremost in
developing simulation. as a pedagogical Jchnique, but lan-
guage teachers are beginning to follow their example.
Gomez (43) discusses the usefulness of simulation in what
he calls "the total immersion approach." Gomez also sug-
gests the construction of a plywood chamber for stimulus
presentation and response inforcement based on various
experimental contingencies. The contingencies would fo-
cus primarily upon a number of problem and conflict situa-
tions and would lend itself to the utilization of concepts and
techniques from "games theory" (43, p. 303). Gomez does
not detail either the hardware or software components c'
such a teaching device.

Language laboratory type and culture

Mueller & Wiersma (73), in an article entitled "The Ef-
fects of Language Laboratory Type upon Cultural Orienta-
tion Scores of Foreign Language Students," describe an
empirically-based study. Unfortunately, while the study's
sample size in the various categories was a healthy 637-
691 students, the conclusions the investigators were able
to draw are not helpful. They conclude that the cultural atti-
tudes of students were better (i.e., more favorably dis-
posed toward Germans or French or Spanish) where stu-
dents did not have recording facilities in the lab. There
were too many variables to enable the investigators to tell
why this was so. One variable, for example, was that the
nonrecording group studied an average of two hours less
per week than the recording group (?). Slight positive cor-
relations (.20 to .50) between disenchantment with one's
own culture (t emie) and fondness for the target culture
(phylophilia) were reported.

Student research-directed activities

Some examples of how to develop in students the skill of
"finding out" about people and places have been given by
the writer elsewhere (99). One suggestion is that students
develop bibliographic indexes relevant to a problem of
importance, and that they be taught to skim the material in
a search for answers to pertinent questions that the stu-
dent has formulated with the help of the teacher. It is of
relatively little importance what particular problem is cho-
sen since the general skills in delimiting topics and doing
background research are common to most problems. The
intrinsic motivation of the student who defines a problem



within his own area of interest will lead him to other areas
of intrigue. Pius, eventually an integrated understanding of
the target culture may emerge.

Travel and study abroad

Perhaps the most powerful technique the teacher can
marshall to increase the student's knowledge of the forpign
culture and Ia. guage is for the teacher to inspire, oljole,
threaten, or bribe the student into spending some time
abroad. Carroll's study speaks of the development of lan-
guage skills when it reported the following findings, but its
implications for the study of culture are not difficult to envi-
sion:

Time spent abroad is clearly one of the most potent
variables we have found, and this is not surprising, for
reasons that need not be belabored. Certainly our results
provide a strong justification for a "year abroad" as one
of the experiences to be recommended for the language
majors. Even a tour abroad, or a summer school course
abroad, is useful, apparently, in improving the student's
skill. The obverse of this finding may be rather humbling
for the foreign language teaching profession; those who
do not go abroad do not seem tcibe able to get very far in
their foreign language study, on the average, despite the
ministrations of foreign language teachers, language
laboratories, audiolingual methods, and the rest" (16, P.
137, italics r- ' oved).
Of utmost interest to language teachers is a knowledge

of the factors that affect a student's adjustment to a foreign
culture. Many of these factors will be outside a teacher's
area of influencepersonality traits, reception in the host
country, health considerations, etc.but others will sug-
gest ways that the classroom experience can be made
more meaningful to cross-cultural understanding.

One study concluded that males and females "have sim-
ilar attitudes toward associating with members of other
ethnic groups" (Zaidi, 117, p. 105). On the darker side,
however, the investigator reported that his sample of elite
Pakistani university students exhibited considerable reluc-
tance to live with non-Muslim, non-Asiatic groups. (They
were especially reluctant to associate with Russians, Indi-
ans, British, and Americans; however, they rather liked the
idea, comparatively speaking, of associating with Ger-
mans.) Whether the sample would actually behave in ac-
cordance with their ttitudes was not evaluated. A study by
Becker shows that the attitudes both to the home and host
country in the initial Phase of adjustment are a function of
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the social and cul istance between the United States
and the home country: the gr tart be distance, the greater
are the difficulties of adjustment to the environment,
both because of the student's own reaction to the ocul-
tural gap and because of the reaction of others to his being
different (6, p. 439).

Yousef (116, p. 231) in an article on cross-cultural test-
ing, discusses mistakes students made on multipie-choice
tests that resulted not so much from misunderstanding the
target culture as from mistrusting it and unconsciously re-
fusing to endow the target culture with ahy shreds of simi-
larity to the native culture. Yousef calls this phenomenon
"the resistance reaction." The author goes on to suggest
that one of the reasons for this repressed resentment may
have been "that in many situations where Americans and
Middle-Easterners intermingled, the social intercourse of-
ten backfired because of cultural conflict." Unless a stu-
dent is favorably disposed toward a language and its cul-
ture, little learning can occur (116, p. 233). He concludes
his article by saying: "Overcoming cultural prejudices must
therefore be a major aim of language teaching."

Gezi (37) studied 62 Middle-Eastern students in 11 col-
leges in California and found that:

1 There was a highly significant association (.001) be-
tween the students' pre-arrival attitudes toward the
U.S. and their subsequent adjustment.

2 While the length of time the students had spent in the
U.S. was not significantly associated with their ad-
justment, the amount of interaction they had experi-
enced with Americana was found to be significantly
associated with their adjustment.

3 The association between "the students' perceptions of
how Americans rated the students' homelands and
their adjustment in the United States" was significant.

4 The students' success in college and their adjustment
e to the U.S. reached a highly significant level of asso-

ciation.
The implication is clear: a teacher should try.to impart a

sympathetic view of the target culture. One such attempt
was reported by Choldin (20). She describes a cooperative
program sponsored by the Chicago Board of Education and
the University of Illinois Circle Campus where summer day
houses have been set up to accommodate city children
who volunteer for the program. Much of the value of this
summer instruction is seen in the cultural enrichment it
offers the children. A recent study conducted by Gardner &



Taylor investigated' the effect of message cor.rant and so-
cial pressure on attitude toward a member of stereotyped
group. One of the study's conclusions states that when a
subject is provided with more information about the target
person than mere group identification he will tend to make
use of this information even though his stereotype about
the ethnic group influences his ratings (36, p. 775). There
is empirical encouragement, then, to hope that a person's
attitude toward a member of another culture can be posi-
tively affected by providing the student with the right kind
of information.

The desirability of gaiiing easy access to a fund of cul-
tural information collected through international coopera-
tion is expounded by van Willigen (113). Several somewhat

-theoretical studies of difficulties obstructing international
communication due to the noncorrespondence of linguistic
forms from one language to another are developed from
the viewpoint of the philosopher (Cohen, 22), the social
scientist (van Loon, 112; Singer, 104), and the social psy-
chologist (Sza lay & Brent, 106).

By way of concluding this section, Decaigny (27) em-
phasizes the necessity of rethinking baiic objectives of
cultural study. He also stresses the desirability of employ-
ing a multimedia approach in the realization of cultural
objectives. To prevent even a multimedia approach from
becoming routine, the author says, it should be used ex-
perimentally.

Measuring cultural achievement
The present state of affairs with culture tests is especial-

ly appalling. The endemic absence of behaviorally-stated
culture objectives in written courses of study is sympto-
matic of an ignorance of the role of culture in foreign lan-
guage classes. How does one know when an objective has
been reached if it has not been stated in measurable
terms? If the objectives of a progfam of study are to be in-
ferred from the areas that are tested, then we must con-
clude that there is little sincere interest in teaching about
culture in foreign language classrooms. Even if the pur-
pose of testing is viewed solely as a device to enable
teachers to evaluate how they themselves are doing with
culture, the conclusion is inescapable that teachers do not
know how they are doing. How can they know? The few
tests of the target culture that do get administered largely
contain items of fact whose authenticity is often suspect
and whose relevancy k objectives of cross-cultural corn-
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munication and understanding is usually tenuous., Some
large projects charged with deyeloping curricular materials
in the area of a foreign culture have consciously avoided
responsibility for test development because of the con-
troversy over what to test and the lack of knowledge of how
to test.

What to test

The abstract objectives of cross-cultural communication
and understanding are too general to be of much utility in
devising individual questions (items) for a test of culture.
The writer has, on a former occasion (97, p. 32), suggest-
ed seven questions that the teacher could profitably ask
himself in regard to tests of culture:

1 To what- extent is the cultural pattern evident to a
(member of the target culture)? (Does it represent an
implicit or explicit pattern?)

2 To what social, sex, residential, and age groups would
the pattern apply?

3 Are the limitations implied in the above two questions
reflected in the way the item is worded?

4 (What documentation has the teacher required to
back up the "right" answer? j

5 Is the answer to the question either too difficult or too
facile for the intended testeesr,,

6 What is the pedagogical justification for testing the
item?

7 Can the item be recast to test a skill rather than a
fact?
The list can be extended to include other important consid-
erations:

& Exactly what kind of communication is to be tested?'
9 What specific cultural referents are to be included in

the feat?
10 To what extent is understanding to be measured in

terms of an abstract comprehension of major cultur-
al themes and to what extent is it to be measured in
terms of knowledge of how to function in the target
culture?

11 What specific themes or "functional" situations are
to be included in the test?

12 If test items from a number of different objectives
are to be included in the same test, in what propor-
tion is each to be represented?

13 Does each item measure just one cultural element?
14 Does test achievement indicate knowledge of the

target culture or does achievement depend mostly



on some extraneous skill such as langu le or read-
ing ability, general intelligence, or imitating the opin-
ions of the teacher?

15 Can the test beobjectively evaluated?
16 Are attitudes that are conducive to cross-cultural

understanding measured?
17 Will the items be stated in English or in the target

language? (See No. 14 above.)

These questions are not meant, of course, to be either
exhaustive or especially systematic, but are presented as
examples of the type of question that can be asked by
teachers interested in improving the content of their cul-
ture tests.

The designer of a cross-cultural test begins by defining
his specific objectives. He then proceeds to elaborate on
the various areas of culture that bear upon the stated ob-
jectives. This elaboration consists of mapping out the the-
matic character of the "universe" of relevant test items.
Will the test objectives support items concerned with art
and literature, for example? Will the items have to be tied
djrectly to linguistic units? The most common items ap-
pearing on culture tests can be correctly answered by a
superficial familiarity with geographical and historical
facts. A few of these items have a certain practical value,
since ignorance of elementary toponyms and history tends
to provoke resentment in the target culture-bearer. (The
writer asked the local telephone operator for assistance in
calling Guatemala City, and she responded, "That's in
Mexico, isn't it?") However, most test items should probe
more revealing areas of the culture.

One report (See lye, 98) of a testing program designed to
measure the biculturation of the American colony in Guate-
mala divides test items into two major categories: (1).
items that are associated with the ability to function in a
society, and (2) items that measure knowledge not signifi-
cantly associated with functioning in the society. Falling
into the latter category are items based on abstract pat-
terns of which the native is not aware (implicit patterns),
erudite academic knowledge, and patterns for which there
is not wide concordance in the target culture (patterns pe-
ripheral to the core culture). In addition, ideal patterns of
belief that, in reality, do not occur frequently (false pat-
terns), and patterns that present a cultural anomaly in that
they deviate from a major value of the culture
(dysfunctional patterns), should probably be avoided un-
less they are clearly identified in the test as anomalous pat-
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terns. The ability to use the target cultural patterns to satis-
fy societal conventions can be measured through items
based on the folklore (popular culture), and pattern in

general that have been shown to differentiate empirically
the cultural stranger and the target native (discrimination
at the .01 level). The figure (taken from 98, p. 38) suggests
granhically what general areas should be excluded from
the content of a test that attempts to measure the ability to
function in a second culture.

Ultimately, of course, the answer to the question of what
to test in the classroom is that the teacher tests what he
professes to teach. Sometimes, to be sure, it is difficult to
test directly an intangible such as "understanding" and one
has to test something more specific that is but indirectly
associated with the real objective of the test. Ideally, a
wide range of cultural skills and knowledge would be the
object of systematic testing in the foreign language class-
room.

How to test
Ah instructive, succinct discussion of the preparation of

instructional objectivesthe key to good testingis



provided by Mager (87), An example that language teach-
ers may find suggestive of the development of test ques-
tions from specific student-oriented objectives can be
found in a set of materials developed by the Anthropologi-
cal Curriculum Study Project under the direction of Mal-
colm Collier (ACSP, 2, p. 77-91). The multimedia materi-
sea concern the teaching of a social studies unit on prehis-
tory, and the accompanying booklet is called History as
Culture Change: An Overview. An example, for instance,
can be taken from the unit that seeks to develop student
ability to interpret evidence in the area of early human so-
cieties. The Bushman culture is studied via filmstrips, site
maps, readings, etc. A number of specific student objec-
tives are identified: "Use imagination and evidence to
make inferences about Bushman way of life"; "Identify
factual evidence to support an inference"; "Challenge oth-
ers' inferences if evidence or reasoning suggests an alter-
native inference"; etc. For the last of the three mentioned
objectives, several measurement techniques are suggest-
ed. "One way of assessing this objective is to keep a rec-
ord during regular class of which students do challenge
others' inferences." Another way to test the objective is by
presenting tfid student with a question such as: "The Kala-
hari Bushmen eat only meat and other animal products.
Can you tell by what evidence this is known?" The proper
student reaction to this question would be to challenge the
statement and give contrary evidence, e.g., nutshells (2, p.
82).

Another example, taken from the unit on "Culture as
Adaptation to Complex Social Systems: Peasants," asks
the student to study a sheet of dialogue typical of a peasant
(examples from India and Italy are given). The class is
divided into thirds, and each is assigned a different situa-
tion. One student from each group is selected to play the
role of peasant and another the role of outsider. "First they
read given lines, then ad lib as long as they can, trying to
say kinds of things (and in a manner) typical of part
played." The student-oriented objective of this is: "Recog-
nize two or more ways in which peasants usually adapt to
outsiders and persons who control their lives and explain
how they are adaptive: close-knit family, deference,
shrewdness, caution, suspicion, humble appearance" (2,
p. 52). The following test item (2, p. 90) is suggested for
measuring achievement of the student objective:

Suppose a stranger entered a peasant village and told
the first man he met that he was a new government off I-
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cial whose duty was to help the villagers find better ways
to farm their land. Which of the following reactions
would you expect from the peasant? (Choose three)

Asking the stranger for his credentials

Claiming that he already had the best farm-
ing methods in the village

Showing a lot of respect for the stranger's
authority

Inviting the stranger home for dinner
if Caution in answering the official's ques-

tions

Volunteering information about how lucky
the village had been in its crops recently

Appearing interested in the official's advice
on farming

Other examples of different test formats can be found in-
Ledo (80), Valette (111), and Seelye (97). These foreign
language teachers seem to prefer objective, multiple-
choice techniques. One example, given by the writer (96,
p. 81), which was not successful because women tended
to answer it differently than did men, is offered below:

A wetly young woman is waiting for a bus on a busy
street/ corner [in Guatemala City]. A man comes up
behind her and pinches her. She would:
a tolerate it, but only during carnival time
b call a policeman any time of the year
c laugh and feel proud

d pretend nothing had happened so people would not
notice

(Guatemalan men answered d while women checked b.)

The problem of controlling the cultural boundaries of a
pattern, as the above example illustrates, was dealt with in
the same article. The following conc; 4sionS were drawn:

In developing a cross-cultural test which evaluates an
American's knowledge of target cultural patterns by ask-
ing him to recognize patterns which target subjects gen-
erally identify as native, there is a need to pretest the
questions with both target and American groups. Pre-
testing with target subjects avoids the pitfall of including
patterns which masquerade as native when in reality
they are not widely recognized as common behavior by
the target natives. Pretesting Americans who are igno-



rant of the target culture assists in identifying questions
which discriminate knowledge of the target patterns
rather than general intelligence. Additional pretesting in
countries within the same cultural family as the target
culture facilitates identification of those questions which
discriminate knowledge of the specific target (sub-) cul-
ture (Guatemala) from those which test recognition of a
more universal culture (Latin America). While age and
residence controls were forced upon us by circum-
stance, it was thought desirable to control for the vari-
aoles of sex and social class. By controlling for these
factors it was possible to select those questions which
were answered alike by the target natives, regardless of
sex or social class, thus minimizing the test biases (96,
p. 85).

,.

A critique of the rationale contained in this article (96)
was prepared by Upshur (110).. Upshur questions the
consistency with which the writer developed test items
that were cross-culturally contrastive to the cultural pat-
terns of the American student. The writer's rejoinder is
available (98).
Whenever a test item goes much beyond the "What is

the capital of France" level, methods of item validation
beCome important. Besides the technique described in the
preceding paragraph, which would be unwieldy to apply to
the classroom, and the frequently abused technique of us-
ing the classroom authority of the teacher, the writer has
suggested that the students pay particular attention fo
evaluating the authority of experts. A scoring system to
grade the level of authority of a report is presented (97, p.
30) that takes into consideration such variables as source
proximity, length of time spent in the target culture, explic-
itness of the report, and familiarity with the language. Un-
fortunately, the evaluative system suggested needs more
development for 4 to be really practical.
/ It is especially difficult to test attitudes since we are not
Certain which attitudes are relevant to cultural understand-
ing. Furthermore, sophisticated testing in this area is limit-
ed by the availability of sociological and psychological
tests. Shaw & Wright (102) have prepared a compendium
of attitudinal scales, along with examples and evaluations
of each. There are sections devoted to the nature of atti-
tudes, methods of scale construction, social practices,
social issues and problems, international issues, abstract
concepts, political and religious attitudes, ethnic and na-
tional groups, and social institutions.
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Finally, there are some excellent sources prepared by
language teachers to assist the teacher in the technical
aspects of test construction. A wonderfully succinct (37
pages) introduction to teacher-made tests is available free
from the Educational Testing Service in Princeton
(Diederich, 29). Lado's book (60, p. 275-298) on lan-
guage testing ccItains two chapters of interest to readers
of this section. Valette's testing manual (111, p. 163-167)
also briefly mentions cultural testing.

An overview
Nostrand (78) began his excellent 1966 article by ob-

serving that "enlightened language teaching today shows
gratifying progress In all its component parts except one;
the teaching of the foreign cultural context." While the in-
tervening years have seen the advent of a number of en-
couraging publications, the profession is still probably
some years away from substantially changing Nostrand's
sobering pronouncement.

The most widely accepted usage now regards culture as
a broad concept that embraces all aspects of the life of
man. Even a few articles concerned with teaching about
the older concept of culture as the limited but praiseworthy
production bf creative artists, are recognizing to an in-
creasing degree the importance of a knowledge of the pat-
terns of everyday life as a prerequisite to appreciating the
fine arts. There are even encouraging signs that augur an
eventual harmony between teachers whose major interest
is literary and those who are primarily concerned with the
other aspects of culture (Marquardt, 70; Christian, 21;
Damoiseau & Marc, 24; Campa, 14; Mora In, 72; for exam-
ple). In short, it is becoming Increasingly apparent that the
study of language cannot be divorced from the study of cul-
ture.

There is a need for specific cultural objectives in devel-
oping empathy toward people of different life styles. Too
often, the cultural content is Irrelevant to building a mean-
ingful understanding of other peoples. For example, the
writer visited a white, segregated suburb of Chicago where
an able German teacher was discussing a critical historical
period with his students: the causes and characteristics of
Hitler's rise to power. At one point, students were shown
some descriptors of educational and governmental objec-
tives in Nazi Germany. In this presentation, some of the
objectives were "indoctrination," "building nationalism,"
"acquiring more land," "discouragement of foreign travr .



and "freeing Europe of Jews." Then, rather than have the
students think of ready parallels in our own culture to all of
tnese points, the teacher concluded by sayings, "And these
objectives are obviously the farthest thing imaginable from
our own!" How much better it would have been for these
students tU have seen in their own lives the stirrings of the
dark, destructive forces of Nazi Germany. SOmehow, we
must encourage students to identify with both the problems
and successes of the target people.

Most language teachers have not had enough training to
effectively teach cross-cultural communication and under-
standing. Culture should be considered more than spice
added here and there in a class to keep up student interest.
In fairness, however, it must be recognized that many
teachers in an unorganized, intuitive way are able to in-
spire a sympathetic interest in a second culture through
infectious enthusiasm often supported by firsthand anec-
dotes.

In this day and age there is no reason why practically all
foreign language teachers who want to go abroad cannot
do so. Recently, the writer visited two large FLES programs
in neighboring towns. In one town only five of the 20 teach-
ers had been in the target culturethe plea of poverty was
the usual excusewhile in the other nearby town of the
same socioeconomic character, all of the teachers had
been abroad, usually for a year or more. Anyone who has
taught two years should have found the time to spend at
least a summer in the target culture. Even a very limited
amount of time ismuch better than no time at all. Two ex-
cellent sources full of the particulars of study abroad (105)
and teaching abroad (109).are published by UNESCO.

In talking with ianguage teachers one often gets the dis-
quieting impression that few know how the study of foreign
languages fits into the total educational experience. Yet
there are specific, realizable, and educationally sound
objectives to which foreign language classes can meaning-
fully contribute. Many of these objectives are cultural in
nature.

It is hoped that in the future the profession will have less
to say about the need to teach culture, and more to say
about ways to effectively teach and test it. While there will
still be a place for general articles exhorting teachers to
"teach culture," there needs to be a drastic increase in ar-
ticles of more substantial content.

There is a growing literature that supports the reassuring
premise that, by and large, language teachers teach what
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they set out to teach. Rather than fuss about the theoretical
semantic differences of "society," "culture," and ''civiliza-
tion," the single most productive deployment of energies
will be expended in defining specific cultural objectives in
operational and measurable terms.
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES FOR
TEACHING CULTURAL CONCEPTS *
H. Ned Seelye
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction

AellTRACT: "Colter*. understanding" can be defined mere male* than
Mockers general" do. Seven mires purposes which cleesreom millerai
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mice which the teacher will accept as evidence el teaming.

tHE foreign language faculty of Ivydown High School
desultorily sipped coffee in what an earlier, euphemistically
minded administration had dubbed "The Faculty Lounge"
really an adjunct of the boiler room. The teachers gazed,
leaden-eyed and uncomprehending, at the psychedelically

/tinted spirals of plaster which tenaciously fought a losing
contest with gravity. Finally, Miss- Pruit broke the uncom-
mon silence,

"I don't think they should have made that last-minute amend-
ment to the referendum proposition,"

"Well that was the only way this hardheaded community was
ever going to vote any more money for education."

"But it doesn't seem fair . . ."
"Anyway, how are we supposed to measure 'Appreciation and

Understanding of Another Culture'?"
"I think it was Just a way to get around giving us a salary raise.

Imagine! Offering us a twenty-five percent increase in pay and
then making the raise contingent on what the lousy kids learnt"

"Maybe we shouldn't have emphasized the culture part of lan-
guage learning so much."

From Foreign Language Annals 3 (4). (May 1970) 566-78 Reprinted by
permission of the publisher



"Well, we've always claimed that one of the main outgrowths of
language study was its contribution to international understand-
ing."

.. and World Peace."
"Yes, but what I mean is don't you think we should have em-

phasized something more tangible if we're going to have to prove
that students really do develop cultural un standing?"

"Well how did we krtiow that voters w e going to become so
anti-intellectual and demand to be able t see the results of edu-
cation. I mean, it isn't as though we were producing light bulbs or
something."

"Yeah, or bloody ball bearings."
"Now Mr. Jonus." Miss Pruit disapprovingly interjected (she'd

spent last summer in England), "there is no need to lapse into
vulgarity. The real question is4ust what do we do now'?"

There was another silence.
"Well, who knows anything about student behavioral objectives

or performance objectives or whatever the hell they call'em?"
Miss Pruit glared in the direction of Joe Janus, but the awkward

moment was broken by Mr. Lemont's defensive remonstration.
"I don't know what could be more explicit than 'understanding

culture'."
"Yeah, well what specific aspects of culture do you mean'?"

asked Joe Jonus, the irrepressible department iconoclast. "To

what degree should the student understand? Like a native? Better

than a native? How do we know whether the students really learn
what we want them to? How do ..."

"Now Mr. Jonus," clucked the eternal optimist, Miss Glohart.
"we've always graded students on what they know Besides,
these things take years to learn."

"Do you mean that they are magically learned in the last week
of the senior year? Or do you really believe that the students learn
a little each year? ..."

"Well ."
"Precisely which cultural objectives have we tested? When

was the last time anyone here even gave a culture test?"
"The problem In a nutshell," Miss Pruit capsulated, "is precise-

ly how do we define those areas of culture we want to teach, and

then how do we measure what the student has learned?"
Fatigued by what seemed to be hours of frustrating talk, the

foreign language department of Ivydown High lapsed into anoth-
er, even more desultory, period of silence, broken only by one
member's cacophonous slurping of stale coffee.

"I've got .it!" cried the ever-optimistic Miss Glohart. "We can
ask the profession's most renowned expert on foreign languag 3

education to come here and tell us how to write performance ob-

jectives."
The response was electrifying.
"Do you mean the distinguished Bloduro scholar from Har-

bridge University .. . ?"
"WALTER NITTY-GRITTY!"
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Some weeks later, the distinguished Bloduro scholar from
Harbridge University, Professor Walter Nitty-Gritty, a silver Pock-
ate fountain pen poised menacingly in an Edwardian tweed jack-
et, smiled condescendingly at some of Ivydown's finest, then in-
formed his distraught listeners, rather formally, of the nature of
the problem.

"The basic concept of a performance objective has been
around so long. and makes so much sense, that many teachers
feel they already write performance objectives when they do their
lesson plans, although almost invariably they do not. The basic
concept is sound. Atter ell, it does not strain one's belief in ration-
ality to assume that teachers teach best when they are aware of
what they want to teach. Likewise, a student can be expected to
learn most optimally, other factors constant, when he knows what
it is he is supposed to learn. Both the profession and the public at
large, frustrated in their past love affair with be-dazzline super-
methods, are much less concerned with what a teacher does in
the classroom, and much more concerned with what the student
can do after having been in the classroom."

"Well," Miss Pruit gamely spoke up, "almost all our students
go on to college so we must be doing something right."

"Huh." snorted Jonus. "any fool can get into some college. But
how many of them graduate?"

"Ahem. If I may, ladies and gentlemen, continue with my dis-
cussion of performance objectives."

Walter Nitty -Gritty paused here for effect.
"While most written objectives describe what it is a teacher

wants to teach, a performance objective states precisely, and
often in great detail, exactly what behavior a student is expected
to exhibit (that is. what .te is supposed to be able to do) when he
learns what you want him to learn. Further, this behavior should
be capable of objective observance (that is, different teachers
should be able to agree on what the student did or said). and it
should be subject to measurement. Finally, the student should
know what level of performance the teacher will accept as ade-
quate, and the conditions under which the performance will be

eval'iated.
"*. his concept of educational accountability is of growing im-

portance. Did you know, for example, that one reading program

funded by the U.S. Office of Education pays the teacher so much

for each pupil who advances one reading leveland does not pay

the teachers anything at all for those pupils who do not achieve a
grade-level Improvement! A textbook firm in Illinois guarantees
their textbooks In reading to work, and they only charge a school

a percentage, based on what the students actually learn! (They
accept the evaluation of any of the leadingeducational testers.)

"Some areasthe skill areasare obviously more suited to

this type of measurement than other areas. But even cultural

understanding,' a vague enough term to mean all things to all

men, tan be subjected to measurement through precisely stated

student performance objectives."



"But how can we write pdtformance objectives for cultural
understanding?"

"First, I suggest you regard culture as anything that is
learned."

"But wouldn't that definition give us an impossible task in the
classroom? We couldn't possibly teach everything that is learned
in France or Latin America."

"Exactly. Since there ispractically an endless number of things
which illustrate some part of the target culture, it is necessary to
always ask why we are teaching any given aspect of the culture
In other words, before having students learn a verse or a fact or
whatever, we must evaluate the purpose of learning it. Otherwise,' in the absence of a sound purpose, the students are just doing
'busy work'."

"I'm a little confused," Mr. Lemont confessed. "How many
things should a performance objective do?"

"A performance objective should be able to answer four ques-
tions: (1) Why teach a given aspect of the culture? (This is the
purpose.) (2) What should the student be able to do or to say
when he's learned the specific aspect? (This is the terminal be-
havior that is the desired outcome of the learning.) (3) What are
the circumstances under which the student will be expected to do
or say what he has learned? (This spells out the conditions or
constraints associated with observance of the student's perform-
ance.) (4) How well does the student have to perform under the
stated conditions? (This is the criterion of acceptable perform-
ance.)"

"Is it really necessary for each performance objective to an-
swer all four questions?"

"Yes. While the order or particular way the objective is organ-
ized is not important, a student should be able to find answers to
all of the four questions for each terminal behavior the teacher
expects him to perform. The tendency for teachers to assume
that the student understands what the teacher meant. but did not
think of stating, is usually misguided . .

And so it was that little by little Ivydown became intimately
acquainted with performance objectives.

* * *

We can extract from me scene with Walter Nitty-Gritty
and the Ivydown FL staff areas of interest to most language
departments. Taking leave of our illustrious Bloduro schol-
ar from Harbridge, let us illustrate the process involved in
writing performance objectives in the area of culture.

The logical place to begin is to identify the basic cultural
purposes upon which teachers can base their instruction.
The learning of facts just for their own sake should be
avoided. s source most helpful to this initial task in writing
performance objectives is an article on testing cultural
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understanding written by Frances B. Nostrand and Howard
Lee Nostrand! To illustrate the nature of a cultural pur-
pose, I have developed seven main cultural purposes,
adapted from the areas suggested by the Nostrands, which
can be taught in foreign language classes. These are listed
in the next section, and are numbered 1-7.

The next task is to pick the specific activities which
teachers feel can be justified in terms of the purposes they
select. These activities, in fact, will be taken as evidence of
partial achievement of the major purposes. A source which
annually reviews ideas for cultural activities appears in the
Britannica Review of Foreign Language Education.2 A
number of cultural activities the teacher may find provoca-
tive are listed in the next section, and are identified by the
large letters A, B, C, etc., which appear under each major
purpose. The most common activities for teaching culture
are usually omitted in this presentation in favor of those
activities which are not widely used.

After deciding the different purposes which the cultural
activities will serve, and after the activities themselves
have been identified in terms of the terminal behavior of
the student, there are still two things to do to develop a per-
formance objective. The circumstances surrounding the
student performance should be stated, and the criteria
which the teacher will use to evaluate the performance
should be specified.

The circumstances surrounding a student's performance
of an objective are determined by the familiar exigencies of
facilities and time available for observing and testing the
performance, by the maturity of the students, and whether
it is possible to measure performance directly, and so on.
The task here is to anticipate the circumstances which will
affect the performance of each objective and to spell them
out in writing.

Whenever you have two or more students present, they
can be counted on to perform at different levels of profi-
ciency. The teacher must decide what level of perform-
ance can realistically be accepted as adequate. If the
teacher expects mastery, then the student should be ex-
pected to perform the objective with ninety to one hundred
percent accuracy. Failing mastery, the student would be
expected either to repeat the performance at another time

"Testing Understanding of the Foreign Culture,' in Ned Seelye. ed . Perspec-
tives for Teachers of Lein American Culture (Springfield, III Office of Public in-
struction, NDEA Title III, 1970)

2 Volume 1 was edited by Emma M Birkmaier (Chicago Encyclopaedia Britanni-
ca, 1968 Ism) 1969) See Pi Ned Seely.. "Analysis and Teaching of the Cross-Cul-
tural Context," pp. 37-81



or to do another equivalent activity. Student performance
would not, under these conditions, be curved (norm-refer-
enced). However, the student would have the security of
knowing exactly what he has to do and how well he has to
do it. The purpose of some activities can be achieved with
less than near-perfect performance on the part of the stu-
dent. The teacher must make these decisions concerning
criteria. Valuable assistance in the field of testing can be
found in Rebecca M. Valette's review article in the Britan-
nica Review of Foreign Language Education.' Perhaps the
single most helpful aid in getting the performance objec-
tives down on paper is Robert F. Mager's brief paperback!

The next section contains a selection of purposes and
performance objectives for teaching cultural concepts in a
foreign language class. The number of purposes can, of
course, be increased, and the number of activities to sam-
ple or achieve these purposes can be increased almost
endlessly. Perhaps the objectives listed below will inspire
other, better ideas for the reader to develop. To avoid
vagueness, the activities suggested below all relate to a
specific culture, Hispanic. However, teachers should expe-
rience little difficulty in substituting examples from their
own language areas for the ones given here. The purposes
for teaching cultural concepts, and the specific perform-
ance objectives to achieve these purposes, are presented
in the left-hand columns. The right-hand columns contain
asides and commentary on the purposes and objectives.

3"Tbsbng." pp. 343.374
4 Pnparing Instructional 00 Intim (Palo Alto. Cain Fusion Pub . 1062)
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Purposes and Performance Objectives

1. Furi6tionaiity of cultural patterns. People everywhere
have to satisfy certain basic needs such as for physical
well-being, for acceptance by others, and for a positive
self-concept. Man (as well as some other species of life)
has found it advantageous to band together in an attempt
to meet these needs. Predictably, different groups of peo-
ple (societies) have develled different ways of satisfying.
their needs. To be accept ble to one's neighbors in one
culture you have to cover y r body completely with clo-
thing, while in another cunt., of the same climate you
cannot wear any clothes at all. ne culture rewards indus-
triousness while another rtvard contemplative passivity.
Consequently, an isolated culture ttern (such as attend-
ance at a bullfight) can only be un erstood within the con-
text of they/hole culture. One 'Usually has to employ mary
interacting patterns to satisfy a need. Cultural patterns
which do not help satisfy needs are discarded by a people.

The student should develop an understanding that cul-
tural patterns exist because they work. That is, because
they have a functional value derived from supporting other
patterns within the culture which enable a person to satisfy
his needs. Demonstrate this understanding by doing the
following activities:

A. Mount a bulletin board display, or a graphic por-
trayal on a piece of cardboard (3' X 3' or larger), which
shows the steps one has to go through in Hispanic culture
to satisfy a basic need. The display can illustrate any need
chosen by the student, but is should include at least four
steps and should be illustrated with photos cut from maga-
zines or by drawings.

B. Anticipate the effect which changing one variable
has on other cultural components, where the major varia-
bles are a railway strike, a student demonstration, an im-
pending calms de estado, and the cost of stability in terms
of populace unrestor any other set of variables which
meets the teacher's approval and is announced well in
advance of the simulationby either participating as a
player in three simulates of- at least three hours' duration
each, or by being on the winning team of a simulate.

.r0
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Commentary

1. Another reason for the existence of cultural patterns is
that they sometimes are bistorical survivals from an earlier
age (i.e., the male use of ties as a part of dress). A teacher
who wanted to could develop a performance objective to
have the student demonstrate knowledge of this.

Teacher: List three per 3rmance objectives from the lan-
guage area you teach Wrench, German, etc.) which woyild
serve the purpose of functionality of cultural patterns/. If
you are a Spanish teacher, increase the present list to five.

1. terminal behavior:
conditions:
criterion:

2. terminal behavior:
conditions:
criterion:

3. terminal behavior:
conditions:
criterion:

A. Food consumption, for example\ can illustrate the way
the satisfaction of a need is dependent on other cultural
patterns. The center of the display might portray a middle-
class family eating dinner, with connecting lines to the
lower class (via the maid who serves the food), to the agri-
cultural sector (via the market where the food was pur-
chased), to the commercial sector (via the father's work
which gives the family purchasing power), to the division of
work by sex (via the mother's complementary role).
B. Since the purpose of this performance objective is to
illustrate the stated purpose, the specific components of
the illustration (railway strike, etc.) are strictly arbitrary.
While ideally the student would choose his own examples,
some students need the security which comes from having
all of the components of an assignment spelled out for
them. The technique most suited to teaching a student an
understanding of a complex system is simulation. Unfor-
tunately, the FL profession has yet to design` appropriate
simulates. Meanwhile, perhaps the teacher can interest a
few bright students in working up art unsophisticated game
involving role playing.



Purposes and PertormanctObjectives

2. Convantional prop/Giles. While all behavior is condi-
tioned by one's culture, the situations which od'cur very
frequently in a society often evolve a fixed mode of re-
sponse. What one says in a given conventional situation,
when one says it, and whether a smile or physical contact
is appropriate, etc., is often rigidly determined. The student
should indicate an awareness of thepost likely interplay
(what is said, how, people act) ill conventional situations in
'he Hispanic world by being able to do the following eight
activities:

A. Perform appropriately when one greets (a) a
friend, (b) a stranger, (c) a respected eider.-The perform-
ance should, use linguistic, and kinesic forms commdnly
emplOyed by Spanish-speaking people, should 'be without
grammatical or phonemic error, and should be spoken
without noticeably long pauses. An error in any part invali-
dates successh..1 completion of Ms objective.

B. Perform two introductions, where one person to be
introduced is someone of mir own age and the other is a
schoolteacher, and by responding appropriately when you
are introduced to two other people. The same criteria A

above apply here. *

C. Identify the appropriate written form used for the
opening and closing salutations of a letter (a) to a friend,
(b) to a stranger. This will be tested through, ten multiple-
choice questions. Ninety percent accuracy is required.

O. Congratulate an individual on the occasion of (a)
his birthday, (b) her marriage, (c) the birth of his son, (d)
Christmastime. The conditions and criteria are the same as
in A above.

4-

E. Give the proper oral response in the following situ-
ations: (a) someone compliments your new dress or suit,
(b) you bump Into someone, (c) someone bt ps into you
and apologizes. The conditions are the same in A above,
wiitie the criterion is eighty _percenf accuracy, with a few
longerpau.ses-Pernifilible.

F. Identr, from written multiple-choice responses of
the type shown below (a) common forms of leavetaking,
(b) an appropriate response when a stranger goes slightly
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Commentary

2. Objectives which require the student to actually per-
form something need to be very precise in stating what the
acceptable level of performance will be, in terms of pro-
nunciation, grammar, speed, orthography, etc. Care
should be taken to avoid making the objectives a test of
general language ability rather than of culture.

In deciding which of the conventional situations will be
measured by performance, doze procedure, or identifica-
tion, consideration would extend over the number of possi-
ble responses and the chances of a student finding himself
in the situation. The student has a right to know which test-
ing technique will be used for each of the specified situa-
tions (greetings, etc.).

These performance objectives (A-H) invite the question
of whether we want students to "act figs a native" or
whether some other model such as that of an empathetic
and sophisticated American is more appropriate. The
teacher rust decide for himself. Here, the implication is
that in the area of conventional proprieties the student

should use a target model.

Teacher: Add three more conventional situations to
this list.

1.

2.

3.

E The "proper ore: response" is ambiguous and needs to

be explained.



Purposes and Performance Objectives

out of his way to show you what bus you have to take, (c)
an appropriate response when a stranger goes considera-
bly out of way to help you. Eighty percent accuracy is
required. ...-

Ex. Jose Marla Ileva una camisa nueva y un mexicano queen no
le concce muy bien le dice,
"Out camisa mds bonita." El le dirk'.
A. "Muchas grades, es importada."
B. "Muchas gracias, as de mi hermano."
C "Es la tuya."

* D. "Esti a sus iirdenes."

G. Identify from written multiple-choice responses
the most appropriate forms of addr °ss in situations where
the pronouns and verbs may ref,. deferential address. ,
Seventy -five percent accuracy is required.

H. Indicate knowledge of both linguistic and kinesic
ways to console someone who (a) flunks a chemistry
course, (b) loses a relative, by being able to answer ques-
tions of the following type:

Ex. La mama de un amigo de Juan se mune anoche Al verlc
su amigo el dra siouiente, Juan le dice
"MI persame."

Minor errors in orthography (including accents) will not
count against you. Otherwise, eighty percent accuracy is
required.

3. Extre-linguistic cultural referents. Words conjure up
images which go beyLaid dictionary definitions. "House,"
for example, evokes images of a mud but to an African
bushman and visions of a stone mansion surrounded by
manicured gardens to an upper-class Englishman. The

indicate an awareness of the cultural mean-
ings a ociated with the most common words in Spanish
(see below list) , by being able to:

A. Identify with eighty percent accuracy, from sever-
al pictures of the same type of object, the one which most
commonly represents the following in Spanish-speaking
countries: abrigo, abuelo, adults:), aeropuerto, almacdn,
almuerzo, alumno, Argentina, autobtis, [etc. I.

B. Identify with eighty percent accuracy from multi-
ple- choice responses the most likely time or conditions
associated with the following words: abrazo, acostarse,
adios, efort.:, agua, almorzar, ambicioso, [etc.!.
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Commentary

Ex. This multiple-choice example illustrates a common
problem. The information given in the stem is not sufficient
to avoid having a knowledgeable student think of contexts
where each response could be a suitable reply. Items such
as these should be rewritten so that the context which the
teacher envisllons is made explicit.

G. "Deferenti I address" needs more clarification, espe-
cially for a sec ndary student.

H. "Kinesic" n e eds more clarification, especially for a
secondary student. ,

Teacher: Reexamine each element of each performance
objective in terms of whether the student should be expect-
ed to perform it, fill in the missing portions, or recognize
the appropriate form when presented with several choices.
Make your changes in the text.

Teacher: Reexamine the level of acceptable performance
for each objective, and make changes where you feel that
another criterion would be more appropriate.

3. The words chosen for this performance objective can
be picked from a frequency list (such as Keniston's), from
the vocabulary of the student's textbook, or some other
source Of useful, frequently used words. Each word for
which the student is expected to know the cultural referent
should be identified. Naturally, the teacher will want to ex-
ercise some selectivity. Note that three separate skills are
identified, all of which spell out what kind of "awareness"
is expected.
A. Since clothing styles, physical types of people, the local
topology, etc., often differ I. the target culture, special ef-
fort in having the students identify what the "authentic" ar-
ticle looks like seems justified.

B. Cconmon things fit into the pattern of everyday life dif-
ferently in the target culture than in ours. When are break-
fasts eaten? Does everyone eat together? What are indica-
tions of upper-class table manners in the target culture?



)

Purposes and Performance Objective/

C. Identify a plausible reason why three of the follow-
ing words are sometimes emotionally charged: est6pido,
coger, huevos, ridiculo, americano, madre, (etc.'.

4. Effects of social variables. The student should dem-
onstrate an understanding of some of the ways in which
language and culture interact, by being able to do five of
the following seven activities:

A. Identify from a tape recording the place of origin of
a speaker from each of the following regions: Castilla,
River Plate, Caribbean. The student should concentrate on
the ways the following are pronounced: c, z, II, y, r, -ado, -
dad. Eighty percent accuracy is required.

B. Prepare a three- to five-minute oral presentation,
or a written report of about 200 words, which discusses at

least five ,ivords or expressions which are associated with

one nit (e.g., female: qui divino, qui emoci6n).
C. /Prepare a two- to five-minute oral presentation, or

a written report of about 200 words, which discusses at
least five words or expressions associated with age or
generation (e.g., childhood: mami, papi).

D. Write a dialogue such as might be exchanged
among three of the below-mentioned groups, illustrating
peculiarities of the speech of each group:

(a) rural common people (e.g., naiden, suidad, fu-

istes, Ka)
(b) urban working class
(c) urban middle class
(d) urban upper class
(e) Indians
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Commentary

This performance objective directs the student's attention

to how the "authentic" article fits into the target culture.
C. This performance objective examines not the visual

aspect of the word (as A does), or how it fits into the total
cultural fabric (as B does) so much as it examines the
emotional response which words in isolation occasionally
provoke. By definition, it is a ticklish area. Eshipido and

madre, for instance, are emotionally charged because they

can be vituperative in some areas of Latin America
(Mexico, for example), while coger is frequently used in

the vernacular to indicate coitus. In some areas, especially
rural, huevos Is so commonly employed to designate testi-
cubos that other words are used to indicate eggs (i.e., blan-
quillos). Does americano conjour up images of the Ugly

American?

4. A. It is important to direct the student's attention to the
few illustrative allophones you intend to use on the tape.
Otherwise, the student could spend a disproportionate
amount of time learning several hundred regionalisms
only to be tested on the suprasegmental level. It is not of

much importance what specific allophones you choose
since your purpose is just to illustrate the correlation of
speech and geography. On the other hand, the exercise
will be more practical if you use the most obvious exam-

ples.
B. C. D. It is not stated whether the activity is to be done in
English or Spanish. This has to be spelled out. If it is to be

done in the target language, what will be your criteria?

What provisions will you make to avoid turning the per-
formance objective into a language rather than culture
test?

FLES Teacher: Employing the principle that any concept
can be taught at any age level, think of activities which
would be appropriate to your students. but which neverthe-
less would illustrate the major purposes suggested by this

article.



Purposes and Performance Objectives

E. Associate sample dialogues which will be given
you in English and in writing with the following roles:

(a) older brother-younger sister
(b) compadre-compadre
(c) padrino-ahijado
(d) suegra-nuera (rural)
F. From pictures of construction workers, maids, po-

licemen, businessmen, rural wealthy, rural poor, urban
professionals, wealthy students and poor students:

(a) order the pictures (unidentified except by photo-
graph) according to their relative position on the so-
cial hierarchy;
(b) identify those occupational grout which. would
be most apt to address each other deferentially.
(c) identify the direction and lirtuistic form of the
deference.
G. Chart geographically on a blank map of Latin

America the range and variant iornis of one of the following
words or expressions (or a substitute approved by the
teacher) used in Latin America or Spain: ptlehica, vos,
hacer el amor, autoba. Use tine or more of C. E. Kany's
books on Spanish-American dialects as source. s

5. Evaluating cultural evidence. The student should
demonstrate the ability to evaluate the relative truth of a
generalization concerning Spain or Latin America, in terms
of the standard of evidence substantiating such a state-
ment, by being able to do the following: -

A. When presented ten generalities about Hispanic
culture of the type illustrated below, evaluate their sound-
ness by stating whether or not the generality:

(a) comes from a source which is general:v reliable;
(b) shows evidence of empirical research;
(c) is based on sufficient evidence;
(d) seems logical.

SAnnwlcanAtanish Syntax. 2nd ad (Chicago Um of Chicago Press, 1961),
American -Spa h Sonorities (Berkeley Univ of California Press, 1960), Amri-
con-SpsnishEuphontlams (Berkeley Univ of California Press, 1960)
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Commentary

/'

E The particular examples are arbitrary. The object is to
identify a fairly broad range of social types, rather than
reinforce a narrow stereotype. How broad a range you in-
clude is up to you.

(c) This is probably too cryptic. Reword it.

G. Vos is an interesting example. A recent article in His-
pania (Sept. 1969, p. 398) says that so much has been said
about the voseo in Latin America that "very little new can
be said about it." While most of the countries in Latin
America use this form (second person singular, familiar),
how many language classes even mention it?

5. Teacher: Make a list of five generalities which one
commonly hears about the target culture.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Teacher: Write two humorously absurd examples which
students may enjoy working with, but which nevertheless
illustrate process of evaluation.

1.

2.



Purposes and Performance Objectives

Example I: "As can be clearly seen in their love of singing and
dancing, Latin Americans are gay, fun-loving people."

Example II: "The United States had abandoned its role of police-
man for the hemisphere by 1930 . . ."

B. Evaluate ten generalities about Hispanic culture
which will be given you in English and in writing, in terms
of (a) probably true, (b) probably false, (c) I don't know
whether it is true or false. For the probably false general-
ities, state briefly evidence which woi ' tend to contra-
dict them. For those generalities which you didn't know
whether they were true or not, state briefly what addi-
tional information you would need in order to reach a
decision. You will be awarded the same number of points
for correctly identifying the true and false statements as
for those statements for which you indicate plausibly
additional information that is needed.

C. Challenge during class periods statements made
by the teacher, other students, visitors, and written
sources which do not appear to be based on reasonable
evidence. At least five challenges should be made. (If, in
the course of the grading period, the appropriate occa-
sions for challenging have not arisen, the teacher will set
up some examples in the form of a written test. In this
case, eighty percent accuracy is required.)

6. Cultural research skill. Many interesting facts soon
become obsolete, and dull facts are usually quickly for-
gotten. During the course of formal education, only a
limited number of topics can be adequately explored.
Two of the most important characteristics of an educat-
ed person are that he asks importa t questions and that
he knows how to go about finding i'swers to them. The
student should show that he has developed the skills
necessary to find needed inform ti about Hispanic
culture by doing the following:

A. Identify a question about Hispanic culture which
intrigues you and write it down.

B. Locate the titles of at least five articles in periodi-
cals and five books which may be reasonably thought to
contain information on the topic you identified in A
above. At least one of the articles should be from a pro-
fessional journal such as Latin American Research
Review or Hispanic American Historical Review. Prepare
a separate index card for each title, using a standard bib-

liographical model.
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Commentary

B. "Indicate plausibly" posits a subjective criterion. It

should be further developed.

6. A-I. While an alternate way to approach this purpose
would have been simply to ask for a research report or
term paper of a certain length with so many footnotes of

such a kind, since the purpose concerned the process of

research, it was thought desirable to identify the compo-
nent parts. Spelling it out this way gets the show on the
road and protects students from failure.

A. If you have the kind of student who doesn't become "in-
trigued" without a push, give him a choice of ten or twenty
questions you think might interest him. 1

.11



Purposes and Performance Objectives

C. Skim the publication contained in the bibliography
you prepared in B above for pages which are relevant to
your topic. Indicate on the index cards (see B above)
what these pages are,

D. Read the pages identified in C above, and transfer
the most salient facts to the index cards.

E. Outline the subtopics and sequence of develop-
ment which you would use to develop the topic.

F. List the major variables which affect answering the
question you identified in A above.

G. Compose twenty questions which might be advan-
tageously asked of a native speaker of Spanish to
provide additional information on your topic. Be sure to
include several questions to establish the biases of the
informant.

H. Prepare a list of ten additional sources of any kind
which pertain to your topic. Prepare the same way you
did in B above.

I. Present a brief report, either orally or in a para-
graph not longer than 200 words, on the feasibility of
pursuing the question you identified in A above.

J. Locate ten sources through the Book Review Di-
gest which contain reactions of Latin Americans to
Americans, and vice versa, and list these titles on index
cards, along with an indication of who is reacting to
whom.

7. Cultural attitudes. While we do not at present know
which attitudes are sigificantly associated with cultural
understanding, it seems reasonable to hypothesize that
intellectual curiosity, interest in Hispanic culture, and
empathy toward Spanish-speaking people are related to it
in some way. The activities listed below will be accepted
for extra credit. Substitutions and additions can be made
with the consent of the teacher None of these is manda-
tory°

6 For helpful ideas of activities related to attitudes, see Madeline A Cooke,
"Sugiristions lot Developing Mere Positive Attnudes Toward Native Speakers of
Spanish." in Perspectives for Teachers of Latin American Culture OH n 1>
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Commentary

Teacher: Absent throughout this discussion is any refer-
ence to the length of time which should be devoted to the
activities, or reference to the date they should be complet-
ed, or the date and duration of the subsequent evaluation.
While these are relevant concerns of a performance objec-
tive, the mechanics of time and testing depend on the idio-
syncracies of particular programs. To complete these ob-
jectives, write in answers to questions of time and evalua-
tion for the objectives which interest you.

J. This objective develops a different area, viz., using writ-
ten documents to analyze interaction between target sub-
jects and Americans. Like A-I above, it too can be de-
veloped in greater detail.

7. When we can efficiently regulate the affective domain,
the Brave New World is just around the corner. As our
knowledge of the relation between attitude and cultural
achievement increases, questions of professional ethics
will have to be faced. While we may properly concern our-
selves with outward behavior as it is relevant to second
culture learning, it is not clear to me just how much we cart
ethically manipulate a person's inner "workings." If Sartre
is rightwe are what we dothen there is no dichotomy
between attitude and behavior. But we can't expect all
teachers to be existentialists any more than we can expect
all (any?) students to be honest when they report that suc-
cessful completion of the objectives in A, B, and C is an
indication of curiosity, interest, and empathy. It probably is
more representative of discipline and concern for grades.



Purposes and Perforinance Objectives

A. Demonstrate intellectual curiosity by:
(a) giving evidence of reading 300 or more pages

about Hispanic culture from any journal or book in the
general bibliography the teacher gave you, or from any
otter publication which meets the teacher's approval;

(b) asking ten questions or more of a classroom
visitor from a Spanish-speaking country.

B. Demonstrate interest in Hispanic culture by.
(a) exhibiting an individual project which is an
extension of a hobby or other outside interest;
(b) traveling, for any duration, in a Spanish-
speaking country;
(c) devising a game which teaches the names
and locations of all the Spanish-speaking coun-
tries;
(d) reciting the names of the two largest cities in
each Spanish-speaking country;
(e) recognizing the major area of contribution of
the following people: Azuela, Asturias, Mistral,
Bolivar, (etc].
(f) memorizing a poem (of any length) or brief
narrative passage which was written by each of
the Nobel Prize winners from Spain and Latin
America;
(g) keeping abreast of current events;
(h) attending five or more Spanish-speaking
films.

C. Demonstrate empathy toward Hispanic peoples
by:

(a) inviting a foreign exchange student home for
dinner;
(b) taking part in a boycott of California grapes;

(c) attaining satisfactory scores on validated atti-
tudinal scales;

(d) making contact with at least one person in
your community who speaks Spanish at home.
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Commentary

(a) How is the evidence to be given? Any way?

(b) Any questions? What's your name? Where are you
from?

(a) Is this clear?

(c) Just making the game? Not learning the names and
locations of the countries?

(d) Is there a criterion for pronouncing them in Spanish?

(f) Since students are bound to ask who the Prize winners
are, should you either give that information in the objective
or indicate where it can be obtained?

(g) How is this to be demonstrated?
(h) This assumes the Erfailability of at least five Spanish
flicks.

(b) This is obviously meant to suggest the area of involve-
ment in the concerns of Spanish-speaking people.
(c) Although there are valid research purposes which
employ attitudinal scales, the classroom teacher is proba-
bly better off not knowing the scores his individual students
make oh this type of testthe Hawthorne effect being
what it Is, and all that.
(d) More has to be done to make contact with the pockets
of minority groups in the U.S. who speak a language other
than English.



Writing performance objectives is not easy. But without
them, how is a teacher able to evaluate the extent to which
he is succeeding in having students learn "culture"? In the
absence of performance objectives, program evaluation
must ignore the most important product of the program,
and the only reason for its existencewhat the student
learns. School is not a successful experience for Most stu-
dents. Most students are not rewarded with A's or B's in
high school or undergraduate school. While about half of
those students who do graduate from high school go on to
college, many do not ever graduate from college. Of those
that begin work on a master's degree, most fail to get it.
And of the remaining students who begin work on a doctor-
al program, very few ever obtain the degree. While some
may argue that this attrition represents the "survival of the
fittest," studies which have correlated scholastic success
with later success in one's field have discovered that there
is no correlation. There is not even a correlation between
how well one does in law, medicine, or teaching and the
grades awarded in those areas in college.7

The teacher who attempts to crystallize his thinking to
the point where h can, and does, write performance ob-
jectives will be 0 ing the students who never really quite
know what is ex ted of themand this is the majority of
studentsa bette chance to succeed in school.

Foreign langu teachers are prone to jump on band-
wagons in their arch for a panacea to successful teach-
ing, and I do no mean to give the impression that if the
teacher would ohlywrite performance objectives his prob-
lems are over. At does' not detract from the worth of pre-
cisely stated :itrformance objectives to acknowledge that
learning is a omplex phenomenon and many things con-
tribute to it. Performance objectives are but one part. Cer-
tainly if we are to demonstrate learning they are indis-
pensable. The teacher can begin the task of writing per-
formance objectives by selecting just one of his many
weekly objectives for detailed development. Regional
pools of performance objectives will assist the teacher in
this task.

Once a language program begins a serious attempt to
improve, a Pandora's box of problems jumps out. It is
much easier to stagnate. In identifying cultural purposes,
coordination with the social studies department is desira-
ble. When specific activities are chosen, they must be ap-
propriate to the student's maturity. They should also articu-
late with other levels of instruction!' Can the successful
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completion of activities be aided by changes in
scheduling? Is a programed approach the most efficient
way to accomplish some objectives? Some of these ques-
tions are dealt with in Florence Steiner's article
("Performance Objectives in the Teaching of Foreign Lan-
guages"). in the May 1970 issuer of Foreign Language An-
nals.

7 Sal Christopher Jencks and Oavid Philemon. The Academic Revolution (New
York Doubleday. 1961)

ORM an outline of levels of cultural instruction, see Howard L Patron& "Levels
of Sociocultural Understanding for Language Classes," in H, Ned Seely*, ed., Hand.
book on Latin America for Tonchers (Springfield. IN. Office of Public Instruction.
191513). pp 110-24 See also the brief section on culture which aears in the Guide-
lines for Three Levels of Competence in French. Osman and Spanish, prepared by
Pat Castle, Charles Jay, and Derek' Merriman (Springfield, IN.. Office of Public In-
struction, NOEA Tide III, 1959).
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DIRECT CLASSROOM TEACHING
OF CULTURAL CONCEPTS*

James S. Taylor
Brigham Young University

It's not difficult to see why foreign language teachers are
often apprehensive as they approacn the task of teaching
culture in their classrooms. The enormous breadth and
range of the material which could be taught are over-
whelming. To fully understand the complexity of the prob-
lem, let's make a simple analogy.

Let's _imagine you are given a large box containing
several hundred jigsaw puzzle pieces, and told you have
only 60 minutes to put together as much of the puzzle as
you can. At the end of the hour you will be expected to fur-
nish as many details about the total picture as you possibly
can, drawing information from whatever parts you were
able to assemble: As you begin work you realize that some
of the pieces must be from another puzzle, because they
obviously don't fit the one you are assembling. Probably
your best plan of action would be to sort out the pieces
which don't belong, start on the border pieces until you
have the outside framework, and then concentrate on
areas where there are definite contrasts such as houses,
fences, and trees. You would not confine yourself to one
area since that would limit what you could learn of the
overall picture, nor would you spend much time on relative-
ly empty areas of sky or water. At the end of the allotted
time you would still have many unfinished parts, and some
areas would be only faintly recognizable, but if you had the
border finished and most of the main features completed,
you could give a fairly accurate description of the whole
picture.

This comparison is quite useful in illustrating the com-
plexity of the language teacher's task as he strives toward
his objective of giving his students cultural insight and
awareness. Culture in both its "anthropology" and "civiliza-
tion" definitions is so broad that the student (or the teach-
er, for that matter) will never be able to learn everything. At
best, a framework can be established, and enough impor-

From H Nod Seely', rod , Porspactiaos for Teachers of Latin Amorican Culture.
Springfield, III Officeof Public Instruction, 1970, pp 42-50
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tant areas filled into allow a fairly accurate glimpse of the
total picture.

The teacher cannot just hand the student a box full of
jigsaw pieces (cultural concepts) and let him work on his
own. The student might spend all his time on "blank sky"
areasinformation of relatively little importance, such as
the annual number of tons of coal produced in a foreign
country or the yearly imports and exports. The student
could easily be misled by the pieces which do not belong to
the "puzzle"false stereotypes or mistaken preconcep-
tions such as the Mexican with his serape and sombrero.
The teacher's own background and knowledge must be
such that he can guide the student in choosing the areas
which will give him the most accurate and important infor-
mation about the total picture. A student without guidance
Is likely to draw false conclusions or even miss the cultural
point completely.

It is not uncommon for Americans to spend several
years in foreign countries and be completely unaware of
many of the behavioral characteristics of the members of
that community. The characteristics become obvious only
when discussed or pointed out. Several years ago, I was
with a group of Spanish teachers who had just taken a na-
tionally standardized proficiency test for language teach-
ers. The immediate topic of conversation was a question
which had been in the civilization and culture section of the
test. It had asked whether Latin Americans stand closer
together or farther apart than North Americans while con-
versing. Although many of us had lived in Latin America,
and several of the teachers were native Latin Americans,
there was strong disagreement about the answer. None of
us, including the natives, had even been aware that there
was a difference.

The need seems quite clear. It is not enough just to ex-
pose the student to cultural information and then expect
him to detect all the differences on his own. The teacher
must make him conscious of basic contrasts and train him
to be perceptive of others. By helping the student see
which areas are important and which are trivial, the teach-
er guards him against mislearning.

As he accep:s the challenge of helping his students fit
the puzzle together, the teacher has three basic avenues
open to him.

1) Out-of-class activities
2) Indirect classroom teaching
3) Direct classroom teaching
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In this article we will only briefly summarize the first two
approaches and will focus in greater depth on the latter.

OUT-OF-CLASS ACTIVITIES
Out-of-clawctivities afford varied and fruitful supple-

ments to thabeultural information a teacher presents in
class. Eating at foreign restriurants, seeing foreign movies,
and visiting culturally authentic areas, help make the con-
trasts especially clear. Guest speakers, slide lectures, and
movies during lunch hour or after school are, of course,
very interesting, and they also afford the opportunity to in-
vite participation by students not studying foreign Ian-

uages. An active and imaginative Spanish Club cah be the
m st valuable asset in these kinds of activities, especially
if it upplements an imaginative and viable, learning experi-
enc 'n the class.

IN D IR CT CLASSROOM TEACHING.

There are many ways that cultural information can be
introduc = indirectly. Although there may be no overt ex-
planation discussion, cultural concepts may be included
in the dialogs, pictures, and reading selections of the text
materials. Supplemental materials such as films, display
pictures, slides, and filmstrips depict authentic scenes of
life in the foreign countries.

Every school library usually contains numerous books
about foreign countries, and teachers commonly distribute
reading lists and have students write or give reports on
their outside reading.

The classroom itself can be a vehicle for presenting cul-
tural concepts: realia displays, decorations,Nnaps, pic-
tures, posters, and bulletin boards all add information
which will fill in gaps in the total picture.

DIRECT CLASSROOM TEACHING

Since the danger inherent in the two approaches just
summarized is that students are seldom able to absorb cul-
tural information with insight and understanding on their
own, the information may be useless or may be treated as
curious facts, having little effect on the students' behavior.
Therefore, the teacher must help them openly and directly.

There are many techniques available to the teacher as
he prepares to present cultural concepts directly in the
classroom. Three of them are: 1) "cultural asides," 2)
"slices of life," and 3) "culture capsules."

Cultural Asides. A cultural aside is a brief (not more than
two or three sentences) explanation that the teacher



makes about a point brought up spontaneously during the
class period. Although the teacher may work the aside into
his lesson plan, he has not prepared materials in advance
to teach the concept. He takes immediate advantage of the
"teaching moment" because it now holds the interest and
attention of the students. A teacher might make several
cultural asides in one class period. Consider the following
examples:

The class is learning a dialog. In It a young man refers to
the mother of his friend as dora Marla. A'student asks
what dole means. The teacher briefly explains that don
and dorm are special titles used in Spanish-speaking
countries, and gives examples of situations where the ti-
tles would be used. The class has just watched a film
version of a dialog they are going to learn. Just before
playing it through a second time the teacher asks if any-
one noticed the gosh:, e the father made expressing his
impatience with the young son who seems to be rushing
his need to start shaving. The teacher directs them to
watch for it during the replay.

These asides will be by far the student's most common
source of cultural information. Therefore, the teacher must
develop a wide background In the target culture.

Slices of LIM. This technique requires planning, re-
search, and preparation by the teacher. It is patterned af-
ter the "preamble" technique suggested by Nelson
Brooks.' The teacher selects authentic segments from life
in a foreign country and presents them to the class, usually
just prior to the beginning or end of class. Following are
some examples of these "slices."

As the students begin filing into the classroom before the
tardy bell, the teacher plays a record of a popular song
sung by Raphael, a teen-age hero. As the bell rings he
stops it and makes a few remarks about the popularity of
the song and the singer.

The students have finished their work for the day and
there are a few minutes before the end of class. The
teacher plays a tape segment with radio commercials
advertising pasta dental Colgate, Me/oral, etc.

These slices of life must indeed be slices. They should
never last longer than a few minutes and the teacher
should comment on them only briefly.

Culture capsules. Culture capsules have been found to
be very effective in teaching cultural concepts in the class-
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room.2 A culture capsule is an illustrated presentation of a
single culture concept, lasting about ten minutes. The
teacher selects a minimal contrast between the culture of
his students and the target culture, prepares himself well,
and then discusses it directly in the classroom. This pres-
entation should not be confined to a lecture by the teacher.
Every effort should be made to invol the students in
doing something to experience the cult... al concept. The
teacher must avoid just presenting a bundle of facts. The,
following techniques can be very helpful.

Many teachers find question-directed discussion very
effective. Rather than merely give out information, the
teacher leads students by means of skillfully-worded ques-
tions to "discover" a concept by themselves.

The teacher shows a slide of a home typical of the Latin
American lower-middle class. He then asks:

"How does this home differ from an American home?"

After the students have pointed out the obvious differ-
ences, such as the tile roof, fronting directly on the
street, etc., the teacher asks:

"Where is the garage?" (There is none. Most people of
this class have no car.)

"Is there no front yard? Where do the children play?
(The patio is in the back of the home.)

"Do you see any basement windows?" (There is no
basement.)

"Then where do they keep the furnace?" (There is no
furnace.)

The questions continue until all the desired concepts have
been mentioned and discussed.

The inquiry method, used by many teachers, lends itself
quite well to the presentation of a culture capsule. The
teacher introduces a subject and then assumes the role of

1 Nelson Brooks. Language and La gun* Learning 2nd ed.. Harcourt. Brace
World. Inc . New York. 1914. p. 279

2 H Darrell Taylor and John L Sorenson -Culture Capsules." A handbook on Let.
In Amerlca for Teachers. ad. by H. Ned Serstye. Office of the Superintendent of Pub-
lic Instruction. Springfield, Illinois, 1961 pp 15.19



a "resource person," answering only "yes" or "no" to
questions asked by the students as they try to determine
the concept to be learned.

The teacher holds up a bombilla, along with a mate
gourd filled with yerba, and looks expectantly at the stu-
dents. They know the rules of the game and start asking
questions:

"Is it from a Spanish-speaking country?" (Yes)

"Is it from South America?" (Yes)

"Is it from Argentina?" (Yes)

"Is it used for decoration?" (No)

"Is it a toy?" (No)

"Do people use it daily?" (Yes)

"Does it have something in it?" (Yes)

"May we see it?" (Yes. Shows the yerba to them.)

"Is it something to eat?" (No)

And so on, until the students have established what it is,
how it is used, and have even tasted it themselves.

Role playing can often provide meaningful reinforcement
of concepts presented in a culture capsule. The teacher
sets up a hypothetical situation and the students act out the
roles of native speakers.

The teacher has Just presented a capsule on gestures
,commonly used by Spaniards.3 He now has two stu-
dents come to the front of the room and act out a dialog
they have memorized,, but this time using the gestures
they have Mt learned. One student calls to another us-
ing a gesture meaning "come here." He asks him if he
has seen the latest movie at the neighborhood movie
theater. His friend answers "no" with a waggle of his
forefinger. The first student replys that it was magatico,
with the appropriate gestures. They part with the special
wave of the hand which signifies adios.
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Many other topics lend themselves to role playing: eat-
ing in the European style, shopping in a market, bargaining

, over prices, drinking mate with friends, talking on the
phone, buying tickets, etc.

Group solving of situational problems allows the stu-
dents to make immediate application of information pre-
sented in a culture capsule. The teacher has prepared a
number of cards which present situations the students
might find themselves in. The group discusses the problem
for a few minutes in light of what was just learned in the
culture capsule and then reports how they would react in
such a situation.

Group A receives a card with the following:

"You have been in Mexico City for two weeks visiting
your uncle who is an American businessman there. The 4

Mexican family next door has invited you to a birthday
party for their son who is your same age. As you meet
him and the other young guests, would you use td or ust-
ed with them?"

The group decides, since the culture capsule had point-
ed out that young people (and especially Mexicans) use
to with each other, that they, too, would use the familiar
form.

Another variation of the situational problem approach is
to play "find the blunder." At the end of a culture capsule
discussion, the teacher presents some "true case histo-
ries" of ugly Americans who found themselves in trouble
because of ignorance of cultural differences. The students
then try to detect the blunder the American made.

The teacher talks about American mannerisms which
are offensive to Latin Americans and then presents the

following "case history."

A young American who has just arrived in Uruguay to
begin study at the university finds he needs new heels on
his shoes and decides to take them to a zapateria. He
tucks them under his arm and starts out down the street.
As he passes a con/norm he stops and buys some sweet
rolls which he starts to eat as he leaves the shop. At the
corner he almost bumps into a pretty Uruguayan student

3 Jerald R Organ. A Ciostura invantory for Ow Taachinp ol Spanish. Chinon Com-
pany. PtInacalpnia. 19041



he had met the day before at the university. She talks to
him politely, but with a cold and aloof manner which had
not been present in their first meeting. She remarks that
she finds Americans to be too informal, and often rude.
What changed her attitude toward him?

(The student answers that in Uruguay it is considered
bad manners to eat on the street or to carry something in
public such as shoes, without first wrapping them up,
even if just in a newspaper )

The approaches and examples presented here are just
some of the techniques which can be used in teaching cul-
tural information. Use them, adapt them, and improve
them. When used frequently, with skill and careful guid-
ance of the students' understanding, they can go a long
way toward filling in gaps in that giant picture puzzle which
is the way of life of another people.

6

A PROBLEM-FINDING APPROACH
TO THE TEACHING
OF SOCIAL STUDIES *

0. P. Esteves
Northern Illinois University

In his discussion of the "curriculum revolution" taking
place in American schools today, Fenton (1967:1-5) ad-
vances three possible reasons for the late ar al of social
studies to the 10-year-oldcturricular reform ement.
About five years ago, Fenton states, this mo ment
reached the social studies 'when three developments con-
verged: (1) the educational community saw that the social
studies program had failed to keep pace with curricular\
reform in science and mathematicsyet the world's most
pressing problemswar, population explosion, race rela-
tionsall fell within the social, studies area; (2) new
knowledge about the way in which children learn demand-
ed dew materials of instruction and new techniques; and
finally,. (3) money from private foundations and the
government became available to support reasearch.

Fenton's reasons may "reasonably" account for the
state of affairs involving the teaching of social studies in
the past few years. Furthermore, even a superficial inspee
tion into what has been proposed under the name of "new
social studies programs" clearly indicates that most spe-
cialists who subscribe to Fentc,n's diagnosis of the situation
tend to replace the all-inclusive history-based approach by
either one or a combination of several social science dia-.
ciplines, such as anthropology, economics, political sci-
ence, and sociology. Hence, most of what is claimed to be
"new" in both methodology and materials for social studies
seem to have these features in common (Leinwald 1966:
412-14):

a) the curriculum of the social studies is defined as
process and structure;

b) the student's role is viewed as that of a social scien-
tist; and

c) the social studies area is promoted to the status of a
behavioral science.
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From H Ned Seely*. ed A Handbook on Win America for Taachors SprInpflekl,
III Office of Public Ingo/Mien. 1968. pp 3-5



If the teaching of social studies is to have any impact on
the lives of students trying to cope, understand, and even-
tually contribute to the resolution of the most pressing so-
cial problems, one might start by questioning whether so-
cial studies education can ever achieve the hoped for ob-
jectivity implicit in the above statements.

Despite the obscurity and ambiguity whic permeate this
type of educational discourse, neither the one-sided nor
the interdisciplinary approaches of social s 'entists will be
able to help teachers even get off the ground. Leinwand's
comments on the Queen's statement in Alice in Wonder-
land illustrate the point here:

"Now, here, you see, it takes all the
running you can do to keep in the same
place. If you want to get somewhere you
must run at least twice as fast" (1966:
412).

Leinwand concludes by saying that most of the curricu-
lum bulletins, though they use the vocabulary of the new
social studies, appear to be running twice as fast while
essentially staying in the same place.

In the first place, the lack of one or more, but at least
one, comprehensive theory unifying the structure of the
social or behavioral sciences is sufficient to preclude the
approach to social studies from the point of view of the so-
cial sciences. Needless to say, the simple addition of more
fragmented information will not produce integrated knowl-

ge in the minds of students. More important, however,
n if such theories built around conceptual organiza-

tion , structures, or logical systems were available in the
various social or behavioral sciences, the so-called knowl-
edge explosion would be enough to maintainif not widen
the knowledge gap which has already accelerated the
treadmill on which we run.

There must be a better way! A more comprehensive
approach to the teaching of social studies from the point of
view of both teacher and students must exist.

New methods and updated social science content are
necessary but not sufficient to improve social studies cur-
riculum and instruction. A redefinition of means-and-ends
relationships in teaching and learning seems to be in order.
The position advocated by an increasingly large number of
educators, for whom Shaver (1967:589) may serve as the
spokesman, is that social studies education is general
education. The continuous nature of the social studies pro-
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gram. intended for all students from kindergarten through
high schoolmakes explicit the intention that all youth in
American schools are to be prepared for increasing reflec-
tive and effective participation in social living. However, to
be other than disastrous, citizen contributions to the forma-
tion of public policies are contingent upon a real under-
standing of the practical realities of democratic process.

In fact, contrary to assumptions often made by teachers
(especially at tho high school level), students are con-
cerned with, and quite capable of, discussing intelligently
pressing social issues. Those involved In curriculum work
such as that carried out by the Harvard Project (Oliver and
Shaver 1966) have found that high school students' con-
cern with social problems is more realistic than teachers in
the past have expected it to be. The harvard Project has
identified questions which are both vital to the functioning
of a pluralistic society and meaningful to securing the inter-
est and involvement of youngsters. Consider, for example,
the following questions: What relations with minority
groups should be forced on members of the society? What
are the responsibilities cif the rich to the poor, and of the
poor to themselves? How should we balance eccinomic
strength with humanitarian notions of equality?

The social studies curriculum, originally based on history
and geography, extends itself to the whole world, not just
to the United States and its society. What is the basic rea-
son for studying Latin America, or any other countries,
their peoples and cultures, from an anthropological, socio-
logical, economical, or political viewpoint? The underlying
reason should be the same, whatever the country: to ena-
ble students to understand the human condition in these
countries and to appreciate other peoples' efforts to cope
with problems which concern all human beings.

If social studies is, to contribute to the more general
educational objective delineated above, then more than
new methodology and up-to-date materials are needed. In
the first place, a different attitude on the part of the teacher
is neceslary, one which uses the important concepts and
contents of the social sciences to accomplish a different
end. It is an attitude of problem solvinr toward knowledge
while furthering inquiry, questioning, and doubting. to use
Bruner's words (1968:69-72, 89-90), the education
sought in social studies today must be one that centers on
"problem-finding, not problem-solving." Problem-solving
easily degenerates into problem-giving in the hands of
teachers anxious to measure learning by the number of



lines students can regurgitate at the end of a given course.
To prevent this real but unfortunate outcome of instruction,
teachers must adopt a different attitude toward the use of
the subject matter they teach; they must use subject mat-
ter as means to an end, not an end in itself.

Ths bibliography at the end of this chapter is offered as
an introduction to current materials on social studies-and
methods of inquiry. It is hoped that these resources will
bridge the gap between the old and the new social
by providing impetus and direction for high school teach-
ers. In the next *chapter, H. Ned See lye will make some
suggestions on how the new appr?ach argued in this chap-,
ter can be applied to the teaching of Latin America. Utiliza-
tion of the inquiry method in social studies is not dependent
upon (although it enhanced by) expensive books, ma-
chines, and and ,v. materials. The attitude of the
teacher is the focal 0- the new social studies. As stat-
ed by Goldmark (1968:221):

My hope is that social studies teachers
will go into their schools with the commit-
ment to ongoing, doubting, questioning,
evaluating, and reconstructing, and at-
tempt to foster this corr .'fitment in their
students.

HIBLIOGRAPHY FOR TEACHERS
OF HIGH SCr.00L SOCIAL. STUDIES
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AgOITIpNAL SOURCES

A list of materials available from the National Council for the So-
cial Studies may be secured by writing to the council at
1201 Sixteenth St., N.W., Wftshington, D.C. 20036.

A fairly extensive Review of Curriculum Materials, edited by Dor-
othy M. Fraser, is found in Social Education, April 1988.
Reprints of this are available for 25 cents each from the Na-
tional Council for the Social Studies (see above).

An Annotated Bibliography of Anthropological Materials for High
school Use, by James Galiager, may be obtained from An-
thropology Curriculum Study Project, 5632 So. Kimbark
Ave.. Chicago, Ill. 80837.

Help on Simulation games may be secured from a regional office
of the Foreign Policy Association. Write to Bob G. Hender-
son, 53 West Jackson boulevard. Room 740, Chicago, III.
80804. Assistance can also be obtained from the authors of
the chapter on simulation in this Handbook. See also Scott
1966 in the annotated bibliography.

Subscription to those periodicals is strongly recommended: So.
cial Educe::.:n. (1201 Sixteenth St., N.W., Washington, D,C.
20036)' Trans-Action (Circulation Manager, Box 1043A,
Washington University, St. Louis, Mo. 83130).

Especially recommended
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PERTINENCY
IN LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES *
H. Ned See lye
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction

A recent survey of the Latin American content in primary
and secondary texts concludes that "there is still too much
concentration, especially in elementary textbooks, on con-
tent which lacks pertinency. Here, the effort to avoid con-
troversy brings an inordinant amount of Apace to identifying
the 'banana' countries, the 'tin' country, the 'old' customs,
and too little of the 19th and 20th century reali-
ty . . . political and cultural developments are very in-
adequately treated" (Perrone 1965;119). The writer goes
on to observe that the basic organization of content has not
changed in decades; the title headings have remained the
same. "What is needed is a total rethinking by scholars and
textbook writers of the questions of what is important and
what is no longer important as Latin America is studied for
understanding."

Is there an irreducible minimum of facts without which
Latin America cannot be understood? One poignant study
(Gill 1968:4-5) says this about the content of social studies
texts:

Names and dates seem to be included
indiscriminately. There is a wide range of
dates included in the texts, the number
varying from zero to eighty-nine, with a
median of ten. Of those books which include
dates (seven out of the nine examined), no
one single date is found in all of them.. .
The number of names included also varies
greatly, ranging from zero to fifty-two, with a
median of nine. Of the fifteen names men-
tioned most frequently in the textbooks, only
Porfirio Diaz and Fidel Castro belong to the
20th century. .. All books are 1960, or later,
editions, yet only three mention leaders in
Latin American countries since the Second
World War.

From H Nod Seelye, Id , A Handbook on LahnAllIfilC11 for Teachers SpringtioId,
III Office of Public Instruction, 1966, pp 614
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Both teachers and textbook writers tend to overestimate
the importance of isolated facts. Even the countries most
commonly chosen to illustrate Latin AmericaMexico and
Brazil"are not representative of Latin America as a
whole" (Gill 1968:4). On the other hand, valid generalities
which caribe applied to the majority of Latin America are
difficult to come by (Henke 1964). As became provoca-
tively evident during the pane) discussions of the fourteen
Latin American specialists who-assisted the recent Title
III, NDEA, Pilot Workshop on the Teaching of Latin Amen-
can Cultural Themes held at Northern Illinois University in
the spring of 1968, few experts marshal! the same qualify-
ing data to punctuate their often conflicting views Without
some sort of structure or interpretive frame, an isolated
"happening" is just not meaningful.

The best test of the pertinency of a fact or opinion is to
determine whether it is capable of assisting the student in
developing skill in analyzing a problem of some signifi-
cance. (The.types of problems which Or. Esteves mentions
in the last chapter are examples of significant universal
concerns.) To gain a clearer idea of how fact and process
interact, let us observe a hypothetical student grappling
with a problem. `

Suppose the student has become interested in the prob-
lem of how the self-image, or sense of nationalism, of the
Latin American is affected by the mass media. The first
thing he might do is make a list of mass media which he
thinks might influence the Latin American's view of himself
(newspapers, magazines, radio, television). Next, he might

/ ask himself just what facts he would need to know about
i/ the media and the people exposed to it in order to arrive at

some conclusion. He might consider the number of news-
papers and magazines and their circulation, the frequency
of radios in the homes (or the number of transistor radios
sold for a given period), the number of television channels
and sets (or the availability of public viewing of TV in store
fronts, bars, etc.), and, of course, the content of the' me-
dia, Two other potentially important bits of information are
whether the subjects are literate, and whether the media
reaches the consumer in a language he understands. (It
may be noted nere that none of these facts are of any con-
sequence to someone interested in Aztec religion, for
example. Facts become relevant when they become \nec-
essary to understanding a problem already defined.) The
next op wational problem for the-student might be to decide
whetner one country is going to be chosen for study (and if
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so, which one), or whether the study is.gng to attempt a
generalization about a larger segment of Latin America.
This decision moves the student in two directions: to a bib-
liography, such as the card catalog or the Handbook of La-
tin American Studies (1967), to discover what materials
are readily available; and to think about logical divisions of
Latin America (Indian-mestizo-European; rural-urban;
etc.). To send a student to a bibliography before he has
defined his problem is probably premature. We see what
we are conditioned to see; if the student does not know
what he is looking for, chances are he will not notice many
relevant items.

At this point, the student's problem should be put in
some sort of order. He defines the problem more specifi-
cally, consults the bibliography and lists the relevant titles
and the information they yield, arranges the ,dataand
then discovers that he cannot draw any conclusions be-
cause he could not collect enough information. About this
time, the teacher will probably be hearing from the, student,
and the teacher _ 'n check the student's sources. If, and
let us stick with this extreme case, no more information is
available to the student, what has been lost? The "incon-
clusive" conclusion with which the student is forced to
content himself is a lot more realistic than most neat solu-
tions usually presented by textboolts, and has the added
advantage of acquainting the student with research tech-
niques. Naturally, teachers will want to guide weak stu-
dents into defining problems that can afford a sense of
accomplishment upon study.

Take a student with no known academic or intellectual
accomplishments or interests save two: girls and stealing
cars. He might be cajoled into making a scrapbook of clip-
pings of Latin American girls and photos of cars 'culled
from a stack of Mexican magazines. If the ioacher is fe-
male, there is a good chance that the student will try to test
her sophistication with some of the pinups he has collcct-
ed, so she might want to forget about part of the initial as-
signment and emphasize the inanir te. Pictures of cars
can be catalogued according to m nodel, year, num-
ber of occupants, whether male or iale is driving, type
of highway, etc. The student's summary of this information
(number of cars collected, number of females driving,
etc.) can be presented to the class to see what kind of
"conclusions" (hypotheses) might be ventured concerning
the economic structure, transportation facilities, and posi-
tion of the women in the country based on the data. The



class can be asked to suggest other kinds of information
which might check the "conclusions" (nymber of licensed
women, number of cars imported annually from Europe,
etc.). Some of the South American magazines would be
more interesting to old car buffs. Some Peruvian taxis, for
example, are virtual antiques. The main pedagogical point
in these exercises is to (1) get the student interested in
Latin America, (2) direct this interest, step by step, into
pertinent areas of concern, and (3) develop his skill in dis-
covering things about peoples and places.

The teacher's role in a problem-oriented approach, such
as this, is to assist the student in defining the problem that
interests the student. The more precisely a problem is de-
fined, the less trouble a student will have in researching it,
and the more fruitful will be the outcome (On the other
hand, it is not desirable to have the student hung up on
background. As would be the case with the car pictures,
sometimes it is advisable to jump in and begin manipulat-
ing the "documents," and fill in background as the need
arises.) The teacher, with the cooperation of the school li-
brarian, can also guide the student in his bibliographic
work. Rather than be told to read a book on the general
topic chosen, students should be taught to skim and to
read carefully only limited sections which are really rele-
vant to their specific area of interest. Otherwise, the stu-
dent will fast become bogged down in the fantastic explo-
sion of knowledge which threatens to engulf all scholars,
especially those in science and the social sciences. If the
student report is to be written, the teacher can offer invalu-
able assistance and encouragement in the first draft. If the
report is presented orally, sympathetic questions can help
a student evaluate his own work.

This approach would replace the role of teacher as sa-
belotodo lecturer, with the role of research assistant to an
interested student. This matter of student interest is cru-
cial. An uninterested student edges the teacher into the
unprofessional role of baby-sitter. The looming disadvan-
tage of systematically covering "all" of Latin America from
Columbus to Castro is that there will inevitably be much
which bores the captive students (in addition to there being
much that is superficial and misleading). If it is felt neces-
sary to "cover" an area, then it had best be divided into a
number of smaller units for students to select from accord-
ing to their individual interests. Latin America is such an
interesting subject that it seems inexcusable to make it
boring for students.
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Occasionally, pedantic arrogance dictates a certain
corpus which has to be taughtbut not, perhaps, learned.
In an otherwise exciting approach to teaching culture in
conjunction with language classes, one recent report says
that the programmed approach "assumes first, that the
student is not yet ready to take responsibility for directing
his own studies, and secoi.d, that for the student relatively
unversed in the areas being studied, a general survey
course approach is indicated. In independent study the
student studies what he wishes, when- he wishes, and to
the extent that he wishes. It was felt that such an approach
was not suitable for the typical secondary school student in
that it could easily lead to unnecessary specialization in

1, certain areas of private interest at the expense of deplora-
ble lacunae in other important areas" (Regenstreif n.d.:4).
While few students are capable of independent study with-
out the guiding direction of a teacher, and while the pro-
grammed mode of operation which Regenstreif advocates
is probably justified in this case by practical, operational
exigencies, the cry of "deplorable lacunae" should not be
taken too seriously.

It is a great aid to functioning in a foreign culture to have
special (limited) interests or hobbies related to that cul-
ture. Dancing, sports, stamp collecting,l movies, books,
almost anything (including an interest in the opposite sex)
can sustain a person expe(iencing the "cultural fatigue" of
residence abroad. Peace Corps training centers suggest
that the volgnteers develop areas of private interest for just
this reason (see Textor 1966).

Then too, what better way to involve a student with Latin
America than by encouraging him to explore something he
is already interested in? The more a student becomes will-
ingly involved with Latin America, the more he runs into
other areas and problems which he will also find engross-
ing. Lacunae can be filled in at a later date when the need
arises. The "typical" secondary student has shown a re-
markable resistence to learning anything he is not interest-
ed in. Although there are dozens of important topics to
study about Latin America, I can think of no one topic
which should necessarily be covered in any given high
school course on Latin America.

Finally, the teacher who prescribes the parameters of
student learning is bound by biases of which he may be
only dimly aware. An anthropologically-oriented study will
define the basic ; leas of Latin America quite differently
than an historically-oriented study, for instance. It is diffi-



cult to free oneself from the values which one's particular
society imposesand most teachers are middle class
whites. This WASP culture most of us have inherited is
probably a distinct liability in interpreting much of Latin
America (Morse 1964). In fact, the imaginative program
directed by Regenstred states that their programmed units
usually serve to "introduce the student to a particular art-
ist, composer, statesman, artistic movement, important
historical period, or work of art" (p.2). This seems to be a
classic reflection of a humanities bats. Interestingly, one
historian has said that "anthropology, in its present state,
offers the best point of departure for examining Latin
American culture; literary and historical studies are espe-
cially weak" (Morse 1964:106). It is difficult to conceive of
a profound understanding of Latin America being achieved
through any one discipline: it requires consulting multi-dis-
ciplinary sources. One article states the problem for lan-
guage teachers in these terms:

When the aim of language instruction was
to acquaint the student with the esthetic
documents of Western literary history, it fol-
lowed that the cultural content of the course
would focus on other esthetic documents,
such as music and the plastic arts. Now that
the primary aim of most language courses is
to improve a student's oral fluency so that
he is able to communicate in the foreign
language, the traditional role of culture is
wholly inadequate. As language has be-
come viewed as a functional tool, so may
culture be regarded as a complementary
tool to aid the student in functioning in a for-
eign society (See lye 1968:24).

Nevertheless, the general approach to teaching culture
which Regenstreif is exploring (individual study carrels
equipped with slide projector, both silent and sound movie
projectors, tape recorders, and containing programmed
materials for review during study halls, free time, etc.) is
exciting and the results of this work will undoubtedly be of
interest to the profession.2

Another approach to teaching culture in the language
classroom is outlined in the next chapter. While the authors
encourage teachers to prepare brief units on a specific
aspect of culture, I would suggest that the exercise be-
come a more active one for the students, and a less active
one for the teacher, by having students prepare the rnaten-
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als under the guidance of the teacher. The specificity of the
next two chapters should be a real aid to teachers interest-
ed in teaching culture in the language classroom. By mak-
ing the study of culture more pertinent to some of the basic
problems in the area, more interest is usually generated in
the study of Latin America.

Professor Nostrand proposes that the essentials of the
foreign cultural system be organized under headings of a
structured inventory which he calls an "emergent model."
(The "emergent model" is developed at greater length in
Nostrand 1967.) Some 30 headings are grouped under the
four large rubrics of The Culture, The Society, The Individ-
ual, and the Ecology.

THE EMERGENT MODEL
(with the corresponding categories of Murdock's

Outline of Cultural Malarial.)

I The Culture (value system, ethos, assumptions about reali-
ty, verifiable knowledge, art forms, language, paralan-
guage and kinesics)

II. The Society (familial, religious, economic-occupational,
political and judicial. educational, intellectual-esthet-
ic, recreational, communications, social proprieties)

III The Individual (integration of the personality, organismic
level, intrapersonal and interpersonal valuation, status
of men, women, adolescents, children; intrapeisonal
conflict)

IV The Ecology (attitudes toward nature, exploitation of nature,
use of natural products, technology, settlements and
territorial organization, travel and transpootation)

The Latin American Curriculum Project at the University
of Texas has further provided the teacher with a suggested
outline of concepts central to an understanding of Latin
America. Their publication, Key Ideas About Latin America
(Bulletin No. 4, 1967), is a fine step toward the eventual
resolution of the problem of selecting pertinent themes and
facts. Abstracting the main skeletal ideas almost verbatim
from this source (the study lists many more sub-catego-
ries), 37 publications were selected, (mostly anthologies
and collections of essays) from the annotated bibliography
for review in terms of the six "key ideas" suggested by the
LAC P.
'Three undergraduate coeds from 'Northern Illinois Uni-

versityNoreen G Johnson, Susanne Mosel, and Patricia
A. Vanthournoutgraciously consented to index the publi-
cations under the appropriate "idea" heading. The remain-



ing portion of this chapter contains their bibliographic
guide, indexed under the following rubric

1.

II.
III.
IV.

V.
VI.

The Physical Environment
Historical Backgrounds
Contemporary Society and the Family
Contemporary Culture Values, Ideals, and
Creative Expression
Contemporary Economics
Contemporary Politics, Government, and Inter-
national Relations

I. The Physical Env,ronment
A. Latin America is an area of great physical

diversity, relatively isolated from world popula-
tion centers and trade routes. Mountains, tropi-
cal rain forests, and deserts or semi-arid re-
gions account for more than half of Latin Amei-
iCCS nearly eight million square miles (about
2-1/2 times the size of the U.S.)

Adams 1960:88-87 (geographical setting and social
change in Peru), 112-113 (land and people of Boliv-
ia), Alexander 1962:15-28 (land); Anderson 1967:
69-86 (resources for development), Burr 1967:159-
160 (adequacy of physical resources); Hanke 1967b:
17-127 (geography ir Peru, Bolivia, Chile, Brazil),
Looters 1965: (physical environment); Robinson
1967; Schurz 1964:3-22 (land); Vela 1968:16-17
(climate of Argentina), 21, 36 (geography of Bolivia),
53 (climate of Brazil), 69 (climate of Chile), 84
(climate of Colombia), 97 (climate of Ecuador), 107
(climate of Paraguay). 121 (climate of Peru), 131
(climate of Uruguay), 145 (climate of Venezuela),
162 (climate of Mexico), 172 (climate of British Hon-
duras), 184 (climate of Costa Rica), 192 (climate of
El Salvador), 204 (climate of Guatemala), 214
(climate of Honduras), 222-223 (climate of Nicara-
gua), 233 (climate of Panama), 253 (climate of
Cuba), 266 (climate of Dominican Republic), 275
(climate of French Antilles and French Guiana), 287
(climate of Guyana), 277 (climate of Haiti), 308
(climate of Puerto Rico), 318 (climate of Surinam),
321 (climate of Netherland Antilles), 338 (climate of
Jamaica), 341 (climate of Trinidad), 344 (climate of
Barbados); Webb 1967; see also Burnett 1968 and
Heath 1965
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I I . Historical Backgrounds
A. Indian and Spanish cultures interacted to prod-

uce a unique colonial society.

ArcsniegaS 1967.3-75 (pre-colonial history); Clissold
1966 52-79 (tne Spanish imprint), Frank 1967:121-
142 ("Indian problem" in La. Am.), Hanke 1967b:17-
50 (Indians of Andies); Keen 1967:2-38 (ancient
America), 86-94 (Spain's Indian policy), 115-127
(class and caste), 180-190 (formation of colonial
Brazil), 198-217 (masters and slaves), 161-172
(colonial culture and the enlightenment), 46-57
(great discoveries); Leyburn 1966 14-112 (Haitian
class and caste); Loprete 1965.16-80 (Indian cul-
tures); Schurz 1964:23-29 (pre-colonial history);
UreKa 1966:7-18 (indigenous cultures); Villz 1968:
89 (the Inca and colonial periods), 168 (Indians in
British Honduras).

B Spanish colonial administration was highly cen-
tralized and authoritarian, and Spanish control
was reinforced by the activities of the Church
which, under royal patronage, was a wealthy,
conservative influence. (Thus, two strong Indi-
an traditions, authoritarian government and
pervasive religious influence, were continued.)

Arconieges 1987.75-110 (Spanish colonies); Burnett
1968; Hanke 196/b:65 (Chile), 73 (Argentina), 99
(Brazil); Keen 1987:40-45 (H,spanic background),
138-148 (Church in the Indies), 191-197

(government and church); Loprete 1985:80-115
(colonial society); Schurz 1964:33-50 (colonial er(-
pire); Urea 1986:19-27 (discovery and coloniza-
tion), 28-42 (colonial culture); Villz 1966:6-7

(Argentina), 22 (Bolivia), 41-43 (Brazil), 75-76
(Colombia), 101-3 (Paraguay), 127-8 (Uruguay), 150
(Mexico), 168 (British Honduras). 175 (Costa Rica),
227-8 (Panama), 241-3 (Cuba), 301 (Puerto Rico).

C. The wars for independence in Spanish America
had complex causes and in some areas were
also civil wars. The legacy of the colonial period
and the wars for independence persisted in
varying degrees.

Arcinleges 1987. 131-210 (independence); Burnett
1968. 1-15 (challenges to order); Hanke 1967b:17-
87 (wars for independence in several So. Am coun-



tries); Keen 1967 172.179 (revolt of the masses),
218-258 (independence), Loprete 1965:158-170
(independence), 180-193 (reorganization and con-
solidation), Schurz 1964.40-50 (Bciivnr and inde-
pendence), Urena 1966:43-56 (independence); Ve liz
1968.7-10 (independence in Argentina), 59-63
(Chile), 76-77 (Colombia), 128 (Uruguay), 151-3
(Mexico), 228-232 (Panama), 243-245 (Cuba), 284
(Guyana)

D. A major political crisis in the new nations Wd*
the Conflict of illtereaS-6mong rural landown-
ers, rising middle class, and the peasant and
urban masses.

Burnett 1968, Hanke 19676.151-4 (Catholic social
reform); Keen 1967.150-160 (Bourbon reforms),
325-347 (Brazil: from empire to republic); Loprete
1965105-116 (conflicts in colonial society); Veliz
1968:43-51 (Brazil: empire to republic), 90-91
(Ecuador), 103-7 (after independence in Paraguay),
111-117 (Peru), 137-141 (Venezuela), 154-9
(Mexico) 189 (British Honduras), 178 -182 (Costa
Rica), 188-190 (El Salvador), 198 -201 (Guatemata),
208-211 (Honduras), 217-220 (Nicaragua), 257 -280
(Dominican Republic). 291-2 (Haiti), Wagley 1968
118-154 (the peasant), see also. Alexander 1962,
Johnson 1964, Viliz 1968:43-65 (peasants and rural
migrants in politics).

E. Economic diversification and developmer,t
have been sporadic and uneven, with far-
reaching economic, social, and political ef-
fects. (See Section V.)

Anderson 1967.3-46 (economic role of La Am. na-
tion-state), 47-67 (nation-building and development
policy); Frank 1967:3-120 (Capitalist development of
underdevelopment in Chile); Hirschman 1961.3-42
(economic development), Keen 1967:95-102
(economic foundations), 128-137 (political institu-
tions of the Indies), Loprete 1965:105-116 (colonial
economics); Weft 1966:57-77 (after indepen-
dence), 78 -98 (organization and stability), 97-112
(prosperity and renewal), Viliz 1968.129-130
(welfare state of Uruguay)

III. Contemporary Society and the Family
A. Population distribution and growth rates vary

within and among nations.
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Adams 1960:67-70 (population distribution and social
structure of Peru), 112-114 (land and people of Bo-
livia), 287-290 (Mexico); Alexander 1962:29-56 (the
people); Anderson 1967:205 (population statistics);
Burr 1967:158-9 (effect of population increase);
Gerassi 1963:20-24 (population statistics); Hanke
1967.170-5 (upsurge of population); Heath: 1965:3-
138 (delineation of cultural entities In La. Am.); Hyde
1967:3-13 (the people); Leyburn 1966:3-13 (Haitian
Population); Loprete 1965:1-15 (population); Robin-
son 1967: 42 -82 (human background); Schurz 1964:
51-56 (the people); UreFia 1966:115 (population sta-
tistics); Viliz 1968:17 (population statistics of Argen-
tina), 36 (Bolivia), 54 (Brazil), 89 (Chile), 84
(Colombia), 97 ( Ecu9dor), 107 (Paraguay), 122
(Peru), 131 (Uruguay), 145 (Venezuela), 162
(Mexico), 172 (British Honduras), 184 (Costa Rica),
192 (El Salvador), 204 (Guatemala), 214 (Hondu-
ras), 223 (Nicaragua), 233 (Panama), 238, 253
(Cuba), 287 (Dominican Republic), 278 (French An-
tilles and French Guiana), 287 (Guyana), 297 (Haiti),
308 (Puerto Rico), 318 (Surinam), 321 (Netherland
Antilles), 338 (Jamaica), 341 (Trinidad and Tobago),
344 (Barbados), 346 (Associated British States), 349
(Crown Colonies), 866 -674 (population of La. Am.);
see also Wagley 1968.

B. Latin American populations are racially mixed,
and although reliable statistics on racial com-
position are impossible to obtain, several
groos of countries with similar population
characteristics may be identified.

Adams 1960; Alexander ,e62:29-56 (the people);
Clissold 1966:52-79 (the Spanish imprint), 121-151
(Brazil); Frank 1967:121-142 ("Indian problem");
Gerassi 1963:128 -132 (Indians in Peru), 220
(Indians in Bolivia); Hanke 19876:47 (future of Bo-
livia), 234 (race and class in Brazil), 215 (Argen-
tines), 201-3 (Indians in Bolivia); Heath 1965:3-138
(delineation of cultural entities in La. Am.), 475-556
(world views); Leyburn 1966:v-xxxvi (the Haitian
people); hamar 1987; Robinson 1967:42 -82 (racial
composition); Schurz 1964:56 -81 (the people); VOLT
1968:315 (ethnic structure of Caribbean), 324-326
(slavery in the West Indies), 690-712 (Indians);
Wagley 1968:1-80 (La. Am. culture); Wagley 1958:
30-47 (Brazilian Indians). 61-85 (Indian/On Mexico),
281-2, 292-5 (future of Indians); see also: Burnett
1968.



C. Relations among the many ethnic groups vary
from nation to nation although in general there
tends to be less overt racial discrimination and
hostility than in the U.S.

Adams ;960; Alexander 196229-56 (the people);
Arciniegas 1967:215-233 (Negroes and whites in
Haiti); Hanks 1967b (new La. Am. nationalism);
Heath 1985342-360 (social stratification in La. Am ),
475-556 (world-views); Keen 1967:456-489 (society
in transition); Loprete 1965:206-226 (social life),
-Winer ,1967,; Schurz 1964:51-87 (the people); Wag-
ley /968155-174 (concept of social race), Wagley
195813-118 (Negroes in Martinique).

D. Upper and lower sectors or classes may be
identified with more mobility within than be-
tween. Va-ious socioeconomic groups may be
more specifically identified as peasants and
rural laborers, urban working class, urban
unemployed, urban middle class, landed upper
class, and business-oriented, urban upper
class.

Adams 1960, Alexander 1962:29-56 (the people), 85-
106 (labor problems), 107-120 (society), Burr 1967'
91.94 (rule by elite); Hanks 1967h:193 (economic
questions in social reform), 166-177 (rural-urban
migration); Henke 19678:219-222 (Colombians),
Heath 1905:3-138 (cultural entities of La. Am ), 257-
474 (social organization; Johnson 1964; Lipset 1967:
81-118 (industrial and middle class elites), 256-342
(labor elite and contemporary peasant movements);
Robinson 1967.42-62 (class divisions); Viliz 1967
15-42 (politics and social class), V6liz 1968.386-395
(working class in politics), 674-690, 738-742
(working classes); Wagley 1968; see also. Johnson
1958.

E. The extended family, including several genera-
tions and extensive lateral relationships, is of
considerable importance in all sectors of Latin
American society.

Burr 1967:97 (the extended family as pressure
group); Heath 1985:257-310 (family, marriage, and
divorce in Brazil), 324-341 (class and kinship ,n Ar-
gentina); Robinson 1967:42-62 (family unit); Toma-
sek 1966: 27-29 (strength of family ties); Wagley
1968: 175-193 (kinship patterns in Brazil).
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IV. Contemporary Culture: Values, Ideals, and Creative
Expression
A. Culturally, "Latin America" is a varying blend of

diverse Indian, Spanish-European, African,
and, more recently, North American elements.

de Le6n 1967 107-116 (culture conflict), 151-161

(culture and language); Leyburn 1966:3-112 (Haitian
caste and class), 297-304 (creole language); Lo-
prate 1965; Schurz 1964:297-322 (cultural charac-
teristics); Urena 1966:114 (Russian revolution and
woman suffrage); Villz 1968:752-764 (cultural back-
ground), 743-752 (football); Wagley 1968:1-80 (La.
Am. culture).

B. Several common Latin American traits or val-
ues may be identified, although there are varia-
tions among nations and within them
(individualism, personalism, formalism, fatal-
ism).

Alexander 1962:126-8 (centralism), Crawford 1966.
95-169 (positivism and idealism in Argentina), de
Ledn 1967:107 -110 (culture conflicts), 151-161
(culture and language), 93-103 (young people),
Henke 1967a:154-166 (panamericanism); Heath
1965:124-138 (regionalism in Brazil); Schurz 1964.
297-322 (cultural characteristics); Tomasek 1966:
23-40 (personalism and materialism).

C. Cultural conflict characterizes much of Latin
America as a result of changes associated with
industrialization, urbanization, secularization,
and emergence of the middle class, and new
ideologies.

Adams 1960; Alexander 1964 3-21 (Venezuela); Burr
1967 172-4 (cultural values); de Leon 1967:107-116
(culture conflicts), 39-49 (the ci!y); Hanks 1967b:
166-177 (rural life and modernization), 177-186
(developmental problems), 193-8 (social reform);
Heath 1985.405-423 (urbanization without break-
down); Johnson 1964:3-20; Leyburn 1966:177-210
(home life in Haiti), 285-9 (problems of the elite);
Schurz 1964:297-322 (cultural characteristics and
social organization); Smith 1968; Verliz 1968:94
(urbanization), 588-814 (industrialization); Wagley
1988.194-212 (middle class dilemma)

(
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D. Values, goals, and ideals are illustrated in Latin
America's art, architecture, music, and litera-
ture.

Alexander 1962.203-216 (culture); Arciniegas 1967.
225-242 (literature. modern to anti-modern), 251-
256 (literature in revolutionary La. Am.); 'Giles° Id
1966; Crawford 1966; de Li fn 1967.1-10 (the press),
73-82 (theater); Hanks 19670:121-7 (Brazil's cultur-
al explosion), 240 (Villa-Lobos); Johnson 1964.79-
100 (writers), 101-135 (artists); Keen 1967.311-324
(literature), 490-507 (contemporary literature); Lo-
prete 1965:130-145 (arts and letters), 172-181
(romanticism and neo-claisicism), 194-226
(contemporary art and literature); Schurz 1964:335-
343 (literature); Ure Ica 1966:97-112 (prosperity and
renewal), 113-130 (art, literature, music, architec-
ture), 132-145 (literature), 145-147 (theater), 148-
150 (music), 151-181 (art); Viliz 1968:764-789
(literature), 789-795 (theater), 795-802 (painting and
sculpture), 802-814 (architecture), 814-820 (music).
820-826 (cinema), 826-832 (press).

E. Religion. The role of the Roman Catholic
Church in Latin America is changing as society
becomes more secular.

Adams 1260:332-4 (religion In Mexico); Alexander
1962:217-236 (the church); Burr 1967:98 (church as
pressure group); Hanks 19670.1511 -4 (Catholic ac-
tion in social reform), Hanks 1967a:170 -1 (Catholic
church), 124-138 (religion and the church); Hyde
1967:52-86 (Christian Democratic challenge); John-
son 1958; Leyburn 1966:113-176 (Haitian religion);
Upset 1967.190-232 (religious elites); Martz 1965:
276-283 (dichotomies in the Church); Mecham 1966;
Robinson 1967.42-82, Schurz 1964:329-234; Smith
1968; Viliz 1967'192-220 (religion and social change
in Brazil); Viklz 1968:730-6 (Catholic Church), see
also. wagley 1968.

F. Education is for the elite and does not provide
the trained personnel necessary for socioeco-
nom;c progress; with 50% of the population
under 20 years of ageless than 20% were in
school in 1965.

Adams 1960.89-94 (education in Peru), 329-332
(Mexico); Alexander 1962.189-202 (educational sys-
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tern), Alexander 1964:246-270 (Venezuela); Burr
1967:170-2 (educational system), 98 (students as
pressure group); de Ls& 1967 (the university);
Hanka 19670.154-188; Johnson 1964:206-228
(university students); Leyburn 1966:265-284 (Haitian
problems); Upset 1967:343-484 (education and elite
formation); Loprete 1985:206-226 (education in the
20th century); Robinson 1967:42-62 (illiteracy);
Schurz ie64:324-9; Ureffa 1966:117-8 (educational
system); Villz 1968:20 (educational statistics of
Argentina), 39 (Bolivia), 57 (Brazil), 72 (Chile), 87-8
(Columbia), 100 (Ecuador), 110 (Paraguay), 125
(Peru), 134 (Uruguay), 148 (Venezuela), 165
(Mexico), 174 (British Honduras), 187 (Costa Rica),
195 (El Salvador), 207 (Guatemala), 216 (Honduras),
226 (Nicaragua), 236 (Panama), 255 (Cuba), 269
(Dominican Republic), 277 (French Antilles and
French Guiana), 287 (Guyana), 300 (Haiti), 310
(Puerto Rico), 320 (Surinam), 323 (Netherland An-
tilles), 340 (Jamaica), 343 (Trinidad and Tobago),
346 (Barbados), 349 (Associated States), 351

(Crown colonies), 379-386 (students in politics),
712-730 (educational institutions); see also: Toma-
sek 1966:115-127 (student politiCal activity); Waglay
1968.

V. Contemporary Economies
A. Economic development is of primary cone

throughout Latin America. The problem is
raise per capita income and improve the w
fare of a large population which is grow
more rapidly than that of any other world r
gion.

Adams 1960; Alexander 1962:3-5 (outside influ-
ences), 57-84; Alexander 1964; Anderson 1967:205,
310-384 (per capita income statistics); Burr 1967:
157 -8 (per capita inco,ne statistics), 160 -9
(economic factors); Frank 1967:1-274 (capitalism);
Germs! 1963:19-40 (conditions), 374-387 (economic
statistics), 443-6 (agriculture in Colombia); Hanka
19670:80-2 (Uruguay's welfare state), 177 -19'
(developmental problems); Heath 1965:139-258
(agriculture and economics), 438-453 (economic
autonomy and social change in Mexican villages);
Hirschman 1961; Hyde 1967:87 -144 (self-help and
agrarian reform); Johnson 1964:49 -78 (rural labor),
161-185 (industrialists), 186-205 (urban workers);
Kean 1967:277 -289 (economic activity), 290-310
(way of life); Upset 1967:3-80 (values, education,



and entrepreneurship), 94-116 (industrial elite), 256-
300 (labor elite), Loprete 1965 1-15 (economy), 206-
228 (economics in 20th century); Martz 1965:251-5'
(labor and politics), 150-8 (aspiration for economic
development); Robinson 1967.63-99 (resources);
Schurz 1984:131-234; Vii //z 196815-20 (economic
statistics of Argentina), 32-35, 37-39 (Bolivia). 55-57
(Brazil), 67-73 (Chile), 81-88 (Corombia), 93-100
(Ecuador), 106-110 (Paraguay), 117-125 (Peru),
130-6 (Uruguay), 143-8 (Venezuela), 160-6
(Mexico), 170-4 (British Honduras), 182-7 (Costa
Rica), 190-5 (El Salvador), 203-7 (Guatemala), 211-
218 (Honduras), 220-6 (Nicaragua), 232-6
(Panama), 250-6 (Cuba), 265-9 (Dominican Repub-
lic), 273-8 (French Antilles and French Guiana), 285-
290 (Guyana),' 294-300 (Haiti), 306-311 (Puerto
Rico), 313-320 (Surinam), 317-323 (Netherland An-
tilles), 333, 338-340 (Jamaica), 334, 341-3 (Trinidad
and Tobago), 335, 344-6 (Barbados), 336. 346-9
(Associated States), 336, 349-351 (Crown Colonies).

B. in addition to industrial development, and relat-
ed to general economic progress, are the prob-
lems of inflation, taxation, government spend-
ing, and government's role in the economy.

Alexander 1962:57-84 (the economy); Alexander
1964:151-8 (Venezuelan financial problem), 159-193
(agrarian reform); Anderson 1967:3-86 (economic
role of La. Am. nation-state and policy-making), 115-
200 (administrative development policy), 203-381
(role of gov't in development); Hanks 1967b:177-196
(developmental problems): Hirschman 1961:69-94
(inflation), 95-124 (price stability), 125-160 (trading
groups); Leyburn 1966:250-264 (Haitian commerce);
Martz 1965 159-171 (ideologies of economic devel-
opment); Whiz 1968468-852 (problems in econumic
development). 542-586 (organization); see also.
Adams 1960 and Heath 1965.

VI. Contemporary Politics, Government, and Internation-
al Relations
A. Given the lack of preparation for representative

government, acceptance of military rule and
thinly disguised dictatorship, uneven economic
development, internal disunity, and defensive
nationalism, it is not surprising that the Latin
American republics do not tend to be republics
in practice and that they are often unstable.
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Alexander 1962:173-188 (the military); Alexander
1964:22-72 (revolutions and regimes in Venezuela),
105-150 (the military in Venezuela), Anderson 1967.
87-114 (La. Am. political system), 115-200
(administrative decision making), 203-209
(generation of development aspiration), 310-364
(gov't performance i,n development); A rcimepas
1967:243-270 (dictators and revolutions); Burnett
1968; Burr 1967:75-88 (Inter-La.,Am. relations, 89-
107 (domestic poUttcsirrtzt7Am.), oe min leo r.53-
62 (the military); Gerassi 1963:53-75 (recent history
of Argentina), 76-99 (recent history of Brazil), 100-7
(recent history of Mexico), 112-122 (govt in Chile),
123-8 (gov't in Paraguay), 128-140 (Peru), 141-8
(Ecuador), 149-154 (Colombia), 155-166
(Venezuela), 167-186 (Central America), 187-202
(Caribbean Islands), 206-210 (Costa Rica), 211-8
(Uruguay), 219-223 (Bolivia), 391-405 (Castro and
the nationalists); Henke 1967b.127-138 (OAS), 184
(coup d'etats), 207-248 (politics); Henke 1967a:172-
6 (obstacles to change), 193-218 (Caribbean revolu-
tion); Heath 1965.361-378 (toward the comparative
study of politicization), 454-474 (the transition to a
mass democracy in Argentina), Johnson 1958; John-
son 1964 136-160 (the military); Keen 1967.260-276
(dictators and revolutions), 374-390 (storm over the
Andies), 420-456 (Cuban revolution); Lipset 1967:
146-189 (the military elites), Loprete 1965.194-226
(politics), 251-268 (Brazilian revolution); Martz
1965; Szulc 1965; Tomasek 1966; a liz 1967:66-118
(middle class military coup), 249-277 (Cuban revolu-
tion); Whiz 1968:11-15 (Per 6n in Argentina), 23-32
(after the constitutional period in Bolivia), 51-3 (gov't
of Brazil since 1964), 63-7 (rise of parties in Chile),
77-81 (20th centi.: i Colombia), 91-3 (recent political
development in Ecuador), 117-121 (recent political
development in Peru), 245-250 (Castro in Cuba),
261-5 (recent politics of Dominican Republic), 313
(self-gov't. in Surinam), 316 (self-gov't. Netherland
Antilles), 365-379 (military in politics), 379-386
(students in politics), 386-395 (working class in poli-
tics), 395-403 (La. Am integration and territorial dis-
putes), see also: Adams 1960.

B. Although Latin American /overfiments are not
Western-style democracies, personalist rule is
fading, and responsible political parties are
developing. (However, political stability re-
mains the exception.)



Adams 1960, Alexander 1962 9-10 (Communists and
Jacobinism), 145-172 (gov't and politics), Alexander
1964.73-104 (gov't and opposition parties in Vene-
zuela); Burnett 1968; Burr 1967 J9-102 (political par-
ties): de Leon 1967 29-38 (politics). 63-72 (political
rights). Hanke 1967b:17-93 (gov't of Ecuador. Ar-
gentina, Brazil), Hanke 1967a 167-9 (communism in
La Am.). 224-8 (Venezuelan governments). Heath
1965.454-474 (the transition to a mass democracy in
Argentina); Hyde 1967 (reaction and revolution),
145-167 (Frei sets the pace), Keen 1967.391-402
(Argentina), 403-419 (republican Brazil), Leyburn
1966 210-249 (Haitian politics). Martz 1965.214-222
(responsible parties). Robinson 1967.100-119
(political patterns), Schurz 1964.89-130 (gov't.),
Szulc 1965, Tomasek 1968; Ureila 1966-130-162
(overthrow of dictators). Verfiz 1967:158-191
(stability in Mexico); Ilthiz 1968:17 (constitutional
systems of Argentina). 36 (Bolivia).'54 (Brazil). 69
(Chile), 485 (Colombia). 97 (Ecuador), 110
(Paraguay), 122 (Peru), 132 (Uruguay). 141-5
(Venezuela). 159-163 (Mexico), 172 (British Hon-
duras), 184 (Costa Rica), 192 (El Salvador), 205
(Guatemala). 216 (Honduras), 226 (Nicaragua), 236
(Panama), 253 (Cuba). 267 (Dominican Republic),
278 (French Antilles and French Guiana), 287
(Guyana), 297 (Haiti). 308 (Puerto Rico). 318
(Surinam), 321 (Netherland Antilles), 326-331.338
(Jamaica), 333,341 (Trinidad and Tobago). 335, 344
(Barbados), 335, 347 (Associated States), 336. 350
(Crown Colonies), 356-365 (party systems in La
Am.)

C. Latin America's political future appears to de-
pend upon the ability of moderate and liberal
leaders to attract mass support and carry out
basic reforms in the face of vested-interest
opposition and extremist agitation.

Alexander 1962 145-172 (gov't and politics), Alexan-
der 1964.297-307 (the balance sheet of the Venezue-
lan revolution), Burnett 1968; de Leon 1967 83-92
(university and politics); Gerassi 1963.52-223
(leaders in gov't ): Hanke 1967a:183-192 (power
struggle in Central America), Hanke 1967b 207-248
(gov't.), Hyde 1967.87-117 (self-help and violence),
168-206 (taking the other road), Johnson 1958,
Johnson 1964, Martz 1965.184-213 (political
groups). 228-236 (political university); Schurz 1964
89-130 (gov't.), Szulc 1965; Vtrliz 1967 43-65
(peasant:, in politics), 119-158 (students in politics),
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see also Adams 1960, Heath 1965, Wagley, 1968,
Tomasek 1966

D United States-Latin American relations have
been characterized by alternating periods of
U.S. interest and neglect, conflict and coopera-
tion, within a general atmosphere of increasing
U.S. concern with Latin America. Anti-Ameri-
canism is an inevitable aspect of United States-
Latin American relations.

Adams 1960; Alexander 1962 12-3 (changing nature
of Inter-American relations). 237-250 (La. Am. and
the world), Alexander 1964 136-150 (foreign policy
of the Venezuelan revolution). 308-320 (the role of
the Venezuelan democratic revolution In America);
Anderson 1967 3-47 (American aid to La. Am eco-
nomic development): A rciniegas 1967'266-7
(Monroe Doctrine), Burr 1967.1-237 (perspectives in
U S -La Am. relations). 176-226 (U.S. and Alliance
for Progress), Clissold 1966 7-19 (introduction):
Connell 1966; de Leen 1967-117-128 (anti-Ameri-
canism), Gerassi 1963:40-7 (news and facts), 224-
248 (U.S -La. Am. inter-history). 251-343 (Alliance
for Progress). 305-316 (military aid). 317-331 (AID
in COlombia, 332-343 (political considerations),
406-424 (U.S. policy in La Am.), 427-433
(Agreement between U.S. and Honduras), 434-442
(Agreement between U.S. and Nicaragua); Hanke
196789-88 (U.S -middle American relations);
Hirschman 1961:53-68 (Inter-Am relations); Hyde
1967 47-51 (another Cuba that wasn't); Keen 1967:
508-529 (two Americas); Leyburn 1966.305-311
(Haiti and the U.S ), Loprete 1965:194-206 (Pan-
Americanism), Schurz 1964.252-297 (internat'l rela-
tions). Szulc 1965.233-316 (alliance with the U S.),
Tomasek 1966:310-346 (U.S. assistance in a revolu-
tionary setting), Vila 1968 243-250 (ll S and Cuba).
301-6 (U S -Puerto Rico), 414-468 (foreign rela-
tions). 533-542 (aid to La. Am



FOOTNOTES

1 A fine handbook devoted to the postage stamps of Guatema-
la is scheduled for public/Won late in 1968 by Robson Lowe Ltd.,
50 Pall Mall, London, S. W. 1, Great Britain. The pre-publication
price will be $17.50; after publication $20.00.

2 For further information write to Foreign Language Innovative
Curricula Studies, Title III, ESEA, 550 City Center Building, 220 E
Huron, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108.

3 The following publications were indexed Adams 1960, Alex-
ander 1962, Alexander 1964, Anderson 1967, Arciniegas 1967,
Burr 1967, Clissold 1965, Connell 1966, Crawford 1961, de Leen
1967, Frank 1967, Gerassi 1963, Hanke 1967a (Vol 1), Hanke
1967b (Vol 2), Heath 1965, Hirschman 1961, Hyde 1967, John-
son 1964, Johnson 1958, Keen 1967, Leyburn 1966, Lipset 1967,
Loprete 1965, Martz 1965, Mecham 1966, Werner 1967, Pohl
1967, Robinson 1967, Schurz 1963, Smith 1968, Szulc 1965,
Tomasek 1966, UreFia 1966, Veliz 1967, Vila 1968, Wag ley
1968, Wag ley 1958.
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AN EXPERIMENT IN BILINGUALITY,
CONCEPT FORMATION AND
LANGUAGE D-IELOPMENT *
Jean B. Miller
Guatemala City, C A

Bilinguality

It has been noted that in homes where two languages
are spoken to children who are developing basic concepts
there is usually no problem in the children using both lan-
guages to express themselves. This may not be evident
until thd age of five or six or enen later, and they may have
a preference for one language then, a dominant language.

Some educators in Guatemala wondered what would
happen to children's conceptual cevelopment if from the
ages of two-and-a-half to five they were exposed to a
structured program of concept development using two lan-
guages, Spanish and English. In developing this experi-
mental program the nature and charecierisiics of young
children were taken into account, the nature of concepts
and their formation, and the role of language in concept
development, as were the types A sensory-motor experi-
ences needed to develop concept; and language.

When children begin K. speak in their native language
they are verbalizing aboiir discoveries they are making
regarding their surrouii.4ings. They do this because of their
growing need to communicate about these things with oth-
er people. As they learn concepts they learn language to
accompany it.

What is a concept?

A concept, according to the dictionary, is a mental im-
age of a thing farmed by generalization from particulars. It
is an idea of what a thing in general should be.

The spatial concept of "up," for instance, is "away from
the center of the earth." Sometimes adults toss children up
into the air and say, "Up we go!" A child wants to be car-
ried and he learns to say "Up." He has grasped the general
idea of what "up" is, but he will have many new experi-
ences as he goes through life In which the concept of "up"
as a spatial direction may denote more complicated ideas
which are equally valid.
* From H Ned See lye, ed , Perspectives for Teachers of Letin American Culture.
Spnngfield, Ill Office of Public Instruction. 1970. pp 8.20
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It seems safe to say that one does not arrive at complete
conceptualization at a point in time where he can feel that
he knows all there is to know about one idea or one thing
Ills more like a continuum.

Simple understanding
No cognition for communication 4 Complete cognition

Therefore, our definition should emphasize that the gen-
eral notion of a thing, even incompletely formed, is ours
as soon as we can communicate to others about it with
some sort of mutual understanding (3). We might say that
when a child has learned to get what he wants from anoth-
er person by saying it he has begun to conceptualize

How are concepts formed?
In the above .description it has been implied that one

generalizes from numerous experiences about the idea of
what a thing is like. One not only observes the thing, but he
interacts with it by sensory experiences. He observes, he
experiments, he forms ideas only to change them when his
tentative thinking does not hold true. Sometimes he acci-
dentally discovers a truth as he is manipulating or observ-
ing. He may then deliberately repeat an experimentation to
see if this thing is really this way (10). Children may repeat
activities many, many times (11).

A child pushes a toy which is suspended above his crib.
It swings back and forth Later he plays with a swing, he
observes the pendulum on a clock. He holds an object on a
string 'and watches it swing. He holds it in a small box and
notices that the sides of the box restrict the full swing. So
he takes the object out and it swings freely. He may acci-
dentally bump into a hanging object which swings and hits
him on the head. He begins to form notions about things
that are suspended. He may learn words like "It swings,"
"back and forth," "up and down," etc. If a child is swinging
and someone asks what he is doing he will learn to say, "I
am swinging."

How are concepts used?
t3y interaction with the environment children gradually

develop skills and concepts which enable them to solve
problems and deal with the world rationally and creatively
(8).

A child who has learned what bread is may ask for some
to make a sandwich if he is hungry. He knows that if he
desires something to drink bread will not meet his needs.
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A child who wants to play with a swing but has none may
find a piece of rope and tie it to a tree for a makeshift
swing Some day he may find that he can cross a turbulent
stream or gorge which has no bridge by swinging across it
on some vines.

What are the BASIC concepts?

Generally speaking, the ideas that people consider in
ordinary daily living are the ones upon which all intellectual
activity, at whatever level of sophistication, is based.

For example, a child says, "Mother and I are going
shopping downtown. We will be back by 3:30 this after-
noon." In this statement several basic concepts are allud-
ed to: a. personal relationship (the speaker and another
person); b notion of space (downtown); c. notion of time
(3:30).

These same concepts might be used on a more sophisti-
cated level by an ornithologist. "The Arctic loon, smallest
of the loon family, may be seen in Baja, California and
Sonora in winter and spring only." In analyzing this state-
ment it is readily seen that the basic concepts of real rela-
tionship, space and time, have been used.

Below is a minimal outline of basic concepts upon which
the experimental bilingual program is based. It makes no
claims to being complete. Indeed, as a beginning it was felt
that it should be kept simple And uncluttered for optimum
use. It is derived from a project created by the Board of
Education of New York City and the Educational Testing
Service called "First Grade Project in New York City
Schools."

For expedience in the local situation the outline differs
somewhat. It is still consistent, it is believed, with the
original analysis of intellectual development as set forth by
Jean Piaget and described by J. McV. Hunt on which the
New York work was founded (2).

BASIC CONCEPTS FOR INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

Classification
Of familiar objects

According to characteristics (attributes)
According to use
According to sensory stimuli

Of actions and events



Relationships
Between people, animals, animals and people
Between objects
Between actions and events

Likenesses and differences
Opposites

Seriation

Cause and effect

Time and space

Simple mathematical concepts
Numerous - relationships
One-to-one relationship
Conservation of quantity

The role of language in concept development

Usually when a child has interacted with concrete ob-
jects or events he begins to get ideas about them and
needs to verbalize about them He wants to communicate
his findings to another person In order to do this he 'must
use language. At the same time he is describing his ideas
with words he is assimilating more completely the generali-
zation concerning a general class of things or events (7)

Piaget suggests that when a young child asks That's
that?" it is not so nuch language that is being acquired in
this process as the concept of the general class itself (7)

After numerous experiences in which language is asso-
ciated with a sensory-motor activity, the child acquires a
"learning set" or a generalization which has a dual signifi-
cance for him. first, being able to name and interact with
concrete objects and events, and second, being able to
communicate about them to other people (7)

The ability to use language is an important tool for think.:
ing Through language an individual internalizes his con-
ceptualizations and thus is able to control them and adapt
them. "A child who cannot say 'four' cannot answer the
question, 'How much is two and two?" (1).

As a child begins to use language more competently he
begins to conceive more sophisticated notions about the
classification of "things," relationships of things and peo-
ple, cause and effect, he develops reasoning skills, aware-
ness and responsiveness, general knowledg3 and imagina-
tion. "The climb horn concrete objects to abstract con-
cepts is slow for eve. yone, yet through -language indi-
viduals can achieve this 'limb, reaching a better equilibri-
um and organization of tne;r it ner and outer worlds" (9).
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It follows, then, that while children are learning the no-
tions of the way things are they might learn tocommuni-
cate about ,hem in two languages instead of one. This was
the position taken by the experimenters. The oroblem of
the structure and content of the program had to be con-
sidered. What, precisely, should the- children be taught,
and how?

The preceding list of basic concepts for intellectual
development was organized and specifics added. The fol-
lowing basic language skills were delineated and organized
according to recent linguistic practices (5). An effort was
then made to fuse the two structures through a sequential
program of experiences so that one would complement the
other.

The sequence of language activities for developing bilin-
gual skills is arranged so that the structure of the language
is clear to the teacher and presented to the children so
they can generalize regarding syntax, formation of inflec-
tional endings, etc. Constant attention is also given the
pronunciation skills including phonemic sounds, melody
pattern and the 1 hythm of the second language.

AN OUTLINE OF LINGUISTIC SKILLS

Listening
Auditory perception
Auditory discrimination
Auditory comprehension

Speaking
Reproduction of sounds of language
Responses beyond repetition

Pre-reading
Visual perception of like and unlike symbols
Left-to-right eye progression
Understanding that symbols have arbitrary meaning
Recognizing certain words at sight
Learning simple phonic cues

Writing
Control of writing materials
Tracing models
Copying models
Writing simple responses



Thinking with language
Content words

Names of objects, people, animals
Plural forms
Pronouns: number, case, gender

Names for actions
Tense of veros
Agreement in number and case
-Imes for qualities
_eon words

Determ oers
Auxiliaries
Prepositions
Conjunctions
Interrogatives
Degree words
Modals

Syntax - order of words for meaning
Declarative sentence
Interrogative sentence

Position of modifiers
Melody pattern for meaning

Activities for conceptualizing and verbalizing
What kinds of experiences and activ ties should be

devised to stimulate conceptualization and verbalization in
relation to the outlines?

In planning the activities, guide lines prescribed by the
learning psychologists in what are generally accepted con-
ditions of learning were helpful (4):

1 We learn bast what is meaningful. Therefore, activi-
ties have to be planned which are within the present grasp
of the student. A young child is interested in playing house
or store, in playing with toys, in pretending to be grownup
He likes to manipulate hlocks and easy puzzles. He likes to
play group games. He likes to imitate. Actual participation
in these activities is meaningful to him and his learning is
based on many of these experiences.

2 There is a transfer of learning. If a child has learned
a concept in several experiences, he can then transfer that
generalization to other similar problems. If he wants to
move a truck loaded with blocks from a table to the floor,
he may remember from previous experience that a heavy
object may be rolled down a ramp easier than lifting it. If

he uses a device to accomplish his objective in this way,
he has transferred his knowledge to a new situation, he has
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solved a\new problem There is more chance that transfer
will take place if the teacher sets up situations in which a
child ca see the possibilities.

3. W learn what we practice. This is particularly true
of skills evelopment, and since language is a skill, prac-
tice is to e considered. Obviously there should be many
activities such as games, songs, stories, flannelboard sto-
ries, etc., Which provide opportunity for .interesting repeti-
tion and precticd. Drill carried on by an enthusiastic teach-
er may be effective. There :.,e occasions when drill is the

most . pedient way to accomplish an objective. Care
shoult., Je taken that the practice is correctly done, other-
wise mistakes are -einforced. . ...

4. The learner needs to know what 7.-s-laxpected of
him. For this reason it is recommended that the student be
given a good model to imitate. If he is tO repeat a state-
ment or a word, it must be r!oarly presented immediately
before hand. If he is to make circles he should have experi-
ence drawing around a circular cut-out, then, placing his
pencil in a stencil circle, get the feel of making circjps,
trace circles, etc , before he is expected to draw a circle
alone. Even then he should have one to look at.

5. The learner should experience success. If he makes
a correct response, he feels good about himself and is
eager to go on to other learnings. Success builds on suc-
cess. This presupposes a careful planning of sequential
tasks whith the learner is capable of performing in such a
way that he can proceed in a positive manner, to say
nothing of maintaining an atmosphere conducive to hopeful
feelings (1).

6. Learning is increased by knowledgo of the results.
When a child has made a correct response, he should be
told that it is correct. Likewise, if the response is incorrect
he should be given the model and an opportunity to re-
spond correctly and immediately.

7. Learning should be sequential and cumulative. The
activities should proceed from the known to the unknown,
from the simple to the complex, from the concrete to the
abstract. Each activity should be planned so that no more
than one element is new. The structure of the subject must
be outlined clearly (6). The activities of the experimental
program have been numbered sequentially so that the
teachers may understand the order and they have been
placed with those understandings which they are to clarify
and reinforce.



When a person has accumulated skills and understand-
ings with which to solve certain problems, it is said he has
achieved a "readiness." Readiness do:sn't, just happen.
Certain developmental experiences need to be had to ar-
rive at a given stage of maturity or readiness for the next
step. Then the student is prepared to face, identify an A
solve new problems

If children are helped along the path of intellectual
growth. just as they are helped to learn to eat and speak
then it must be done in a sane and rational manner. By
applying our knowledge about the conditions of learning it
is possible to help students. making the way relatively easy
and pleasant, even exciting.

* * *

To illustrate how the experimental program is function-
ing. a brief description of the school is given and an inci-
dent related.

The school is the Los Angeles Nursery School in Guate-
mala City, Central America. It is in a house designed for a
home with the usual rooms for family living There is a
large living room with fireplace which serves as a "com-
mon room" where large group activities are arranged'
songs, games, dramatizations, "show and tell," cluiet lis-
tening There are two bedrooms, each with a bathroom,
which serve as small group headquarters and classrooms.
The garage serves as activity center for the youngest
group. A dining alcove off the kitchen is the office. A large
front yard bordered by tropical plants makes a place for
naturL study and an excellent play area with nlace for
sandpile, running, games, etc. A large front pr , is uti-
lized for quiet games, talking, playing house and t. A fining
each other's toys A back yard is a sort of hide-away where
children sometimes go to be quiet," or "to work alone."

The offering at Los Angeles is a combination of struc-
tured learning tasks, creative activities, and free play
which is supervised only to the extent that potentially dan-
gerous activities are diverted into socially acceptable ones.
About 40 children between the ages of two and a half and
five attend for three hours daily. Approximately 70% of
these children are native speakers of Spanish. t others
of English. In some cases one or both parents speak both
languages, speaking only the dominant language in the
home.

The program of concept-language development is limit-
ed to formal presentation one half to one hour daily. How-
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ever, since there are both Spanish and English-speaking
students both languages are learned incidentally to some
degree on the playground, during game and story, times,
lunch time and free play 1

Another Cement which is of inestimable importance is
the personality and skill of the teachers. The three of them
are completely fluent in both languages, Farm, pleasant
people, sensitive to children's needs and sensitive to op-
portunities for encouraging incidental learning. A climate
conducive to learning is set by themi.

There is very little expensive equipment, but a consider-
able amount of inexpensive, homemade materials have
been prepared largely from castoffs and "junk" and with
certain learning tasks in mind The children ac7,ept these
quite readily and enjoy using them.

A typical lesson is recounted below to illustrate how
sensory-motor experiences are related to concept and lan-
guage development in both Spanish and English.

A group of ten three-to-four-year-olds is seated on
the floor in front of a flannel ooard with the numerals
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 placed at intervals across It. The teacher
calls to a student,

"Carlos, yen aca, por favor Mira lo que tengo en
la mano. cQue cosas son?"

Carlos replies immediately, "Son crrculos."
Cuantos circulos ten go ?"

"Tiene tres crrculos."
"Pon los 3 ciiculos deb,* del ntimero 3 en el

franelogralo, por favor."
He does so immediately

"Murhas gracias, Carlos. Te puedes sentar."

Now, the teacher, switching to English, says,
"Tommy. come here Look what I haA I in my hand.
What are they?"

"They are triangles."
"How many triangles do I have?"
"You have four triangles
Will you p.t the four triangles under the numeral

four on the flannel board, please?" Tommy does so.
And so one, through all five numerals with one

square, two sticks, and five rectangles completing
the pattern.

Then the whole group chants, first in Spanish then
in English, "Un cuadro, dos palitos, trey circulos,



Cuatro trifingulos, cinco recta'ngulos, one square,
two sticks," etc.

Are there more sticks than squares?"
"Yes, one more
"How many more rectangles than triangles are

there?"
All of the children understand the process and

most of them can verbalize it in both languages

* *

Some generalizations after observing the experiment
for about a year.

The youngest children, ages now about three years to
four and a half years, have learned and can demonstrate
taeir learning about spatial corcepts in, on, up, down, in-
side, outside, first, next to, at (' e table), and can verbalize
about these concepts properly in new situations in their

native language Most of them will not verbalize in the sec-

ond language although they respond to directions given by

the teacher in that language.
They have learned "alike" and "different" in their own

language and can arrange objects, pictures and abstract
figures according to this classification

They are aware of the nature of geometric shapes, can
name four or five basic ones, both three-dimensional and
two-dimensional, and some can see the relationship be-
tween, for example, a disc and a circle and can verbalize
about it "The circle is empty."

They understand numerousness up to five, "more than,"
"less than," "fewer than," "how many do I hav 'p" and
"how many are left?" Occasionally in group recitation a
child will verbalize in his second language, but this is not

forced. Usually the language expressions occur only with
their teacher but not with strangers

The older children, aged about four and a half to five and
a half, are better able to verbalize-in two languages about
the same sorts of concepts mentioned for the yr anger
children, and they can do it on a more sophisticated level

Pre-reading experiences have turned into early reading
experiences for some Most of them can distinguish be-

tween the letters "a" and "d," for instance, and describe
the visual difference Several of them have generalized
from the example "ala." the words "pala," and "sala."

The teachers, after seven months, began searching for
small books with simple language baseu on simple basic
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concepts. Since these are extremely difficult to find, espe-
cially in Guatemala, the experimenters and teachers are
creating their own. The children seem not to mind the
crude presentation as long as it is profusely illustrated in
color and their names aye used frequently in the "stories

Experience leads the experimenters to believe at this
point that many children are ready to read by the age of

five or earlier if they are properly prepared with sequential
sensory, motor, intellectual and language experiences
prior to the period of beginning reading. In writing, too, if
they are not faced with learning to handle all tho writing
materials at the same time they are learning the shapes of
the letters, the writing process may evolve more smoothly
and easily. In this activity, expecially, results of the rules,
known to unknown, simple to complex, and concrete to
abstract were observed

Tests are being developed for various levels and to be

administered under various circumstances. Some of the
children will go on to kindergartens where standardized
tests are administered These results will also be available

for examination.
It is hoped that a follow-up of several years wel be possi-

ble to discover the relationship between early bilingual
training, concept develOpment and later school perform-
ance

Walter Loban's cogent expression of the relationship
between language and experience sums up the belief of
the planners of this experiment.

"Through experience and through language we Iearr
"Experience needs language to give it form.
"Language needs experience to give it content.
"Learners need to be open to experience, to live fully,

and to arrange, shape and clarify their experience by ex-

pressing it in effective I?nguage. Here is the base of true
education, whether in school or in life" (9).

Are our lives not more effective if we can express our
thinking In two languages? And why not start early?
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A CULTUR FRAMEWORK
FOR TEAC MG SPANISH
TO CHIL REN *
Dorothy Bword Bishop
Des Plaines (Illinois) Elementary Schools

When we teach Spanish to children, let's remember to
include information about the way Latin American and
Spanish peoples I've, feel and act. A cultural background
helps to make language learning easier, and it certainly
makes it more fun. Beyond this, knowledge of the culture
will help to develop in our pupils a more sympathetic un-
derstanding of the ways of another people. We, as teach-
ers, should be reasonably fluent in the language, and we
should have firsthand knowledge of the way Latin Ameri-
can people behave in their own s),..:c) $ettta, in order to create
such an atmosphere esroom.

L Cs veep e some of the ways in which we can lead our
--15iipils to -an- awareness of life in the Spanish-speaking

world. Our very first task will 'probably be to convince pu-
pils that Spanish is real speech spoken by millions of real
people who live in many real countries. This poses some
interesting problems in teaching Spanish to young children,
for to them the world beyond their own small persons is
often something very fuzzy, indeed

This is not to say that language learning should not be
begun at an early agefar from it. But it is to say that cul-
tural concepts will be better understood when the child
reaches greater maturity Before the time the child gains
greater awareness of the world beyond his own, however,
great benefits may be derived from early training in the
language.

Now, where do we begin" First, we teach the young
child to talk in Spanish about himself, his family, his
friends, and his own everyday activities. As we do this,
however, we encourage active participation in certain
characteristic gestures and speech patterns of Spanish-
speaking peoples. For example, the children may be taught
to shake hands when they greet each other with Buenos
dras CQue-tal?, and they may be taught to give the "come

* From H Ned Seelye Ili , Perspectives for Teachers of Latin American Culture
Springfield, III Office of Public Instruction, 1970, pp 2941



hither" signal with their hands when they say Adios. Pupils
may learn the diminutive form of their iriends' names, and
subsequently the widespread use of diminutives in Spanish
speech. They may learn simple jingles and proverbs that
pepper Spanish speech They may learn that in Spanish.
animals have pates (legs) rather than (moms (legs), and
they may learn that even the aminals "speak Spanish" in
that culture, for Spanish-speaking dogs say guau-guau,
chicks say pro, p6, and roosters say qui-qui-ri-qui.

Practical everyday aspects of life in Latin America may
be presented most easily through conversation in Spanish
about such subjects as meal time, different foods anchable
customs, clothing, shopping in different kinds of stores,
and home life. Children like to talk about relationships with
family members, and lessons on this topic give them an
opportunity to become aware of cultural aspects of family
life in Spanish-speaking countries. For eAample, the partic-
ular ways universal concerns are expressed, such as the
dominance of the father, respect for adults, and the place
of women and children in the society are of great interest
to our children School activities may also serve as the ba-
sis for much language learning, and this topic helps to
develop a sense of identification with the child in a Spanish
culture.

It goes without saying that the cultural activities talked
about and demonstrated must be within the range of the
children's understanding It does no good to talk about
Juan who lives on a coffee plantation in Costa Rica if they
.have no conception of what Juan looks like, what his home
is like, what he eats, and how he spends his time at school
and at play. Children in one of our schools were surprised
and interested to find that a visitor from Argentina looked
very much like themselves, wore fashionable dresses, and

at home live5Wa city much like their own.
All of this4S,IO say that, in the beginning, cultural con-

cepts must be simple and practical, and the subjects pre-
sented must be of a kind that the child can relate to himself
and the world he knows. After this first stage, the child's
horizons may be expanded through snatches of history and
elemental bits of geography.

-nildren with a basic work iocabulary enjoy brief
accounts of historical figures , Columbus or Cortez
These may be done in very simple Spanish because the
pupils already have some knowledge of these historical
figures from their social studies Likewise, simple geo-
graphical concepts may be introduced, so that a basic

knowledge is gained of where the Spanish-speaking coun-
tries are, what the climate is like in those countries, where

the volcanos and jungles are located, and something about

them. What do they look like? Are they hot? Do snakes live

there? Children may be taught the location and certain in-
teresting characteristics of large important cities. They like

to know about modes of transportation, what the sidewalks

are like, what kinds of houses people live in, what the
schools are like, what the markets are like, what people do

for recreation, and so on
As the child is brought to a realization of the location and

characteristics of these countries, he may be introduced to
the folk tales and legends from the different areas. This,

because of the child's limited vocabulary, is best done in
English at a class period especially set aside for this activi-
ty. Much cultural knowledge may be gained from these
sessions, and they enhance language learning. Folk tales
and legends also serve as an introduction to future study of

the literature of Spanish-speaking countries.
Universally popular fairy tales such as Little Red Riding

Hood, The Three Bears, and Chicken Little may be told in

simple Spanish. They serve to bridge the cultural gap when

children learn that they are told, read, and enjoyed in

Spanish-speaking countries as they are in the United

States.
By the end of the first phase, the children should have

been brought through the following stages: (1) practical
and simple language directly pertinent to the child; (2) a
superficial knowledge of certain customs most easily un-

derstood; (3) acquaintance with some historical figures;

(4) some knowledge of Spanish countries and cities; (5)
an introduction to folk tales and legends.

The child now has a basic body of knowledge, both in the

language and of the culture. He is presumably in the late
months of the sixth grade or in the seventh grade, and he is

now ready to begin reading and writing Spanish. In the be-

ginning, he will again be most successful and comfortable
when he reads about everyday affairs: getting up in, the

morning, getting dressed, eating breakfast, going to
school, playing ball, taking a walk, and so forth. But he

usually is able to move much faster, and he begins to be

more curious about the daily affairs of Juan and Maria in
Chile, Spain, or Costa Rica. This is when the well-traveled

teacher is truly invaluable. When questions arise, the
teacher "who has been there" can make use of all his ex-
periences and bring Spanish culture to life for his pupils.



He will often have slides and motion pictures to show what
the country is really like, and if the teacher shows up in
some of the pictures, so much the better, for then the pu-
pils are able to identify with the teacher and vicariously
enjoy the trip to the strange land

In establishing reading skills, it is most satisfying to both
teacher and pupil, at this stage, if suitable reading material
can be found about boys and girls who live in Spain, Puerto
Rico, Argentina, Mexico, and other Spanish-speaking
countries. Culture and language blend inextricably in the
minds of youngsters who have reached this stags. The old-
er child enjoys identifying with a youngster from another
culture far removed from his own

The youngster in junior high school is most interested in
sports, in travel, and in history (especially stories about the
Aztecs and the conquest of Mexico) He is interested in
social aspects of life. (How does the status of men, wom-
en and children differ') He is fascinated by bullfighting
Girls are particularly interested in the Spanish boy-girl rela-
tionship, clothes, and the regional art, music and dance.
This is a period of great inquiry and great interest, and
good films, filmstrips, records, pictures, and realia are ex-
tremely valuable and make lasting impressions

Whether Spanish is first taught in the grades or in the
junior high school (seventh and eight grades), the primary
contact with culture is by necessity through the language
itself, for the language mirrors the culture Even young
children will gain some insight into the culture as they learn
to talk about concrete objects like the kinds of houses
Spanish-speaking people live in, the kinds of food they eat,
the way towns and cities are laid out, what the country folk
do and, how they live. Children also gain insight as they
learn songs and listen to music typical of a region, as they
learn to play games Spanish-speaking children play, and
so on. They tend to identify with children from Spanish-
speaking countries when they learn rhymes that are popu-
lar with them.For example, I watched children in a primary
school in Cuernavaca as they played a game that began
with the following elimination rhyme.

De tin marin
dedo pi ngue,
acara, mgcara,
there fue

I introduced it to one of my classes, and explained how it
was used by the children in Cuernavaca. The children
learned it with enthusiasm and made it their own by using it
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in their own play periods Similarly I heard the familiar
tongue twister Erre con erre many times at social gather-
ings in Costa Rica. Our children learned it eagerly, and in-
cidentally developed a remarkable rolled r in the process

Spanish-speaking people as a whole appear to be more
verbal than most Americans, and their speech is liberally
sprinkled with rhymes, jingles, and proverbs. One com-
monly hears sayings like Poco a poco se va lejos; or No
entran moscas en boca cerrada. or Dime con quien andas
v to dire quien eras' in everyday conversation. The uni-
versal use of proverbs gives pupils some idea of the impor-
tance and impact of verbal expression in Spanish-speaking
cout tries and also some idea of the rather conservative
social attitudes that prevail in contrast to the attitudes of
large segments of our society

A study unit on travel, built around the idea of flyin_g_to
Mexico City, and incorporating a stroll down Avenida Juar-
ez or the Paseo de la Reforma, a visit to Chapultepec Pam,
and a meal in a restaurant, provide for older pupils not only
an opportunity to learn vocabulary and verb forms, but also
serve to give important insight into life in that city. The
same kinds of vocabulary can be used in a travel unit with
a destination of, say, Minneapolis, but the cultural impact
will be utterly lost.

Ideally the teacher should have firsthand experience in
order to transmit the sights and sounds of another country
to his pupils, but, even if he lacks this, much can be done
with filmstrips and Nam Many of these are now available,
and by judiciously choosing materials suitable to the age of
the youngsters the teacher may still bring much of cultural
value to a unit on travel

The comments expressed above apply equally to study
units centered on family life, school, children at play, rural .

life, shopping in stores and in open-air markets, and to
other facets of life in Latin America The language takes on
real meaning when it is taught within the context of the cul-
ture

Vicarious participation in Llatin American culture may be
encouraged by having at hand all kinds of realia (bought,
begged, or borrowed), colorful travel posters, a set of
flags, picture postcards, Spanish language magazines,
recordings, and books. Let the children handle the toys,
articles of clothing, pottery, coins, baskets, and so on. Let
them look at the magazines, post cards and books when
they have spare time. Handling the "real thing" tends to
encourage Children to speak the language. A child with



pesos and centavos in his hands learns to talk about and
understand Mexican money, and the exchange of real
coins makes his classroom 'shopping expedition" a real
experience for -him How much more effective this is than
learning dialogs and structure drills as entities in them-
selves,

Most children love to make and manipulate hand pup-
pets When teaching a unit on clothing, encourage young-
sters to make hand puppets and dress them in appropriate
articles of clothing They can get ideas from the classroom
collection of pictures, from filmstrips and films, and from

magazines and books. Have the children "write" a play for
the puppets. This may/be done by having the children de-
cide what the play will be about and then having them oral-
ly develop the lines in Spanish The teacher can write them
on the chalkboard or on a large sheet of paper After the
play is "written," a small group may memorize the lines

and put on a puppet show for their classmates, for other
classes, for assemblies, or for a gathering of parents.
Properly guided, the speech will be authentic, though very
simple, and the Spanish characters will come to life, thus
giving a feeling for real people in Spanish-speaking coun-
tries Children identify 'vith their hand puppets and tend to
lose self-consciousness, thereby enhancing their spoken
Spanish as a bonus to the cultural activity.

When formal lessons are in progress. authentic gestures
should accompany speech whenever appropriate, for the

"silent language" is just as eloquent (sometimes more so)

than the spoken word Teach the children to shrug their
shoulders, talk with their hands, tilt their heads, roll their

eyes, and generally use all the paralinguistic gestures and
bodily movements that go with the things they say The
gestures are of universal interest to the children and en-

hance speech.
Whenever Spanish-speaking persons are available in the

community, invite them to the classroom to talk with the
children. Children enjoy hearing stories about the visitor's
life in his own country Authentic contacts make a lasting

impression
All cultural information need not be imparted in Spanish

There is a place for relating anecdotes, for telling about
historical episodes, and for telling folk tales to children in
English. Most children in the intermediate grades will have
studied something about the geography and history of the
Latin American countries, and probably something about

Europe and Spain. so a body of knowledge is already pres-
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ent The task of the Spanish teacher is to relate the knowl-
edge gleaned from social studies to the culture and the
language of the countries The Spanish teacher is in a posi-
tion to make history a clutural experience for his pupils

when he relates tales of the Spanish Conquest or tells
about the stirring times of the Mexican Revolution.

The beauty of the language itself may be communicated
to the children by teaching them simple poems, first for
their beauty of sound, then for their meaning. Two that are
particularly effective are Los sentidos by Amado Nervo and
Canctcfn tonta by Federico Garcia Lorca. These poems
have the advantage of being fun to say, and they are easy

to learn. In addition, a great deal of useful vocabulary and
structure is presented in poetic form. As they are ready,

the children may be shown the relationship of the language

used here to the language as they learn it in. more formal

lessons. Even young children enjoy hearing a body of lan-

guage as it is actually used after they have learned enough

basic vocabulary to get the sense of a poem like Los senti-

dos
If we are to give our pupils a well rounded Spanish cul-

tural background, we should not neglect the fine arts.
Children find stories about Velgsquez, El Greco, Goya and

our modern-day Picasso interesting. Inexpensive prints of

their paintings may be brought to the classroom, and trips

to an art gallery may be planned. In many instances the

subjects of the paintings are of interest to the children. For
example, Velasquez' painting Las Meninas, with the Infan-

ta Margarita as the central figure, captures the imagina-

tion. A picture like this can lead to an interesting discus-

sion of court life in the middle of the 17th Century, and
many children find it interesting to do some research in the
library on the life and times of Philip IV and of Velgsquez.

Naturally the works of the famous Mexican artists and the

remarkable mosaics in Mexico City should form part of the

background given on the Spanish artistic world.
For children, music and dancing will seem almost syn-

onymous, for many of the children's songs from Latin
America are really game songs or are songs that accom-

pany folk dances. Songs like El patio de mi case, Arroz con

leche, Los polfitos, Ambosado (sometimes known as Ma-

tartle-rile), and Dos y dos son cuatro are distinctly child-

ren's songs and form an authentic cultural tie for English-

speaking children. These may be learned and repeated

frequently in the classroon. Children love them, and

they enjoy carrying out the actions or playing the games,



as the case may be. Meanwhile, they learn a great deal
of Spanish!

Children may a'so be Introduced to other Spanish music,
both popular and classical, through recordings. The music
of the bullfight is dramatic and exciting and can serve as an
introduction to the Spanish view of bullfighting and its im-
portance in the social scene. Music is such an integral part
of life in Latin America that it should not be neglected in
giving pupils a broad cultural background.

Dancing also is important: Children in Central American
countries, for example, spontaneously and unselfcon-
sciously dance to the sound of the guitar, an orchestra, or
the juke box. Children dance at home and at parties, they
dance at school, and out on excursions Something of this
spontaneity can be brought to the classroom by the teach-
er who has experienced the delight of watching children in
Latin American countries.

Sports constitute an important part of the Latin Ameri-
can cultural scene. Soccer or fdtbol is taken very seriously
Baseball is popular. Los charms in their Sunday meets in
Mexico City and elsewhere enjoy their horses and exhibi-
tions Basketball is rapidly gaining great popularity.And, of
course, bullfighting is the Indigenous sport in many Spanish
American countries and in Spain. Much insight may be
gained from reading about these sports and by having the
teacher relay his firsthand experience at these events.
Young people will be interested to learn about the reac-
tions of the crowds and of the individuals who participate in
these sports, for the reactions are revealing of the temper-
ament of the Latin male, and indeed of the temperament of
the people.

Social mores grow out of the temperament of the peo-
ple, and for the child to really understand attitudes within
the Latin American culture, he needs to understand some
of the social customs. Admittedly the understanding will be
superficial because of the youth of the pupils, but they will
gain more understanding of the language through some
knowledge of social customs and attitudes

For example, extreme politeness is built into the lan-
guage and into ordinary daily communication. A young
woman leaving a pesero taxicab will, upon paying the driv-
er, usually say something like Ud. es muy amable, Gracias.
When one buys a bus ticket, the ticket seller will often say
L'En qui puedo servirle? (How may I serve yclu?) After the
buyer has stated his destination, the number of tickets he
needs, and completed the transaction, the ticket seller
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most likely will send him off with a cheery iHaga Ud, un
feliz viaje, sefibr! The children should be made aware that
the speech is liberally sprinkled with polite phrasedHd-
game el favor de . , Muchas gracias, De nada, Por favor,
DispAseme, and so on

The church and religion have an important place in the
social scheme Pupils should be given some understanding
of the history and impact of the Catholic church in Spain
and in Latin America. Religious festivals are important and
are a very real part of life Great festivals take place all
over Latin America all year long. Children may be told that
Christmas in Latin America is a religious celebration rather
than the secular celebration that It has become in the Unit-
ed States. The beautiful music of the Posadas and the Mex-
ican tradition during the Christmas season may be re-en-
acted to give the youngsters an idea of this custom. Chil-
dren may be told about the celebration of the Day of
The Three Kings on January 6, as another part of the Mexi-
can Christmas tradition.

Spanish, like any language, can only be learned mean-
ingfully when it is learned within its cultural context For the
child learning Spanish, the cultural framework must gener-
ally consist of practical material he can understand. The
remarks made above come from experience in teaching
children, and discovering the things they are interested in.
When we keep the child in mind, and build on his native
curiosity and interest in people, we not only teach him
Spanish, but give him the basis for real communication in
another tongue, as we engage in the most delightful and
rewarding occupation: teaching Spanish to children.
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Kirtland, G B , One Day in Aztec Mexico, Harcourt, Brace and
World, Inc., New York, 1963. $2.67

Geis, Darlene, Let's Travel- to Mexico, Children's Press, Inc., Chi-
cago. 1985 $3.95

Not a storybook, but it reads like one Excellent commen-
tary and cultural background Beautiful full-page color
plates.

Geis, Darlene, Let's Travel in Spain. Children's Press, Inc , Chi-
cago, 1964. $3 95

A companion to Let's Travel in Mexico. Excellent cultural
background Beautiful full-page color plates
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Filmstrips

1. Encyclopedia Britannica Educ. Corp.
Department 10A
425 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Spain, Portugal, Gibraltar
(Color) .

Set of 6 - $69.00

National Geographic Society made these filmstrips.
They are accompanied by records narrated in English.
Remarkable color shots and excellent narration. A highly
recommended set of filmstrips for either Spanish or Social
Studies classes.

2. Studyscopes
P.O. Box 25943
Los Angeles, California
90025

Living in Mexico Today (color)
Authentic background material on
Education, Housing, Markets and
Shopping, Places of Interest,
Recreation, Transportation, Working.
Set - $57.00

For young children these are best used with comments
by the teacher. A tape (in Spanish) accompanies the strips

useful toward the end of Level I.

3. Studyscopes
P.O. Box 25943
Los Angeles, California 90025

La Juventud de America Latina (color)
La juventud de la ciudad
La juventud de la provincia
Las escuelas secundarias
Las feria y un paseo en Acapulco
Set - $31.50

Best for junior high age. Good pictures and Spanish
commentary on tape.

4. EAV (Educational Audio-Visual, Inc.)
Pleasantville, New York 10570

Let s Visit South America



Let's Visit Mexico
Let's Visit Spain
La Corrida
Set of 4 Spanish Language
Tapes (color) - $41.85

These strips are in color and give an overview of people
and places. The South American strip shows shots of Ar-
gentina, Brazil, Venezuela, Chile, Peru, and other coun-
tries.

5. McGraw-Hill
Text Films Division
330 W. 42nd Street
New York, N.Y. 10036

Nuestros Vecinos Latinoamericanos
(color)
Set - $45.00

The filmstrips are well done and give a good picture of
life in several Latin American countries. There is a filmstrip
about each of the following countries:

Chile, Argentina, Colombia, Venezuela,. and Peru

A record accompanies each strip The Spanish narration is
c:ear and fairly simple.

6. SVE (Society for Visual Educ , Inc.)
1345 Diversey Parkway
Chicago, Illinois 60614

Taxco, A Spanish Colonial City
(color)
The Historical Triangle
Mexico City, Cuernavaca and Puebla
$10.00 each

Both filmstrips are narrated in English on records The
filmstrips and narration combine to give a good panoramic
picture of these cities. They serve as excellent cultural
background.

Films

7. (Distributor)
Paul Hoefler Language Teaching Films
Walt Disney 16 mm Films
800 Sonora Avenue
Glendale, California 91201
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(All color)
Pablo de Yucatin $115 00
La ciudad de Mixico $165.00
Taxco, pueblo de ante . . . $165.00
Una familia de un pueblo mexicano $165.00

These are all excellent color films, narrated in simple
Spanish. La ciudad de Mexico is particularly good because
of its emphasis on modern buildings, industry, and the
cosmopolitan aspect of the city.

8. Encyclopedia Britannica educ. Corp.
Department 10A
425 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611

The Day Manolete was Killed
(black & white)
$155.00

A film made with a series of still photographs. Gives an
authentic and moving account of the life of Manolete. Use-
ful for late junior high. Narrated in English.

9. McGraw-Hill
Text Films Division
330 W. 42nd Street
New, York, N Y. 10036

El Peru
(color)
$200.00

A beautiful film that gives a good picture of life in the
cities as contrasted with life in a mountain village. Much
information is given on the economy and industry of Peru.
It is narrated in Spanish. Useful for late Level I.

10. (Distr 1r)
Henk-Nd..enhouse
1825 Willow Road
Northfield, Illinois 60093

MexicoTierra de color y contrastes
(color) $155.00 - Neubacher-Vetter

Excellent overview of Mexico. It has beautiful sequences
showing the mountains, vegetation and seashore. Interest-
ing shots contrast the colonial towns of Queritaro, San
Miguel Allende and Taxco with modern Mexico City. Narra-
tion is in Spanish Useful for Level I.



Records

11. Neil A. Kjos Music Company
525 Busse Highway
Park Ridge, Illinois 60068

Language Through Songs Series (1961)-Beatrice and Max
Krones
Cantemos, (Oros!
Cantemos en Espanol, Book 1 (Vol. 1 & 2)

12. Goldsmith's Music Shop, Inc
(See Below)

Cantemos en Espaffol, Book 2 (Vol. 1 & 2)
Set - $36.25

The records accompanying songbooks are excellent.
They contain a very complete selection of all kinds of
Spanish songs nd are eminently useful.

13. Stanley Bowmar Company, Inc.
4 Broadway
Valhalla, New York 10595

Latin American Game Songs
$4.95

This record contains sixteen folksongs and complete in-
structions for the games are provided. Popular children's
songs include Arroz con /eche, San Saverino, La Viudita
del Conde Laurel and Al Quebrar la Piffata. This is a very
good record for young Spanish pupils.

14. Goldsmith's Music Shop, Inc.
Language Department
401 W. 42nd Street
New York, N Y. 10036

Mexican Folk Songs
GMS DISC 7008 (vocal) $6.95

GMS D 7009 (instrumental) $6 95

A collection of popular songs including La Paloma, Chia-
panecas and Cuatro Milpas. Both records are fine for the
classroom A song sheet with the works is included.

15. Goldsmith's Music Shop, Inc
Language Department
401 W 42nd Street
New York, N Y 10036
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Pan American Folk Dancing
$4.95

Music, words and instructions for the dance steps are
included for twelve Latin American folk dances. The coun-
tries represented include Argentina, Colombia, Peru, Mexi-
co, Chile and many others. An excellent recording.

16 Goldsmith's Music Shop, Inc
Language Department
401 W 42nd Street
New York, N.Y. 10036

A los toros!
$7.95

It is an album composed of a book and record. A com-
plete description of the bullfight is written in Spanish, and
illustrated with line drawings. Music of the bullfight record-
ed at the Plaza de Toros de Madrid.
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CULTURE CAPSULES *
H. Darrel Taylor
John L. Sorenson
Brigham Young University

For many years foreign language teachers across Amer-
ica have tried to bring into their classrooms a "feeling" for
the peoples whose language they teach. These attempts
have most often stressed the refinement definition of cul-
ture, drawing from the fine arts and folklore. There is a
place in the classroom for culture in this sense and there
are many fine materials available.

No concerted effort has been made within the teaching
profession or by commercial firms to produce materials for
a comparison of cultures in the anthropological sense.
Nelson Brooks (1960) has written on the theory of compar-
ison of cultures in a chapter entitled, "Language and Cul-
ture." Robert Lado (1957) has a valuable chapter on "How
to Compare Cultures." Worthwhile insights on the import-
ance of an anthropological orientation to the study of cul-
ture are contained in these books. What follows suggests a
method of procedure for the production of short, meaning-
ful programs using this view of culture for application in the
ordinary foreign language classroom. A handy title for
these programs might be "Culture Capsule." These culture
capsules can be constructed so that any teacher, new or
experienced, may present them easily, and his students
may all participate meaningfully.

In order that the procedures described below may be
specific rather than general, it will be assumed that the
problem is a comparison between the cultures of Mexico
and the United States. Of course, the application of these
ideas to a description of cultural differences between the
United States and any other foreign language area is ob-
vious.

We do not aim to give a complete and rounded picture of
life in Mexico. The culture capsule technique tries to select
those key cultural differences which are especially difficult
for the outsider to understand on the basis of his own life
experiences Good examples from Mexico are the patr6n

* From The Modern Language Journal 45, (December 1961) 350-354 Reprinted
by permission of the publisher and Dr Sorenson Appeared also in pp 15-18 of A
Handbook on Latin AMMO fur Teachers
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system; latifundia donship or the curandero. The function-
al equivalents of these patterns in life in the U.S.A. are like-
ly to seem to the American sledent as so "natural" or "ob-
vious: that he finds it difficult to think of Mexicans as other
than "quaint" or worse. Each culture capsule draws atten-
tion to one such difference and shows how it is meaningful
in terms of Mexican life. The whole integrated sequence of
capsules over the period of a year sketches a picture of
what it is like to be Mexican, showing that the customs
make concatenated sense.

When we realize that there may be thousands of con-
trasting cultural features, the question arises, "How shall
we decide which are more important than others?" Ob-
viously, only a restricted number can be dealt with in a
classroom course in Spanish or any other language. Our
approach to this problem derives from the functional view
of culture virtually held by all anthropologists. Culture is
thought of as the more or less integrated, historically-de-
rived system of symbols in the minds of the members of ,a
society by which they interpret their experiences and
predict the behavior of their fellows. This view emphasizes
what culture does in the lives of people.

All patterns of regular, socially-approved behavior within
the cultural system shared by members of a society more
or less influenced all the other patterns of the system. The

result is to produce a consistent, Velligpleovoylp),;whi9h ,;,.. ,',,...:.
the individual can carry on a psydlicliodically meaningful
existence. Failure to consider any one sector of the culture
is likely to give the student a lliatorted view of why Mexi-,
cans, or any other group, act as they do. One listing of the
various categories or sectoetio which attention should be
drawn in the study of any culture is as follows: Technology,
Economy, Social Organization, Political Organization,
World View (Religion and Philosophy), Esthetics and Edu-
cation. We believe that by being presented the key cultural
contrasts for each of these categories on the language lev-
el which the student of Spanish has come to understand,
he will be well on the way to both understanding and to
sympathetic appreciation of the Mexican people.

The order of consideration of the categories has some
significance. While no one order is sacred, there appears
an advantage in starting with those areas where concrete
phenomena dominate, such as Technology, only later pro-
gressing to the more abstract sectors, such as World View.
That general progression can be observed below in the
sample outline. There, words or phrases are used to sug-

gest, rather than to elaborate, contrasting cultural patterns
which, students of Mexican culture would no doubt agree,
differ significantly- from American patterns. The list does
not exhaust the possibilities.

We begin the outline with a "subcultural" category of
contrasts in biological, -geographical and histUridaTfefakifei
all of which are instructive for the Student interested in cul-
tural differences. It may prove desirable to omit them or
relocate their position in the scheme of categories'as ac-
tual experience in the classroom permits us to judge better
their value.

I. Subcultural category

A. Biological characteristics of the people (skin
'color, stature, common diseases, etc.)

B. Resources category (lack of coal, lack of exten-
sive plains for cultivation, ores, oil, large unused
territories, water power, climatic variety, etc.)

C. Ge graphical categoryC.
1. Latin America not a homogeneous unit

. Mexico not a homogeneous unit

. Slowness of knowledge to penetrate due part-
ly to distance

4. Comparative distances and expenses to ship
to population centers like Europe

;""..' `-' f?:' Histarltal category
1. Spain's Catholic-Mediterranean position

/ 2. The age of discovery and Spain's place in it
3. The conquest in America
4. The Colonial era
5. The Republican era
6. The Modern era
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II. Technological category

A. Food-getting and using
1. Cultivation and the major crops
2. Preparing, serving, and eating typical foods

B. Shelter-Housing (the patio form, barred win-
dows, fronting on street)

C. Clothing
1. Forms: rebozo, serape, blouse, no shoes,

broad-brim hat, etc.
2. Age, class and ethnic significance of costume



D. Tools
1. Human or animal power, not power mach-

ines, typical
2. Hand crafts and equipment being replaced by

___ -industry--
E. Transportation

1 Ass, oxer,--humans most common
2. Increasing tto, bus, rail and air travel
3. Regionalism as related to transportation

III. Economic organization category

A. Self-Subsistence of the family, normal; speciali-
zation rare

B. Haciendas (latifundio)
C. Patrdn system
D. Agrarian reform (elidos, etc )
E. Merchandizing system (markets, tiendas)
F. Braceros
G. Turismo

IV. Social organization category

A. Kinship, family, and marriage
1. Kin cooperation and in-law relations
2. Courtship, the dueffa system
3. Inheritance, including names

B. Race and ethnicity
(mestizo, creole, indio, gachupin, etc.)

C. Locality groupings
1. The village, colonia, and so on as a loyalty

unit
2. Ecology of the community, most prestigeful

residence near the plaza; the plaza itself
13. The contrast between rural and urban life.-

ed.1
D Interest and function groupings

1. Classes (occupation, income, education,
mobility, etc.)

2. Donship
3. Compadrazgo
4. ''The Church" vs. the State (anticlericalism,

monastic orders, convents) Protestantism

V. Political organization category

A. Law
1. Roman law basis
2. Personal violence, aggression, Jhe duel
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B. Government
1. The Caudillo
2., Chciquismo
3. Single political party and elections
4. The mIlltat y as a ocus of power
5. Right to revolt (and "The Revolution")
6 Yanqui-baiting
7. Sindicalismo
8. La Mordida

VI. World View category

A. View of God or the supernatural
1 Godrdevil, Mary, demons, etc.
2. Virgen de Guadalupe
3. Patron saints
4. Sickness and curing

(a) causes: espanto,
and cold

(b) curanderos
5. Sorcery

B. View of man
1. Personal honor
2. Male superior male ("macho")
3. Self-impr ment concept virtually

(Sensuality or relaxation vs. Puritanism)
4 ,Thslant, jealous, suspicious relationships out-,

side kin'or village
5 Logic, dietetic are superiUr to empiricism,

pragmatisfli

C. View of society and nation
1. Heroes: Cuauhtemoc, alinche, Montezuma,

Corte's, JuIrez, etc.
2. Mexicanismo
3. I ndigenismo
4 The State to be obeyed mplicity

evil eye, los acres, hot

absent

VII. Esthetics category

Fiesias (including Carnival)
Bull-fighting
Music (rancheria)
Dancing %folk and formal)
Humor
Drinking patterns
Sports

A.
B.
C.

D.
E.

F.

G



H. Children's gdnes and toys
I Fireworks
J. literature
K. Theater and Movies
L. "El Charro" as a type

VIII. Education category

A. Schools and teaching methods
B. UnweiSities
C. Analfabetismo and mass education

It will have been observed that the classroom presenta-
tion of the capsules might be oriented to several levels For
example, the general idea of "fiesta" might be treated with
much or little detail, depending on the c' 's preparation
for understanding the subject. This ol. m possibility of
using the same program of capsules for two or more years
of student experience Thus, the graduate student could go
into considerable detail on fiestas while the introductory-
level student is but briefly exposed to the key ideas in-
volved

It should be remembered that whatever the level of so-
phistication of the ideas in the culture capsule, the phras-
ing in Spanish of the classroom lesson will be appropriate
to the class level. The culkire capsule system is intended
primarily V+ teach the language with culture content, an
important but secondary accompaniment

A method which can be used to develop one of these
topics inig a practical classrc presentation is now sug-
gested.

An experienced teacher writes a script in simple Spanish
which is carefully prepared to be on the level of the lexical
and strubtural items in Spanish which the student has
studied in class. This script is the capsule of summary
description and expiration of the cultural difference be-
tween the Mexican and the North American. Although it
,could be written in Spanish h. classroom use, an exam-
ple (the bullfight) of such 0. summary might read like this

In order to understand tnat in Mexico bullfights are not consid-
ered to be cruel to the bull, it is necessary to know something of
the ideas of North Americans and Mexicans concerning animals
In the United States, animals are personified more ofte't than in
Mexican culture In the United States there are Societies for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, there are animal hospitals at'"
cemeteries We read of Elmer, the Borden Bull, and his "wife",
Elsie ana their "daughter", Daisy Ferdinand, the timid bull, is
content with flowers and is also the subject of a favorite story
Favorites of long standing are Donald Duck and Mickey Mouse
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Thus, we give animals the emotions and culture that people have
Mexican people think more of the bestiality of the animals. Ani-
mal bodies differ from human bodies They have special names
for animal feet, animal backs, and animal necks, es opposed to
human feet, backs, and necks FerdNand is not the Mexican idea
of e bull, nor is the ponderous dairy bull the Mexican concept of a
bull They think of him as a wild, strong, clever brute that depends
upon strength and the instinct to live Anglo-Saxon Americans
think of a game fish or a wild beast in the same sense that a Mexi-
can UT As of a bull

The bullfight has many parts that come in a special order, and
each :las a complicated ritual The procession with its pomp and
ceremony presents the participants An orchestra plays music
which prepares the scene for each part in the show. The music
instills a tragic note when we hear the announcement of the last
partthe matador in his brilliant traje de luces who with sword
and muleta in hand presents himself for the mornent of truth,
wi- the man will try to kill the beast.

The bullfight is an extravaganza of colors, music, and action It

is the most popular sport in Mexico Bullfighters there enjoy the
popularity that movie stars do in the United States. The great
show of the matador's valor pleases the Mexican people very
much, but beyond this it is an emotional experience in which the
.-ectator sees the victory c a fearless, intelligent athlete over
brute strength and animal cunning.

The intent of this sc:ipt is to produce understanding, not
merely tclerance, IF the mind of the American who is learn-
ing Spanish It :s hoped that after tolerance of a fo "eign
culture MI come understanding, and that understansfing
will be followed by appreciation. Thus, peoples will be
bound together by bonds of informed sympathy which take
into account their basic differences understood as rational-
ly as possible.

The script is to be illustrated by a few well-selected post-
ers, filmstrips or slides, and at least one item of realia
This three-dimensional object should be very ca efully
chosen and must epireimize the positive side of the com-
parison. In our example, it could be a rdniature of the bull-
fighter's costumea thing of beautysuit of lights as the
Spanish call itr All these visual aids are presented Ly the
teacher as he reads the script in the foreign language and
are appropriately distributed in the presentation.

If the'script uses cognates or place names which do not
come within the lexical experience of the class, each of

these should be printed in bold black letters on a separate
"poster card" about 6" x 10" in size and placed un the
board (groove, felt, black, etc.) before the class in easy
sight before the lecture is begun.



The presentation probably should not last more than ten
minutes. It should be self-contained and limped to ONE
MINIMAL DIFFERENCE. All the talent and energies of the
programmer should be directed to a simple statement of
the essential difference and selection of the audiovisual
aids which illustrate these dramatically. Pauses during the
presentation to allow the students to study the aids are
worth more than many extra words.

Once the culture capsule has been presented by the
teacher and heard by the students, questions are asked by
the teacher. The students are allowed to make brief notes
as the culture capsule is presented but have no script to
follow as the teacher reads. These questions are of two
types. rhetorical and "open-ended

The rhetorical questions are so phrased that the student
must answer only "yes" or "no" and then repeat the words
used in the question. For example.

0 Do Mexicans enjoy bullfights?
A: Yes, Mexicans enjoy bullfights.
The difficulties of ,peaking the foreign language are

enough for many students, without requiring them to con-
tribute or remember ideas not suggested directly by a rhe-
torical question.

The "open-ended" questions are phrased in such a way
that the student may supply one or more items of informa-
tion on his own. Example.

0: How does a Mexican think of the bull'?
A: He thinks of the bull as a wild animal.
These questions are asked of the students who have a

better control of the language\ They lead to discussion of
the important difference being studied. Envolvement of all
the students in a discussiOn after the presentation of a cul-
ture capsule is of vital importance to this system

Experienced and well-traveled teachers orobably have
many pictures, slides, and realm which they use in their
classes. Nevertheless, these are generally present d as a
"change of pace" device and are not integrated into the
total foreign language learning experience according to the
level of development of the students. Many times the re-
quiremonts of extracurricular activities keep a teacher
from organizing the material he does have so they will ac-
complish a specific purpose. New teachers are at e great
disadvan,tage in this phase bf teaching.

The paraphernalia fOr any culture capsule can be de-
vised so that it will lit into a shoe box and can be shelved
library-style for cooperative use by many teachers. Thus, a
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new teacher would be ...ale to bring to his classes cultural
information with about the same frequency and preparation
as an experienced teacher On each shoe box containing
the aids and script for a culture capsule, there could ap-
pear t 'abet with the following information 1) the machines
(tape, phonograph, film projector, etc.) needed to preserkt
the audiovisual aid; 2) topic and title of the culture capsule;
and 3) the level of progress for which written. For example,
there might be six culture capsules on kin relationships
The first geared to the level of beginning students; the
second, for use near the end of the first year's study; and
the third, for the beginning of a second year of study, etc.

Summer workshops in foreign language pedagogy could
be encouraged to develop the materials for new culture
capsules. In less populated areas, a clearing house for
these could be set up in State Councils of Foreign Lan-
guage Teachers, or State Federations of Foreign Language

Cubs. In more populated areas a central library of cu'ture
psules could be worked out on a district or even a single

school basis.
The culture capsule can normally be presented as a self-

contained pedagogical unit in part of one class period
(although two or three might be tied together into a larger
unit if they are particularly related to each other). If this is
done a minimum of once a week during the school year of
36 weeks, even these 36 culture capsules would go a long
way toward bringing knowledge of the realities of life in a
foreign land to students of the foreign language. Elabora-
tion of the capsules in a second year of study would lead to
expanded knowledge but within a consistent framework.

FOOTNOTE
1 immediately after publication much interest was shown by language teachers in
'culture capsules ", and Dr Taylor began to systematically pretrial' materials for

classroom use But a year later with tragic prematurity. Dr Taylor du killed in a
vehicle accident while aCCOrnpanina troop of boy scouts on an outing The loss to
the profession which Darrel Taylor's death ivevocably presents is difficult to appre-
ciate by one who did not know him personally, as a former student of his. Me clarity
of the stature and dynamics of the man, and the magnitude of the loss, have not
been diminished by the intervening years HNS

S.
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TEACHING ASPECTS OF THE
FOREIGN CULTURE THROUGH
COMIC STRIPS *

Wendell Hall
Brigham Young University

Enrique Lafourcade
Chilean novelist and professor

Lafourcade: How did you first become interested in car-'
toons as a medium for teaching language and
culture?

Hall: One summer day in January, I was reflecting on my
young son's astonishing ability in Spanish after only a
sow months' residence in Chile and it occurred to me
that in addition to nearly total immersion in tha lan-
guage at school and at play, the stacks of comic
books he was reading at home might also help ac-
count for his skill. I was concerned, too, over the pos-
sible harmful effects of such reading and so decided
to examine the books.

1; Like the curate and the barber in Don Quixote

H -I admit to a similar apprehension as to what I was get-
ting into. On inspecting CondOrito . .

L Created by Reno. Rios, who goes by the pen name
"Pepo

H. Right And published by Zig-Zag. I was so surprised at
the wealth of linguistic and cultural material presented
that I began to consider, in spite of reservations natu-
ral to an educator, whether a format so extremely
popular among the young might not merit serious in-
vestigation as a vehicle for imparting linguistic skills
within a framework of situational contexts. Prelimi-
nary examination of the cartoons resulted in the fol-
lowing observations-

One: The language employed was natural and au-
thentic, reflecting actual usage in a way
which invited comparison with the type of
speech that sometimes appears in textbooks.

From H Ned Seely.? ed . Perspechvas for Teachers of WA -American Culture
Springfield, It Office Of Public Instruction. 1970 pp 51-61



L Would you care to illustrate that point?

H Take this sequence, for example The customer says
iNo, no! Nada de eso Es para mi suegra Con-

dorito replies, it:aberlo dichol Tengo justo lo que
usted necesita!" In my opinion, such lively, everyday,
indispensable expressions as "Why didn't you say
sof" igustrate exactly the sort of thing students not
only like to learn, but like to use

L To have said itl" Yes, very useful

H Two
All dialog was accompanied by a visual representa-
tion of the situation in which it occurred, incorporat-
ing such elements as the age. sex, physical appear-
ance, manner qf dress (indicative of profession,
social, economic, educational status, etc ), and
other personality characterist.cs of each speaker,
and essential aspects of the setting (plaza, cafe,
hacienda, etc etc )frequently in considerable
detail

L Yes, even details like door knobs As in this cartoon
Here's a cultural contrast you could comment on The
locks on Latin American doors are built primarily for
opening from within Should be, also, a metaphor of
something?

H Once in Viria del Mar I tried to get a locksmith to re-
place the knob on our front door with the U S type
that turns My wife was tired of running to the door to
let the kids and their friends in the house The "mae-
stro" thought I was crazy

L Do students enjoy hearing descriptions of such cultur-
al differences?

H So much so that I've found in my classes that I have to
be-very careful or the whole hour will be spent on cul-
ture instead of language learning Nothing seems to
interest students more, and I feel that any time logt
from language study is more than made up fo- by/their
increased motivation and the fact that they study with
real enjoiment

L What values for language learning do you find in the
drawings accompanying the dialog?

H Utterances memorized for recitation in the classroom
are of little practical value to students without aware-
ness of the c.rcumstances in which they may be uses
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Situational cues which guide the native in producing a
given utterance are depicted in the cartoons Such
cues, of course, are not always the same for all cul-
tures, and cues which seem to be identical may elicit
different responses

L You mean if I were to sneeze, you wouldn't automati-
cally say "Health: '?

H flight And if you saw me wearing a oIrck \armband,
with your knowledge of our culture and of contempo-
rary problems, you wouldn't- ask if someone close to
me had died

L There's more to these cartoons than one might think
Viewed objectively

H The drawings provide an essential frame of reference
useful to the student both as a clue to meaning, for
aural comprehension or reading, and as a cue for
speech production, whether oral or written

L Apparently you're not aware that you just missed a
cue That almost imperceptible raising of my left eye-
brow was to indicate that I'm ready for the next point

H Next point
Typical gestures grimaces, and other kinesic as-
pects of communication were depicted

L By other aspects, do you mean like how somebody
walks? I can tell a norteamericano a :)10ck away by
the way he walks

H That sort of thing This aspect of communication never
fails to fascinate students and, of course, they must
learn to recognize and control some of the more
common gestures. least, in order to communicate
successfully

L That's right If you confused that 'Come here' signal
with 'Adios'

H Point four
Many paralinguistic and onomatopoetic phenome-
na were represented or suggested Ly an imagina-
tive use of symbols

L 'Onomatopoeia, or the Bow-Bow Theory of the Origin
of Language Like the rest of us, primeval Mel
couldn't pronounce it He just Invented it

H 'Plop'
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L 'Plop! Pepo's favorite onomatopeic effect, produced
by someone falling over backwara in comic disbelief

H My favorite is iGlupl." as someone swallows some-
thing or sinks beneath the surface So suggestive of
English "gulp

L What's so special about these phonetic phenomena as
far as language learning is concerned')

H They're the life of language Is there anything deader
or more deadly than a tab exercise where the voice on
the tape prolects a flat, monotonous reading pronun-
ciation devoid of paralinguistic effects') Along with
concomitant kinesic patterns, these convey the emo-,\ tonal components of communication

L \rVery true! Such components are always present in
! Condortto I note here sobs, sighs, stuttering, groans,

giggles, coughs, cries, snickers, whining, wheedling,
whimpering, and more subtle vocal modulations asso-
ciated with browbeating, pleading, seductiveness,
obnoxiousness, manliness, plaintiveness, craftiness,
naivete. airs of superiority; inferiority. ponposity, bon-
homie, disappointment, glee, somnolence, benevol-
ence The inventory is endless

H As mentioned, such elements are often suggested
through ,symbolic notation, though more often by the
situation or through facial expression, etc

L Here are some typical "transcriptions
iJaaaaac$c, Jaaacr Aaaaa'o Te decra que el
contra contra contra contrabando est4
enn

Ta-ta-ta-ta-- (That's a machine gun)
AAAAGH! (riddled ganster slumps to floor)

170C TOC' I TOC TOC' (footsteps in the apartm.,7if
above)
ILJAAAHIILJAAAAAAH I (a baby crying)
'PIN' IRIN, (the telephone)
JI . JI . JI . No ha faltado desde hace dos
arm . (a girl crying) X

i K 'KIRI III' (a man imitating a rooster)
Desde iuego clue sr Este No sabi,a que tuvsera
algLin desperfc cto
Este (a sta. :ied husband fumbling for words)

iPLAM' (a door slamming shut)
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L

H.

L

H

1701ING1 (a metallic object hitting Condorito's head)
Condorito dice que . i GRAUCI Dice que .

iGRUPC! (the parrot Matias)
Se me enredan las palabras para darte una definicidn
enciclo . enciclo ciclistica . IHIPI (inebriated
speech)

Are you familiar with the recordings dramatizing Con-
dortto prepared under the direction of Padre Pedro
Rubio')

Yes, and I think that the range of vocal quality exhibit-
ed and the gamut of emotions portrayed is extraordi-
nary. The sound effects are quite exceptional, too.

It takes highly skilled actors to record such natural
sounding speech.

How come, when we've been speaking "naturally" all
our lives, we can't continue to do so when placed on a
stage or behind a mike?

Your question has important implications for the
learning of foreign languages "Mike fright" or "stage
fright," in all its manifestations, is a phenomenon
which deserves more study Concepts of informal,
formal, and technical learning and transfer of raper-
toires acquired in each mode to situations controlled
by different contingencies undoubtedly are pertinent
to an understanding of this problem.

L It seems to me that someoi,e learning a language in
the classroom is in a situation which is just the
reverse of the actor's Through the experience of
everyday life, the actor has already d4eloped very
extensive repertoires of verbal and nan-verbal be-
havior which he has to transfer, or adapt, to the limit-
ed, artificial circumstances of the stage The Ian-
guage lea er learns a limited amount of behavior in
very lrtificial activities (pattern practicer choral drill,
parroting back responses, play acting) and then is
expected to transfer this to' the contingencies of daily
life

H Both theory and common sense suggest that the
greater the correspondence between contingencies
associated with emission of a response of a given
topography, the greater the ease with which transfer
may be accomplished. But actual emission of the re-
sponse nd the exact form it may take (particularly

/



with respect to phonological characteristics) is diff'-
cult to predict and depends on factors hardly suscep-
tible to analysis except through introspection. It may
be that to a "born" actor, all the world is a stage, and
he experiences internally in everyday life contingen-
cies similar to those that affect behavior behind the
footlights.

L. Maybe the -born polyglot" has Everyman inside his
skin and doesn't react to multilingualism as a threat to
his "real" self, but rather as an expansion of his per-
sonality through a kind of maturation by which his self
becomes more complete or whole.

H These "internal states" have been omitted from the
behaviorist's equations because they can't be ob-
served, but they definitely cannot be ignored in the
strategies of instruction devised by teachers But we'd
better move on now to point five Innumerable rela-
tionships, ath.udes, activities, institutions, etc , char-
acteristic of the foreign c-Iture were portrayed, overt-
ly or covertly, through the drawings and the printed
word

L Even me "bomberos" are in here--the volunteer fire-
men with their fancy uniforms. social prestige, -:nd
guarantee of a magnificent funeral Nearly every
segment of Chilean society parades past the reader in
the pages of Condorito.

H Point six* With his rare gift for caricature, the cartoon-
ist accorded certain behavioral traits a ,-, d environmen-
tal features a prominence which caused the reader to
focus his attention on them, thereby ga ng aware-
ness of many aspects of the Culture which otherwise
might have remained unnoticed I'm :1 o t exaggerating
when I say that during four years ir. your country, with
opportunities to observe firsthand oractically every
aspect of Chilean life, I often failed to notice many
things until I saw them caricatured in Condorito Then
a light would dawn and I'd suddenly be aware of
something I hadn't been able to isolate or hadn't un-
derstood

L Would you believe I learn a lot about your culture
through reading Mary Worth?

H I've got to mention Topaze Without the cartoons and
other features in that terrific weekly magazine of so-
cial and political satire, I believe most of the burning

..
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problems agitating Chileans of every persuasion and
condition would have passed me by

L Without Herblock, Fischetti, and others, not to men-
tion Steve Roper, The Born Loser, and even Robin
Malone, many current questions and facets of your
culture would escape me

H You mean a distinguished noveliFt like you

L I think Eopeans and Latin Americans have a differ-
ent attitude toward cartoons than many Americans
To us they represent a valid form of art Naturally,
there is garbage, as is the case with any medium of
expression. But I believe, for instance, that Herge-, the
Creator of Tin-Tin, is a genius And in Europe there
are avid collectors of "vintage" cartoons who treasure
collections of Flash Gordon, etc as reflections of an
era which may be understood in part by the psycho-
logical and sociological implications of the things de-
picted in the drawings and conveyed by the printed
word

H Ir, your opinion, how do attitudes toward this format
and its impact fit in wrth the ideas of Marshall Mc-
Luhan?

L Well, although I don't think the legacy of Gutenberg is

at an end

H The printed word is certainly still alive and vigorous in
your novels In my opinion your creativeness in im-
parting new vitality to the ink-imprinted page is une-
qualled. The imagriative use of color for printing lyric
passages in Novela de Navidad, the juxtaposition of
separate plots on opposite panes of Invention a dos
voces, the vivid, kinetic, superimposition of images in
Para subir al crelo, for example, parallel, in my mind,
striking effects achieved in the new media

L 'chas gracias, pues I wish more Americans were
acquainted with my works How would you liKe to
translate Invention a dos voces? ,

H lEncantado!

L. The legacy of Gutenberg, I was saying Young peo-
ple of todiy grow up surrounded by the sounds and
images of the new media Yet what do we see in edu-
cationespecially in language learning? Gutenberg
seems to be the hottest thing going We adapt stories,



H

L

H

L
H

novels, plays, essays acknowledgements, a preface,
a note or two, a glossary, and listo! More fodder for
the presses Why are we so slow to adapt theatrical

-motion pictures, TV programs, comic strips, animated
cartoons?

Salt in my wounds! You know I've been working on
this for years. Lack of resources Lack of interest
on the part of publishers .. Lack of time . .

i Pobre'

We'd better move on 'Jo point 7

Seven, I believe Si', siete.

Although the basic intent of the cartoonist apparently
was to entertain, rather than to edify or inform, none-
theless, most of the cartoons could be related directly
or indirectly to some grave moral, psychological, so-
cial, economic, or political problem.

L. There are examples here ranging from alcoholism to
crime, illiteracy, inflation. militarism, poverty, mental
health, political corruption, feminism, juvenile delin-
quency, birth control, etc.

L:

H

L

Eight. In general, the cartoons were related to con-
temporary life, although occasional references to the
past provided insights into particular views of history.

I recall one humorous sequence on the Spanish con-
quest and its consequences that is revealing of popu-
lar attitudes.

Nine Cartoons depicting North Americans, Argen-
tines, Mexicans, etc. provide(' clues as to how other
cultures might be popularly regarded

Pepo's parody of the American West, which stars
"COndor the Kid," is about the best rie's done. But I
like his take-offs on U S TV, tourists, and "g5ng-
sters," too

H Ten While much more inoffensive in nature than
many U.S. cartoons, some sequences presented a
scatological type of humor that would be considered
improper by many parents

L This aspect of your culture puzzles me You allow
young children to view mayhem and murder and fla-
grant sex without sufficient qualms to really go to
work and do something about it and yet any allusion to
perfectly natural, normal body functions that are news
to no one are considered absolutely taboo
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H There may be a degree of relaxation in one respect
without any noticeable improvement in the other.
Eleven* Insights into humor itself, an important part of
culture, could be gained through analysis of Condorito
and the reactions of readers.

L. Comment on that a little, will you? I'm interested in
your observations as an outsider

H I was beginning to think of myself as an insider.

L. An inside-outsider I hope you don't get everything a/

H. La 'fella' chilena. In a way, it reminds me of 'kidding'
in our country, but it has its own unique pungency and
picaresque thrust. Then there's the 'segunda inten-
ci6n' or 'doble sentido.' You have to be on your toes
all the time with Chileans or you'll miss one halfthe
'second' half of every verbal exchange.

L On second thought, you'll often find the Intencian' is a
bit 'picante ' Remember the popular song about infla-
tion, "i Como baja el dinero!"? One of the lines goes

porque suben los vestidos y no bajan los es-
lipes

H. Would it be safe to leave the translation of that
particular Anglicism to the imagination?

L. Hmmm

H. Twelve. The cultural and linguistic content of Condori-
to was so extensive and varied that, with proper selec-
tion and editing, it appeared much valuable material
could be abstracted for use in the classroom

L Since that initial appraisal of Condorito, you have
examined thousands of cartoons in several lan-
guages, including English, to evaluate their suitability
for teaching language and culture. You've also adapt-
ed numerous cartoons for classroom use, with vo-
cabularies, notes, exercises, tape recordings, etc.
How have these been received by teachers?

H Quite well, in general, for beginning and intermediate
courses at all levels of instructionin spite of serious
criticisms which may be summarized as follows

1) The language employed in the cartoons is too
colloquial, some of the expressions used are
not found in dictionaries and are not common to
dialects spoken in other areas of America cnd
Spain



2) "Ungrammatical" forms appear in some of the
cartoons.

3) Certain aspects of Hispanic life are misrepre-
sented through exaggerated use of caricature

4) Emphasis on the comical and unusual results in
a distorted view of Hispanic culture

5) Cartoons are too lacking in esthetic qualities to
legitimize their use in the classroom.

6) The content of some cartoons is not suitable for
young learners, in that unmannerly and im-
proper behavior is portrayed.

7) Although cultural elements depicted often relate
to broad segments of Hispanic society, they are
sometimes too national or regional for general
application.

L: Some, of these criticisms have already been consid-
ered in the course of our discussion; other objections
could easily be overcome through more careful selec-
tion and editing. Also, materials could include car-
toons from other areas of Latin America and Spain.

H It must be understood that the cartoons are not ir-
teoded to comprise a complete course of instruction.
As supplementary materials, they are designed to Eidd
variety, interest, insights, valuable practice in vaybus
skills, etc , and in no way are represented as being
comprehensive in their treatthent of either language
or culture

L. The Notas y ejercicios which accompany Condorito
attempt to put things in perspective, identifying the
items that are strictly Chilean.

H With regard to the use of colloquial language and "un-
grammatical" forms Mind if I make an intemperate
statement?

L Go ahead Anything I don't like, I'll edit out

H. At a time when some institutions are eliminating re-
quirements for langoage study, when enrollments are
decreasing and drop-out rates are growing, members

. of the language teaching profession who are deeply
concerned with problems of student interest and moti- ,
vation recognize that perhaps the greatest demand of
students is for relevance When the language taught
consists of a depurated "normalized" dialect (the "av-
erage" speech of several regions), a tuxtbouk writer's
notion of "correct" speech, or a disconnected, artifi-
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cial potpourri contrived for illustrating formal features
of the language, the phony quality of it all is soon ap-
parent to the student and it offends him that he is not
invited or permitted to relate to real people in real
situations who speak a real language and have real
needs, hopes, and ideals

L: Relevant!

H "Natural" language is characterized by all sorts of
false starts, "ungrammatical" utterances, fumblings,
falterings, and failures, yet the student is provided
with materials that are meticulously composed, re-
hearsed, recorded, and re-recorded in order to pro-
duce "flawless" models for him to imitate. The only
flaw in all this is that the student is expected to master
a form of speech found only on such tapes and no-
where else on earth. Teachers themselves couldn't
talk like thatand don't.

I; I don't know. There are teachers whs) speak First-
Year Spanish.

H* Like the retired first-grade teacher who after wrecking
her car stood back to survey the damage and ex-
claimed, "Oh! Ohl Oh! See! See! Seer

L. While teachers should do what they can to assure that
linguistic and c....' ral models presented are authentic,
I think it's much more important for them to establish
the limits of what is reasonable, possible, and desir-
able to expect of students.

H. I once received an acrimonious commur 'cation from
a district language supervisor because In a tap d
dramatization of high school students abroad, I al-
lowed a young man to oe himself. Result: a "schwa"
that should have been an "a It would have been no
problem to record a "perfect" pronunciation, but how
many students could identify with that How many of
them ever learn to speak like nati'ies?

L. The emperor's clothes We feel too vulnerable to
permit ourselves to contemplate bare humanity, The
beautiful fabric woven with threads of universal under-
standing and world brotherhood through perfect bilin-
gualism (acquired in French II and Spanish 301) must
not be revealed as an illusion and a farce by some
uncooperative kid who tells it like it is.



H A very good friend of mine speaks English with a pro-
nounced Spanish accent In many respects his com-
mand of English is extraordinary When native speak-
ers are groping for an appropriate word, he supplies it
Or when a native speaker has expressed something in
a verbose, disorganized way, he will succinctly sum
things up in a few apt words However, he has neve.
mastered phonemes /i/ and /z/ of English. among
othr things, and his speech sounds like a parody of
Des, Arnaz.

L You think that's easy/

H. Having specialized in the teaching of English to

speakers of other languages for some eleven years,
I m confident that, given enough time, and with my
friend's willing cooperation, I could measurably "per-
fect" his pronunciation I feet no compulsion to re-
make him, however. I ado ire, respect, and esteem
him very greatly just as he is

L I no 'speak lak thees all time

H It v as someone else I had in mind, esteemed friend

L. Can the world be made safe for my kind of

bilingualism/

H No Your kind is fine, but only something ideal and
pure can give us an inner vision to pre-empt our eyes
for an assault on reality, oblivious of cost and conse-
quences

L Would you say, then, that we must free ourselves from
the prison of our own propaganda. retrench, salvage
where possible what has been invested in unrealistic
goals, and go forward in a more modest, enlightened
way/

H Exactly. A student's pronunciation of a given allo-
phone should be accepted when within parameters
establishing functional control, whether "native" or
not Adult learners and others enable to perform well
in this respect. and whose goal 's not to ,,ass them-
selves off as natives in order to spy lot the C I A ,
must he given opportunities to find suusr...0.;s and pride
of achievement in other skills

L In short, the student's progress must no longer be
held up to the point where he is tense, frustrated, dis-
couraged and ready to drop out as he is subjected to
endless, repetitr a, dull, bcring, tediouL drills de-
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signed with perfection in formal aspects of language
as the goal

H Instructional formats must emphasize thematic as-
pects and be designed to engage students in social,
functional use of the language, as they communicate
with the teacher and each other and not with a ma-
chine (although they may be aided in this by audio-
visual cues and prompts presented by a machine).

L Primacy of the thematic over the formal must be el-
tabltshed in every learning activity.

H The formal is a servant, opening the door to the the-
matic, and it must henceforth be kept in a subservient
role and never again be permitted to forget its place
and become so presumptuous, overbearing, and
boorish as at present

L. The perennial servant problem It's terrible every-
where

H. The most extreme, most unfortunate collection of
formally oriented materials I've ever encountered
comprises the course of study in many of the Bina-
tional Centers sponsored by the U.S. Information
Agency.

L. Like the one in Valparaiso, where we first met.

H At that time it was my responsibility to oversee in-
struction in English based un texts and tapes which
over a period of eight semesters (tour years!) of in-
tensive study devote very little time to sustained dis-
course of any kind The study of language and culture
logically go hand in hand. yet these materials. lacking
thematic content seldom re:ate the language in any
way to toe culture of which it is such an indivisible
part

L. It was against this backglund that you began to view
the lowly comic strip, with its ungrammatical forms,
its colloquial speech, its completely random, unsys-
tematic presentation of linguistic and cultural patterns
as a humble answer to the system, order, logic, purity,
clarity, perfection, emptiness . of form without con-
tent

H The skeleton without the body

L No flesh.

H No weaknesses of the flesh



L No heart No blood No life
Let me thank you now for your interesting, unconven-
tional remarks. Perhaps we could get together again
to discuss such topics as the adaptation of theatrical
motion pictures for language learning, a "student
team" api. oach to FL instruction, and the use of in-
terpersonal games in achieving social, functional con-
trol of languageall closely related to our present
discussion.

H An additional subject might be the teaching of aspects
of foreign culture through ,the novelor literature in
general.

L Let's explore it.

i,

/
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THE USE OF FOLKSONGS TO
DEVELOP -INSIGHT INTO
LATIN AMERICAN CULTURE *
Dennis Juaire
Quincy College (Illinois)

Resourceful teachers have always used examples of
Latin American music to enliven the study of Spanish, to
break the deadening effect of pattern drills, to enrich the
program with a little of the culture. The purpose of this
paper is to show how the use of Latin American music,
especially folksongs, affords a deep insight into the Latin
American culture Folksongs are a source of "culture cap-
sules" that have not always been exploited

Folksongs are the expressions of the people, the mass-
es, the vast majority. Sometimes folksongs are the expres-
sions of an individualoften unknownrevealing his inter-
pretation of his human situation and finding resonance with
the people at large. Such songs are popular, they belong to
the people. They reflect their history, their heritagein a
wordtheir culture.

This paper touches on three points
1. A brief note on the richness of Latin American

folkmusic,
2 A sketch of how to use folksongs in the class-

room to exploit the cultural import and impact,
3 A short study of three examples.

I. A Brief Note on the Richness of Latin American
Folkmusic

In a striking way the folkmusic of Latin America reveals
the three cultural forces that are the warp and woof of Latin
America today. The forces are the indigenous or primitive,
the European including especially the Spanish and the Afri-
can The import and impact of these three factors varies
from country to country and from region to region within
the same country From the indigenous culture short, re-
petitive, rhythmic patterns remain along with certain musi-
cal instruments, e g , the claves, the maracas, the guiro
among others. The European heritage includes a great va-

From H Ned Seelye ed . Perspectives for Teachers of Litton Amerman Culture
Sprawbeld III Office of Public Instruction 1970. pp 82 89



riety of song-forms the bolero, the villancico, the polka,
etc., along with musical instruments such as the guitar,
brass, the accordian, the violin, etc. The African force also
left its mark with the dominant drum beat and complicated,
syncopated rhythms along with the bongo The adoption
and adaption of these various musical elements provide
examples of a very important principle for understanding
and appreciating the Latin American culture There was
and is an organic assimilation of the elements, the result-
ing whole is somehow more than the sum of the parts.
There is a dynamic incorporation. The Latin Americans
added and add their own creative touch to the heritage
handeti to them. The arpa jarocha, the guitarron, the bon-
Le. the mariachi trumpet-duet are just a few cases in point.

In Latin America there is a tremendous variety of folk-
song forms* the yaravi. the corrido, the huapango, the tan-
go, the habanera, the cha-cha-cha, the mambo, the rhum-
ba, and the calypso, to mention a few. Some of these have
become so refined that they are almost classical today.
They express the many moods of the Latin people in a truly
Latin way, distinctive of the people, indicative of their cul-
ture, and expressive of their views and values

The verses of these folksongs otter a fairly simple intro-
duction to Hispanic poetry In fact the exploitation of their
cultural insight presupposes some knowledge of Hispanic
poetry as well as an appreciation of the love of Latin Ameri-
cans for poetry and some understanding of their fondness
and facility for improvization The poetry is rich in its re-
sources, the techniques of poetic expression Much of this
is in the tradition of Spanish poetry; some is quite original,

e g , the creative contributions of Rub4n Dario. The pre-
dilection of Latins for poetry needs no proof; love letters,
serenades, poetry-competitions provide ready support The
many variants or versions as well as the many verses of
some songs, e g , La cucaracha, evince their fondness and
facility for improvization

II. Suggestions for the use of folksongs in the classroom

The choice of folksongs, obviously, must vary according
to the classroom situation the ability of the teacher, the
capacity of the students. the availability of music and back-
ground material By background material I mean the "who,
what, where, when, why and how" of the folksong Native
renditions or recordings are very helpful. More difficult or
comp"cated songs can be self-defeating. Some songs may
prove to be a little embarrassing It is only sensible, as ev-
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ery good teacher exemplifies, to start with songs that are
easier and more commonly known or popular in the United
States

The actual procedure for teaching folksongs is fairly well
known, if not obvious, but I shall repeat them here to un-
derscore the cultural insights afforded by the song.

A. Learning the words
1 repetition-imitation of the model to insure proper

pronunciation of first parts, then the whole until
memorization and mastery. This may involve
learning some allophones;

2. reading aloud; with advanced groups the first step
may be skipped; repeated reading aloud with
advertence to sinalefa and sineresis and with
emphasis on the proper rhythm.

3 explaining the text
1. lexical items with an indication of provin-

cialism which often necessitates a discus-
sion of the cultural context of a word and its
meaning, e.g. chula in Mexico.

2 structural analysis and explanation of how
the words are used in a sentence which
would include points of grammar and a
study of the idiomatic expressions which
are often "culture capsules" in themselves.

3. literary analysis or study of the poetic tech-
niques.

B Fixing the melody
Repetition of the melody to make the students
acquainted with the melody and to help them
memorize it It often helps to take some songs
line by line. The feeling, the mood, the tone of the
song should be noted

C Singing the song
After the song is sung several times there should
be a discussion of this song in comparison with
others, both Latin American and English, that the
students know. The background of the song may
be discussed here, if it was not brought in as part
of the introduction to the song.

III Examples, Background of Three Latin American
Folksongs

Up till now this discuss', , has been rather general, theo-
retical. up-in-the-air Some examples should help to bring



it down to earth I am going to discuss three examples
"Guantanamera" which is based on a Cuban folksong, the
refrain or chorus of the Mexican corrtdo, "La cucaracha,"
and the Argentine tango, "Adios, muchachos". Again the
cultural insights afforded by the three examples is the main
issue.

A. "Guantanamera"
I have chosen this folksong because of its popularity

here in the United States. The words and melody are sim-
ple and well known, but not the cultural background. The
melody, as I understand it, was used to sing news items on
rural broadcasts in Cuba. If this is the case, again one may
note the love for verse along with the fondness and facility
for improvization.

The song is actuallyor seems to be"made in the
U.S The verses are almost haphazard selections from the
Versos sencillos, a series of quatrains written by Jose Mar-
ti, the Cuban poet-patriot (1853-1895) who died fighting for
the freedom of Cuba from Spain. The verses chosen are
somewhat representative of the poet, but certainly do not
exhaust the highly personal and very profound expression
of his views and values found in many other quatrains in
the Versos senc.illos. Some Cuban friends of mine think
that the song is a desecration. This fact only indicates the
cultural gap that prompts a paper like this But taking the
song as it is popular here in the United States affords some
cultural insights.

Yo soy un hombre sincero
dedonde crece la palma,
y antes morirme quiero
echar mis versos del alma.

MI verso es de un verde claro
y de un carmen encendido,
mi verso es un ciervo hendo
que busca en el monte arnpal,.0

Con !os pobres de la tierra
quiero mi suerte echar;
el arroyo de la sierra
me complace mas que el mar

1

The lexical items and linguistic structures of these qua-
trains are fairly simple and quite common Attention may
be called to several: the use of dedonde, the reflexive as an
intensifier in morirme, the nominalization envoNed in de un
verde claro, the past participle heroo in comparison with
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the adjective encendido, the two uses of the -do form, the
word order, the comparison in the last line, the figures of
speech.

The verses clearly state the poet's need to express him-
self in poetry and his wish to identify with the majority of his
fellow countrymen. There is a certain fatalistic awareness
of death. The .tone and overall effect of the verses are
plaintive, pensive, profound in spite of the apparent sim-
plicity.

The refrain or estribillo (an important technique of His-
panic poetry) is not Marti's creation. It is simple, two words
really, that are repeated several times.

Guantanamera, guajira guantanamera,
guantanamera, guajira guantanamera.

Guantanamera means "pertaining to Guantanamo" where
the United States still has a military base in Cuba. Note the
suffix -era which is used with nouns and adjectives to indi-
cate origin-from, relation-to or occupation, e.g. habanera,
aduanero. Guajira is a Cuban word meaning "a Cuban folk
song" among other things. Hence it would seem the refrain
says. This is a Cuban folk song." In many ways it is.

B. La cucaracha

The almost endless verses and versions of this Mexican
corrido is another example of improvization. Some ver-
sions glorify Pancho Villa, the revolutionary bandit-hero
whose real name was Doroteo Arango (1877-1923). In
general the verses are usually satirical comments on poli-
tics and love. They are a mixture of humor and pathos. The
song is basically a sad oneaccording to all the Mexican
renditions and interpretations that I have heard.

One version of this corrido provided the title and story-
line of a Mexican film starring Maria Felix, Dolores del Rio,
etc. The song and movie are about a campfollower. While
la cucaracha literally means "cockroach," it seems to
have been an eupher,iism for such a woman. Only then
does the estribillo really make sense:

La cucaracha, la cucaracha,
ya no puede caminar,
porque no tieie, porque le falta
marijuana que turner.

This interpretation may be rather embarrassing to many
teachers who have used this song in the Classroom. Even
so, the song does express the temper f the times around
1910 in Mexico; it reveals the chaos and anarchy that



swept through Mexico during that time, shaking, upsetting,
destroying social structures to their foundations, namely
the family unit. And whether the word cucaracha means
"campfollower" or not, one is still faced with the use of
marijuana that is implied in the song.

In just these few linesI will not even attempt to com-
ment on the verses because of their number and variations
there are several points worth pondering. While the re-
frain is made up of alternating ten-syllable and seven-syl-
lable lines, the verses are quatrains of romance, 1 e , eight-
syllable lines, traditional in Hispanic ballads. In the refrain
the idiomatic expression le falta occurs These few lines
also presuppose a grasp of the subtle difference of the idi-
oms tener que fumar marijuana and tener marijuana qua
fumar

This folksong, even though I have discussed only the re-
frain, does provide insight into some aspects of Mexican
culture, their heritage and history. It reveals Mexico, the
land of contrasts. it uncovers the Mexicans, the people of
contrasts.

C Adios, muchachos

This last example is a tango from Argentina It is the
"swan-song" of a gaucho who must retire due to ill-health.

Adios, muchachos, companeros de mi vide,
barra querida
de aquellos !tempos
Me toca a nil emprender la retirada,
debo alejarme de mi buena muchachada

Adios, muchachos, ya me voy y me resigno,
contra el destino
nadie la talla
Se terminaron para mi todas las farras,
mi cuerpo enfermo no resiste mas.

This tango offers a glimpse of gaucho-life, especially the
close bonds of friendship, the amiguismo. The word barra
means "bar, yoke," figuratively it implies "team." The
words mi buena muchacha-da ("that old gang of mine")
reinforces this same concept, as does the word farras re-
ferring tr, their escapades together.

Several linguistic structures are notewort; 4 the idiomat-
ic expression me toca. the use of the reflexive to intensify
voy and terminaron, the reflexive as complement of resig-
no and alepar, the use of tallar
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Like Guantanamera and La cucaracha this tango has an
air of sadness Yet the tone of the folksong is quite differ-
ent from the other two examples. The melody is somewhat
more complicated. There is no estribillo. There is a clear-
cut note of fatalism: "contra el destino nadie la talla."
There is a fatalistic acceptance of the illness that has al-
tered the gaucho's life. There is an expression of gauchis-
mo, an aspect of Argentine culture.

CONCLUSION
The examples and especially the interpretation of these

examples that I have ventured here are debatable. But they
are only examples. The point at issue, the point I have tried

to make, remains: Latin American music, especially the
folksongs, affords not merely a change of pace or a bit of
culture. They afford a deep insight into the heritage and
history of the Latin American peoples. They express and
reveal the culture of Latin America.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR DEVELOPING
MORE POSITIVE ATTITUDES
TOWARD NATIVE SPEAKERS OF
SPANISH *
Madeline A. Cooke .

University of Akron

Life in the 1970's is so globally interdepende it that inter-
national understanding is imperative. In addition to teach-
ing the language skills, the foreign-language teacher has a
valid contribution to make in developing more positive atti-
tudes toward those who speak the language.

The task is not so easy as may first appear, since preju-
dice for some people is a part of their personality structee;
and they will resist suggestions to change by clinging more

/ /stubbornly to their prejudiced beliefs. There is some evi-
der -e to indicate that Spanish speakers are not as highly
regarded in America as German or French speakers.' A
study by Dr. Howard Lee Nostrand suggests that Ameri-
cans who live in France frequently react negatively to the
French.' Possibly this is because they lack knowledge of
the French way of life and insights into the Frenchman's
attitudes and value system.

In the following pages will be found suggestions for
developing more positive attitudes toward native speakers
of Swish. About half of the ideas were ,tried_for one se-
mester in the author's Spanish classes Unfortunately they
produced no attitude change However, it is hoped that a
continuous year-long program will effect the desired
change. Many of the activities can be incorporated into the
daily lesson plan. We believe that including attitude activi-
ties at least once a week will be more effective than doing
an occasional big unit.

We favor an anthropological approach to the teaching of
culture. Not all anthropologists agree on a definition of cul-
ture. Ours is a rather simple ono culture is everything
which is learned Therefore we try to discover what the
Spanish speaker has learned. For example, whom has he

* From H Ned Seelye. ed PerspeCtrves for Teachers of Latin American Culture
Springfield Ill Office of Public Instruction. 1970. pp 118-139
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learned to consider his family, whom has he learned to
respect, when has he learned to eat his meals, how tilts he
learned to organize his society, what hal he learned to
consider esthetically pleasing, what has he learned to con-
sider humorous, what has he learned to value?

Our desire is to build the kind of positive attitudes which
will stand up Under the reality of living or working with
Spanish-speaking people. We have a great deal in com-
mon with Spanish speakers as fellow human beings.
Nevertheless we want to make our students aware of the
fact that Latin Americans will frequent and act dif-
ferently tron(us simply because reared in Latin
America and not in the United States.

In teaching the language skills, we have learned that the
similarities between two languages are easily learned; but
the differences or pointi of contrast are more difficult to
master, and we must the store spend more time. on them.
So, too, in the teaching o culture. Customs, social organi-
zations, and values wh are similar to ours are easily
accepted by our students: we must spend more time on
these which are different, for they are the ones which may
cause our students to react negatively to Spanish speak-

/ efs.
There are two techniques for building positive attitudes

which teachers have been using for years; writing to pen
pals and inviting Spanish-speaking visitors to the class-
room. We feel these are worthwhile activities and urge you
to try them both.

Part I comprises two-thirds of the article and is devoted
mainly to activities related to information about Latin
America. We know that "Latin Americans" object to this
phrase, and we apologize for using it. The people of each
country south of the border believe that they are different
fromand superior totheir neighbors. In the future one
hOpes that the Information suggested here can be devel-
oped for each of the Spanish-speaking republics of Amert-
ca and also for Spain. Since our students are more likely to

interact with Spanish speakers of this hemisphere, we
have concentrated on Hispanic America.

Part II concerns information about attitudes themselves:

part
Okteussion of Similimilies and Differences

Because people so frequently react negatively to differ-
ences, we suggest starting the year with a discussion of
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similarities and differences. Make the students aware that
the concept of differences exists not only among other cul-
tures but even within their own school and families. Convey
the idea that "difference" is a neutral concept, not one of
"good vs. bad" or "superior vs. inferior." Show that the
willingness to accept differences is necessary, not only for
international understanding but also for our own society.

You might begin by talking about the ways in which your
school is similar to other junioror senlor---:high schools
and how that particular class is similar to other classes in
the school. On succeeding days consider these questions:
How Is your school different from other schools? How is
that class qifferent from other classes in the building? Ask
the students, "How is your family like other families? How
is your famiuniquer (This latter is a question that Mar-
garet Mead haiweed in beginning anthropology classes.)3
What differences Might we be unwilling to accept in our
class? Why wouldn't we accept these differences?

The Family of Man

The coilection of photographs entitled The Family of
Man.' can be used to relate similarities and differences in a
new way. Approximately fifteen minutes of time on two
successive days can be spent in looking at the photo-
graphs. Secure enough copies of the book so that the stu-
dents can sit in groups of three or four. On the first day
have them think about the two following questions: What
was the editor's purpose In assembling this collection of
pictures, and how were the pictures organized? On the fol-
lowing day let the students look at the pictures again for a
few minutes, and then attempt to answer the questions.
Some groups may feel that the editor wanted to show how
similar mankind Is all over the world, while others will de-
cide that he wanted to show how different man Is.

Madeline A. Cooke. "A Study of the Development of Positive Attitudes Toward
Native Speakers of Swish." (unpublished Ph D. dissertation. College of Education.
The Ohio Slate University. 1116.1. p. 14.

2 Howard Lee Nostrand. Experiment M Delefrninin g Cultural Content: Pretesting
the Questionnaire, "How Misname See the French. (Department of Romance
Languages and Literetive. University of Washington. July. 1964) p 16
(Mimeoccaphed.)

3 Margaret Mead. "Culture In Foreign Teaching the Anthropologist's
Point of View." Wort on a Conference on lite end ftl Of Gutter e I n for-
eign Language reeellkig, Institute of Language and Ova. Edmund A. Walsh
School of Foreign Sento, Georgetown University (Georgetown: March 10 and 11.
1911), p.

4 Edward Steichen (ed.). The Family of Man Mew York. Museum of Modern Art.
. 1955).



With some guidance from the teacher, their conflicting
viewpoints can be reconciled In the following way: all men
share certain universals such as family life, work, emo-
tions, etc., but how they express these differs from one cul-
ture to another. ,

The concept that the universals are expressed differently
in different cultures is one which we believe may help build
more positive attitudes toward people who appear different
from us. For years well-meaning teachers have taught that
people are alike all over the world and Imply that there is
therefore no ,reason why we cannot all get along with one
another. Yet people who must live or work with those from
another culture sometimes become so acutely aware of,
differences that they doubt whether mankind can ever
work together. We believe that the concept exemplified In
The Family of Man is a valid reconciliation of thetie two
conflicting viewpoints and that it can serve as a spring-
board from which to investigate some of the different ways
in which the universals are expressed.

Values
It is our personal belief that much of the confiict which

arises when-people from different cultures try to work to-
gether results from a difference in values. Try, therefore, to
make your students aware of. the concept of values and of
the role which vallyes can play in determining behavior.

Spend a whole class period discussing values. Start by
suggesting that everyoneati certain things or ideals which
he values and that these values are arranged in a hierarch-
lel order. Also comment that one's behavior is frequently
influenced by what he values. As examples of a value you
might point out that some students in your school value
clothes, some value money, and others value friends. Ask
them to suggest things which they think are valued by stu-
dents at their school. Then ask them to name values which
they believe are held by their parents or other adults. Write
all these on the board. Theo ask each student to write
down a list of his own top ten values in order of their Im-
portance to him. The most obvious finding will probably be
that each person's hierarchy of values is unique. A tabula-
tion of the top three in each list may reveal some grouping,
which you can report to the class the following day.

Once the students have become aware of the concept of
values and have considered some American values, the
next step is to examine the values held by Spanish speak-
ers. John Oiiiin discusses Latin American values In a paper
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which can be found in Contemporary Cultures and Socie-
ties of Latin Amorica.s He cites the following values: indi-
viduality, digni dad, machismo, personalismo, acceptance
of social inequality, and the idealistic or transcendental
world vie* (the Latin American tends to place greater val-
ue on spiritual rather than on pragmatic concerns).

The state of North Carolina has published a guide for
high school French and Spanish teachers called Teaching
for Cross-Cultural Understanding.' It contains a section on
Hispanic values which follows closely the themes present-
ed by Nostrand in an article appearing In Hispania in
19617 in addition to the values which Gitlin discusses,
Nostrand also mentions .regionalism, strronidad, beauty.
leisure t i work, human nature mistrusted, culture vs.
mended, and rising expectations.

We recommend that the classroom teacher prepare a
synthesis of the discussions of both these authors, dupli-
cating enough copies so that each student can have one.
Spend a portion of class time reading them over together
and discussing them. If this is done early in the school
year, there will be many opportunities to relate the Latin
American value system to other class activities.

Reading List of Books Set in an Hispanic Culture
You may want the class to read some Materials which

translate values from an abstraction into a potent force
which directs men's actions. Following is an annotated list
of books for high school students which are set in an His-
panic culture. In sharing their reactions to these books
with their chasms**, it is recommended that students
note differences between their own value system and that
of the hero of the book, problems which are different from
those which American teen-agers have to solve, or solu-
tions which are different from North American ones. Since
individuals' perceptions vary, this assignment may be more
fruitful if several people read the same book and share
their reactions to it.

0 John Galen. "Ethos Components in Modern Latin Americo Cullum" Vontam-
potent Culture anti docietioa at Latin Any " ad. Dwight S. Math and %Mood N.
Adams (Now York: Random Nauss, 1116). pp. 1103.117.

0 Tore Two Lady. limalting ter CMS Ciiitvtal ~Moiling Omar Lan-
guage Curriculum aeries Publication No. 414; Phielph. North Caroline: Stale Depart-
ment of Public thstrughOn. 15001.

7 Howard Lee NosSand. "Literature. Ana Study, and NO W° Culture." Won-
le, XLIV Magentas.. 111511, pp. 400-472.



Alegr' ca, Ciro. Broad and Alien Is the World. Translat-
ed by Harriet de Onis. New York: Farrar and Rinehart,
1941. About Indian serfs on a Peruvian hacienda.

Brown, Vinson. Black Treasure. Boston: Little,
Brown, 1951. Dween sets out to seek hidden treasure in
the Panamanian jungle but settles down to farm. Adventure
and love.

Colman, Hila. The Girl from Puerta Rico. New York:
Morrow, 1961. A middle-class Puerto Rican girl suddenly
finds herself living in a slum in New York City. Well written.

Clark, Ann Nolan. Santiago. New York: Viking Press,
1955. A young Indian boy in Guatemala is raised as a mid-
dle-class Wino. Later he is taken back to his grandfather's
Indian Village. As a teen-ager he leaves the village and
makes-his way along in the world.

Daly, Maureen. Twelve Around the World. New York:
Dodd, Mead, and Co., 1957. Each chapter describes a
teen-ager in a different country. One chapter is about Luis
Hernandez of Malaga, Spain. He is dissatisfied.

Elliot, Elisabeth. No Graven Image. New York: Har-
per and Row, 1988. Written by the widow-of a missionary
killed by Ouichau Indians. Not a religious book. Shows
conflict of culture values in a non-Christian society. Highly
recommended.

Hobart, Alice Tisdale. The Peacock Shed His Tail.
New York: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1945. A Mexican
girl of the upper class married an American working in
Mexico. Older girls.

Laszlo, A. My Uncle Jacinto. Translated by Isabel
Ouigly. New York: Harcourt, Brace, and Company, 1958.
One day in Madrid. An old ex- bullfighter and his seven-
year-old nephew. Wit and gentle humor. Not sentimental
but touches the heart.

Laverty, Maura. No More than Human. New York:
Longmans, Green, and Co., 1944. A young Irish girl goes to
Spain as a governess. After a tempestuous love affair
there, she returns to Ireland and a beau.

Lopez y Fuentes, Gregorio. The Indian. Translated by
Anita Brenner. New York: Fredrick Ungar Pitblishing Co.,
1981. About the Mexican Revolution of 1910.

Meyerson, Charlotte L. (ed.) Two Blocks Apart: Juan
Gonzales and Peter Quinn. New York: Holt, Rinehart, and
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Winston, 1985. Based on actual conversations with a Puer-
to Rican boy who has migrated to New York City and a boy
of Irish extraction who lives just two blocks away.

McClarren, J. (. Mexican Assignment. New York:
Funk and Wagnalls, 1957. About young veterinarians who
go to Mexico to help stamp out altos&

Means, Florence C. Alicia. New York: Houghton, Mif-
flin, 1953. A Mexican American of Denver is looked down
on at home but learns to appreciate her heritage during her
junior year at the Universidad Nacional in Mexico.

Niggli, Josephine. Mexican Village. Chapel Hill, N.C.:
University of North Carolina Press, 1945. Ten short stories
about everyday life in a Mexican village near Monterry.

Step Down Elder Brother. New York:
Rinehart and Co., 1948. About the problems of a Mexican
family.

Rivera, Jose Eustacio. The Vortex. Translated by
Earle K. James. New York: Putnam, 1935. About rubber
gatherers in the Colombian jungle.

Steinbeck, John. The Pearl. New York: Viking Press,
1957. About a poor fisherman who finds a valuable pearl.

Trevino, Elizabeth Bolton. My Heart Lies South. New
York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1953. An American marries
a Mexican and tells about how she became adjusted to the
Mexican way of life.

Where the Heart Is. New York: Dou-
bleday and Co., Inc., 1982. Written by the same author
about twelve years later when her boys are teen-agers.
Describes their middle-class life in Mexico City.

Whitney, Phyllis A. A Long Time Coming. New York:
David McKay Co., 1954. About a self-centered eighteen-
year-old mid-western girl who comes into contact with the
migrants who work in her father's cannery. Prejudice and
discrimination, juvenile delinquency, role of churches re
social Issues, hostility between various social groups,
plight of migratory workers, and personality problems plus
romance make an intriguing plot.

Wiley, Karla. Assignment: Latin America: A Story of
the Peace Corps. New York: David McKay Co., 1988. The
country is not named, but the girl works with women
weavers.



Young. Bob and Jan. Across the Tracks. New York:
Julian Messner. 1958. Betty Ochoe, a third-generation
Mexican-American. is surprised to find that she is preju-
diced against her own cultural group.

Impressions of the-United States

Impressions of the United States' is a collection of let-
ters based on observations written by foreign students
studying at American universities. They permit us to see
ourselves as others see us. Altogether there are nine let-
ters by twin American students. The letters can be read
out loud to the class in five to ten minutes. The book itself
suggests discussion questions for each letter, and the
thoughtful teacher can prepare additional ones.

Por Esas Espaffas

A Spanish reader designed to show insight into certain
Hispanic customs and attitudes is Por Esas Espalfas by
Pedro Fermindez. a It is suitable for high-school classes in
the third year or late second year. The teacher who is in a
position to select a new reader is advised to consider this
one. Six of the stories are especially recommended.

"El estudio del elefante" is a delightful example of ster-
eotyping and a pleasant starting point for a look at other
ways of thinking. "Idi Ito chair*" is about Chilean dating
customs. "La politica del buen vecino" Is a cleverly written
account of the first negative impressions of a North Ameri-
can and a Latin American couple as they look at each oth-
er across a restaurant. "Mr. Yoni" describes how a bus-
tling young North American engineer in Guatemala discov-
ers the necessity for the workmen's leisurely pace. "Toda
una seffora" is a vignette aboOt an elderly Spanish widow
living In genteel poverty which reflects class conscious -
ness and la slignidad do la persona. "Un raro" reveals that
a foreigner who believes himself completely accepted in
the host country is still considered an outsider.

Social Class

Latin Americans are much more aware of social class
than are many Americans. When describing life in a Span-
ish-speaking country, it is important to specify the social
class to which the descriptiori applies. Therefore it is rec-
ommended that the teacher spend some time developing
the concept of class. There are perhaps two reasons why
many American students are relatively unaware of social
class. Because so many of them belong to the middle class
and because the middle class is the largest in the United
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States and the one whose values predominate, these stu-
dents assumeand with some justificationMat most
Americans live much as they do. Furthermore, the Ameri-
can ideal value which stresses the equality of all persons
under the law and before God also tends to make them re-
luctant to acknowledge social class distinctions. .

Social Class in the United States

Sociologists have discovered that social classes do exist
in the United States. In order to move from the known to
the unknown, it would therefore seem advisable to spend
some time developing an awareness of social class in the
United States before discussing the class concept in Latin
America.

The teacher might want to begin with description of the
six social classes defined by Warner: upper-upper, lower-
upper, upper-middle, lower-middle, upper-lower, and low-
er-lower.10 For his own background the teacher may want
to examine a study by Centers published in 196." Cen-
ters develops the idea that social classes are interest
groups which share certain attitudes. Cleanliness, neat-
ness, and thriftiness, for example, are American middle-
class values which are not necessarily shared by members
of the lower class.

Reissman's study is the most comprehensive of the
three suggested hers. I? In discussing industrialization,
Reissman says that industrialization opens up the ranks of
the middle class, who lead a fight on two fronts: one
against encroachment by other more powerful nations that
threaten them. 13 This latter idea might be useful in ex-
plaining the nationalism which is evident in many Latin
American countries today.

The teacher can find simple definitions and examples of
status and role in Goldschmidt's Exploring the Ways of

II Sophie Smith Hollander (ad ). Impressions of the United States. (New York.
Holt. Rinehart. and Winston. Inc.. 1114).

0 Pedro VIM Fernandez. Poe au Espalfas (New York Halt, Rinehart, and Win-
ston, 1163)

10 Lloyd Warner. Social gess in Americo, (New York Harper Torchbooks, 1960),
pp 11. t 6

I I Richard Centers, The Psychology of Social Glosses a Study of Clue Cons-
cleanses, (New York Russell &Russell.

It Leonard Reissman, Clan In American Society. (Glencoe. Illinois Free Press.
11151)

13 lea ,pp 360-353



Mank 011.14 Status usually refers to one's position on a
vertical scale. Ascribed stab: . is determined by birth;
achieved status is one which a person reaches through his
own abilities, interests, and ambitions. Status symbols,
such as the gold bracelet or expensive watch in Latin

America, give public expression to status. Let the students
discuss American, middle -class and even teen-age status
symbols. Every status carries with it an appropriate mode
of behavior. A role is- not the behavior itself but the rules
and expectations of how one should behave. Some exam-
ples of social position for which our American society has
determined appropriate behavior are lover- sweetheart,
employer-employee, doctor-patient, and teacher-student.
G*dschmidt points out that a similar status in two different
cultures may require quite dissimilar roles. The class might
discuss what behaviors are appropriate to the roles of
teacher-student in America and then, when they ha,e a
Spanish-speaking visitor, try to determine in what ways
these roles are similar or different in the visitor's country.
The same thing could be done with the parent-child roles.
Another Way of comparing dating customs, always of inter-
est to high school students, would be to compare the lover-

sweetheart roles across cultures.

Social Class in Latin America

The Latin American Tradition by Charles Wagley15 is
recommended reading for the Spanish teacher interested
in understanding Latin American culture. The author is an
anthropologist with much field experience in Latin Ameri-
ca. This book is a collection of some of his essays which
had appeared previously in a variety of Journals. Social

class is discussed in the section of Chapter II called "So.
cial Class, not Race" (pages 50-55). in it Wagley points
out that the North American W accustomed to base social
distinctions on race, while the Latin American bases them
on social class. Two other entire chapters are deyoted to
the concept of social class: Chapter I, "The Concept of
Social Race in the Americans," and Chapter VII, "The Di-
lemma of the Latin American Middle Class." Wagley notes
that middle-class Latin Americans tend to identify not with
the middle class but with the aristocracy. He gives four
characteristics of the middle class in Latin America: its
members have white-collar occupations, but not the most
lucrative or prestigeful ones; it is an overwhelmingly urban
class; its members are literate; and it is a traditionalistic
and nationalistic class. 16
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Erasmus in Man Takes Control has an extensive descrip-
tion of the middle class in Navajos and the surrounding
area in the state of Sonora in Northwestern Mexico.17 He
determined a person's social class according to the club to
which he belonged. He makes frequent reference to how
people in the different classes live, commenting, for exam-
ple, on newcomers to the middle class who purchase re-
frigerators, tile their floors, and install indoor plumbing. (An

unrelated but interesting section of this book is devoted to

the folk beliefs pertaining to health practices of die lower

classes of Quito, Ecuador.) is
A teacher of fourth year classes might want to have his

students read all or parts of Lewald's Buenos Aires.19 This
book attempts to give a picture of contemporary parkas
society by bringing together descriptions written by many
Argentinian authors. The selections are generally brief,
frequently excerpts from a longer work. Four chapters reA
late directly to social classes: Chapters VIII to XI, entitled
"La clase alta," "La class media," "La class obrera," and
"La lucha de ciases." Altogc,ther a score of aspects of por-
toffs life are sketched.

Poverty

We believe that many middle-class Americans have
negative attitudes toward the poor. Because most Latin
Americans are poor, it may therefore be necessary to alter
student attitudes toward the poor before one can expect to
develop more positive attitudes toward Spanish speakers.
The school librarian can suggest paperbacks and other
sources for readings in this area.

Culture Areas of Latin America

In order to understand Latin America today the student
should be aware of the three large culture areas which are
found there: Indo-America, Afro-America, and 'biro
America. Wagley first mentions these briefly on pages 14

and 15 and later describes them more fully on pages 30 to

14 Waiter Cialdschne01. Exploring the Ways of Mankind. (Nan York' Holt hine-
Ilan, and Winston. 10W. pp. 310421

15 Charles Maley, The Latin American Tradition. (New York: Columbia Univers*
Prat 111101).

10 ibid.. pp, 1,1.199.

17 Charles J. Erasmus, Mon Takes Control. (Minneapolis. Univers*/ of MInnollots
Press, 1111), pp. 194-208.

18 IN d, pp. WU: 3364311.

10 H. Ernest Limed, Buena Afro gem York Houghton Minn Co.. ISIS).



37. Indo - America includes Mexico, Central America, Col-
ombia, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, and northern Chile. Wagiey
includes Argentine. Uruguay, most of Chita, southern Bra-
zil. and Paraguay in lboro-America. The m!ro-American
region is found in the lowland tropical areas surrounding
the Caribbean and includes the West Indies, the Guianas, a
large portion of Brazil, and the lowland portions of Vene-
zuela and Colombia.

The teacher will want to read John Giliin's study of "Mes-
tizo America."30This is his term for what Wag ley calls Indo-
America. His paper Is much more comprehensive than
Wagley's. In addition to a fairly detailed description of
Indo-American culture, he also discusises, though less ful-
ly, the natural resources of the are-a, land and agricultural
problems, mining and industry, standards of living, and po-
litical, religious, and educational features.

H. Ernest Lewa ld, a Spanish professor at the University
of Tennessee, classifies Latin American culture in the fol-
lowing way:21

Demographic Regions
Rural
Urban

Geographic Areas
River Plate

Andean
Brazil

Mexico
Caribe and Central America-

Tropical

Social Classes
Upper
Middle
Lower

Ethnic Groups
Criollo
Indian
African

When discussing a custom or value, the teacher should
point out in which culture area and social class it is found.

Historical Backgrounds

The teacher who prefers an historical orientation should
become acquainted with a product of the World History
project at Northwestern University. It is called Latin AmeH-

,
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Ca and was prepared by a team of university and high
school teachers under the direction of Professors Stavri-
anos and Blanksten. n This 75-page soft-cover booklet is
supplemented by a volume of Readings in World History.
The materials are organized on the flashback technique.
The three main sections of the booklet are "Political" "E-
conomics," and "Culture." Each begins with an analysis of
existing conditions and institutions and then flashes back in
time in order to make clear how these conditions and insti-
tutions gradually evolved through the ages.

The Family

The family usually plays a stronger role in the life of a
Latin American than it does in the life of an American.
When the Latin American thinks of his family, he usually
includes people whom the American wouid refer to as
"relatives," i.e., grandparents, aunts, uncles, and cousins.
Latin American families frequently share the same home,
buy several apartments in the same apartment hOuse, or
buy homes on the same street. Latin American families
usually have daily contact, and help one another both fi-
nancially and psychologically in times of crisis. s'

The American Family
As in the study of values and social class, it is suggested

that the American family be examined first before looking
at the Latin American family. The teacher might find useful
the discussion presented in chapter three of 0. Z. White's
Mile book Changing Society. 2]

In the next two paragraphs are some sample questions
which a teacher might prepare in'order to focus on various
aspects of American family life. You can think of many
more. Divide the class into groups of not more than seven,
allow about ten minutes for each group to discuss the
question, then allow five minutes at the end of class for
them to share their ideas. These discussions will probably
not follow identical paths in each group.

20 John Olefin. "Mestizo America." Most of the World. the Peo~ Africa, Latin
America, and the East Today, ed. Ralph Union. is York. Cornbia Mniversfty
Prem. MI). pp 151 -211.

21 Part of an eleven -page mknaographed "inventory of Culture Thames" available
directly from Professor Leabld

22 Lefton S Stawlanos and George I Slanksten. Latin AMNIC a Culture Ares In
Perspective. (Boston: Allyn and E _Jon, Inc.. 11165).

29 02 White. Changing Society, (Philadelphia The Gomm Prase, 19511). pp. 54-
72



Family What is the role of the father? The mother?
Has the 's role changed in the last fifty to one
hundred years? hat is the role of children in today's
family? Has the r changed since the family left the
farm? Do you think you ole as mother or father will be dif-
ferent from that of your pa ts ?

Siblings. Do you feel res sible for the actions of your
siblings? Or they toward you? (Lower-class Mexicans are
raised to feel responsible for one another, especially the
older ones toward the younger ones.)24 When you were lit-
tle did you play mostly with your siblings? Were you en-
couraged to play with the neighbor's children or
schoolmates? (Mexican Americans are not.)2S What so-
cial activities do you attend with your siblings? (In some
Latin American countries, even middle- and upper-class
girls are accompanied to a dance or party by an older
brother or cousin. On a date she may be accompanied by a
younger brother.)

The Latin American Family

Wagley in The Latin American Tradition has a descrip-
tion of the Latin American family on pages 55 to 58. On
pages 58 to 80 he discusses the compadrazgo, a form of
ceremonial kinship which plays an important role in Latin
American society. On pages 69 to 75 he sets forth the roles
of male and female.

After their discussions about the American family, the
class can decide which aspects of Latin American life they
widuld most like to learn about and formulate suitable ques-
tions to send in a letter to pen pals.

Before having a Spanish-speaking visitor, they can also
decide which questions about the family they would like to
ask.

The students may keep a diary in Spanish for one week.
This can be sent to their pen pal in order to give him an
idea of American family and daily life. The student will re-
quest that his pen pal do something similar. When replies
have been received, the class may want to compare them
to see what patterns are common to all of the Latin Ameri-
can countries represented. They might try to relate the dif-
ferences to social, economic, age, rural-urban, or geo-
graphic factors.

The Silent Language

One can be aware of the Latin American's value system,
understand the role that social class plays in his life, be
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familiar with his family ties and ily life, and still be puz-
zled, hurt, or even angered becauIPs of certain behaviors.
The thesis of Hall's book, The Silent Language, is that
words are not the only means of communicatlon.24 In our

-own culture we are aware that tone of voice and body pos-
Ube\ can also convey meaning. We are perhaps unaware
that Our use of time and space also conveys meaning. Of
interest to Spanish teachers is the fact that some of the
things which we communicate silently to members of our
own culture are understood differently by Latin Americans

and vice versa.
In the United States, if two friends have an appointment

and one Is five minutes late, he hardly feels it necessary to
mumble an apology. On therother hand, if he does not ap-
pear in forty-five minutes, his friend will feel highly insulted

and will probably leave without waiting further. The tardy
friend will certainly owe an apology Latin America, a
forty-five minute wait corresponds to ourfive minute wait-
ing period. No one feels hurt, and no apology is necessary.
On pages 17 to 19 of The Silent Language, Hall describes
tviw a United States official stormed angrily out of the off-
ice of a Latin American dignitary after waiting forty-five
minutes for his appointment. He felt that both he and his
office had been insulted. On pages 136 and 137 Hall dis-
cusses the time concept again.

The usual speaking distance In the United States for
normal, impersonal conversation, either between friends or
business associates, is four to five feet. For the Latin
American it is one to two feet. We stand this close to a per-
son, however, only when we are very angry and are shout-
ing at him menacingly or are interested In the person ro-
mantically. When the Latin American moves in to a dis-
tance of one to two feet,. we are therefore uncomfortable
and take a step backward to establish the distance at
which we feel comfortable. He is puzzled by our retreat,
wonders what he has done to offend us, and steps forward
again to reestablish the distance at which he feels comfort-
able. "I have observed an American backing up the entire

24 Theodor* William Parson, Jr.: "Chaps In a California School" (unpublished
Ph D dissertation, School of Education, Stanford University. IMP. pp. 123.143,
This study of a small farming community of central California presents many cuffum
patterns of the Mexicans who constitute 50% of the population and shows how Mess
culture traits are basis for Anglo discrimination. It is improbity recommended for

Ungroups
teachers interested

in
in developMg more positive attitudes toward Spanish-speeking

living Me ited States.

26 Ibid.

20 Edward T. Hall, The SMent Language, (A Premier Book. No. d117: Greenwich,
Conn.: Fawcett Publications, Inc. lent pp. 5143.



length of a long corridor while a foreigner whom he con-
siders pushy tries to catch up with him."2"

Here are further Latin American references from The
Silent Language. Latin American businessmen keep simul-
taneous appointments. The North American buiinessinan
may therefore discover that he must share his appointment
with someone else. (Pages 19, 20.) At first the tourist finds
that thing, in the foreign country look similar. If he stays
long enough, he later begins to feel the differences. (Pages
43, 44.) Latin Americans attach a stigma to manual labor.
(Pages 48, 49.) Latin American men cannot resist women.
(Pages 49, 50.) Catholicism is a formal part of Latin Ameri-
can culture. (Page 75.) The Spaniards overcame the Az-
tecs rather easily during the conquest because they fought
to kill, whereas the Aztecs fought to take prisoners. (Pages
79, 80.) The same sets may be valued differently. (Page
101.) Americans react to a bullfight differently from Latin
Americans. (Page 113.) As In France, Street name
change after an intersection. (Page 153.) America
pact more of a neighbor than do the Latin Am
(Page 158.) Standing in line violates the Latin A
sense of individuality. (Page 158.)

Examining Other Culture;

If the teacher suspects that the students are uncon-
sciously learning that Spanish speakers are the only ones
who do thinga.differently from Americans, he may want to

ing in illuStrations from other cultures. Tradition and
Cha in Four Societies is a book of readings for high
school dents.n The four cultures are South Africa, Bra-
zil, India, a China. There is a chapter on Chinese values
and another Indian village family life. Lowerclass urban
life can be com red in descriptions of slums in Johannes-
burg and Rio de Janeiro.

Part II

There is some evidence to indicate that prejudice may
be part of the Individual's personality structure and that the
person who is prejudiced against one ethnic group is likely
to be prejudiced against others.29 We believe that a dis-
cussion of prejudice, stereotype, ethnocentrism, and even
some information on personality formation may result in
attitude change on the part of some students. The remain-
der of this article, therefore, will be devoted to references
and suggestions for doing these things.

Prejudice

Because middle-class Americans value tolerance, stu-
dents are likely to be on the defensive if the teacher an-
nounces that they are going to discuss prejudice.

The students will want to discuss prejudice themselves
after seeing the film "The High Wall." It is a twenty-five
minute black-and-white film which begins with the wailing
of sirens. Two high school seniors are brought In to the
emergency room of a hospital after attacking each other in
a gang fight. One of the boys is of Polish extraction. The
picture shows how the other boy had learned to hate the
Poles from his parents. It is obvious that the film is about
prejudide. It is also rather hard on parents, as they are re-
presented in this film as being the sole cause for the preju-
dice.

Once the students get into discussion groups, they with-
out your help will make the obvious transfer to prejudice
against other ethnic groups.

If you have time for fifteen or twenty minutes of discus-
sion but things seem to bog down after five minutes, try
this: have two new members come into each group to re-
place two members who are assigned to other groups. In-
struct the newcomers to inform their new groupmates of
the ideas which they had discussed in their first groups.
This introduction of "new blood" will usually stimulate
further discussion.

Cultural Pluralism

Mexican-Americans and Puerto Ricans are among sev-
eral ethnic groups which have been reluctant to assimilate
into American life. You might duplicate for the class the
following description of cultural pluralism and let the stu-
dents react to it.

A tremendous Increase of interest in and activity on
behalf of better relations between persons of different
colors, creeds, and national origins has marked the past
three decades in the United States. A major trend within
the programs of both official and private voluntary agen-
cies... is the acceptance of "cultural democracy" or
"cultural pluralism," as contrasted with the formerly
dominant "melting pot" approach to persons who are not

27 sea. P 100.

20 Richard B Ford. Tradition and Change in Four Societies, (Nees York' Hon, Ri-
nehart, and Winston. Inc , 196.

29
TS.

Gordon W Alison, TM Nature of Freludice, (Boston: Beacon Press, 1954). P.
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included among the "WASPS (white Angio-Saxon Prot-
estants). Sometimes this approach is called, by analogy,
"orchestration," or "tapestration." It Implies that "unity
with diversity" is the ideal of the democratic citizen of
the United States, that just as violins or colorful threads
make their contribution to a symphony or a tapestry, so
the "strangers in a strange land" need not divest them-
selves of their cultural heritage .30

Stereotype

Davis Suggests
Instead of admonishing against stereotyping, it might be

more effective to present subjects with concrete examples

of stereotyping . . and then expose or explain this tenden-
cy, cautioning against stereotyping or prejudging. 31

"El *studio del elefante" from the previously cited Spanish
reader Pot seas Espakes, is a delightful way to introduce
the concept of stereotypes. (Serious topics need not al-

ways be dealt with soberly.)

Let the students define stereotype and discuss what
harm can come from .stereotyping. The teacher may want
to point out that stereotypes may be either favorable or
unfavorable, based on truth, or entirely unjustified. Ailport
in his classic study The Nature of Prejudice, defines ster-

eotype thus:

A stereotype is an exaggerated belief associated with a
category. Its function is to justify (rationalize) our con-
duct in relation to that category. 3:

We believe that in order to overcome prejudice and the
effects of negative stereotypes, one should stress the idea
of learning to accept people as individuals.

Ethnocentrism
0.2. White in Changing.Society has a brief discussion of

ethnocentrism on pages 35 to 39. The teacher may want to

read to the class the lengthy description from Ralph Linton
(reprinted in White) describing how muoh modern Ameri-
cans owe to other cultures. The letter "Pilar attends school
with the teenager," found in the previously-mentioned Im-

pressions of the United States illustrates this concept.

Personality Theory

A study by Katz, Sarnoff, and McClintock showed that

MOM attitude change toward Negroes occurred utilizing
materials designed to give insight Into the mechanisms and
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motivations of an ego-defensive nature that could be the

cause of prejudice." The materials used are not included

in the description of the study. You may finthhat two chap-
ters in Allport's Nature of Prejudice might serve the pur-
pose. These are Chapter XXV, "The Prejudiced Personali-
ty," and Chapter XXVII, "The Tolerant Personality." You

can present the materials in lecture form and then allow
time for the students to ask questions or to discuss the
ideas among themselves in groups. If you are Interested In

calling attention to what happens to people who are the
victims of prejudice, Chapter IX, "Traits Due to Victimiza-

tion," can be used.
If your school teaches psychology, the textbook used

may have chapters on personality theory and/or ego-de-
fense mechanisms which you may prefer to use rather than

the Ailport chapters.

Culture Shock

Foster has a good chapter on culture shock which you

may want to read to your classes.m Two chapters in a

book entitled Assignment: Overseas" highlight some of
the problems likely to befall Americans abroad and suggest

that the key to getting along is developing cultural amps-

, thy. They are Chapter V, "Many Cultures and Our Own Wit-

ness," by Eugene A. Nide and Chapter IV, 'Vulture! Empa-

thy," by Gerald Mangan*. Mangone has been associated

with the Maxwell Graduate School at Syracuse University.

which has been studying the problem of educating and
training Americans for overseas service. He is co-author of

The Overseas Americans." Teachers will find many ideas
and illustrations which they may want to share With their

classes in Chapters III, "Culture Shock," and X,1"Cultural

Empathy."

30 gamma Senior. hp. Anwar Moans; SPOnITINS thin kleVettra IMAM
Quadrangle Soaks, 1961). p. SE.

3/ E.E. Dols. Altitude Mango: A RaWavr and Ilbliograpilyai**clad *wan*
(Paris: UMW. No If, 19441. 0. 31

32 Won. op. eel., If. 191.

33 Dankil Katz. Irving Samoa. and Charles Mtainfock, 'Ego Defense and MINufle
=1;e:Approaches. Commas, an8 Problems of Social Payonology: a book el
ed. Edward E. Sampson (Englewood OM, NJ.: Printiori Kell. 11101,

282.

34 Gawps M. Paler. Traditional Culture. and No impel Taahnologloal
Change, (New York: Harper and Now. 11112). pp 117-154. Thie hockMe /MPhil
Illustrations from Latin America. especially of the lower CUSIMIL VAICh 5 MOM
may find useful.

35 John Rosengran1 if al., Aattement Oversees, (New York: Thomas Y. Crom-

well Co.. 11/101.

30 Harlan Cleveland, Gerald J. Mir o ns, and John C. Adams, TM Overseas
American. New York. McGraw NM Sock Co., Inc I550).



Role Playing

Several studies indicate that attitude change frequently
Occurs after someone has done role playing. Ths change
does not occur, of course, if the person plays a role sup-
porting his original position; but it may occur if he plays a
role contrary to his own beliefs.

Here are some simple devices which you might try in
order to encourage your students to act out-things-in front
of the class. They might act out how two friends in Mexico
greet each other using the handshake or abrazo. You could
bring in paper plates, knife and fork, and some bread.
Have the students pretend that the bread is a slice of meat
and try to eat it holding their knife and fork Latin American
(European) style. Students would probably enjoy acting out
a conversation between a Latin American and a North
American, with the North American retreating and the
Latin American advancing to reestablish a comfortable

- speaking distance. Middle-class Argentinians think it
strange that the American rejoinder to a compliment is
always "thank you." They do not normally say "thank you"
but instead make some pertinent comment. For example, if
someone admires a dress, the wearer might say, "I just got
it," or "I've been looking for a long time for something thi
color." Try having pairs of students compliment one anot -
sr and making some rejoinder other than "thank you." Thie
is not easyl 1

Another type of role playing is for the students to act otit
some situation. You might read them a story, stopping be-
fore the end. As a class, let them discuss possible endings.
Then assign parts and let them act out different endings.

A third way to introduce role playing is to suggest a prob-
lem or a situation and let the students act it out. Let the
participants have five minutes to coordinate their roles. For
example, what would happen if a member of the class invit-
ed a Mexican to his home? Three possibilities suggest
themselves. Have the students act out what would happen
when the parents were told of the forthcoming visit, have
them act out what happened when the Mexican was at the
house, or have them act out what happened after the Mexi-
can left.

Conclusion

A great many kinds of activities have been suggested,
such as readings, lecture, group discussion, and role play-
ing. Because individual students react differently to differ-
ent classroom activities, we assume that techniques for
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improving attitudes will not be equally effective with all stu-
dents. For this reason Ave have recommended such a vari-
ety of approaches.

A factor which may affect attitude change in the class-
room is the manner in which the teacher relates to the stu-
dents. If a teacher does not show respect for his own stu-
dents as individuals, he can hardly expect them to learn to
respect Spanish speakers as individuals.

We suggest that discussions relating to attitudes should
be fairly non-directive with as many of the ideas as possi-
ble coming from the students themselves. The easiest
thing in the world is to "tell" the students how they should
think or act. Teachers and preachers have been deluding
themselves for years that this is the way to make people
better. High school students, in fact, already know that
they are supposed to think positively toward native speak-
ers of Spanish.37 We hope that the techniques suggested
here will help them internalize these positive attitudes.

37 AIWA, op. cit., p. 301.
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ETHNOCENTRISM
AND ACCULTURATION OF
NORTH AMERICANS IN GUATEMALA *1

H. Ned See lye
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction;

Marilynn B. Brewer
Loyola University (Chicago)

A. Introduction

According to Sumner's (11) classic definition, othno-
cehtrism may best be described as a syndrome Involving at
least three basic factors: (a) integration and loyalty among
ingroup members, (b) hostile relations between Ingroup
and outgroup members, and (c) positive self-regard
among ingroup members in contrast to derogatory stereo-
typing of outgroup characteristics. One important compo-
nent of this syndrome is an acceptance of ingroup values
and standards as universally applicable. Acculturation to a
social group other than one's *rigidal ingroup, on the other
hand, involves recognition of new value systems _some-
times unfamiliar or contradictory to those of the original
socialization group. Thus, extent of acculturation should be
Inversely related to ethnocentrism, or degree of commit-
ment to a prior ingroup.

Campbell and LeVine (5) have provided a review of so-
cial science tfisories of intergroup relations for the purpose,
of deriving hypotheses regarding factors which should de-
termine variation In ethnocentrism both within and between
social groups (3, 4). On the individual level, variables relat-
ed to ingroup loyalty,, ethnocentric hostility, and percep-
tions of outgroup members include authoritarianism, rigidi-

ty of attitudes toward deviants from social norms, self-es-
teem, and extent or frequency of contact with outgroup
members: By derivation, individuals high on variables post-
. from the Journal of Social Psychology OA (April 1510)' 141-155. Reprinted by
permission of Me publisher.

The data for this study were collected *Meth* first author was aidyft In Gusto-
male. with the old of research _ ants from the Week) Americanises tintela arid
:trams Intaramericano de informs:16n Popular (Costa Nosh. The data

aticpreparation

rif this article were supported from the Derneale Dor-
esocuiturnof New York awarded le Norliwestsm U ler Na Coopers**

al Study of Ethnocentrism. wider the of Donald T Coe.
bell and Robert A. Levine.



&sly related to ethnocentrism should, when placed in an-
other social group, be characterized by low acculturation
to the new social group and by continued commitment to
norms and customs of their original ingroup.

In most cross - cultural comparative research, accultura-
tion has been studied in terms of the adaptation of mem-
bers of small ethnic groups in developing countries to
Western culture or the adjustment of foreign students in
the United States (e.g., 2, 7). With the exception of a few
value-change studies conducted among Peace Corps
workers (e.g., 15.16) and Americans 2 living abroad (e.g.,
6, 8, 9, 11), little has been done to examine acculturation
Of Americans to other societies. The present study was
designed to test the validity of the previously proposed cor-
relates of acculturation among Americans living in Guate-
mala.

B. Method
The ability to identify correctly behavior patterns of the

new social group whith contrast with or are unknown by
the original ingroup was regarded as an indicator of accul-
turation. A multiple-choice test of this ability was devel-
oped through extensive pretesting among Guatemalan and
American student samples (1?, 13, 14). The criterion for
inclusion of an item in the final version Oahe test was a
satisfactory differentiation between response choices of
Guatemalans and those of American students unfamiliar
with Guatemalan culture. It was also considered desirable
that the items reflect behavior patterns peculiar to Guate-
mala rather than typical of Latin America in general. The
final test consisted of 55 four - choice items covering a vari-
ety of social practices and norms.3

Campbell and LeVine's (5) explication of variables pro-
vided the basis for measures of the social psychological
variables expected to be related to performance on the
acculturation test. Data on these variables were collected
through oral interviews consisting of open-ended questions
designed to obtain information on the following dimen-
sions:

(a) Involvement in Guatemalan culture. Each respon-
dent was questioned regarding his length of residence in
Guatemala, nationality of his spouse, organization mem-
berships and social activities, consumer habits, familiari-
ty with the language, and attention to the mass media of
communication. Responses to 18 questions on these vari-
ables were coded according to the degree of familiarity
with Guatemalan culture implied by the nature of the re-
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sponse, with a total possible quantitative score of 61. It
was predicted that frequer zy and extent of contact with
Guatemalan social life would be positively related to accul-
turation. In fact, knowledge of and involvement in a culture
were regarded as so closely related that scor is on this

variable were considered a source of validation of perform-
ance on the acculturation measure. However, the two vari-
ables were not expected to be identical, since it is possible
to participate in a culture without adopting its perspectives.
Thus, the degree of relationship between involvement and
acculturation was expected to be modified by other attitu-
dinal factors.

(b) Nonauthoritarienism. Authoritarian attitudes were
assessed by asking each respondent about his evaluations
of Guatemalan family structure, political dictatorship, per-
missive child-rearing, and the position of Guatemalan Indi-
ans. (Note that these attitude questions were related spe-
cifically to Guatemakin social structure rather than to gen-
eral social conditions.) The responses to these questions
were scored such that low-authoritarian responses re-
ceived high sores, with a total possible of 11. Based on a
predicted relPiionship between authoritarianism and in-
group ethnocentrism, low authoritarians were expected to
perform better on the acculturation test than high authori-
tarians. Another prediction would be generated, however,
by Perlmutter's (11) contention that some high authoritari-
ans will adopt xenophilic attitudes (i.e., a disposition to be
attracted to things foreign and reject things domestic) in
order to escape conflict with domestic authorities by dis-
placing loyalty to less threatening foreign authorities. How-
ever, in another study, Perlmutter (10) found that xeno-
philes may be divided into two typesthose high on au-
thoritarianism and those low on the same dimensionex-
hibiting different patterns of ingroup rejection and percep-
tion of outgroups. This latter finding suggests that no clear
directional relationship exists between authoritarianism
and acceptance of a new culture.

(c) Attitudes toward deviants.- Another attitudinal vari-
able closely related to authoritarianism is strictness of pre-
2 Although we decry the ethnocentric attitudes implied in usurping the term "Arneri/

cans" to refer to United States nationals. in order to avoid awkward wording. we are
adopting the common Ellitish practice throughout df"010. mime
grsircal .1t13. Nen Yearn. 4) Indopendena "ups: 01111Holy week UN A 'Manias'
women needs a new dress She will probably. A. buy one In department store. e
buy one in a small exclusive shop. Cbuy.the materiel and Owe it mad* bY seem-
stress.'D send away lo Mexico. the U.S. or Euro" for It lc) if a girl goes cotton
dates with different boys she MN be considered A to be populw. S. to have a du-
bious reputation. C. to be lust an average gift D. to have fine social connections
The relationship between ecculturNion test scores and various demographic char-
acteristics of the respondents Is available in Seelye's article (14)



sc7lbed sanctions to be applied against deviants from es-
tablished social norms, and simplicity of explanations of
such. deviant behaviors. To assess this dimension, inter-
view respondents were asked their attitudes toward Ameri-
cans wbo "go native" in Guatemala, prescribed punish-
ments for violent criminals, anti ideas, about the nature of
Guatemalen guerrillas an' how to combat them
(responses to thelatter two being coded on a three-point
scale of limplicity-complexity). The total possible scos on

is variable was 16, representingcomplex, nonrigid staM-
ri of evaluation. To the extent that rigidity is related to
is

nocentrism, highly unfavorable attitudes town'' 1%

viants.were predicted to be related to poor perfwi A .

the acculturation Measure. ,

(d) Feelings of security. To determine the extent to
wbich eech respondent felt comfortable in his daily ;Wing in
Guatemala he was eked his opinions on the safety of rood
and water and the danger of theft and kidnapping for Amer-
icans living in Guatemala. Resporisei were coded in such a
way that high -scores were assigned to responses indicat-
ing low anxiety, with a total possiblescore of 12. Feelings
of insecurity were predicted to be related to low accultura-
tion scores.

(e) Reduced commitment to original nation. Apart from
hie involvement in Guatemalan cultureoeach respondent
was also asked the extent to which he was still committed
to the United States in terms t.,f maintaining a legal resi-
dence there, plans to return there to live, and his opinion
abotd giving up U.S. citizenship in order to evade the draft.
A high score of 8 was possible on this variable, indicating
loir personal commitment to the United States. Low corn-
mitmentwas predicted to be associated with high accultur-
ation scores.

(I) Social contact. Each respondent was wild seven
questions regarding the amount and desirability of social
intercourse with Guatemalans. These included opinions
about the friendliness of Guatemalans, the appropriateness
of fraternizing with natives, and the respondent's frequency
of contact with Guatemalans under various social condi-
tions. Indications of positive attitudes toward Guatemalans
and high frequencies di social contact were assigned high
scores, with a total possible of 18. Contact was predicted
to be positively related to acculturation.

Of the 386 Americans residiqg in Guatemala who took
the test of acculturation in the presence of an examine,
during the spring of 1967, 80 were consulted about arrang-
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ing a personal interview. Of these, 49, with acculturation
scores ranging from 44 to 52 (out of a possible 55), con-
sented to be Interviewed. Interviews wera conducted by
two bAingual college students, generally at the home or
place of but. its of the interviewee. Interviewers recorded
the opeb-ended responses according to prearranged cr
gories and these were later scored by the major investiga-
tors. All items were scored so that high ratings were ex-
pected to correspond to high scores on the acculturation
test, and thus total Interview scores were expected to be
positively correlated with acculturation scores.

C. Results and Discussion
The scores of the 49 Americans, 29 women and 20 men,

who took both the acculturation test and the interview,
were subjected to correlational and multiple regression
analyses. Table 1 reports the mean and variation of scores
on each pf the measured variables. The variety of respon-
ses is indicated by the degree of variance of scores on
each variable around a mean which is always close to the

TABLE 1
MEANS AND STANDARD DEViATIOC45

(N2,49)

Vatiable so

imelvement
2. Noneueterittrianism 6.11 2.4

3. Attitudes toward deviants 6.6 2.4

4. &mune/ 61 2.0

1. Redwood commitment to U.S 2.1

6. Social contact 13.1 3.5

7. Acculturation 36.4

TABLE 2
I NTERCORRELAT IONS

Variable 2 3 4 6 6 7

1. involvement - 04 - 04 .41* .26 .1121 .64f
2. Nonaulboritarieniwn -.01 .04 10 .11 .17

3. Attitudes re deviaMs .11 .01 -.Oil .05

4. Security .211 .36 .421

3. Rua. -al cornMitnwint to U 5 .11 .31

S. Sane contact .451

7. Acculturation

NOTE: SW-variable total and acculturation. r .61+ It 7 12$414 .1131 (d/ 6.42).
p .06

tp 01.



middle of the possible rangtiorabres. Table 2 reports the
interoorrelations among variables along with the correla-
tion between total interview score and acculturation, and
the multiple correlation value. As predlited, \NI of the vari-
ables included in the interview questionnaire ewe positive-
ly related to acculturation (although not all significantly so)
and their total is significantly positively correlated with per-
formance on the 'multi 'ation test. It is interesting that the
measure of relationship between the combined variables
and acculturation was not significantly improved by using
multiple regression techniques bvie the simple unweighted
sum of the six scores. Consistent with this, the raw-score
weights assigned to each variable in the final regression
equation-were not greatly-different from-.0. 4

Despite the relationship between each ethnocentrism
variable and acculturation, thesix variables are not' highly
Interrelated among themselves. Indicating that they are
largely independent. tiVe determinants of acculturation
performance. Not su isingly, social contact scores are
related to' Involvement in the culture, as are feelings of
security. Feelings, Of security in Guatemalan culture are
also significantly Correlated with lack of commitment to the
original ingroup. Otherwise, there are no significant corre-
lations among the predictor variables. The lack of ;elation-
ship between authoritarian attitudes and rigidity of attitudes
toward deviants from social florins is inconsistent with the
original description of the syndrome associated with the
authoritarian personality (1).

The degree of relationship between scores on each
predictor variable and acculturation test performance
without consideration of the intercorrelations among pre-
dictorsis reported in the last column of the matrix In Ta-

p ble 2. Four of the correlations are significantly positive, as
predicted, but the two attitudinal variables, authoritarian-
ism and evaluation of social deviants, do not even ap-
proach a significant relationship with acculturation, nor
withetny of the other predictor variables. It had been ex-
pected that measuring these values with respect to the
particular target culture would enhance their relationship,
If r. to acculturation, but it could be that the measuring
technique failed to tap the underlying value system. Some
indication that this may be the case is available from an
examination of the interitem correlations for interview re-
sponses related to each variable. The average correlation,
reflecting internal consistency, is lowest for the items used
to pleasure nonauthorltarianism (r .08). The interitbm
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relationship for attitudes toward deviants is somewhat
higher (r se .12), but inspection of the interitems elation
matrix reveals that this is made up of twasclust of items
the three dealing with attitudes toward criminal and the
two dealing with attitude complexitywhich are unrelated,
The average intercorrelations among items on the other
variables, which were somewhat more behaviorally de-
fined, ranged from .19 (reduced commitment to U.S.) to
.40 (social contact).

Although factor analysis does not overcome the problem
of differential rellabilities of measures, it can used to
determine what proportion of the common arlance of
each measure is related to acculturation. store, the
intercorreletion matrix of the seven variables in this study
was subjected to principal components 'factor analysis
resulting in the extraction of four factors, the third and
fourth of which represented unique variance for the mea-
sures of nonauthoritarianism and attitudes toward deviants
(reflecting the low communalities of these two variables
.198 and .123, respectfvely). Loadings on the first two fac-
tors were graphically rotated through the acculturation
variable in order to obtain the reisttve weight of each vari-
able on a factor defined by the acculturation measure. The
pattern of loadings on this factor indicates the relative de-
gree of variation of each measure shared with variation in
acculturation. The obtained pattern of loadings on the fac-
tor (on which acculturation was weighted .73) supports the
interpretation based on the first-order correlations, indicat-
ing even more strongly the Significant contribution of cul-
tural involvement (a .1 .69), Weings of security (a -.61),
social contact (a 111 .60), and reduced commitment to the
United States (a se ,49), and the low relationship between
acculturation and nonauthoritarianism (a se .16), or atti-
tudes toward deviants (a - .05).

In all the analyses, Invbivement in the culture consis-
tently emerged as the best single linear predictor of accul-
turation. One component of the involvement score was
length of residence in Guatemala, which is particularly in-
teresting in light of the U-Curve theory of attitudinal adjust-
ment to a foreign country (2). This theory implies that abili-
ty to relate functionally to a foreign culture is curviiinearly
related to length of residence because of variation in attitu-
dinal disposition toward that culture which reaches le high

4 The raw-score represslon formula, derived from stepwise retressids wtslYsts.
was es follows: Y' .8 5.2 + + SX, + 12, + SX, + .IX



OF ION peak during intermediate periods of residence. No
such ourvilinearity appeared In the data concerning objec-
tive knowledge of the target culture in this study. Across
five levels of length of residence in Guatemala (ranging
from less than one year to rare than 14 years), mean ac-
culturation test scores increased consistently from 25.5 to
44.4. Since Becker's work (2) dealt primarily with patterns
of adjustment for Individuals in their early years of resi-
dence in a foreign culture, the data fOr persons who had
resided in Guatemala for leis than three years were exam-
ined separately. Mean performance for residents of less
than one year (N as 4) was 25.5, for those of one year (N
I. 9), 30.3, and for those of two year.- (N -an- 9),- 32.44-again

consistently linear. Thus, to the extent that knowledge of
culture patterns reflects attitudinal adjustment to that cul-
ture, the present data do not support a U-curve theory of
acculturation.

1). Summary

The relationships between six predictor variables
(suggested by social science theories of intergroup rela-
tions) and acculturation, as the obverse of ethnocentrism,
were examined with the use of a sample of 49 Americans
living in Guatemala. The results of correlational and factor
analyses suggest that actual contact with the foreign mil-
tur. especially to the extent that it increases the individ-
ual's sense of security within the new culture and reduces
his commitment to the original ingroup, has more impact
on adaptation to the culture than attitudinal variables. The
pattern of intercorrolations among the predictor variables
Cso suggests that degree of cultural contact is determined
more by external factors (e.g.. job circumstances, access
to native residential areas and markets, social contacts,
etc.) than by attitudinal positions, such as authoritarianism
and rigidity of social standards, which are theoretically re-

lated to resistance to outgroup contact.
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AN OBJECTIVE MEASURE
OF BICULTURATION:
AMERICANS IN GUATEMALA,
A CASE STUDY *

H. Ned Seelye
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction

The need to develop new methods of measuring accul-
turation has not climinshed since Beals' concise review of_
the' area I Most studies have approached acculturation by
asking: What cognitive or emotional changes are associat-
ed with confrontation with another culture? Usually, scout-
turatinn studies have also been characterized by a concern
with the changes WhEh occur when a member of a less
complex society attemptstoaccommodate-himself to the--
patterns. of a more complex society. The present study
breaks with tradition on both these counts. 2

First, the present approach is much more limited in
scope. Rather than inquire into cognitive or behavioral
changes, it attempts to measure the extent to which a na-
tional group is familiar with the patterns of the host coun-
try. Hence, the term "bicultural" is employed in the present
study in place of "acculturated," which has a different,
connotative tradition. BiOulturation is defined as the ability
to perform those patterns of another culture which Mad to
effective functioning in the target culture, and to recognize
their meaning when another person performs them. "If.

Abridged from rho Warn Jountal 53 (7). (November lefla: 103414.
SIlReprinted by permission of Me

I Ralph awls, "Accultursdon," In A. I,. Krasner, editor, AMOontliollY TOGIY,
Chico e: Unlversity ol Chicago Press, ISO. pp. 121441.

2 This research wee financed by from Me Wet* American de Ovate-
maim. The interview phase el *it ace supported by e firanka4s1 from the
Programa Interenwieeno * I Popular Win Jost *Ma flica),and by a
faculty gra* from the del Vag de Guatemha 2==.04). The
final mane was accomplished Me spring of tee/. and the was done

M'
the summer of 11111T. Many ectiolers, arm *WOW aeMinliflOe le Ow reeeantal.

whom me Robert II Mac** (La Univerelded GO VaNe de GuMenteM),
(al Coleilo Is Ouslemeia), and Niue PMeolos (La Wow*

dad Val/ de ausfamale). is also due Om oPleagtos *Go
look the time to read an tiortler draft of Its : I.,2 in Owen,
treating Duren, North*" I University), Alfredo filtades fa Intent.
merman° de informainief Repute?), Martha Galbraith f knarepelogy DePertmellt.
University of PsansylvenlakAldo A. akholy (Sociology Delterenent, Northern IIII-
note
fy Ofk=*enI . . Peyoltology

Hosrre Nostrnd Romance lapsnment. Unfair*

versity), Mecca rrir (Modern Languages Deportment, Boston rolliegol,
John nlorden (Foreign Department, Houghton Mifflin CO.), Miriam M.
Bryan. Profs* L W Stephen Stu (all three from the Division of Teel
Development, Educational, 'sting Service).
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with or without understanding, a person learns to function
in the other culture, to act so that his actions have the
meanings intended. we can say that he has become bicul-
tural." 3 A second break with most past studies is that the
present study focuses on two complex western cultures.
Reduced to its simplest terms, this study tried to find out
whether useful information could be obtained from an
objective measure of biculturation.

Purpose of Research

More formally, the aims of the present research were to:
(1) test the feasibility of employing an objective instrument
to retests,' the cultural understanding of a highly literate
grou0 living in a second culture. (2) ascertain the present
level of biculturation of a sample of the Americans residing
in Guatemala, according to groups of age, sex, occupation.
religion, length of stay in Guatemala, fluency in Spanish.
and marital status, (3) determine the statistical signifi-
cance of the contribution of educational background and

-both goo0faPllical and itiVronmental mobility to the pro-
cess of biculturation as me isured by the test instrument.

A detailed discussion oft the postulates and corollaries
upon which this study wail' based has already been pub-
lished." Some of the major yostulates were that a measure
of biculturation can be obtained from a test based on an
empirical sampling from a universe of contrastive patterns:
that to function in a culture is to satisfy one's needs
through the culture, and that these needs should be satis-
fied through patterns which the target culture offers: and
that certain biographical data are indicators of an acceler-
ated rate of biculturation, while certain other biographical
data are associated with an inhibited rate of biculturation.

Each Individual test item consisted of a stem and four
multiple-choice responses based on analogy to phonemic
principles. The correct response presented a situation
which was totally unfamiliar to Americans or which con-
trasted in form, distribution, or meaning to the pattern
which Americans recognize as their own. A discussion of
the problems involved in designing the items, along with a
description of the pilot test groups and of the control exert-
ed on the variables of age, sex, social class, and resi-
dence, is available.' The following items taken from the
test are presented as representative illustrations."6

Robert Ledo. 4eiflorialp Testing. London Longman.. 1901: New York Mc-
Graw-Hill, 1164, . 380.251

4 H. Ned . "tAblmluring the Ability to Function Cross-Cuftutelly," in H Ned
Seely'. editor. A on Linn Anpa for Towne's, Springfield. Office of
Public Inebuotion, 1 NM. Op. 3443.
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Sample Items of Test

10 If a girl goes out on dates with different boys, in Latin
America she will be considered
A to be popular.
B to have a dubious reputation.
C to be just an average girl.
D to have fine social connections.

19. What Is common behavior in Guatemala during a typi-
cal overthrow of the government?
A The Red Cross sets up emergency kitchens.
B The people from the Capital evacuate to

smaller towns which are safer.
C (Both of the.above)
D (None of the above)

33. A Latin American is stopped by the police and is is-
sued a ticket. He would probably
A argue emotionally.
B say nothing.
C say "I should call my lawyer."
D say "Can't we settle this in another way?"

41. While laying bricks, a construction worker is severely
injured. He will moat likely be taken to
A the Red Cross Emergency Hospital.
B the Social Security Hospital.
C a private clinic.
D the company doctor.

43. Eugenia and Hernando, devout Catholics, decide to
get married. They
A have to have a Civil ceremony followed by a

religious ceremony.
B have to have a religious ceremony followed by

a civil ceremony.
C have a choice between A and B.
D may have either a religious ceremony or a

civil ceremony.
53. A woman has died and there Is a wake at her home.

Coffee and tamales are being served. Of the following.
which would least likely be seen?
A A group of men telling jokes.
B everybody dressed in black.
C A group of people singing hymns.
D Women praying every hour.

3 hi Ned Seely* "Reid Notes on CrossCultural Testing Language Learning.
Vol XVi. Nos t and 2 OHO. 01 TT-65.

6 The correct responses are' 10-B. If-to. 33.0. 41.5, 43-A, 63C. The Met format
was suggested by Robert Lado M Longue. Tenting. pp 253.2de



Item Validation
To vandal, the individual items. the pilot test was admin-

istered to 447 Guatemalans, and those items upon which
there was not at least 52% agreement concerning the best
response were discarded. The abbreviated pilot test was
then translated into English and administered to 197 Amer-
icans ageo 15-17 who had never resided in Latin America.
Half of these subjects were secondary school students in a
public school of New Jersey. and the other half were stu-
dents from a public school in California.? The significance
of the difference between proportions of Guatemalans and
Americans answering' each item correctly was computed.
Items which fell below the .0001 level of significance were
eliminated.*

To gain an indication of the "universality" of the test, it
was ,idomiortibtiered to several hundred students in Mexico
and . The distribution of the scores, as seen by
pretesting accomplished in Guatemala. the United States.
Mexico and Colombia, placed the United States at one end
of the con (nuum and Guatemala at the other end, with
Mexico and midway between the other two. This
was as desired. since the objective of the test was to dis-
criminate

generainLQatdAgimerican patterns. The test was also de-
signed

k of Guatemalan cultural patterns, and

signed so that recognition of historical. geographical, liter-
ary, anthropological or other such textbook knowledge of
Guatemala would not assist one in earning a high score.

Content Description of Test Items

The range of cultural situations included in the stems of
the 55 items comprising the final version of the test were
categorized in terms of Murdock's Outline of Cultural Ma-
terials.' Some of the test items were classified under two
or more subject headings. Since those items included in
the final version tell but half the story of test development.
subject-matter descriptions of the 54 unsuccessful items
not included In the final version of the test are also given
along with the successful items in Mtge 1. It will be ob-

71) is Winging to now that only IS of the pretest Guatemalans. or 3 3%, NO
within Po range of its POW Americans. Of Mese IS low-sooting tests. all but two
WOW,. hem Me sense night school which contained students of mosey low-class
becligreunds. A number el Mese cense appeared So be functional *literates who
were able 13 SWIM only 10 or 20 ,oltipieoholoe questions in an tour and het

This NMI of ignamano oo. responds to a Z deviate of 3.1111 The formulas usid
le compute Mi were obtained from J c Posenan. Introttuotton to Applied Statis-
t's& New Yorit. Harper end Now. 1554, pp 2111-245.

Gawp P. MurdOtk. of 01, WM* of Cultural Alatorlata. third edition, Nevi
Haven: Human Relations Ares Files. le (A fourth edition has subeequendy been
published )
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served from the Table that by far the largest categories
represented in the test are communication, recreation and
ecclesiastical organization. On the other hand, the catego-
ries of interpersonal relations, food consumption, total cul-
ture, social stratification; and e, adulthood and
old age presented this test with problems of item
construction which he did not always successfully solve. In
spite of reworking some of items, the number of items
from these "difficult" categor which survived pretesting
was meager. Of the 30 cat from Murdock Included
In the final test, 20 have two more Items per category,
and six categories contain five more Items.

The failure to devise any suc essful items representing
geography, *ideas about nature and man, sex, infancy and
childhood, socialization, armed forces, and marketing is
for the most part a result of lacklof attempt. In areas such
as total culture and social stratification a considerable at-
tempt was made but problems in choosing the situation for
testing, wording the question, and avoiding abstractions
(which usually proved fatal) were weighty in these inst-
ances. Then, too, there was a practical consideration. Af-
ter the initial "bag" of items had been pretested, it was
much easier to discard unsuccessful items rather than to
set up a new run of pretesting for new ones (nearly 500
Guatemalans in five different schools which were con-
trolled for social class and sex were used for the pretest-
ing). The question at this point was: Would a test which did
not sample some of the categories which we intuitively felt
to be important still yield valuable information in a recog-
nizable form?

Sample of Americans Tested In Guatemala

According to U.S. government figures 10 in 1959 there
were 1,590,000 Americans living abroad. Of these, only a
third were civilians; the rest were military personnel and
their dependents. By 1988, figures reported in News-
week', raised the total number of Americans abroad to
2,500,000 and attributed the increase almost entirely to the
civilian sector, although the accuracy of this is questiona-
ble. There are reported to be 25,000 Americans living in
Mexico. The writer's own estimate of the number of Ameri-
cans living in Guatemala, based on a number of unofficial
sources, places the population of the American colony at
slightly over 5,000.12

A representational section of the American population in
Guatemala was sought for testing. There were, however,
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several limiting 'factors within which the testing was to be
accomplished. First, It was not thought desirable to test
anyone under the age of ten. Second, it was reasoned that
the validity of the test would decrease were testing pro-
longed beyond six weeks as the temptation for t-n respon-
dents to discuss the questions with friends was great.
Third, in the absence of a clear definition of what constitut-
ed a representational section of the American colony in
Guatemala, the personal-data categories of age, occupa-
tion, religion, and length of stay in Guatemala were taken
as Crude indices of the representational spread of the
sample. In °Infanciesl teens; this meant that 20 or more
subjects were sought for each of these major categories.

The test and personal-data questionnaire were adminis-
tered to 401 subjects during,a six-week period in April and
May of 1987."Of these, 15 subjects of nationalities other
than United States were identified and their tests were
subsequently discarded the tabulations reported here are
based on the remaining subjects. Eleven percent of
those asked to take the to refused, and nine percent of
those tested demonstrated r tance before finally acced-
ing. All of the subjects finishe the test once they had be-
gun it except one.

Approximately 10% of the Americans over the age of ten
who resided in Guatemala were included in the sample, To
what extent did the sample represent a crossiection of the
American colony in Guatemala? Although it is not suggest-
ed that Americans abroad are a representative sampling of
the United States population (they obviously are not), to
get an idea of the composition of the test sample in com-
parison with a model of the United States population based
on sex, age, religion and education distributions, see Table
2.14

10 Reported kt Harlan Cleveland, 0..1. Mangano and .1. C. Adios, The Oversew
Americas, New York: McGraw -HM. 1900. p. 3.

II Nov. 01. 1900. p. 43.
u No useful Information dee obtained' through °Mali micas: the Ileum an the

American pOpulabon of (hrolemala were apparently repented as eenINI. eww
I'M. 1116 water wont le some rather drama (but legal) mere To obtain Ike interne
don from several pereennel. The Informetlen atdalned wee Mew-
ttEd.11.1e maar dnVittio1eatretitissolekweacionesteTelediteavielasktemele:unpheadN00

Wainerne doo. 19011.
13 A OM of the personoI40e qweellennalre con be Nand In Snipe. "kleoswIng

the Abe* b Fune4lon Crcoe-CoNursily." op. p. 40.

Owe imam= won ovell ihor W4010 hosed 0t911 asSIPPANII 91009,'
14 The proportions for the Dolled 00101 rag* apprealmole

snap than 00 taw ow*. and ndlolon for the wenn OM
model ars booed on repats In N. Hansen, 7110 Wade Mows me
Nook el Nab, New York, wIkle the Houma alnellon In NO WW1 Nom
model are token from Kenneth A. Simon and W. vane Drat. Orpeef a1 ktramonal
Amen* 1044 Mon. Wailtinglon. 0. C.: U. S Deportment of 14000, Idwastlen.
and Welfare, 1901.



Several noticeable differences in population became
evident. The 15-20-Mr-old age group was 24% more
heavily represented in our sample than in a model U.S.
sample. This was probably the result of the student groups
available to ue for testing, and also possibly a consequence
Of the more youthful composition of the immigrant. Is In
light Of this second element, the 14% larger 21-40-year-old
ego groups in the sample, and the 13% smaller representa-
tion of Americans -over 40, appears reasonable. The 8%
Increase in Protestants and the 9% decrease in the number
of Catholics which a model United States sample would
lead one to expect perhaps reflects the different socioe-
conomic characteristics of these religions In the United
States. The large sampling of Latter Day Saints (1S%) re-
sulted from iwgescale testing of Mormon missionaries
during a religious mistimes: The higher educational level
of the Americans in Guatemala included in the sample
bespeaks the nature of the American immigrant: he goes
abroad as a technical advisor or white collar worker, rather
than to escape an oppressive economic situation at home.

Procedure

To be able to determine whether the diffetent categories
such as age, sex, and education were operating to affect
tilt PO/formance, the distribution for the whole sample
was determined. The test scores ranged from only 14 items
correct to a high of 52 correct (out of a possible 55 items),
with a mean score for the sample of 33. The tests were
then divided into three groups according to score: low
(those scoring between 14 and 29 items correct), medium
(30-39), and high (40.52). Of those taking the test, 31%
scored under 30 Items correct, while 49% scored between
30 and 39, and 20% of the subjects scored 40 or better. It
was reasoned that any random collection of test scores
would reflect approximately these proportions unless the

i variable under study caused a departure from the expected
norm.

To determine whether the deviation observed in the dif-
ferent categories was a rookie of chance variation from the
random configuration, or whether the variation was signifi-
cant, the Chi-Square test was calculated for each matrix of
obsened proportions." Using the .01 level of statistical

as the criterion, nine of the 14 major catego-
ries in is study were found to have statistically significant
effects all but two reaching the .001 level of significance.

A general description of these results, in terms of the sta-
tistical significance of effects of the various biographical
data which were tested, is provided in the following sec-
tion.

TABLE 2

Model of U.S. and
Test Sample Populations

TRAIT U.S. MODEL SAMPLE MODEL

sec mile 49% 54%

lintels 51% 45%

909: mist 10 22% not felled
10-14 10% 10%

15-20 7% 31%

21-40 25% 39%

OWN 40 334 20%
religion: Protestant 35% 43%

Cs11,011c 23% 14%

Jew 3% 4%
Mennen 1% UM
other 36% 10%

adOcation lees than

5 yews 5% 10%

; least

college 9% 34%

Results
Identified vs. Anonymous Tests. A third of the subjects

did not sign their names to the tests but there was no sta-
tistically significant difference between the scores of the
unsigned and signed tests. Since the student population
was directed to sign the test, and since the Peace Corps
was not offered the option of signing, a separate matrix
was tabulated which excluded the Peace Corps and sub-
jects under 20 years of age, and the effect of signature was
still not significant. Two occupational categories, house-
wives and government personnel, were the most reluctant
to sign the test.

iS Monisforto Toledo. op. M.. pp. 6641.
16 The manor relined to in ens motion were drawn up for Chl4quaro Mang.

Thin, oonelstod al ewes rows (row 1: high mann. grow row 2: Mao mooring
WouP; row 3: low marine group) which wore blesolod by columns @wording 10 1ho
variables undo, study.



Sex. Differences in scores between males and females
were statistically significant. Females tended to get the
higher scores. There were 28 %females in the high -group
vs. 13% males, and 10% fewer feniales than males in the
low test group.

Age. The effect of age of the respondents was signifi-
cant. The poorest performers were those under 15 years of
age: only 5% scored In the high group, while 63% scored in
the low. The age categories constantly improved in test
performance, culminating In the "over 40" age category
which achieved a 35% high and just 13% low. The largest
single Increase in performance based on age categories
occurred In the 27-32-year-olds, both in terms of increased
proportions in the high group and in decreased proportions>
In the low. There was little difference In test scores be-
tween the 15-20-year-olds and the 21-28-year-olds.

Occupation. This category had significant effects. The
highest scorers were those from the business sector
(N=24) with 46% in the high group and only 8% in the low.
Housevrives'and teachers followed with 37% and 33% re-
spectively In the high group, and 19% and 17% respective-
ly in the low. The "other" category fell In the middle, fol-
lowed by the government workers (21% high, 18% low)
and students (15% high, 44% low). Missionaries and
Peace Corps workers scored the lowest with 2% and 8%
respectively in the high group, and 32% and 50% in the
low. The relatively low position of the students might be a
product of their youth, while government workers, the mis-
sionaries and the Peace Corps are hampered by their brief
tours of dutyusually less thin three years. Further, the
majority of the Peace Corps tested had been in Guatemala
only about six months, and most of the missionaries aver-
aged only about a year of residence., When compared with
members of other occupations with a similar period of resi-
dence, the missionaries and the Peace Corps seemed to
be a year or two ahead of the average American in Guate-
mala. Then, too, the urban bias of the test may have placed
those people whose major contact with Guatemala has
been rural at a disadvantage.

Religion. The effects of religious affiliation reached a
.001 level of significance, but when Catholic and Protestant
categories were compared they both were distributed ac-
cording to what random sampling would prealcie and were
not, therefore, significantly different. The combined agnos-
tic and "none" categories (No534) performed the highest,
with 35% in the high group and 23% in the low. The "other
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category was the next highest with 36% in the high group
and 27% in the low (N=22, 16 of whom were Jews).

Whether the subject rated himself religiously conserva-
tive, middle-of-the-road, or liberal had a significant effect.
The conservatives did approximately as random sampling
would predict except for fewer high scores and more mid-
dle scores. The middle-of-the-road proportions closely
resembled those of the conservatives except that the form-
er had fewer middle and more low scores. The liberals did
considerably better than the other two categories: 35%
scored in the high group and only 15% in the low. In this
survey, people who labeled themselves middle-of-the-road
seemed to have more in common with conservatives than
with liberals.

Length of Stay in Guatemala. As intuition would suggest,
this category proved to have a significant effect on test
scores. There was a steady Increase in the proportion of
respondents in the high-scoring group by years of resi-
dence, and a corresponding decrease in the low-scoring
group. The subjects who had been in Guatemala less than
six months achieved 2% highs and 55% lows, while 78% of
the subjects who had lived in Guatemala for over 15 years
scored in the high group and none of them scored In the
low. Fewer Americans placed in the low-scoring group
than random sampling would predict after about two years
of residence, while the breakthrough into the high-scoring
group did not occur until after four years of residence in
Guatemala. The middle proportions evened off after about
six 'menthe and finally decreased drastically after 15 years
of residence, In favor of the high group. Figure 1 shows In
detail the patterns of test performance with maid to
length of stay In Guatemala.

s So that the findings of this study might be readily com-
pared with other future quantitative studies, an index based
on the extent to which a -given residence group fell short of
or'exceeded the theoretical random distributions is provid-
ed In Table 3. A value of 24% indicates that random expec-
tancy was exceeded by 24% of the sample in that catego-
ry. A value of 6% on nib other hand would indicate that
that residence group fell 6% short of achieving expectan-
cy. Two points plus or minus random expectancy were
treated as having achieved what random sampling would
predict (x).

Previous Ethnic and Language Contact. Although many
subjects evinced difficulty In deciphering what was meant
by "ethnic contact," the amount of such contact came
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close to achieving significance (it did reach the .05 level),
and when the proportions for ethnic contact were corn--
bined with those for language contact the resulting matrix
achieved a .005 level of significance. This represents a
synergic effect since the level of significance of language
contact taken by itself was .01. Previous contact with for-
eign languages, therefore, seemed to be somewhat signifi-
cant, and,- to a lei ter degree, ethnic contact. Together ffity
afforded an index which was stronger than that of either
separately. No effort was made to determine the relevancy
of contact with particular languages to test-performance.

Level of Education. The effect of this category was sig-
nificant. From the primary level of education up through
five years of college there was a steady decrease in the
proportion of scores which fell into the low group (14-29
items correct). Those with only a primary education did
very poorly, with only 8% in the high-scoring group and
59% in the low group. This performance was poorer than
that of the general 10-14-year-old age category. In the low
group, the expected (random) distribution was exhibited by
subjects with high school education through four years of
college. In the high group, distribution beyond random
expectations did not occur until the 2-3-year college level,
and then consistently thereafter.

When the categories for level of education were reduced
to three (primary-high school, 1-3 years of college, over 3
years of college), -an effect with a level of significance of
.005 was achieved. Since the matrix based on a wider
spread in level of education yielded a significant* of .001,
the slightly lower level of significance for the reduced cate-
gories might argue in favor of the discriminating power of
the wider spread for purposes of predicting test perform-
ance.

Type of Education. Unlike the level of educatIqn, it made
no significant difference whether a subject attended
sinel or large school, whether it was co-educational or not,
public or private, or whether the respondent attended one
or many schools, or what he studied while in college. Al-
though the effect of quantity of education was significant,
the type of education did not stem to affect test perform-
ance.

Prior Overseas Orientation. The effect of previous train-
ing in comparative cultures ("none, a social science
course, and anthropology or area studies course, orienta-
tion of less than 50 hours in conjunction with a job, orienta-
tion or more than 50 hours") was, surprisingly, not signifi-



cant. Those with orientations of less than 50 hours did bet-
ter, in this sample, than_those with more than 50 hours, in-
dicating that another variable was probably at work here.

Job Mobility. The namber of positions held by the sub-
jects in the past ten years was not found to have a signifi-
cant effect on test scores.

Fluency in Spanish. The effect of Spanish fluency was
significant, whether measured on a five-point or three-
point scale of fluency. There was no significant difference
between male and female achievement in fluency. When
subsequent interviewing sampled the accuracy of the sub-
jects' self-assessment in language fluency, their estimates
were found to beitound.

Table 3

Deviation from
Random Expectations.

Residence in Guatemala

(-

Residence in Guatemala low medium high

less than 6 Menthe +24% 6% 18%
6 months to 1 year +12% X 12%
lto 2 years X +7% 7%

310 4 yore 16% +14% X

5 to mean 12% 6% +18%
il to 15 years 22% X +23%
over 15 years 31% 27% +58%

Civil Status. Whether the subject was married or not
made a statistically significant difference. Those married to
a Spanish-speaking spouse did much better than either the
unmarrieds 4- those married to a non-native speaker of
Spanish. The unmarried did slightly poorer than those mar-
ried to a non-native. (In responding to the questions about
marriage, there was a tendency for single subjects to
check the "I am not married to a native" option instead of
the more accurate "I am not married" option.)

Travel. One surprising result of this study was that travel,
either domestic or foreign, either including or excluding
travel in Spanish-speaking countries other than Guatema-
la, did not significantly affect performance of the test sam-

,'ple either in terms of the number of places visited or the
lertgth of residenCe in each area.

Inter-Correlation of Variables. The variables of sex, age,
length of stay in Guatemala, level of education, civil status,
and fluency In Spanish did not correlate significantly with
each other although they did correlate highly With test per-
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formance. This suggests that they are independently vari-
able and when taken together might afford a means of pre-
doting test performance.17

Independent Measures of
Cultural Adjustment

Tolerance v:R. Intolerance. The Woodridge Reasoning
Test is was designed to measure the effect of a tolerant or
intolerant attitude toward ethnic groups (Jews and Ne-
groes) by a rather complex Scoring system based on the
subject's performance on a syllogistic reasoning test. An
impartial subject's score would be zero, while a subject
prejudiced in favor of Jews and Negroes would receive a
plus score; the score of an intolerant subject would have.a
negative value. The Woodridge Reasoning Test was admin-
istered to 49 seconds students who had taken the writ-
ers objective cross ultural test.. The students' Woodridge
Reasoning scores r ged from 7 to +7. It was hypothe-
sized that there w uld be a correlation between the Wood-
ridge Reasoning ores and the cross-cultural scores, that
the more tolera t individuals would do better on the cross-
cultural test th n the less tolerant. The scores of the two
tests were then correlated and no significant correlation
was obtained./ If it is assumed that both measures were
accurate, theft the suggestion arises that there might not
be a relation between a prejudiced petsonality and his abil-
ity to learn t function in a second culture. On the other
hand, it coul 'be that intolerance relative to Jewe and Ne-
groes is Wel ant here.

Interifiewsp Approximately 50 subjects past the age of 15
who where le high scorers on the cross-cultural test, and

t*/ There is widetpreed Interest In en Instrument *Wen will predict an American's
, but to date an adequate teeetattee Instrument has net been oh"-

aped, nor *as It purpose of this research to arnica ono. Although this study did
or certain Nowaphical date to lootsononnonoe. consequently

several -broad traits which were associated in this study with success in
, It did dowel% a lest which can be administered M sublects prior to

their havMg lived abroad. The Carnegle-sponstmed study ot Americans abroad
Adans, op. clt.) listed five ingredients of 'the universals ofaftectivetaeveland. M

" at the American abroad: tectinicelAM. a belief in mission,
cultural empathy. sense tor politics, and awl/Monet . The study advised
rlobesouroituirecrultsrsen: for four main characteristics in ernMoyMisock:N31:41111:

personality. (2) mobility, (3)
notbreadthfind,sithant (4) - of a Went for Wieling institutions." The Omani tesellesh did

mealy or educational breadth Me opposed ta lengM)
to be eMtisticaNy with ilturation to a sionleostit deem. No attempt

the problems that the American abroad. and empirical Ma to assist
mem mezzo Maze Americans tor living abreact, can be found

measure points t and 4. Valuable intowas made in the

aelninstudyiiIsamor pc(
D. Lambert: Amarloans abroad. a special Wrir orPhiti

"The Comparability of Positive and Negative items in
Ocala at Ethnic ." Journal or Abnormal and Social Psychology. Vol. ui.
No. 3 (Mey. leg. 420-421. end "The influence of Ethnic Attitudes on Peasan-
t% About Ethnic ." Jaunts/ of Abnormal and Social Psychology. Vol. IV. No.
2 (fiaelornifor, i 7). pp. 270.272.



50 low scorers, were selected for interviewing, along with a
control group selected from every tenth name of the Amer-
ican Society Directory, which also listed non-members.
Each prospective interviews* was sent a letter explaining
the purpose of the Interview and his cooperation was elicit-
ed. Each subject was then approached directly or called on
the telephone in an attempt to arrange an interview date. It
was discovered that 63 of the subjects for interviewing had
left thii country (two to four months after administration of
the objective test), 40 subjects refused to submit to an in-
terview. and an additional 23 people broke appointments
and never were successfully interviewed. All in all, inter-
views with 212 people were-attempted but only 86 inter-
views resulted. 0 these 86, 29 represented the high scor-
ers on the cross-cultural test 16 were from the low scor-
ers, and the other 42 were randomly selected. Cleveland,
Mangone, and Adams!, interviewed several hundred
Americans abroad and report no refusals: they went
through institutional channels to elicit cooperation; we
appealed directly to the individual.

The interview itself, which contained some 50 open-
ended questions and took about 30 minutes to administer,
was developed by the writer with the active assistance of
four bilingUal potential interviewers, two of whom eventual-
ly did all of the interviewing.20 Many of the interview ques-
tions were prompted by some of the different theoretical
propositions concerning ethnocentrism as elaborated by
Campbell and LeVine.21

The questionnaire was tried on a half dozen subjects
(they were not counted in the N of 88) before the final ver-
sion was deVeloped, but it was not pretested nor subjected
to item analysis. The questionnaire attempted to probe the
cultural involvement of the Americans through a measure
of their institutional involvements, transferal of primary and
derived needs, attitudes toward deviants, feelings of mar-
ginality and insecurity, national self-commitment, authori-
tarian attitudes, social distance, immediate friendship
groups, and involvement with the mass media. 22 The re-

I? Pendant of W. ark ca,
20 Claudia Gmbh and Malls Mallon, both of Guatemala City.
21 Donald T. Campbell and Robert A. LeVine, Prodoadione About Ethnocentrism

From Social Selena' Theerleth Everielon: Northwestern Unlyweity Press. 1005,
mimeo; Cantoball and Wine. EMnooentrisrn Field Manual, Evanston' Northwesturn
University mimeo.

22 the are sine eriemples of the Interview questions: Where do your
children Goa What sport events have you seen in Guatemala this lest yew?
Now should the 0111116/1111*1 government ambit the swage? (This question was
ceded In terms of the owydnexity of the reply.) VEIN food can an American safely
can Now ellen do PO electron Invite Guatemalan Mende over for the day?What

radio onveintrantsii. do you Iron to? How many Cluelenudan weddings have you been
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sponse to each question was assigned a value of from zero
to three according to the degree of cultural involvement as
suggested by the theory upon which the question was
based.

It was hypothesized that the high scorers on the objec-
tive test (interview group No. 1) would also score higher on
the interview than those who scored lowest on the objec-
tive test (interview group No. 2), and that the difference in
interview scores of the two groups would be significant. It
was further hypothesized that the difference between the
scores of group 1 and/or group 2 when compared to the .

control group (interview group No. 3) would be less signifi-
cant.

The difference in proportWns of interview scores of
group 1 (high scorers on the objective test) and group 2
(low scorers) reached a statistical! significance of -01..
Neither group 1 or group 2 achieved this level of signifi-
cance when compared with the random control group. This
would tend to support the writer's hypothesis that, on a
group level, the objective teat was a measure of bicultura-
tion. When the individual test scores and raw interview
scores were compared, a correlation of .53 obtained. The
interview questions were then independently reevaluated
(Irrelevant queitions eliminated, etc.) and the responses
rescored by a social psychologist. 23 The resulting correla-
tion between the objective-test scores and the interview
scores was .63.

Discussion

Although the objective test often failed to discriminate
between understanding and mere fact accumulation, there
is little societal incentive to accumulate the kind of "facts"
the test measures. Unlike "culture" in the fine-arts sense,
prestige remains largely unaffected by the corpus of the
cross-cultural test. Consequently, it can be argued that the
subject matter tested in the objective test lies nearer the
apex of understanding than do items whose recognition
affords, ipso facto, a symbol of upper-class intellectual
achievement.

Since the test items were selected empirically rather
than according to a conceptual construct, it was necessary
to assume that this method of test construction would yield
an approximate index of the level of bicuituration a cultural
stranger achieves in a second culture. The cultural uni-
verse of items included in the test was demonstrated to

23 Or. hurvynn s grow, Not. of Peramlogy. Northowtern Unlvnoty.



discriminate between Guatemalans and Americans who
had never been in Guatemali. it also discriminated Ameri-
cans who had lived in Guatemala a short time from those
with considerable residence. That the cultural universe
which was excluded from the test lacks the power of dis-
crimination has not, of course, been sifown. It may be
argued that a test based on a wider or different criterion of
item selection might yield more information. 24 This re-
search took the view that the primary need was to devise a
test capable of discrimination and that conceptual refine-
ments must necessarily await further research in the area
of cultural understanding.

The general pattern of cultural understanding which the
results of the test suggest appears to be reasonable in
terms of what previous research would lead one to expect.2s

This plausibility, in turn, encourages an acceptance of
empirically selected test items as capable of measuring
cultural understanding, it. is not proposed, however, that
justification for using an objective test of biculturation be
attempted on the basis of the data the test producesthis
would be an example of circular reasoninb. The compari-
son of the results of the interviews with the results of the
objective test gives further weight to the central assump-
tion that an objective test of the type described here can
afford a measure of bicuituration.

Certain biographical Alta were associated with high test
performance In the present research. Subjects who per-
formed best tended to be over the age of 26, female, reli-
gious liberals, echkided beyond the second year of col-
lege, married to native speakers of Spanish, and residents
of Guatemala for more than two years. This research did
not find either geographical or environmental mobility, or
breadth of education (as opposed to length of education)
to be significant to biculturation as measured by the cross-
cultural objective test.

A measure of biculturation of the type administered in
Guatemala enables the investigator to: (1) measure the
rate at which knowledge of the target culture is acquired;
(2) identify those categories of people whose learning rate
diverges from the norm; and (3) predict the relative in-
volvement of certain categories of cultural strangers in pie
target culture.

24 for euenote. Jam A Upatur, "Cross-Culturs1 Tata. Whst to lat." Lan -
Vol. XVI, Mot 3 and 4 (1111111). pp. 1113-1N A rao'quatt to MONtirs

Illostal. "Matsuda Iho Ability to Function Cross-Cultutel-

23 govaano. a M. op. M., and Monad D. WNW. N. of (sat footnote 17).
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Impltoat
While the instrument describtfd here was designed to

measure the bicuituration of the American colony in Guate-
mala, one can speculate on its implications for other areas:

1. The interview results would suggest that knowledge
of even apparently superficial cultural patterns goes hand
in hand with involvement in the target culture.' If, then, a
highly bicultut grotip is tantamount to a group deeply In-
volved in the target culture, it would appear that an index of
biculturation can also provide an index of acculturation.

2. While the process one presumably goosodcr to
become acculturated to a second cult" is not
composed of discrete steps, for purposes of study the pro-
cess can be broken down into three phases: A. involve-
ment in the culture, S. acquisition of knowledge, and C.
changes in cognitive preferences. This study has present-
ed a method of measuring the first two steps. the bicultural
phase. An investigator interested in the cognitive and be-
havioral changes which accompany living in a world where
the culture in one's head clashes with the way those
around him live may find an index of biculturation to be a
useful preface to an attitudinal study.

3. A study of biculturation can be useful to investigators
interested in studying the effect of different variables on
the learning curve. It also provides a means of discoebring
hc,w knowledge of a culture is acquired.

4. Teachers of foreign languages may find ft advanta-
geous to view the cultural context of their language classes
within the -.neutral" dimensions of biculturation. rather
than within the pedagogically more questionable aims of
acculturation.

S. The content of the cross-cultural test suggests ways
to broaden the scope of the cultural items which can claim
a place in the language classroom. The common emphasis
on art, literature, music, and a few place names, could well
be expanded to include much more concern with everyday
patterns of life in the target culture.

8. Professional test designers interoted in measuring
cultural knownsdge should find this technique suggestive.
The multiple - choice objective format of the cross - cultural
test can be helpful to classroom teachers interested in de-
signingtheir own culture tests. 26

26 Oda aide In adoring culture tests we available In Ledo. alk Cl.; Menace O.

World. 1117; H. Ned
Vasa. Modem Nab*: A Handbook. New yak: Harcourt, area and

"item Venation and MOMUCW1111111t Techniques In Cul-
lum Tests," In A Handbook on Win *narks to Teachers. ea. Wt. pp . 2S-33: fad
S Vowel. "Cross-Cultural Testing: An Aspect of the Neeistance ." Lan-
Pape Learning. Vol. XVII. Nos. 3 and 4 (December. INS). pp. 237.234.



7. WhIle the orientation of this stud} was theoretically

research before there was Much empirical evidence to
speculativeit was almost years after initiating the

or
substantiate our guess that an objective measure of bicul-
turation could be a useful instrumentits value may well
be more practical than theoretical. As an aid to the devel-
opment of specific programs in cultural trainini for the
Peace Corps, the Diplomatic Corps, or any group
destined to live in a foreign country for an extended period,
continued research into the subject of this paper might be
amply justified. Future studies may want to place more
emphasis on thole areas of culture which are less formally
structured than the Items of the present test, but which
neverthelearhevadeep -rooted, internally-fixed patterns.

It Is believed that this research represents the first at-
tempt to collect field data on biculturation via an objective
test of contrastive cultural items. This approach has yield-
ed quantitative Information which other methods on inquiry
have failed to provide, while at the same time remaining
silent on other related matters of Interest. It Is suggested
that an objective measure of biculturation be employed to
provide a composite picture of the range and Incidence of

yam, cultural awareness, thus complementing an in-depth study
of literate subject&residing In a second culture.
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TESTING UNDERSTANDING OF
THE FOREIGN CULTURE *

Frances B. Nostrand
Howard Lee Nostrand
University of Washington

Foreign language teachers need to test their students'
understanding of the foreign cultural and societal context
for two purposes: to judge the achievement of each

learner, and to judge the effectiveness of the instruction.
For this latter mirpose it Is not necessary to test every
learner. When the group of learners is large, a representa-
tive sampling will suffice for "quality control" of the instruc-
tion. The understanding to be tested for, however, is the
same for both purposes, and it needs to iks carefully de-
fined before tests can be designed to Measure the extent to
which the understanding is present.

"Understanding" of a culture pattern is taken to mean a
combination of experience of Illustrative instances with
knowledge about what Is illustrated, the combination re-
suiting in the ability to do something that relates to the pat-
ter n.

The capabilities that matter are neither the experience
nor the knowledge of the patterns. It is not important that
the learner be able either to recount ekplwiences or to re-
peat generalizations. Least of ail does the retention ef
"facts" prove that the learner has the capabilities we aim
to develop.

There appeir to be some nine capabilities nine kinds
of understanding, excluding mere factual retentionthat
are proper, significant objectives of foreign language
teaching, and indeed of any other Ms:ruction, insofar as It
aims to bring about understanding of a sailor' laurel whole.
The present paper will list nine objectives, each accom-
panied by a few test questions. These questions have not
been tried out. they are offered only to illustrate that each
kind of understanding can be tested by at least one type of
question found in the check list that follows. For the Span-
ish examples, we are indebted to Mr. H. Ned Seely*.

4. From 11 Ned &Wye. Awspeatives for AMAMI or LAM American CuNure.
, SprInotlipld. Oflloo of Pulolle Ineruotien. 1810, vv. 181.170.



Check List of Techniques for Testing

(type a) Multiple choice

(type aa) includes the question, "is x the same as
y, or different from y?" according to
a given criterion.

(typeab) includes true- false, which is generally
to bevokled because it encourages an
undesirable, simplistic attitude, and
because it involves, on the examiner's
part, the presenting of false statements.

(type ac) includes options of grouping the an-
swers listed.

(type ad) pictorial cue. (Cues for all the types of
test question can be pictorial, supple-
mented if necessary by spoken or writ-
ten language.) '

(type b) Blank to fill in

(type be) Includes close procedure (test or utter-
ance with ranJom or systematic o-
mission of culture-related items.) Cul-
turally acceptable synonyms must be
accepted as correct answers.

(type bd) pictorial cue.

(type c) A statement, of length sufficient to answer the
question asked.

(type cd) pictorial Cue.

(type a) Action, kinesic and/or linguistic, in a simulated
situation.

(type dd) pictorial cue.

The Kinds of Understanding to Be Tested

The types of understanding are listed here In an order of
apparent difficulty, beginning with those that seem teach-
able at the lower age levels. An alternative order would be
that of priority based on importance for the self-develop-
ment of the learner (no. 4 might then come first), or impor-
tance for the traveler, or for harmony between peoples.

Mr. John Clarke of Educational Testing Service cautions
the examiner to distinguish between the items that test di-
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lectly for the desired behavior (type d under 1 and under 6)
and the items that give more or less indirect evidence that
the examines would succeed in the real-life situatio,' (type
c under 1).

The test questions under each number,' preceded by
a letter indicating the type of question, following the check
list above. An asterisk marks the intended correct answer.

1. The ability to react appropriately in a social situation
calling for a conventionalized propriety, or for the reso-
lution of a conflict.

(;yp* a) Multiple-choice question caning for the cor-
rect rejoinder, e.g., a well brought-up French
child of ten would greet his teacher with

A. ca va?
B. MO.
C. Bonjour.

* D. Bonjour, Monsieur (The situation and
any Instructions should sill be given IA the
foreign language.)

(type c) An essay question: What is the effect of a giv-
en theme on social behavior; the arts; etc.?

(type d) An action to be performed, e.g., show me how
a Frenchman expects you to shake hands. Or.
Illustrate points of table manners.

(type c) Conflict situation. A (disunion-calling for a brief
essay:

You are encountering in x country a few citizens' hostili-
ty toward foreigners. Which of these facts can you uti-
lize to establish some rapport? You are an American
student, a Southern,Baptist, your father Is a member of
the Ku Klux Klan, and xou are writing a novel on the
side. (The student is to know that in this host country
students and intellectuals are respected.)

(type a) Josh Marra Ileva una nueva camisa y un mesi-
cano quien no le conoce muy bien le dice, "Out
camisa mis bonita." El le dirk:

A. "Muchas gracias, es importada."
B. "Muchas gracias, es de ml hermano."
C. "Es la tuya."

* D. "Estia sus &dimes."

(type a) La mamideun amigo de Juan} se murida-
noche. Al vole a su amigo el dra siguiente, Juan
probablemente le dirra:



A. "Dui listima. Me cats Nen."
B. "Ella era uns mujer muy buena."

* C. "Mi mis sentido *lame."
D. "Ash* la vida."

(type a) Conflict situation. Un padre espa?lol esti re-
gaffando a su hija de 22 tacos porque ilia fue al
tine con su novio a pew de que el padre Is ha-
bit prohibido *elk de Is case. La mama de la
sefforka, wa protegar a la hija, dice:

* A. "Ella no two al dine. Vo le mandiadonde
is costume."

B. "Ella ya is de *dad. Puede hacer lo que
quiets."

C. "Ella is muy religiose. Radom* confiar
en su prudencia."

D. "No lenges pens. Marie, la hermatia del
novio, fue al cine con silos."

2. The ability to descries, or to ascribe to the proper part
of the population (age group, sex, social class or re-
gion), a pattern in the culture or social behavior.

(type a) Which region of Francs is reputed for its
warm, friendly, talkative inhabitants?

A. Le Nord
... * B. Le Midi

C. Le Massif Central
D. La Bretagne

(type a) Which one of the following endings to a letter
would a french woman not use? "Croyez. Ma-
dame, a l'expression de

A. mes sentiments les mellieurs."
B. mes sentiments distinguis."
C. mes respectueux ommages."

aa) Multiple-choice question asking the student
to match with a given meaning one of several
culture-related intonation patterns presented in a
tape recording.

(type ad) Multiple-choice calling for selection of the
gesture, from among several pictured. which
cOrresponds to a given meaning.

(type a) Un senor, WM vestido, vs a un amigo suyo y
le saluda, diciendo "Nola chit, venite conmigo a
tomer un calf." Con toda probabilidad el seffor
es de

(type
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A. Cuba
B. Italia

* C. Argentlita
D. i-uirto Rico

(type a) Un seffor descalzo !lava muchas tlnajas sobre
su upside al mercado pare venderlas. A qui
sector de la poblacidn pertenece site seffor?

A. obrero
B. la close media

* C. ind6ena (Indio)
D. industrial

(type ad) It would strengthen the item to present a pic-
ture or drawing of the man in lieu of the first sen-
tence in type a above.

3. The ability to recognize a pattern whet , it is illustrated.
This includes the ability to select from a context the
theme expressions that will be emotionally charged for
a culture bearer.

(type ba) Close procedure: a literary text or news item
(or telegram or partly legible handwriting) is pre-
sented, with blanks or scrawls replacing some
words or phrases which the examines will be
able to fill in if he is familiar with the aspect of the
culture or of the language that Is Illustrated.

(type c) An essay question, asking the student to point
out the themes of the culture that he finds mani-
fested in a given passage, or in a work or histori-
cal event he has studied.

(type ac) El profesor se puso a leer un libro con un
cuchlilo en la mano. LPara qui toyed el cuchilio?

A. peter un banano
* B. abrir las pipings

C. suicidarse
D. (ninguna 4e las arriba mencionadas)

4. The ability to "explain" a pattern, casually or by relating
it functionally to other patterns; the resulting realization
that each pattern makes sense only as part of a whole.

(type a) Multiple-choice: A likely reason why the
French shake hands more than Americans do is:

A. They like to hold hands.
* B. They consider it courteous topay full at-

tention to one person at a time.



C. They are effusive. demonstrative about
greeting and leave-taking.

D. They have a superstitious fear of bad
luck.

(type c) An essay question: What are some main
able reasons for the age at which compulsory
schooling terminates for adolescents of x

country? (The expected answer would deal with
the scarce economy of the nation, relative values
as evidenced by national expenditures in other
fields, the history and current change in attitudes
toward the importance of educating the less priv-
ileged.)

(type c) An essay question: Show conciselyif true
that the French cultural value of Part de vivre is
influenced by other values in the system, con-
sidering at least (a) l'individuallame, (b)

(c) lerealisme, (d) /a patrie.

(type a) SI en un pare determinado de Latinoamerrica
el goblerno prohibiera el Ingres° de capital nor-
theamerichno para el desarrollo de la Industrie
pstrolera, la reaccicrn mss esperada entre el
sector estudiantil eerie

A. tristeza por el porvenir econdmico
* B. exaltacidn por motivos nacionalistas

C. indiferencia
D. demonstraciones contra el gcblerno

5. The ability to predict how a pattern is likely to apply in a
given situation.

(type c) In the foreign society, would you expect a col-
lege acquaintance of four months to invite you to
his home? Why?

(type a) tf students in France revolt, workers will tend
strongly to regard them as

A. Brothers, fellow proletarians.
* B. Children of an alien bourgeois.

C. A pathetic group in need of help.

(type a) Two middle-class Frenchmen are arguing
heatedly across a cafe table. They gesticulate
with increa ing emotion. How may you expect
the tension t end?

A. They are probably drunk and capable of
any sort of violence.
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B. They are probably-insulting each other's
honor and will be lifelong enenies.

* C. They will probably grow calm as they turn
to another subject.

6. The ability to describe or to manifest an attitude impor-
tant for making one acceptable in the foreign society, or
considered by the examiner to be enlightened. (Attitude
change is tested by using at a later time the same or an
equivalent test.)

(type a) The attitude test which asks 'what you think a
person ought to do' in a given situation.

(type d) A dialogue in a simulated situation, or an in-
terview such as those devised by William Stew-
art, between an American and a "contrast-
American": the examinee is given an objective to
pursue, and the interlocutor, representing val-
ues, assumptions, and proprieties of the foreign
culture, meets any violation of these with a nega-
tive reaction. (See Roger DeCrow, Cross Cultural
Interaction Skills, Chicago: Clearinghouse on
Adult Education, 107 Roney Lane, Syracuse,
N. Y. 13210, 1969, items 39-42.) This technique,
while expensive for testing just the understand-
ing of how to behave in the culture, can be used
to test the emotional capability of the student if
no more economical test can be found.

(type a) En una discusi6n con unos estudlantes latino-
americanos, un 'oven northeamericano is sever-
amente criticado por la vida en los EE. UU. Un
estudiante le pregunta, "LPorqui toleran tanto
racismo los gringo " LCuil serra la major
respuesta?

A. "Claro qua tenemos problemas pero ten-
emos el nivel mss alto de vide en el
mundo."

* B. "SI, es un gran problema que se esti
luchando por resolver."

C. "Ley y Orden son las bases en que des-
cense una sociedad democritica. Ade-
mis, actualmente exists poco racismo."

D. "Los latinamericanos tienen el problems
del Indio y del pobre."



7. The ability to evaluate the form of a statement concern-
ing a culture pattern, e.g., to distinguish a "modal"
statement. Of terms of a range of behavior, from an "ab-
solute" statement in forms of a point on the continuum
of possible behavioral; and to identify and criticize the
standard of evidence used in preparing such a state-
ment. At the elementary school level, this ability can
take the rudimentary form of recognizing, for example,
the difference between counting cases and Just guess-
ing.

' (type c) True-false question with comment: The fol-
lowing generalization is based on indication of
the statistical facts or the information-gathering
process used. The evidence is or Is not adequate
basis-for the statement becauee

(type c) Multiple-choice with comment: Which form of
statement is preferable? Why?

(type au) Para porter deck que los mienbros de una
culture de habla espaffola son O tristes o felices,
Z cull dato serfs mis important'?

A. la.cantided de tales trpicos coloridos
B. la caildad de literature no trAgica
C. la freluencia de fiestas

* D. (ninguna de las arriba mencionadas)

8. The ability to describe or demonstrate defensible meth-
ods of analyzing a sociocultural whole. Where the for-
eign-language and social-science sequences are well
co-ordinated, this educational objective may be treated
as a responsibility for the social-science instruction.
This includes the ability to prescribe a research proce-
dure for developing a needed generalization.

(type c) How would you find, e.g., whether the pattern
of paternal authority is changing In the Spanish
middle-class family? (The expected answer
would show awareness of (a) the problem of de-
lining "authority" and "middle class," (b) the
concern for an adequate sample, and (c) some
plan for gathering comparable evidence as of at
least two points In time.

(type a) Para poder indentificar los 'studios que enfo-
can un aspecto de is culture latinoamericana,
L oubliette& sera mis Gntil?

A. Encyclopaedia Britannica
B. Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature
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C. Latin American Review-
* D. Handbook of Latin American Studies

(type ac) Los datos adquieren importancia sag& los
intereses del investigador. La imformackin de
que en Guatemala 48% di le Pobilicien hails
espacti tendrre inter& especial pars un investi-
gador.

A. de la literature
B. del arts

* C. del programa de alfabetlzac&
D. (igual inter& pare las arriba menciona-
_ des)

9. The ability to identify basic human purpose!' that make
significant the understanding which Is being taught.
(The answers we give are often less enduring and less
important than the questions we selict tO ask. What
distinguishes the really educated person IS not that he
knows all the answers, but that he ocotillos his mind
with significant questions. Intellectual curiosity should
be a continuing aim of education at MI ages. At the
elementary uchool level, the teacher doubtless can only
make it felt by implicit teaching that he prefers an excit-
ing inquiry to the trivial and banal. The testing that re-
let's to this objective may be left until a biter age level.)

(typs c) A question calling for a brief but premeditated
statement: What good can it do to know. the
range of Mexican attitudes toward public support
of secondary schools? What good, from the
viewpoint of
/ A. A Mexican political leader.

B. A foreign investor in Mexican industry.
C. A person with a humanitarian concern for

the underprivileged.

Concerning the problems of validating such test qt.ss-
bons as have been suggested here, and of assuring the re-
liability of a set of questions, Informed discussions and bib-
liographies will be found in Emma Mari* BIrkmaler, editor,
The Britannica Review of Foreign Language Education,
Vol. 1, Chicago: Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1988 (Nov.
1989). See particularly the chapters by Rebecca Valens,
"Testing," pp. 343-374, and H. Ned Seely', "Analysis and
teaching of the cross-cultural context," pp. 3741.

Continuous updating will be facilitated by the annual
ACTFL Bibliography published in May in Foreign Language
Annals.
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A SELECTED,
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
ON LATIN AMERICA *

Annotators:

Gilbert D. Bartell
C. Daniel Dil 'man

Roland T. Ely
Edward W. Glab, Jr.
Roderick T. Groves

Jorge Armando Gutirirrez Padilla
Benjamin Keen'

Joseph A. Matte Hero
E. Craig Morris

Round° R. Rivera
Peter A. Roman

Anthony Scaperlanda
H. Ned Seely,

Margaret O. Smith
A. Manuel Viriquez-Bigi

Charles A. Wicks

The core of this bibliography was developed in the fol-
lowing manner: a dozen Latin American specialists, repre-
senting six different disciplines, were asked to choose the
ten sources they thought central to a study of Latin Amer'.
ca. Duplications were resolved and several other Latin
Amulcanists were Invited to review publications, usus$y in
a specific area. In an effort to avoid unnecessary duplica-
tion of other handbooks and published guides for teachers,
the annotators were asked to give priority to recent publi-
cations and to avoid including pre-1980 entries whenever
feasible. The opinions expressed In the annotations are the
responsibility of the specialist whose name appears In pa-
renthesis at the end of the review. The "see also" entries
were usually Interpolated by the editor and do not neces-
sarily carry the approbation of the signed annotator.
Diversity of opinion among annotators was encouraged.
For example, some of the annotators preferred books
which view the future of social justice and political stability
in Latin America rather optimistically (usually citing Von'.

From M. Ned Suety,. N. A Handbook on Loan Amoeba for Timbers. SPINSIIONI,
IN.. Mee of Peelle 111101101111. 1N. pp. 44.74.
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sushi, Puerto Rico. and Mexico as examples), while others
were partial to the eve-of-revolution school of interpreta-
tion.

At the time this chapter was prepared all of the annota-
tors except for Sister Margaret Smith (Maryville College,
St. Louis) were members of the faculty of Northern Illinois
University, De Kalb.

A partial bibliographical index organized under six major
cAtegories can be found in the latter part of chapter seven,
"Pertinency in Latin American Studies," of this book. The
full names of the publishers cited herein and their address-
.. are provided at the end of the bibliography.

Abt (ass Scott 1966)

Adams, Richard N., J. P. Gitlin, A. R. Ho Imbed, 0. Lewis, R. W.
Patch, and C. Waglsy. Social Change in Latin America To-
day: Its Implications for United States Policy. Vintage,
1961: 363 pp., $1.45. Index.

An outgrowth of efforts to ascertain in what manner politi-
cal analysts and policy-makers can best utillis recent find-
ings of anthropologists on social change. Contains a lengthy
introduction. (Dillman)

Alameda County School Department. Cultural Understanding:
Spanish Level I: Selected Cultural Concepts Which May Be
Developed in Spanish Level l: Special Reference to Three
Tots. Hayward, California: Alameda County School Depart-
Mont, 19.9. $2.50.

An exceptionally useful, illustrated aid to teaching culture
in Spanish classes. (Seely')

Alba, V(ctor. The Mexicans: The Making of a Nation. Praeger,
1967; 268 pp., t6.95. Index.

An excellent, readable account of the social and political
struggles which give Mexico its present character. (Seely')

Alba, Atm. Nationalists Without Nations: The Oligarchy Versus
the People In Latin America. Praeger, 1968; 248 pp., $7.00.
Bibliography, index.

This engaging tract argues that the back of the stifling
oligarchies must be broken for the eras to achieve "nation-
hood," but rejects communism as a means to accomplish it.
Claims the current nationalism based on systematic anti-
Yankeeism is an obstacle to progress. Sees hope in some of
the populist movements, those who believe there never has
been any democracy in Latin America and that "democracy
is precisely what needs to be tried" (p. 216). (Seely')

Anderson, R. J. Politics and Change in Latin America. Van Nos-
trend, 1967; 388 pp., $4.95. Notes, index.

A study of economic and social revolution. Ferrets out
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some of the pertinent political influences which are determi-
nants of economic policy. Rejectsand correctly sothe
popular rationale which calls for a drastic metamorphosis of
present-day Latin institutions in order to achieve economic
development and growth. Instead, pragmatically suggests
the possibility cf economic revolution taking place within the
framework of the present-day Latin Modelle, by combining
political institutions and scientific technology imported from
abroad with native imagination and rssources. See also:
Schmitt, K. M., and D. D. Burks. Evolution or Chaos: Dy-
namics of Latin American Government and Politics. Prae-
ger, 1963: 306 pp., $2.50. (Martellaro)

Andreski (see Burnett)

Akmander, R. J. (see also: Martellaro)

Alexander, R. J. Communism in Latin America. Rutgers U. P.,
1957; $9.00. Bibliography, index.

This largely historical treatment was written before the
Cuban revolution and, consequently, Is today somewhat
dated. Nonetheless, its description of "traditionalist" com-
munism Is useful in understanding the rivalries end animosi-
ties that today exist between the Fkiellstas and the "M-
ilne" Communist parties. Alexander's major thesis, that in-
digenous political movements of the democratic left repre-
sent tht major obstacle to communism, retains much of its
cumin* today. (Groves)

Alexander, R. J Today's Latin America. Anchor, second Rev, ed.,
1968; 261 pp., $6.00. Bibliography, index.

A concise, balanced survey of the many and varied as-
pects of Latin life, written by an historian. (Glib)

Alexander, R.J. Prophets of the Revolution. Macmillan, 1962;
$4.95. Bibliography, index.

Viewing the achievements of statesmen in other nations
of the world, the student will probably conclude that there Is
a great deficiency of them in Latin America. But Latin Amer-
ica has had great leaders who have had a lasting Impact on
the area. Presents a series of biographical sketches of
some of the most influential political figures of recent Latin
Americwq history. While not a substitute for studies of reel
depth, at °vides an Ideal introduction for students concerned
with leadership as a general need. Gives greatest emphasis
to political figures of the democratic left (Clirdenes, Betan-
court, Hays de la Torre, Figueroa, etc.), but it also Includes
Fidel Castro, Getullo Vargas, Juan Perrin and Arturo Ales-
sandri. (Groves)

Alexander, R. J. The Venezuelan Democratic Revolution: A Pro-
file of the Regime of Mmulo Betancourt. Rutgers U. P.,
1964; $9.00. Bibliography, index.

Describes and evaluates the achievements of and chal-
lenges to the epochal regime of Betancourt by one of his



admirers. The transformation of Venezuelan political lift
under this government from the traditional militarism and
dictatorship to it popular-based, participant democracy has
mad" this era extraordinarily influential in Latin America.
(Grove)

Arciniegss. Germ& (McVicket and Soto. eds.). Latinosmirke:
continente de slate colones. Harcourt. 1967; 315 pp..

$AO. Suplemento cronoligico. vocabulario
`An historical, Weary, and cultural survey by a Colombi-

an. The 1$ chpptsrs offer too much information and not
enough concepts. Lots of engaging photos but no OXCINC111-
es; suitable for the 3rd year secondary or college student.
The author's opinions (sometimes facetious) lend them-
selves to discussion ("Matthews, tamed/yds periodista en
Cuba. **tuba un dr. quo Castro 'stabs vivo, cuando to-
dos to moron muerte. El entuslasmo que le prod* el des-
cubrirrienlo le Mao, pars tempts. castrate 1p. 263-411).

A paperback by the elms publisher and edaors-(Temes
do Archival: invitacion a converser, leer y merit, 1967;
$3.50) presents brief essays about, this hemisphere, fol-
lowed by drills and exercises; not Illustrated. (Seelye)

Asturias, Miguel Angel (tr. by Partridge) El Sear President*.
Athenturn. 1963; 207 pp., $5.00.

Asturias has written of the legend and poetry of the Gua-
temalan Indian, for which he is savored in Intellectual cir-
des, and also has written 5 novels of social protest, for
which he was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature (1967)

This English tramilation of his first and best protest novel
restores the original Spanish MN in this 1967 printing (the
earlier English editions called It The President). Historicity
the firet Latin American novel to use terror as a central mo-
tif, the translation offers a poignant experience of lifeand
death under dictatorship. The translator has abbreviated
some of the tiresome sound reduplication of the original and
Otero English equivalents to the nicknames. This English
version, unlike the difficult Spanish, can be recommended
to students.

Asturias' other protest novels are published in Spanish by
Editorial Losada (Buenos Aires): Weekend en Guatemala, a
protest of the U.S. Intervention of 1954; and the anti-Imperi-
alistic trilogy, Moto Puerto, El papa verde, and Los olos de
los enterrados, which attacks the United Fruit Co. opera-
tions in Guatemala. (Seely')

AugeIII, J. P. The Controversial Image of Latin America: A Geog-
rapher* View. Professional Paper No. 24. Published by the
National Council for Geographic Education, March. 1963;
10 pp., 25 cents. Map . Available from: Publication Conte of
the National Council for Geographic Education, Illinois State
University. Normal, Illinois.)
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Demonstrates that accurate teaching of the cultural
complete** can be steered only If the myths that warp the
popular imago of this vast rea are debunked. The most dis-
turbing of the myths are: (1) uniformity and homogeneity
mistakenly associated with Latin American cultures, and
(2) stigma of environmental impossibility frequently given to
much of the area's climate and land surface. Because na-
tional boundaries seldom define territories possessing uni-
formity In patterns and problems of resource use and other
cultural phenomena, a more realistic Wage would be oa-
tmeal by five cultural competes. Proposes division of
South America into (moralized culture spheres dimmed-
ing existing territorial bonitos. The culture spheres are (1)
European-Commercial. (2) Tropical Plantation, (3) indo-
Subsistence. (4) Mestizo-Transitional. and (5) Undifferen-
tiated. See also: West. R. C.. and J. P. AugeM. Middle
America: Its Lands and Peoples (Prentice-Hall. 1966; 462
pp.). (Dittman)

Salem Me Dell)
Bar test, Jose ph R. Why Perlin Came to Power. Knopf. 190S; 274

pp.. 9216. Bibliography.
Makes a scholarly analysis of the various conditions

which paved the way to the rise of one of Latin America's
most powerful dictators. Doss not ignore the circenstances
on the eve of Perdn's takeover which significantly played a
role In the dictator's successful bid for power. but also
delves far back Into Argentine history for those influences
which mesningfuNy contributed to his selzure.of power. To
accomplish this, Bawer utilizes writings of Domingo ato-
mism°, Ricardo Levens, James Sooble, etc. (Martellaro)

Bayltch. S. A. (ed.). Latin America and the Caribbean: A Bibli-
ography of Works In English. Oceans, 1967; 643
PP.. $30.00. Index.

Most complete bibliography of Its type; not annotated;
" . . selection of topics favors . those dealing with too-
nornic, legal, and political matters . . ." More suitable for
college rather than secondary re- ante. (Seely')

Benham, F., and H. A. Holley. A Short Introduction to the Econo-
my of Latin America. Oxford U. P., 1904; 109 pp., $4.00.
Bibliography, Index.

Both a descriptive sunny of the region's resources. In-
dustrial progress, chronic inflation, and internatione trade
role and a consideration of specific oases (Argentina. Bra.
61, Chile, Colombia. Peru, and Venezuela). An exosilent in-
troduction and a good door-opentw to other books In the
Oxford series which focus upon individual countries. tie.,
Argentina by Pandit. Bolivia by Osborn, Lilo Unks's Ecua-
dor, Gems' Peru, and Cline's Mexico. (Martellaro)



Benjamin, H. R. Higher Education in the American Republics.
McGraw-Hie, 1965; 224 pp., $8.00. Index.

Good introduction to problems in compare** case stud-
ies of representative countries. See also: Comparative Edu-
'cation Review (monthly), 526-West 120th St., N. Y., N. Y.
10027; Ninnies, A. M., and E. H. Epstein. Schoets in Tian-
Won: Essays in Comparative Education (Allyn, 1908; 421
pp., Bibliography, Index). Also the foNowing 3 occasional
publications from The Center of Latin American Studies, U.
of Kansas, Lawrence: Viewpoints on Education and Social
Change in Latin America (No. 5, 1965); Mitchell, W. H.
CSUCA: A Regional Strategy for Higher Education in Central
America (No. 7, 1967); Sinchez, L A., and I.' Barrlentos.
La formacion del 'student* universitario (No. 11, 1965).
(Gulleirrez)

Bernstein, M. D. (ed.). Foreign investment in Latin America.
Knot*, 1966; 306 pp., $2.50.

Contributions by a number of leading authorities (such as
H. A. Ferns. John F. Gallagher, and Dean Rusk). Consists
of a composite of case studies of foreign investments. Of-
fers insight into the economic, political, and social Impact of
foreign investment and a better understanding of the basis
of the conflicting attitudes of Latin people vie or via foreign
investors and the nations they represent. (Martellaro)

Merck (see Pendle 1963)

Boorelein (see Zeitlln 1963)

Boxer, C. R. The Golden Age of Brazil, 1675 -1750: Growing Pains
of a Colonial Society. U. of Calif. P., 1962; $8.50.

An Illuminating survey by an English historian who has
made the study of the Portuguese colonial empire his life-

. work. (Keen) - -
Brand, D. D. Mexico: Land of Sunshine and Shadow. Van Mos-

t/and, 1966; 159 pp., $1.75. Selected bibliography, Index. 5
.

Not only captures the diversity that is the geography of
Mexico, but provokes further exploration of other works on
the individual topics presented. "Because most people In
the United States tend to form their opinion of Latin America
In terms of . . . Mexico," Initial study of the country might
welt begin with this work. Use of an atlas is indispensable
for identification of the welter of places mentioned. Land,
people. and history are treated with affection by one who
has studied Mexico for 40 years; result Is an Incisive under-
standing of Om nature of Mexico and its problems. (Delman)

Burger, Henry G. Ethno-Pedagogy: A Manual in Cultural Sensitivi-
ty, with Techniques for improving Cross-Cultural Teaching
by Fitting Ethnic Patterns. (Southwestern Cooperative Edu-
cational Laboratocy, Albuquerque, N. M.), 1968. Order
from: NCR, 4936 Fairmont Ave., Bethesda, Md. ERIC Docu-
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.4.
ment SP-001-971; MF-$1.25; HC- $15.50.296 pp. Bibilogra-
PhY-

Outlines and contrasts, In part, some of the basic values
of the Yankee and the Mexican in an effort to increase the
sensitivity of the Anglo teacher and to facilitate cross-cul-
tural communication. (Seelys)

Burnett, B. G., and K. F. Johnson (eds.). Political Forces in Latin
America: Dimensirans of the Guest for Stability. Wadsworth,
1968; 587 pp. Bibliography, index.

Each chapter deals with a geographic area. Excellent 12-
page review of the stability-Instability contiuum (p. 511).
See also: Andreski, S. Parasitism and Subversion: The Case
of Latin America. Random, 1966; 303 pp., $5.95. Index.
(Seelys)

Burns (see Waglsy 1963)

Barr, R. N. Our Troubled Hemisphere: Perspectives on United
States-Latin American Relations. Brookings Inst.. 1867; 258
pp., $6.75. Bibliography, index.

Views Inter-American relations as an extremely complex
area where "adjustment( s] in power relationships .. . affect
many sectors whose relationship to the original problem
may have been but dimly perceived if at all. . . Elite prob-
lems in United States-Latin American relations assume an
essentially political solution" (p. 228). Feels that the United
States will have to abandon coercion in favor of winning
the support of weaker nations by reconciling their interests

with t h o s e of the United States . . . (through) . . . painstak-
ing arrangements, discussions, and compromises . . ." (p.
230).

Presents "rightist" American view of solutions, but sees
the problems well. Some would say Burr offers a hard-
headed, practical view of the complex problems of Latin
America; others might criticize his optimism founded on an
American model of cimpromise. Believes the United States
should manipulate "progress" in Latin America (of. 234-6).
See also: Wood, B. The Making of the Good Neighbor Policy
(Norton, 1961; 438 pp., $2.45. Bibliographic notes, Index);
and Augelli, J. P. (ed.). The Community in Revolutionary
Latin Arnerica (U. of Kansas: Center of Latin American
Studies, 1964; 36 pp.); Rodgers, W. D. The Twilight Strug-
gle: The Alliance for Progress and The Politics of Develop-
ment in Latin America (Random, 1967; 301 pp., $6.95. In-
dex). (Seelys)

Bushnell, G. H. £ Peru. Praeger, 1957; 13.45yrarts, photo-
graphs, line drawings.

A conspectus of the whole of Peruvian history, summariz-
ing all that is known about prehistoric Peru, from the first
hunting culture, thousands of year) B.C., to the Inca empire
conquered by the Spanish. (Bartell)



Castro, Americo. literoamorica. Holt, 1954; 322 pp.. $5.60.
Vocabulary.

Well-Illustrated, overly-ambitious historical reader de-
signed for intermediate or advanced Spanish classes with
no previous WON/ledge of area. Avery superficial descrip-
tion and appraisal of the history and culture of all the coun-
tries of Latin America. For example, Brazil is discovered,
Invaded, subdued, given independence, and has her racial
problems, religious, economic, and political life, natural
resources and fine arts exposed In twenty paces all this
with photographs included. Final chapter is on Hispanic-
rNerican culture, which is Castro's synonym for literature.
(Rivera)

Chang-Rodr4nrez, E., and H. Kantor. La Amrica Latina de hoy.
Ronald, 1961; 366 pp., $4.50.

Designed as background for classes in 3rd year conver-
sational Spanish. Consists of essays, speeches; and docu-
Owls with questions by the editors following each selec-
tion. Readings Out topics such as disarmament, land re-
form, continental unification, and other cultural and political
commentaries common to most of area. Writings of educa-
tors, authors, and statesmen (Including 3 ex-presidents)
offer a contemporary view. A rubric, written in English, in-
troduces each author and subject. (Rivera)

Chevalier, Francois. (tr. by Eustis; ed. by L. B. Simpson). Land
and Society In Colonial Mexico: The Great Hacienda. U. of

Calif. P., 1963; $8.50.
A model study of one of the most important of colonial

institutions by a French scholar who combines great learn-
ing with lightness of touch. (Keen)

Cieza de Lectn, Pedro de. The Incas of Pedro do Ooze de Ledn.
U. of Oklahoma P., 1959, $5.95. Index.

Written by perhaps the most sensitive and accurate of the
Spanish chroniclers who wrote about Peru when its native

-life was still Intact. This translation is both faithful to the
original and pleasant to read. A firsthand account and one
of the best In print; its relatively light narrative style makes it
as Useful to the-student as to the professional historian or
anthropologist. Von Hagen's extensive rearrangement of
the original texts to form a single and continuous story is
logical. His footnotes, however distract. (Morris)

CHne (see Benham)

Clissold, S. Latin America: A Cultural Outline. Harper, 1965; 160
pp., $1.45. Index.

Discusses topics such as "the Aztec and the Inca outlook
on. life and the violent impact of Spanish and Portuguese
civilization, to the achievements of the colonial period and
the emergence of the distinctive and sometimes conscious-
ly mestizo culture of the modern republics," from the point
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of view of the pensadores. Asks acute, perceptive ques-
tions, and quotes freely from Latin American Intellectuals.
Divided into four sections: The Indian Mind, The Spanish
Imprint, A Mind In the Making, and Brazil. Bibliography lists
32 works of Latin American literature appearing In English
translation. The author says many engaging things. (For
Instance: "To be anti-American seems to be the hallmark of
most Latin Americans today, as being anti-Spanish was the
hallmark of an earLer generation" (p. 11-121).

Students Interested in the literature of intellectual history
of Latin America would find tits paperback to be a cultural,
approach to the subject. (Seely')

Coe, M. D. Mexico. Praeger, 1962, $3.45. Brief bibliography,
maps, charts, drawings, photographs.

A distinguished archaeologist has given us a brief, au-
thoritative survey of Mexican archaeology from the late
Pleistocene to the coming of the Spanish, Carefully covers
the early cultures and the rise of the great civilizations. Soo
also: Coe. The Maya (Praeger, 1966; 252 pp., $3.45. Illus-
trated, index). (Bartell)

Columbus, Christopher. Four Voyages to the New World. Citadel,
1961; 240 pp., $1.75. Index.

A reprint of one published a century ago, with the addition
of an excellent six-page introduction by John Fagg. This
pocket edition is bilingual (Latin and English fof the first
voyage; Spanish and English for the other three), with the
English occupying the top half of each page. The print Is
rathbr small, and the edition not too attractive. (Seely')

Comparative Education Review (see Benjamin 1965)

Condor*, No. 16. Santiago de Chile: Editora Zig-Zag (Distributed
by Extracurricular Programs, University Station, PrO40,
Utah), 1965. ($1.00). Notes y,olerciclois ($1.25); Vocabu-
larlo (25 cents); Libroto correspondlente a elerciclos Orales
(25 cents); Tapes ($30.00).

The basic unit is the first mentioned above, which Is a
comic book worthy of the attention of Spanish teachers of
Intermediate and advanced sections. Probably the best way
to use the set Is In a language laboratory or in the Chiser00111
with a tape recorder In front of the class. The students fol-
low the taped sequence, then refer to the Notes to do the
exercises. The Ubreto contains the taped script and can be
used as reinforcement after the work has once been don* In
class. The Vocabularlo Is a duplication of the glossary at the
end of Notes and can be dispensed with.

Condorito presents a number of cultural advantages'. (1)
the speech and accompanying drawing are authentic. (2)
while the humor Is Latin, American students have no trouble
"getting" it, (3) through the use of "vos" and local idioms,
the student Is drawn Into greater appreciation of dialectical



ddlerenoes, (4) sections can be skipped without Injury to
the student's Mini wocess. Then, too, the fact that the
magnets are obviously Chileanand very few of us can
pretend io know much about Chileallows the teacher to
relax InIo the role of student: he can not be expected to
know ail at the modIsnios, eta. This reviewer has used Con-
dorito on the second- and thirdlear college levels and
found the students especially enthuskistic on the second
Wei. Glee e)

Connell-Smith G. The Inter-American System. Oxford U. P.,
Mg; 378 PP.. $8.75. Bibliography, index.

The best book that has been published on the Inter-
American system (OAS) in recent yeen. Part is a well-bal-
anced historical- review of Ohs system as it has evolved; the
remainder is a discussitut of Its activities and structures and
the uses to which they have been put. The author makes
short shrift of the usual platitudes and partial truths that
have used to defend the system, but at the same time
Is fair In giving credit for its reel achievements and colon-
Willies. Moses)

Considine, J. J. (ed.). The Religious &mention In the New Latin
America. CICOP. 196g; 238 pp., $2.95. Index.

Third in a swiss of studies by Catholic scholars. The other
two, also edged by Fr. Considine: Social Revolution in the
New Lath America: A Catholic Appraisal MOM: The
Church In the New Latin America (1964). See also Shapiro
1967 (below). (S4101Ye)

Covarrubies, Miguel. Indian Art of Mexico and Central America.
Knopf, 1957; $17.50.

Ancient regional outlives are described in terms of the
great art styles they produced. The author was one of Mexi-
co's great muralists W well as student of anthropology.
Thus the artist's fasting for style and problems of execution
are =Mined with the and cultural relativism of
the anthropologist in ' study. The illustrations by
the author we magnificent. (Wicks)

Crawford, R. W, A Century of Latin American Thought. Rev. ed.,
Praeger, 11161; 322 pp., $2.50. Bibliography, Index.

A titanic dealing with intellectual history from emancipa-
tion to the- Mexican Revolution. Among the figures treated
are: Echeverrra, Albirdi, Sarmiento (on the subject of Inde-
pendence and nationhood); Bello, Leotards, and Bilbao
(from the generation of 1942 and after); Jowl E. Rodd, and
Vat Ferreira (representing a reactionary wave); Montalbo,
Gonzdiez Prada, and Maras Tegui (representing the rebel-
lious Writ of fighters for justice and liberty); Brazilian think-
ers such as Da Cunha, Manuel Bomfim, and Frey's, and
Mexican thinkers such as Mora, Ramirez, Vasconcelos, and
Ramos are also represented. (Guyirrez)
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Crow, A. Spanish American LIM. Rev. ed., Holt, 1963; 294 pp.,
$5.60. Vocabulary, maps.

Illustrated reader for first-year Spanish classes. A gene-
ral introduction Into each country of Latin America along
with a superficial view of the spirit and customs of the Span-
ish American people. Many of the selections are firkin from
works by native authori, e.g., Darfo, Palma, and buirogs.
Reading aids, exercises and tapes for each chapter facili-
tate use of thetext. (Rivera)

Current History. Current History Inc.: 95 cents per copy,
This monthly usually devotes one of its twelve annual is-

sues to Latin America. Recommended for students who al-
ready know something of Latin America. (Glob)

Ds CunhalEuclides (tr. by Putnam). Rebellion in the Becklands
(Os Berbres). U. of Chicago P., 1944; 532 pp., $2.95. Bibli-
ography, glossary, index.

Dials with the Braatillan peasant resistance of -1896-977
Part One is a detailed deloription of the land and the man of
==ltrazil. Part Two coartsonoof

the repsons
the rise of Antonkrfor

his
gireat success. The author links the propensity for fanati-
cism and rebellion with biology. This book, which has been
compared with T. E. Lawrence's Seven Pillars of Wisdom, is
very interesting and readable but limited by the author's
oversimplified view of race and resistance. (Rivera)

Debray, Regis. Revolution In the Revolution? Grove, 1967; 126
I pp., 95 cents.

Debray, the French journalist now in jolt in Bolivia, has
written a defense of guerrilla warfare as the Means to

, achieve successful revolution in Latin America. He dismiss-
/ es the more classic means of Violent revolution, i.e., prole-

tarian revolt in the cities led by a boishovic- -type party, as
largely irrelevant in Lain America. The revolution does not
require a party (especially not an urban -based or urban-di-
reeled party), nor extensive political work support for the
revolutionaries will come from the peasants in the armed
struggle itself. For a provocative review of the problem of
counter-insurgency research and the social scientist, see:
Horowitz, I. L. (ed.). The Decline and Fall of Project Came-
lot (M.I.T., 1967; 385 pp., $3.96. Index). (Roman)

Dell, S. A Latin American Common Market? Oxford U. P., 1966,
336 pp., $10.00. Bibliography, Index.

After developing the case for the necessity of integration,
examines the Latin American Free Trade Association
(LAFTA) and the Central American Common Market. The
present problems of the LAFTA, the problems of transport
and communications, the problems of special dispensations
for the least developed member nations, the connection
between Integration and economic planning, the problems



resulting from reciprocity requirements and the lack of a
regional poplin's union are considered In sequence. Con-
cludes by evaluating the role of foreign enterprises and the
attitudes al nationalism and condom-4.84,n in the integra-
tion process.

Offers an objective, lucid, analysis of
economic integration. See also: -"Economic
Integration, Institutional Change, Economic DeVNOp
mane Duquesne Re Wei 11 (1), Spring 19116, 05-73;
MI kW C. "Common Market: The Future of .a Commit-
apt: Punta del Este and After," infer-American Economic
Miffs 21 (3), Winter 1967, 73-87; Baleen, Bela. Economic
Development and Integration (Mexico. D. F.: Centro de
&dud°, Monstarlos Leenoomericanos, 1965; 157 PP.).
(Scaperlanda)

del Rib, Angel, Clads and Attraction of Two Cultures: The Anglo-
Saxon Worlds in America. Louisiana State U. P., 1966; 127

PP.. 116.00.
Examines historical relation of Anglo-Saxon world with

Spanish **nisi empire. then studies how the Spanish
Americans see the U.S.. reality totally beparated from
the old vision such as In Rodd's Ariel. For del Rio, there are
presently no basic discrepancies between the conceptions
of the world and man In the- English and Spanish sides of
Arnerica;' the differences lie In resources and the way they
have been developed. (lazquez-Bigi)

Denton, C. F. "Interest Groups in Panama and the Central Ameri-
can Common Market," Inter-American Economic Affairs 21
(1), (Summer 1967).49-60.

Economic Integration cannot occur In a vacuum. National
pressure groups must exist to influence national policy to
the extent a nation becomes involved In such multi-national
schemes. Analyzes the various pressure groups In Panama,
which has yet to join either of the Latin American economic
integration efforts, suggesting the internal changes required
if Panama is to become a participant in Other of the t ttin
American economic Integration organizations. (Saw-

, lands)

Drat del Castillo, Bernal. The Discovery and Conquest of Mexico
(1517-1521) Noonday, 1966; 478 pp.. $2.98. Index.

Eminently readable account of Cortes' adventuresome
conquest told by one of the soldiers who accompanied him
through the whole campaign. Has relatively large type and
is generally Pleasant. but not Illustrated. (Seel*

Difouse Jdnlor, Manuel. aV B. _Wood (eds.). Social Science in
Latin America. Columbia 1967; 336 pp., $4.50. Chap-

ter bibliographies.
Excellent recent review written by Latin Americans. For

an earlier review written by North American social scion-
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lists. see Wag*. C. (ed.). Social Science Research on La-
tin America (Columbia U. P., 1964: 333 pp.). (Seely')

Disselhoff, H. D.,- and S. Unne. The Art of Ancient America.
Crown, 1961; $6.96.

When the Spaniards arrived In the Western hemisphere
they found cities of greet splendor and civilization that in
some respects outstripped their own. The sacked ruins have
been rediscovered by archaeologists in recent times and
their splendid art brdught to the attention of the world.
Describes the broad historical, sociological and religious
backgrounds of the cultures which produced thee* art
works and Includes 60 striking color plates of the work it-
self. (BarteN)

Di Tells, Torcuato S., of al. Argentina, sochded de mesas. Buen-
os Aires: Editorial Universitaria (EUDEBA), 1966; 257 pp.
$4.00.

An excellent, highly technical though readable work for
anyone wishing to advance In the study of Argentine history,
sociology, and economics, after reading works like the ones
by Whitaker and Stable, annotated In this bibliography.

These studies, and others which have been appearing In
greet numbers In Argentina lately, Import a healthy reaction
against the romantic orientation of essayists earlier in thii
century and a returnwith up-to-date scholarly methods
and styleto the positivistic attitudes of two and three gen-

Jowl Ingo taros and Radl Croat. (Vizilueft- )
orations ago eminently represented by such as

Dozer, D. M. (ed.). The Monroe Doctrine: Its Modern Signifi-
cance. Knopf, 1966; 208 pp., $2.60. Bibliography.

Anthology of articles, speecheri. editorials, and state-
ments of official policy, as well as excerpts from 1962 Sen-
ate debate on Cuban missile crisis, preceded by editor's
own 35 -page survey of Monroe' Doctrine from
1823 to 19112. 26 selections. succeeds in pre.
smiting major interpretat of the Doctrine and principal
attitudes toward it Americas, Europe and
Asia. See also: Perkins, D. Monroe Doctrine. 3 vol: (1023-
1626; 1826-111117; 18417-1907), published between 1927 and
1937. (Smith, $4.50; $8.00; $7.00.) (Ely)

Draper (see Zeldin 1963)

Englekirk. J. L, of a/ (eds.). An Anthology of Spanish American
Literature. Rev. ed., Appleton. 1968; 864 Pp.. $8.96.

This title is included among works devoted to cultural
themes for the follow. ig reasons: It is die literary antholoilY
best suited for a study of the cultures of different zones and
their historical development; a sizable portion deals with the
important field of `Latin-American essaysockleogical, his-
toridal, political wish names Ilke Sanniento (Facundo),
Mart( (Nuestra Avarice), Rod6 (Ansel), Viacom** (Le



rata c*mlca). Even if their ideas ere not always based on
facts. and at times verge on myth. they were influential. A
poem the Echaverrlies La mho, for instance, Is an eitc.el-
isnt lesson in the history and culture of the southern Pam-
pa; book also contains an enlightening analogy to our
"Wild WW" literature as it was seen by Sarmiento. For a
larger treatment of the sociological essay, see Ripe V. Carlos
(ed.), Condencla intelectual de Amities (Las Amiricas.
19116). (Vinous:41g')

Espinosa, Aurelio M., Jr., R. L. Franklin, and K. A. Mueller. Cul-
ture conversed& y repast,. Heath, 1967; 325 pp.

Beautifully INustraNd and designed for intermediate or
advanced Spanish classes, it unfortunately equates culture,
for- the most part, with literature. About third of the book
concerns Itself with Latin America, the rest with Spain. The
pedagogical mechanisms ("pricticai orates." "aspectos
gramaticeles." "ejercicios escritos," etc.) are not designed
to emphisize non-literary cultural items. (Sonya)

Ewing, Ethel E. Latin American Culture. Rand McNally. 1956.
195$: U pp. Index, Pronouncing Vocabulary.

This handsome booklet is a disappointment. Although it
offers a brief, simply written panoramic view of Latin Ameri-
ca. It Is written from a rather naive American point of view:
"The United States had abandoned its role of policeman for
the hemisphere by 1930 . .": "Keen America's] interest in
freedom and law has generally placed them on the side of
the United States In the struggle against the Soviet blocc"
Many of the photographs are too obviously from official
sources (Standard Oil. American Airlines. United Nations,
etc.). Although the boors most recentopyright is 1967. It
does not show signs of having been brought up to date.
($0440)

Fagg (see Martin)

Faron (see LOVAS 1951)

Farrell, Robert V., John F. Hohensteki, and Karma S. Wilgus. eds.
Latin America: looks tor High Schools. An Annotated Bibli-
ography. New York. Center for Inter-American Relations,
(690 Park Avenue), 1969.

This very helpful source annotates 493 books in English
about Latin America. A sister listing *178 meter s appro-
priate for grades K-9 can be obtained from the ad-
dress: Latin America: An Annotated List of Mat for
Children (1M). (Seeks)

Florit, Eugenio, and B. P. Pat. Retratos de Hispanoamirica. Holt,
1962; 246 pp.. $6.40.

A treader with studies on archaeology, architecture, plan:
tic arts, and music, and chapters on representative Span-
ish- American men through the centuries Including their
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original writings. Has a questionnaire and a vocabulary at
the end. "Culture" in most of this book is understood in the
connotation of that which is excellent in historical deeds, in
the arts, letters; scholarly pursuits, etc. The choloe of mate-
rials reflect the most typical (if there ki such a category) or
perhaps frequent or consecrated Latin-American tastes,
and the high school teacher with an affinity for the same
tastes and attitudes may find in its pages abundant material
and inspiration for his classes. (Vizquez-Bigi)

Form and Blum (see Urquicii)

Frank, A. G. Capitalism and Underdevelopment in Latin America.
Monthly Review, 1967; 298 pp., $7.50.

Attacks several myths. 'Argues that the countries are
structurally underdeveloped and are getting poorer; that
they are poor-because the developed nations are rich; that
theirspOlnirty is not due to any feudalism since all of Latin
America is part of_the world capitalist system; thst the n-
oodled national bourgeoisie is neither dynamic nor Inde-
pendent, but rather a compromised class, dependent finan-
cially, politically, and militarily on the U. S.; and that for La-
tin. America to develop it will have to break out of the satel-
lite relationship with the metropolis through a socialist revo-
lution. See also: Magdoff, H. Economic Aspects of U. S.
Imperialism (Monthly Review, 1966). (Roman)--

Freyre, Gilberto. The Masters and the Slaves. Knopf, 1966; 432
PP.. $2.95. Extensive glossary of Brazilian, Portuguese,
American Indian, and African Negro expressions, including
botanical and zoological terms.

Studies the sexual, social and economic behavior of the
Portuguese colonizer Cl tropical northeastern Brazil. Fevre
vividly portrays the ever-Influential patriarchal system which
produced, through ritisoegenation, the elasticity In the grad-
ual "burring of the oolor line" and which brought about, rela-
tively speaking, a "balance" between the masters and the
staves, the intellectuals and the illiterates. Fnrive's main
thesis: that the culture of BrazEimanates from the patriar-
chal system. Although It is an over-eimplifIcation to claim
such a vast historical and sociological inheritahoe from
modern Brazil, tiWbolonial traditions are deep-rooted In the
psychologicatmakeup of its peep*, rulers. and main cultur-
al institutions. A sharp criticism of the Freyre- Tannenbaum
thesis Is available in M. Harris, Patterns of Race in the
Americas (Walker, 1964; $1.95). (Gutstrim)

Fuentes, Carlos ;tr. by Heilman). Whore the Air is Clear. &ohm-
\ sky, 196n; 376 pp., $4.95.

This o .evel, reminiscent of John Dos Puns' U.S.A., at-
tempts to reduce Mexico to 376 pages of mosaics of society
from which the reader is to construct an idea of what It
means to be a Mexican. The story line follows the rise and



fall of Federico Robles, a fictional composite of a former
revolutionary. The author keeps the reader jumping from
within the characters to the exterior point at which a new
character enters Robles' life. Fuentes places each charac-
ter kr his social niche in terms of what his life means to oth-
er,. The tone of the novel rEllects the anguish and seeming-
ly loss of purpose the mexicana have felt since the Revolu-
tion. This English translation of La regan miis transparent.
(Mexico City: Fondo de Culture Ecorwfmica, 1958), can eas-
ily be adopted as supplementary reading in courses other
than Spanish literature. (Rivera)

Gibson, C. The Colonial Period in Latin American History. Wash-
ington, D. C.: Service Center for Teachers of History, Pub.
No. 7, 1958; 24 pp., 75 cents. Bibliography.

Guide to recent changes of historical interpretations of
period. Prepared primarily for secondary school teachers, it
proceeds from general works to such topics as the structure
and operation of the Spanish Empire in America, the Black
Legend, cultural history, Portuguese Brazil, and the inde-
pendence movements. (Ely)

Gibson, C. Spain in America. Harper, 1988; $1.95. Annotated bib-
liography.

A masterful synthesis of the subject, based on the most
recent findings, by a scholar who himself has made impor-
tant contributIonsk to his field. Highly readable, clear. (Keen)

Gil, Federico. The Political System of Chile. Houghton Mifflin,
1966; 323 pp., 12.95. Bibliography, index.

A highly readable study; one of a very few nation studies
in the Latin American area devoted to an evaluation of the
political system rather than to political history. Written after
1964, it contains an extensive discussion of the electoral
outcome of the presidential race of that year and of the
Christian Democratic Party. The best part of the book is cer-

. tainly the chapter on political patties. The Chilean party
structure has been influential and Vs evolved with a great
deal of continuity over the years, and as such it has particu-
lar Importance. (Groves)

Glade, Minim P. The Latin American Ec;momies. American
r Book Co., 1969; 665 pp., $8.95. Index, bibliography.

A welcomed addition to the scholarly literature on Let
America. The author effectively utilizes an interdisciplinar
approach to explain the evolution of Latin American econ-
omies. In so doing he Milk -to the past in his endeavor to
explain what and why the area is what it is today. If institu-
tional economics has a place of practical application, per-
haps it makes its greatest contribution In the study of Latin
America. (Martellaro)

Gordon, W. C., The Political Economy of Latin America. Columbia
U. P., 1966; 401 pp. Bibliography, index.
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An international economist presents ,rt this his second
book on the Latin American economy, a comprehensive,
refined, survey of economic betsavior and institution,. In-
cluded are analyses of private and public market akanizia-
lion; of economic welfare and related activities (social se-
curity legislation, labor movement); of economic develop-
ment industrIelization, capital formation; and of trade and
finance (foreign exchange, public nom!, banking, busi-
ness cycles).

Unless the concepts contained in the first two chapters
which trace the evolution of Latin America's "economic sys-
tem" are well understood, one is likely to substantially mis-
judge contemporary events. (Scaperlanda)

Green, Jerald R. A Gesture Inventory for the Teaching of Spanish.
Chilton, 1968; $5.00. Bibliography.

An illustrated inventory of peninsular gesturT, accompa-
nied by absorbing narratives. (Seely')

Guevara, Ernesto "Cie ". Guerrilla Warfare. Monthly Review:
$3.50.

Cho Guevara Speaks. Merit; 1967; 159 po. $1.95.

Cho Guevara on Guerrilla Warfare (ed. by H. C. Pe-
terson). Praeger, 1961; $3.95.

Rominisconsos of the ,Cuban Reveluthmary War.
Monthly Review, 1968; 287 pp., $6.95.

A sampling of these is essential to understanding what
guerrilla warfare is, who are the participants, what are their
goals. For an historical perspective, see also: Humphreys,
R., A., and J. Lynch. The Origins of the Latin Anferican Revo-
lutions, 1808.1826 (Knopf, 1966; 308 pp., $2.50. Bibliogra-
phy). (Roman)

Gunther, J. Inside South America. Pocket Books, 1967; $1.26.

Maps.
Information and statistics on every country in South

America, laced liberally with stories and opinions of the 722
people thkt Gunther interviewed. Ovei a year of travel and
research went into the book and it is up to date. An exten-
sive bibliography scattered throughout the text. (Bartell)

Guetzkow (see Scott 1986)

Hail, E. The Silent Language. Premier, 1959; 192 pp. 60 cents.
Bibliography, index.

A must on the reading list of those who war t to under-
stand the culture of any society. Points out how people-
"talk" to one another without the use of wordswhether
they be North Americans or Uruguayans. The spoken lan-
guage Is only one means of communication. Our manner,
and behavior obeli speak more plainly than words. Tradi-
tion, taboo, environment, habits and customs which are
powerful influences on character and personality vary



post from country to country. This. then is a colorful and
provocative emourslon Into anthropology as It pertains to
day -to-dsy11140 and the culture patterns of our own and other
countries. (Web)

Hunk H. M., Jr. (ed.). Dictatorship in SPahish America. Knopf.
1966; 244 pp., $2.50. Bibliography.

Editor's 22-peott Introduction places-dictators In wider
ham of rfiffirsnoimomily. "more Impersonal social,
economic. Intellectulal, and, even, psychological forces In
the history of Latin Ani:rwalca." His 18 *elections are intended
to explore and implant ceudlao, "one of the major histor-
ical phenomena of dm nylon." Beginning with some mod-
em theories of and dictatorship In Hispanic cul-
ture. the essays th*n Spanish American strongmen
and their evolution from the linty 19th century down to con-
spicuous but somewhat different types In recent decades.
(ElY)

"Handbook on Latin America," Intercom 8 (5). Foreign Policy
Assoc.. Sept -Oct 196$; 24-88, $1.00. Several bibliogra-
phies.

Combines a wealth of general Information not easily
found In booklet form and Information on how to obtain ma-
terials on institutions and agencies. an annotated list of
readily obtainable films about Latin 6rnstica, tot to mention
an 11 -pegs bibliography of recent Publications. (Ely)

Handbook of Latin American Studies, No. 28 (Humanities). U. of
Florida P., 1966; 424 pp., $20.00.

Contains 5,000 annotated selections culled from an initial
corpus of 50,000 articles and books In the fields of art
(15%), history (25%). language (5%), literature (35%),
music (5%), philosophy (10%). and bibliography (5%). See
directly below.

Handbook of Latin AmericanStudfts: No. 29 (Social Sciences).*
U. of Florida P., 1987; 720 pp.. $25.00.

Thousands of annotated selections of publications on
anthropology, economics, education, geography, govern-
ment and International relations, law, and.soolology. Each
section begins with a brief survey by the editors. The 1968
edition will review the humanities again, and the 1989 edi-
tion the social sciences, and so onone hopesalternate-
ly forever.

For the teacher who wants to be able to refer advanced
students to relevant literature (contained, perhaps, In a
near -by university library), these volumes are compact and
indIspensebic (Sonya)

Henke, L. Modern Latin America. Continent In Ferment. Vol. 1:
2nd ed. Mexico and Caribbean. Vol. 11: 2nd ed. South Amer -
Ica. Van Nostrand, 1959; 256 pp. each, 61.45 each volume.
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Bibliography. .

Good general Introductions, followed by short sections on
regions and major countries, and selections from authori-
ties on special problems. Can be advantageously used In
conjunction with Keen's Readings. (Vazquez-841)

Hanke, L. Spanish Struggle for Justice In the Conquest of Ameri-
ca. UM*, 1966; $1.95.

Classical 1949 study. Hanks's research in Spain end
Spanish America led him to refute the so-called "black
legend" concerning the bad treatment of natives n the
Spanish colonies. For Hankenotwithstanding the see
committed in practise by Spaniards In the New W no
nation In history made a more sincere effort than Spain to
defend the Indians of America. Represents a major turning
point In the interpretation of panish history. (Then is a
Spanish translation, Madrid: Oar, 1959.) (Vazquez-BIM

Hanson, E. P. Puerto Rico: Ally for Program. Van Nostrand, 1962;
136 pp., $1.45. Brief Mbilogr , Index.

Traces the means by which Puerto Rico has been trans-
formed from a poorhouse of the Caribbean to the highest
per capita income level In tin America because of its
unique affiliation with the Un ed States and by sheer deter-
mination of Its "bootstraps." also: H111, R., J. M. Stycos,
and K. W. Back. The Family Population Control: A Puer-
to Rican Experiment in Soc Change (New Hawn: College
& Univ. P., 1959 (paperback 19651; 481 pp., $3.45. Bibliog-
raphy, index). (Dittman) '

Hanson. E. P. "New Conquistadors In the Amazon Ample." Amor-
Ices 17 (9)` 1965.1-8, 36 cents.

Plans for gaining access to the suspected abundant
weal: of the Amazon Basin are now a reality. The Basin,
almost as large as the United States (minus Alaska and
Hawaii), has been a sock-economic vacuum loosely at-
tached to Brazil, Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, and
Bolivia. The six countries, with varying degrees of empha-
sis, have turned their attention towarg development of the
long-neglected region across the Andes. Capstone of future
development is a forest -edged highway along the eastern

e slopes of the Andes, beginning In Venezuela and terminat-
ing in Bolivia. The road, with auxiliary routes, will open mil-
lions of acres for settlement providing s possible safety
valve for rapidly-growing population. Moreover, industrial
raw materials will become available to die "Amazon" coun-
tries. and the cultivation of new lands could ease fogd sup-
ply problems. For historical perspective, see Morse 11. M. ,_,
The Bandoirantos: The Matorical Role of the &silk* Path-
finders (Knopf, 1965; 215 pp., $2.50). (Gillman) \
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Haring. C. H. The Spanish Empire In America. Harcourt, 1P83.
. A great Harvard historian sum, up the rociarchts of a
lifetime. Indispensable for Institutional history. Should sup-

' pigment Gibson (see above) for the teacher or student who
wishes additional information. (Keen)

Harris (see Freyre)

Hauck C. C. The Current Situation in Latin American Education.
U. S. Government Printing Offices, 1963; 30 pp., 15 cents.
Selected references.

This pamphlet deals in general with the'educational ad-
ministration. organization, and structure of the representa-
tive systems of education. The statements made in this
short comparative study are accurate but ought to be docu-
mented in the light of recent statistical changes. The reader
should refer to pamphlets on individual countries published
by the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing ,
Office, Washington, D.C.: Education in Peru. 1984. 30
cents; Education in Chile. 1984, 20 cents; The Development
of Education in Venezuela, 1963, 55 cents. (Gutiirrez)

Heath, 1).-13., and R. N. Adams (eds.). Contemporary Cultures
and Societies of Latin America: A Reader in the Social An-
thropology of Middle and South America and the Caribbean.
,Random, 1965; 586 pp. Bibliography

Contains 28 articles written b. different experts, organ-
ized under 4 major entries: The (Jelineation of cultural enti-
ties In Latin America; Land, r grlcuiture, and economics;
Social organization; and Views of the world. Each of the 4
sections begins with art introduction by one of the editors.
!Seely') .

Helibroner. R. The Greer Ascent. Harper, 1963; 158 pp.. 95
cents. Index. I

Deals with the problems of economic development faced
by the underdeveloped world. Short, cogent, highly reada-
ble. Brings the ' iismal science" of economics alive with
bi,w7nt treatment of the problems facing any nation wanting
to develop economically. Deals with the problems of devel-
opment In general, but one can learn a great deal about the
problems of economic development in Latin America in par-
ticular by reading it. (Glab)

Henrrquez-Urefla. Pedro. Concise History of Latin American Cul-
ture. proper. 1986; 214 pp"., $2.25. Bibliography; index.

A classical study. History_ot-ideas."-cultural movements,
representative_persaillities. Also in Spanish: Historia de la
culture en Arn&ica Winks! (Mixico: Fondo de Culture
Economic'. 1947). (Valquez-Bigi)

Herring, H. A. A History of Latin America. 2nd ed., Knopf, 1961;
845 pp., $8.00. Bibliography, Index.

One of the better organized and more readable general
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histories. Stronger on wars of independence and national
period than precolumbian and colonial ores. Quite effective
when used in conjunction with Keen's Readings (see be-
low). Helpfuland legiblemaps sprinkled thrOughout
text, which Is followed by tahles giving 'useful statistics for
Individual countries. (Ely)

rI!fsehman, A. 0. Latin Anterican Issues: Essays and Comments.
Twentieth Century, 1961; 201 pp., $1.45.

TM book Is made up of seven independent components.
First. the ideologies of economic development are con-
sidered. There Is a short essay by Victor Alba on the "Latin
American Style and the New Social Forces." An anonymous
note on Inter-American relations and two comments on the
note (one by Lincoln Gordon) is next In sequence. For those
who have a "unitary" view of inflation, the next several pa-
pers analyze the"caums" of inflation In Latin America and
the related "monetarist- structuralist" controversy. Econom-
ic integration as analyzed by both a U. S. economist and a
Mexican economist (Victor Urquidi) precedes the last essay
which analyzes the land reform Issue in Latin America.
(Scaperlanda)

Horcasitas. Fernando. De Porfirio Wiz a Zapata: memoria ni-
huati de ?Ape Alta. Universidad Aut6noma de Merxlco. Insti-
tute de Investigaclones Histdricas. Mdxico, D.F. (Serie de
Plistoria Moderns y Contempurinea. No. 8), 1968; 155 pp.

The story of the Mexican Revolution (1910-17) told for
the first time from the viewpoint of a Mexican peasant
speaking In the Milluad language. The noted Mexican an-
thropouqlst Fernando Horcasitas worked with a native in-
formant to produce a stirring eye-witness account of the
revolution u it affected the hillside village of Milpa Alta In
the Valley of Mexicf south of Mexico City. The original Nj
hued text is presented side by side with matching pages of
Horcas:',4 translation into Spanish. Introductory notes to
each chapter and a glossary round out the unique story.
(Wicks)

Horowitz. Irving Louis. Josui de Castro, ... John 0410USI. eds.
Latin American Radicalism: A Documentary Report on 'Left
and Nationalist Movements. Vintage. 1969; 652 pp.. $2.45.
Index.

A balanced anthology of nationalist leftist and economic
radical writings on Latin America by both Latin Ainerican
and U. S. specialists. It Would serve as a useful introduction
to contemporary viewpoints in Latin America whose popu-
larity today constitutes in some cases a new ideological or-
thodoxy. (Groves)

Horowitz (see Debray)

Humphreys and Lynch (see Guevara)



Hunsphreys. R. A. Latin American History: A Guide to the Litera-
ture In English. London: Oxford U. P., 1960; 197 pp., $4.00.
Two indices. Essential reference work for student and gen-
eral reader alike. Invaluable guide to monographic and
periodical literature, in addition to printed source materials
and tareeNer's accounts. Has OWN 2000 'MAU with appro-
priate cross references divided into 14 major 'categories.
(Ely)

Hyde, D. The Troubled Continent: A New Look at Latin America.
Mum, 1967; 220 pp., $5.95. Index. A journalist and
former Communist regards Latin America as a tinder box.
One of his conclusions: ". . democratic Christian organiza-
tions . . . are successfully operating In fields which in the
past were left to Communists. If these are permitted to con-
tinue their activities unimpeded by the government, a gen-
uinely -Marxist progressive movement may in time
emerge" 206). Ouhe readable. (Seely.)

James (see Leyburn)

Jennings, J. D.. and E. Norbeak (eds.). Prehistoric Man in the
New World. U. of Chicago P., 1964; $10.00.

The quality and profusion of -,-cnt research has greatly
altered our Ideas about the anc, original cultures of the
Amerkas. The implications of vet cent investigations are
set forward by 18 archaeologists, each an expert in his own
area. Sub-areas of North, Central. and South America are
thoroughly covered as well as problems relating to Trans-
Pacific contacts, cultural connections between North and
South America, and linguistic similar:ties and differences.
(Wicks)

Johnson, J. J. The Military and Society in Latin America. Stanford
U. P., 1984; 306 pp., $2.95. Bibliography, index.

Focuses attention on the historical development. By "the
military," Johnson means the elite officers of the armed
forces, principally the army which has most frequently im-
posed its will on Latin societies. Describes the various
means, direct and indirect, employed by the military in their
dictation of economic and political policy.

'Two main themes emerge from this study. Contrary to the
pattern of military leaders in other areas of the world, Latin
officers tend to be followers, not leaders. More importantly,
as products of their environments, the decisions of Latin of-
ficers are not always based on objectivity; more often than
not judgments are preconceptional In origin. For this rea-
son, the social-economic background of military leaders is
made a focal point of exploration by the author. Related to
this is Johnson's contention that in the future, the attitudes
and reactions of the officers to social change will prove
Most instrumental in shaping the destiny of Latin nations.
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Whether or not one can fully concur that Latin officers
tend to be followers is debatable, for although ample evi-
dence supports IN: thesis, one can convincingly argue to
the contrary. (Martellaro)

Johnson, J. J. Political Change in Latin America: The Emergence
of the Middle Sectors. Stanford U. P., 1958; 272 pp., $2.95.
Bibliography, Index.

One of the most influential books in the field of Latin
American politics, it analyzes the development and charac-
ter of the largely urban, nationalistic non-elite element in
Latin Amer politics. Tnis cannot be called a middle
class for it ks the economic homogeneity of a Middle,
class. John calls it the middle "sector." In certain na7
Hone of Lvtin America this ciament of the population hatt
assumed a si and political importance that has made it
the dominant f tor in national political development: John-
ston covers the KAM sector development In each of thesie
nations separat . In all nations of Latin America the ur-
ban, non-elite (in the traditionalist sense) groups have had a
rapidly expanding influence in the 20th century,and therein
lies the importance of this work. (Groves)

Johnson, J. J. (ed.). Continuity and Change in Latin America.
Stanford U. P., 1964; 282 pp., $2.95. Notes, Index.

Aft% an excellent introduction by Johnson, the subse-
quent 9 chapters concern themselves with the peasant
(Wagiey), rural labor (R. N. Adams), the writer (Ellison),
the artist (Chase), the military (MacAlister), the Industrialist
(Strassmann), the urban worker (Bonilla), the university
student (Saved). and Latin America and Japan compared
(Dore). Students might be directed to a specific chapter on
an area that they had already become interested in.
(Seedy.)

Kany, C. E. American-Spanish Euphemisms. U. of Calif. P., 1980;
249 pp. $5.00. Bibliography, index.

This scholarly work focuses on the varieties of words and
gestures decent and indelicate, used to discuss supersti-
tion, delicacy, mental and moral defects, financial status,
offenses and consequences, and corporal and sexual de-
cency. The ma. lion of so much data of intrinsic interest to
students makes this study worthy of consideration as a li-
brary acquisition by the teacher who wants to introduce the
student to the many dialectal varieties extant in Latin Ameri-
ca. Two other works by the same author develop other less
controversial phases of dialect: American-Spanish Seman-
tics (Univ. of Calif., 1960; 352 pp., $6.50) and American-
Spanish Syntax (Univ. of Chicago, 2nd ed.. 1951; 467 pp.,
$7.50). (Seely.)

Kazamias and Epstein (see Benjamin 1965)



Keen, B. (ed.). Readings in Latin American Civilization: 1492 to
the Present. Houghton Mifflin, 2nd ed., 1987; 533 Pp..
$4.94. Glossary.

First and still broadest selection of source reading in La-
tin American history. Can be used alone Or adopted to
standard texts such as Herring (see above). Prefaces to
major sections and individual chapters present crisp, sum-
maries of special periods or topics, and each of the read-
ings Is introduced by succinct explanatory remarks in ital-
ics. Editor's skillful translations preserve original vigor and
charm of contemporary and eyewitness accounts, whether
describing Aztec human sacrifices or the status of women
in Latin American society today. (Ely)

Kenny, M. A Spanish Tapestry: Town and Country in Castile. Har-
per, 1961; 243 pp., $1.75. Bibliography, Index.

An anthropological study of the rural-urban contrast In
modern Spanish life. See also Pitt-Rivers. (See lye)

Kosok. B. Life, Land and Water in Ancient Peru. Long island U.
P., 1965; 283 pp. Index.

This beautiful and expensive book is probably more suited
to library purchase than individual ownership. Its value lies
more in its Illustrations than in its text, which often goes so
far In its attempt to entertain that It becomes uninformative.
Its excellent collection of well-printed air photographs ef-
fectively conveys the significance of the Andean achieve-
ments in urbanism, and the large format of the book makes
It useful for classroom demonstration. As a whole, it
achieves its purpose of giving the average reader an under-
standing of many of the qualities of the important relation-
ships between the ancient Peruvian societies and the land
and water they so thoroughly controlled in building their civi-
lizations. (Morris)

Ladu, Tore Tuve, (ed.). Teaching for Cross-Cultural Understand-
ing. State Dept. of Public Instruction, Raleigh, N. 'J., 1968;
146 pp. 50 cents. Bibliography.

A readable and interesting elaboration of the major
themes of Hispanic and French culture, based on Nos-
trend's Emergent Model. (See lye)

Laguna Language Series. Kenworthy Educational Service, Inc.,
Buffalo, N. Y. La Caperucita Rola; Los Tres Osos; Los Cua-
tro Cantantes de Guadalajara; El Flautists de Jameiin; Dolls
Cigarra y Doffs Zorra y Dogs Cig WA. Starter set per title:
$14.50; classroom set per title: $37.25.

FLES materials consisting of recordings, cartoon book-
lets, filmstrips, teacher's guides. While only Los Cuatro
Cantantes . . has illustrations which are peculiarly Latin, all
of these stories belong to the popular child-culture of Latin
America (as well as the U. S.) and as such deserve alien-
tion. These sets are rather well done with drills, etc.

(Seelye)
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Lanning, E. P. Peru Before the Incas. Prentice-Hall, 1987; 287
pp., $2.95. Index.

The most recent synthesis of Andean prehistory, and
excellent both in terms of its Inclusion of newly collected
data and its presentation. Coverage is somewhat uneven,
devoting much more space to the pre-agricultural and early
agricultural peoples than to the later urban societiesun-
doubtedly the result of the author's own interests and re-
searchbut it is useful In filling a serious gap In the
previous literature regarding the early periods. More useful
as up-to-date background material for teachers than for
students, but not so technical as to be beyond the under-
standIng of the serious student. (Morris)

Latin American Curriculum Project. Teaching About Latin Ameri-
ca In the Elementary School: An Annotated Guide to In-
structional Resources. Bulletin No. 1, U. of Texas (Austin),
1987; 40 pp. (stenciled). Available from: The National Cash
Register Co. (NCR), 4938 Fairmont Ave., Bethesda, Md,
20014 ERIC document ED 012 832.

Teaching About Latin America in the Secondary
School: An Annotated Guide to Instructional Resources.
Bulletin No. 2, U. of Texas, 1987; 71 pp. (stenciled). Availa-
ble from! NCR. ERIC Document ED 012 833.

The Social Scientists Look at Latin America: Six Pos-
ition Papers. Bulletin No. 3, U. of Texas. 1987; 174 pp.
(stenciled). Available from: NCR. ERIC Document ED 012
365.

Key ideas About Latin America. Bulletin No. 4, U. of
Texas, 1987; 339p. (stenciled). Available from: Latin Amer-
ican Curriculum Project, U. of Texas, Austin.

The Treatment of Latin America in Social Studies In-
structional Materials. Bulletin No. 5. U. of Texas, 1988; 41
pp. (stenciled). Available from: Latin American Curriculum
Project, U. of Texas, Austin.

These excellent studies offer much assistance and insight
in building sound content; they do not discuss methodologi-
cal techniques. Highly recommended. ( Seelye)

Latin American Research Review. (LARK Subscriptions, U. of
Texas P., P. 0. Box 7819, Austin, Texas 78712 [$9.00 per
year for individuals].)

Published 3 times a year (beginning with 1985), this jour-
nal devotes half of each Issue to brief reports of research in
progress, while the other half contains excellent survey arti-
cles, often followed by commentaries by other specialists.
(Seelye)

Lavine, H. and Editors of Life. Central America. Time, 1984; 159
pp. Index.

Perhaps the most palnlins, interesting introduction;



beautifully Ulushated. Pictures lend themselves to analysis
in terms of variables of age, sex, social class, and resi-
dence. Handles the plaice issues (Seely')

Wet M. El Cuento do Ferdinand°. Viking. 1962; 68 pp., $2 00.
Also available in Eng Nan: The Story of Ferdinand. LP record-
ing of Spanish. with drills. available from EMC Corp.. 180
East 6th SL, St. Paul, Minnesota 55101.

In spits of an Angler-aweetienad personification of a Span-
ish bull. this wonderfully illustrated story and fire recording
make delightful reading and listening for the Momentary
school teacher. (Seelys)

Leal, Luis. Wilco: civilizocionos y cultures. Houghton Mifflin,
1955; 205 pp., $4.25. Bibliography. index, vocabulary. exer-t
cises, Illustrated.

An excellent corr iondium of the history, ssilture, customs
of the Latin-American nation closest to 4geographically
and historically. Has a still valuable "hibliografra selecta"
covering bibliographical materials, ,anthologies. history.
geography, sociology, archthology.tpre-HIspanic cultures,
plastic arts, music, folklore, populaf art. Suitable for class-
room use It the teacher wants to nter on a country which
is a first-magnitude focal area, *her than giving an extend-
ed (and, perhaps, not very precise) Wow of the continent.
Its language level is appropriate for 3rd year high school
and upward. (V(zquez-13101)

Leonard, J. N., and Editors of Time-Life. Ancient America. Time,
1967; 191 pp. Bibliography, index.

Magnificently illustrated treatment of pre-Hispanic Indian
cultures south of the Rio Grande. (Seely')

Ledn- Portilla, Miguel. The Bmken Spears: The Aztec Account of
the Cow's, of Mexico. Beacon, 1962; 168 pp., $5.00. Bib-
liography. index.

A collection of moving excerpts from Indian historical
accounts that reveal the rich cultural heritage of Indian
America and record the pathos of its destructions by the
Spanish Conquest. (Keen)

Lewis. 0. Lite In Mexican Village: Tepozan Restudied. U. of ill.
P., 1951; 512 pp.. $2.95. Bibliography, index.

Excellent study by a team of social scientists. Although
the comprehensive portrait of the villager which emerges is
less sympathetic than that of the later studies by Lewis, it
can still be highly recommended. The paperback edition not
nearly as handsome as the hardcover; a fine abridgement is
available in paperback (Holt: Case Studios in Cultural An-
thropolOgy serial, 1960: $1.95). See also, from the same
Holt series: Farm Louis C. The Mapuche Indians of Chile.
1955 ;113 pp. (Seely')

Lewis, 0. Five Families: Mexican Case Studios in the Culture of
Poverty. New Am. Lib.. 1959; 95 cents. (Basic book. $6.50)
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Essential ffl understanding forces for change in Latin
America toilay Is an appreciation of the poor in both the
Wien the countryside. Offers a sympathetic portrayal
of Max of diverse backgrounds: rural and urban, lower
and iddie class. Lewis' methods of research using the

recorder for capturing actual conversations as well as
hi concept of "the culture of poverty" have aroused coneld-

able controversy among, social scientists. Perhaps his
/ approach is overly pessimistic. Nevertheless, Lewis has

produced a fascinating do0ument. His, sequoia The Chil-
dren of Sanchez: (Random. 1961; $2.50) and Pedro Marti-
nez (Random, 1964; $8.75) focus on individual familial in
the original book. La Vlda (Random. 1966: $7.00) uses the
same field techniques to describe the Puerto Rican poor of
San Juan and N.Y.C. (Wicks) 1'

Leyburn, J. G. The Haitian People. Rev. ed.. Yale U.P., 1968; 342
pp., $2.45. Annotated biblibgraphy. index.

This sympathetic, eminiendy readable account of the his-
tory and sociology of Haiti was first published in 1941 and is
brought nicely up to date with a 32-page Introduction by
Sidney Mintz and an annotated bibliography of recent rel-
evant publications. MInta says that "Mho central thesis of
Leyburn's book is that Haitian society Is sharpy divided Into
two segments, and that the national institutional structure is
such that no significant alteration in that division has oc-
curred in the entire course of Haiti's history as a sovereign
nation. At the base of the society is the rural agricultural
sector, making up perhaps as much as 95% of the popula-
tion; at the top the elites which dominates the governmental
apparatus and all national institutions. These two segments
of society differ, In Leyburn's view, In all important regards:
level of income, source o f income, education, language. re-
ligion, social forms. y a k * s and attitudes, a n d all else . . .

Leyburn was so improssed by the gap which separated
yeomanry and elite that he chose to WWI these social seg-
ments castes rather than classes" (p.viii). Soo also: James,
C. L. R. The Slack Jacobins: Toussaint L'Ouverture and San
Domingo Revolution (2nd ad. rev., Vintage. 1963; 428 pp..
$2.45. Index) for an historical account of the engrossing
War of independence. (Sastre}

Lieuwen. E. U.S. Policy in Latin America. Praegar, 1965; 149 pp..
$1.75. Bibliography, index.

An excellent introduction. Gives a balanced and objective *
account of the area, beginning with the earliest days of the
North American colonies and tracing policy up to the
present decade. (0Iab)

Lleuwen. E. Arms and Politics In Latin America. Praeger, 1955;
335 pp., $2.50. Bibliography, index. -

Using primarily the tools of an historian, Lieuwen exam-
ines the role the military has played and continues to play In



politics. The author shows an anti-military bias but this does
not color his description of the important position of the mili-
tary. Of substantial interest to the introductory s'udent
would be the second part of the book wt,...., naff110 J. S.
policy toward the Latin American military. Analye .i* role
of the military In the Castro minis of Cuba. In r oral. the
author condemns the U. S. policy of military J to Latin
America on the ground that it has encourage" Mary Inter-
vention in politics. (Groves)

Links (see Benham*

Upset, S. M., and A. Solari (edi.). Elites in Latin America. Oxford
U. P., 1967; 531 pp., $2.95. Chapter notes, index.

Reports much empirical research. Essential for an under-
standing of the Latin American power structure. (Seely")

Loprets, Carlos A.. and McMahon. lbaroarnerica: SAWA de au
civillzacl6n. Scribner's. 1965; 369 pp., $5.50. Bibliography.
itidex, vocabulario, four-page list of important dates.

Comprehensive wry,/ completely In Spanish for 2nd
year language classes as a supplement to a grammar. Very
well illustritsd Objective presentation of subjects which
rang* from primitive men, flora and fauna, WIN, future of
Latin America. A "cusstionario" and suggested topics for
composition and conversation follow each chapter. Offers
those with no previous knowledge of area; a superficial
panorama. (Rivera)

MacEoln, G., and Editors of Life. Colombia and Venezuela and
the Guiana. Time, 1965. i 59 pp. Index.

Same laudatory comments made of Lavine (see biblio
graphic entry) are applicable here, too. (Sselys)

McAlister, L. N. "Recent Research and Writing on the Role of the
Military In Latin America." Latin American Research Review
2 (1). Fail 1966, 546.

Weil-written article reviews the I tura on the military
In Latin America and laths logical r to begin a study of
them. Probably the most informative sit e brief source on
the subject. (Siege)

Macaulay, N. The Sandino Affair. Quadrangle, i967; 319 pp..
$6.95. Extensive notes. Index.

When a popularly elected government was overthrown by
a military coup in Nicaragua in 1925, armed revolt sprang
up in different parts of the country. This became "institution-
alized" by 1927 when the guerrilla leader Sandino launched
a campaign against the U. S. marinas in Nicaragua. The
first 4 pages of the preface offer a concise Introduction into
20th century guerrilla warfare in Latin America. The author.
who served 5 months fighting alongside Castro's guerrillas
in 1958 Wars breaking with Castro over communism, has
written an engaging politico- military account of this 7-year
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/
"affair." Although Macaulays sympathies He with Sandino,
the book is essentially objective and not a polemic tract.

Recommended to teachers and students who enjoy inter-
esting accounts of military engagements or who ars inter-
ested In guerrilla warfare. Also affords a fascinating ac-
count of U. $. meddling in the internal affairs of Latin Ameri-
ca. (Seely")

Madsen. W. The Mexican- Americana ol South Texas. Holt, 1964;
112 pp.

.,

Best introduction available; anthropological study. Its
readability makes it appropriate for secondary students as
well as scholars. (Sooty')

Magdoff (see Frank)

Martin, M. R., G. H. Lovett, and L. R. Hughes (eds.). Encyclope-
dia ol Latin American History. Bobbs-Merril, 1968; 348 pp.,
$10.00.

Within the limitations of space, this is a useful classroom
or Ilbraryreferencs. It would exceed the claims of the book
to regard it as 100% accurst'. See also: Fagg, J. E. Latin
America: A General History (Macmillan, 1963; 1070 pp.
Further readings, Index.). (Srselys)

Martz, J. D. (ed.). The Dynamics ol Change In Latin America.
Prentice-Hall, 1965; 283 pp., $6.00.

Thirty of the finest readings of Latin America written by
leading authorities in the field, among them George I.
Blankstsi, Albert Hirschman, John J. Kennedy, Kalman H.
Silveri, ano i mode!' Wychoff. Analysis, rather than being
done on a country-to-country basis, is according to subject
matter. As a consequence, the reader encounters a diversi-
ty of topics: church dichotomies, communism. Ideologise of
economic development, labor and politics, trends in social
thought, etc. Despite the variety, the main thread which
stitches the various contributions together is a pronounced
emphasis on "dynamic action and change." (Martabaro)

Mecham. J. L. Church and Slat' In Latin America: A History ol
Politico-Ecclesiastical Relations. Rev. ad., U. of North Caro-
lina P., 1966; 465 pp., $8.50. Bibliography, Index.

Revised edition of a standard 1933 reference work up-
dates the coverage through 1963 NA reshapes the empha-
sis (which In the similar edition was heavily Mexican) to be
more hemispheric. -Lisa an historical, chronological ap-
proach to explain and interpret the political relations of the
Church. First 3 chapters deal with Latin America globally
from colonization through independence; subsequent 12
chapters organized around a country or culture area. Con-
cluding Chapter offers a concise review of the political role
of religion in Latin America, and is vigorously written. A
major source of information for the teacher, its usefulness



for the secondary Oudot Is :Imaged as a result of the aca-
dumb language with which the author burdens the reader

"This omission oontributed to subsequent -acrimo-
nious arguments as to whether the Federal or State govern-
ments controlled patronage" jp. 311; "The clerics . . . gave
utterance to most fanatical language and sowed alarm
among OKI MOW' IP. 3111. A paperback dedicated to
Mecharn (Pike, F. B. ledj. The Conflict Between Church
and State In Latin America. Knopf, 1964; 239 pp.) contains
an anthology of brief essays by Latins and foreigners, &-
Waked around the colonial, national, and contemporary
,F101088. (amilYo)

Mitchell, C. (see Dell).

Mitchell. W. H. (see Benjamin)

Moog, Vienna (tr. by Barrett). Bandeirantes and Pioneers
(Bandelrantes Pionelros). &UMW, 1964; 318 pp., $6.95.
Bibliography, imam.

A well-innotated provocative volume attempting to ex-
plain why there are such groat differences between the
United Steles nt America and the United States of Brazil.
Refutes the theory that the black race and miscegenation
are the causes of a retarded culture and civilization. In-
stead, suggests the differences lie in the character and mo-
tives of the settlers. Presents an eclectic outlook to the
question of the backwardness of Brezil as compared to the
U. S. A. Moog's technique of citing a theory, giving exam-
ples to refute the premise, then posing questions is very
effective. (Rivera)

Manner, Magnus. Race Mixture in the History of Latin America.
UM*, 1987; 178 pp., $2.50. Bibliography.

Compact, excellent study.' For an even briefer review of
the work done by historians to reconstruct and analyze the
role of the Indian and Negro in colonial Latin America, see
Marne', "The History of Race Relations in Latin America:
Some Comments on the State of Research," (Latin Ameri-
can Research Review 1 (3), Summer 1966, 17-44).
(Seely')

Morse (see Hansen 1965)

Needier, M. Latin American Politics in Perspective. Van Nos-
trend, 1963; 192 pp., $2.40. Bibliography, index.

Surveys the historical and social background, political
parties, the military, political violence, governmental struc-
ture' and public policy. A topical, rather than country-by-
country approach. Will make fascinating reading for anyone
seeking a general understanding. (Glib)

Needier, Martin C. Political Development In Latin America: On
Stability, Violence, and Evolutionary Change. Random,
1968; 210 pp., $2.45. Index, bibliography.
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Presents an interesting analytical framework of political
development, then objectively discusses a number of major

facIef bearing on the framework. Represents the
conclusion of much of the recent work Needier has carried
out as a political scientist. A good study of problems of de-
velopment; stimulating and not so theoretical as to confuse
beginning students. (Groves)

Nye, J. S., Jr. "Central American Regional Integration," Interna-
tional Conciliation 572. Camisole Endowment, 1967; 86 pp.,
50 cents.

Written from a political scientist's viewpoint, this Is a
concise, comprehensive and technical survey of Central
American economic integration. The initial examination of a
"political-econorhy" (Functionalist) theory of economic in-
tegration is followed by a survey of integration attempts in
Central America. The role of the political culture in the inte-
gration process is examined. The domestic political costs of
integration and the relationship between these costs and
integration's progress are considered. Concludes with an
analysis of the influent)* of external factors in economic In-
tegration's progress. The most important these external
factors are Identified as the Economic Commission for Latin
-America and the United States. References to many other
works are contained in the footnotes. (Scaperlanda)

Nystrom, J. W., and N. A. Haverstock. The Alliance for Progress.
Van Nostrand, 1966; 126 pp., $1.45. 4 maps, chronology,
notes, index.

Relates the origins of the Alliance an4immarizes the
development programs of international, regional, and do-
mestic agencies in Latin America. Subsequent to discussion
of the physical and human geography of Latin America, the
program's evolution is presented clearly to complement lat-
er -analysis of its mechanics and operational difficulties. The
goals, accomplishments, and failures of the Alliance are
reviewed for each country supplying, thereby, a useful inter-
pretive source for those unacquainted with the Intent and
workings of this far-reaching development scheme.
(Dilimen)

Osborn (see Benham)

Ownes (see Benham)

Padgett, L. V. The Mexican Political System. Houghton Mifflin,
1968; 244 pp., $2.76. BibliograPffy,fflopi.

An excellent treatment of politics and political structures.
Devotes only passing attention to the governmental institu-
tions, preferring instead to focus on such things as the insti-
tutional Revolutionary Party (PRI), the President as a politi-
cal leader, and the revolutionary past as a source of political
legitimacy. The Mexican political system is distinctive in
many respects from others of Latin America, but It has



achieved stability and remarkable material progress for the
country. This book amply describes the system and, as
such, provides much valuable insight into the Mexican suc-
cess story. See also: Scott. R. E. Mexican Government in

I Transition (Rev. ed., U. of Illinois P., 1964; 345 pp.. $2.25).
I Bibliography, index. (Groves)

Pan American Union. Latin America: Problems and Perspectives
of Economic Development, 1963-1964. Johns Hopkins,
1966; 242 pp., $6.50. Tables, index.

This authoritative analysis begins with a current (1961-
64) appraisal of the Latin American economic development.
situation. In successive sections, export problems of exter-
nal financing for development, and various domestic prob-
lems are related to economic development prospects. In
addition to the clear, concise analysis, the number and
quality of statistical tables make this a very useful volume.
(Scapertanda)

Parry, J. H. The Spanish Seaborne Empire. Knopf. 1966; $6.95.
Particularly good for routes and ways of trade and imperi-

al rivalry, but also treats, in richer detail than Gibson, social,
economic, and political arrangements in the Spanish Em-
pire in America. (Keen)

Payne. J. Labor and Politics in Peru. Yale U. P.. 1965; $6.75. In-
dex.

.

The analysis Is suggestive of much broader application
than the title indicates, Attempts to view labor unions and
the government in their political setting and, as a result.
provides a good introduction to Peruvian political life. The
central thesis is that the process of bargaining by labor un-
ions is Infinitely more political than that in our own country.
Suggests that the unions constantly and deliberately pro-
voke governmental Intervention In the bargaining process,
often with the use of strategic violence. While written at a
fairly advanced level, it is invaluable in demonstrating that
processes that seem outwardly similar to those in our own
country and, in fact, are likely to be essentially different
under conditions that prevail in Latin America. (Groves)

Paz, Ocetvio. Labyrinth of Solitude. Grove, 1962; 212 pp., $1.95.
An interpretive. analytical essay on the psychology of the

Mexican man by one of the best contemporary Mexican
poets. (El laborinto de fa soledad. 2nd rev. ad.. Mexico:
Fondo de Cultura Economics. 1959; 191 pp.) (Vazquez-
Bigi)

Pearcy, G. Etzel. The West Indian Scene. Van Nostrand. 1965:
136 pp.. $1.45. Statistical data, bibliography, Index of
places, $ full-page maps.

Successfully surveys the major processes that have Influ-
enced the development of one of the world's three greet
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tropical archipelagos (the others being the East Indies and
the PhilippMes). The West Indies differs f'om the others by
its heterogeneous political entitles and diversified cultural
traditions. Emphasis Is placed on the common problems
arising from the tangential political, economic, language,
religious, and cultural patterns in addition to factors of Isola--
lion and limited resource base. (Dittman)

. _

Pendia, G. A History of Latin America. Pelican, 1963; 249 pp.,
$1.25. Bibliography, Index, 5 maps.

An historical Introduction. Makes a good "first book" on
Latin America for both high school and college students.
Not recommended for anyone who already has some knowl-
edge of the area. See also: Merck, H. A. (ed.). Latin Ameri-
can CivNization: Readings and Essays (Allyn, 1961; 4311
pp.). (Glab)

Pendle (see also: Benham)

Perkins (see Dozer)

Perrone. Vito. Imagege of Latin America: A Study of American
School Textbooks and School Children Grades Two Through
Twelve. Marquette: Northern Michigan U., 1965; 183 pp.,
(stenciled). Bibliography.

Concludes that the amount of space in elementary and
secondary textbooks devoted to Latin America is adequate.
quantitatively, but "they contain much that could not help at
al and possibly could hinder" (P. 118). Specifically mentions
as questionable the "Black Legend with its excessive con-
centration on the brutality and ineptness of the Spanish . . .

fendj the aura of condescension ,relatIng to Institutional
elements of Latin America." The author emphasizes Import-
ance of the textbook (over supplementary aids) In student
understanding. (Seely')

Petra, J., and M. Zeitlin (eds.). Latin America: Reform or
Revolution? Fawcett, 1966.

Asks the Important historical and economic questions
and sets up relevant models of political control.

Most books written on Latin American politics begin-with
the solemn declaration that Latin America- is composed of
so many diverse nations that it Is extremely difficult to make
generalizations; then the authors proceed to make generali-
zations which have nothing to do with the reality of power
and poverty in Latin America, which hardly attempt to peek
behind the "democratic" paper constitutions, which -talk of
development In an area in which the poor grow poorer,
which speak of the harmony of interest with the U. S. rather
than the depraving effects of U. S. domination, which speak
of stability and order In an. area In which the only hope is
revolutionary change, which forget that the real violence
taking place in Latin America today Is In the lives of the poor
with their struggle to subsist under Intolerable conditions.



On the other hand, Petrie and Zenith have selected essays
which get to the crux of the valid generalizations these
countries have in commonthe role of imperialism, the role
of the class Maple, the role of revolution initiating the
rewriting of Latin American history. (Roman)

Plan-Sales, Mariano (tr. by Leonard). A Cultural History of
Spanish America: From Conquest to Independence. U. of
Calif. P.. 1962; $1.95.

A highly readable. Imaginative synthesis by a Venezuelan
man of letters whose immense erudition does not interfere
with his capacity for huff. sprightly writing. ((elm)

Pike (see Mahan)

Pitt-Rivers, J. A. The Pool* of the Sierra. U. of Chicago P., 1961;
232 pp.. $1.95. Glossary, index.

Excellent study by a noted anthropologist of a town In
Southern Spain. See also Kenny 1961 (above). (Seelye)

Poblete and Burnett (see Urquidl)

Pohl, Imgard, and-Josef Zepp (K. E. Webb. led. IL Latin America:
A Geographical Commentary. Dutton. 1967; 315 pp.. $2.35.
Bibliography, Wel claw index.

Intended as an introduction from a geographer's view.
More attention ls paid to physical geography than usual, a
reflection of influence; yet, the writing also shows a
Whir t approach which is more French or
American tha German or British. Refreshingly direct and
realistic to many problems makes this a valuable
work. Many photographs and maps enable meaningful geo-
graphic ePPrilsal to be made and lend substance to the edi-
tor's preface statement: "Area study is a field to
which the apher brings unique concepts and talents.
In today's world . . . the complexity of area problems and
problem areas [allows) the geographer (to contribute im-
portantly! to the understanding and interpretation of the
earth's surface."

One criticism is the small type employed; also page size
hampers clarity of some maps. See also: Robinson, H. Latin
America: A Geographical-Survey (Rev. ed., Praeger, 1967;

499 pp. Illustrated, bibliography). (Dittman)

Ponce de Lean. Josi Luis S. El arts de la convorsacidn: Harper,
"1967;187 pp., $5.25. Tapes.

This handsome book has 15 chapters which develop a
different aspect of Spanish (not Latin American) culture,
Including the university, politics, military service, movies,
anti-Americanism, juvenile delinquency. Each chapter be-
gins with a photograph relating to the topic and ends with
pattern and substitution drills. The "Sheila and Pilar" ap-
proach is a little mickey mouse but many of the reviewer's
ad.......:fll Idc Spanish students found the book enjoyable.
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Lends itself to giving the students a "fondo de converu-
cidn" for themes of real interest. (Seelye)

Prescott, W. H. History of the Conquest of Mexico. (many paper-
back editions).

History of the Conquest of Peru. (many paperback
editions).

These classic works remain unsurpassed for breadth of
conception and literary Charm, although their romantic atti-
tudes clearly reveal their age. (Keen)

Redfield, R. The Folk Culture of Yucatan. U. of Chicago P., 1941;
$7.50.

A University of Chicago anthropologist describes
world-views among the inhabitants of the Yucatan PAX:tins -
la in Mexico. For Mama, capital of the State of Yucatan, he
delineates the heterogeneity, secularism and social *Vital- \
cations that characterize the urban view. A contrasting folk
view Is pictured for a tribal village in Quintana-Flo° showing
homogeneity, religiosity, and egalitarianism. Two intermedi-
ate communitiesa town and a villageare fitted between
the ends of Redfield's folk-urban continuum. One of the lat-
ter, Chankom, received particular attention in a follow-up
study 17 years later (Redfield, A Village That Chose Pro-
gross: Chonkom Revisited, U. of Chicago P., 1950; 187 pp.,
$1.50).

The urban concept of progress was introduced into Chan-
kom by American archaeologists during two decades work
at the nearby ruin' of Chlchan itzt Redfleld's optimism in
Chankom's going "forward with technolOgy" is belled by
today's empty villageabandoned by success-oriented vil-
lagers who migrated to the citos in search of "progress."
(Wick')

Reed, Alma. Ancient Past of Mexico. Crown, 1964; $7.50.
Excellent gut', to all the archaeological sites in Mexico,

with maps of their location, cultural and historical back-
ground of the people, details of their discovery and restora-
tion, and pictures of the sites as they stand today. Also gives
location of the artifacts found with pictures. (Bartell)

Reed, N. The Caste War of Yucatan. Stanford U.P., 1984; 308
pp., $2.95. Bibliography, index.

In 1848 the Maya Indians waged war against their "white
masters." Thiii actual military campaigns subsided after 7
years, but the rebels, using guerrilla tactics, held control of
the jungles for the rest of the century. "Occasional raids
brought them food, guns, alcohol, and prisonerswhite
men and women who ended their days as slaves in Mayan
villages." interestingly written. (Seelye)

Ripen (see Englekirk)



Robertson. W. Rise of the Spanish-American Republics as Told
in the Lives Their Liberators. Free Press, 1965; $2.95.

The best br introduction to such key figures as Bolivar,
San Malik and Hidalgo, by one of the founders of Latin
American History in the United States, a former professor at
the University of Illinois. (Keen)

Robirizdh (see Pohl)

Rodgers. Om Burr)

Ross, S.R. (ed.). Is the Mexican Revolution Deed? Knopf, 1968;
225 pp., $2.50 Bibliography.

Provocative anthology of contemporary and recent inter-
pretations of the Revolution of 1910, edited and organized
by a leading U.S. specialist in 20th-century Mexican history.
Ratio of 18 selections from Mexican authors to four by North
Americans affords non-Spanish speaking readers an unu-
sual opportunity to probe. (in translation) some of the best
minds in Mexico and gain a better understanding of what
Latin America's first successful economic and social rev-
olution has meant for their nationand for the United
States. (Ely),.

Samora, Jullin, and R. A. Lamanna. Mexican-Americans in a
Midwest Metropol;s: A Study of East Chicago. (Mexican-
American Study Project, Advance Report 8.) Los Angeles:
U. of Calif. Grad. Sch. of Bus. Ad., Div. of Research, 1967.

The literature on the rural Mexican - American stretches
from the still respectable expos& of discrimination against
migrant groups of several decades ago (Carey McWilliams,
North from Mexico), through William Madsen's study of
South Texans (see p. 60, this Handbook), to the more re-
cent publications of the University of California's Mexican-
American Study Project (see, for example. N. L. Gonzgez,
Spanish Americans of New Mexico: A Distinctive Heritage,
1967), and now, at last, a well-documented study of a
community of urban Hispanos. (Seelye)

Savrchez and Barrientos (see Benjamin)

Sarmiento, Domingo F. Life in the Argentine Republic in the Days
of the Tyrants; or Civilization and Barbarism (tr.) Collier,

2nd printing, 1966; 288 pp., $1.80. Private indexing under
way, with consent of the publisher.

No book, to this annotator's knowledge, gives a more vi-
tal reading experience of the forces of violence and educa-
tion. Had there been a few more Latin American Sarmien-
toe, perhaps today there would be less opportunity (dare we
say need?) for the Castro* and the Guevaras to come to the
rescue of their countrymen. Mary Mann put it quite neatly a
hundred years ago: "Their wild cry of agony now summons
him to their aid." (Emphasis nine; cf. r 20.) (Smith)

Scapertanda (see Dell) N
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Schmitt and Burks (see Anderson)

Schurz, W.L. Brazil: The infinite Country. Dutton, 1981; 346 PP.,
$5.95. Supplementary reading list pronunciation and spell-
ing guide to Portuguese, index.

Those who would understand Latin America's largest na-
tion-state should not ignore this book. Brings into perspec-
tive the diverse elements of people and land that constitute
the emerging giant of Brazil. Presents material in three bas-
ic categories: the scene, the characters: and the action. An
approach that is mainly topical In nature tends to obscure
the importance of regionalism in Brazil. The regional char-
acter of man-land relationships antecedent to present con-

ditions suffers from Schurz's treatment. This criticism
should not detract from the book's value, rather It under-
lines the difficulties inherent in an effort of such magnitude.
(Dittman)

Schurz, W. L. Latin America: A Descriptive Survey. Dutton, 1984;
373 pp., $1.55. Glossary, reading list, index.

True to its title, a survey of the geography, history, peo-
ple, economy, customs, and politics of the lands south of
the Rio Grande. This revised work concentrates on the re-
cent changes In the political and economic scenes. Useful
for the specialist or the general reader, the book might
serve as a companion to Pohl 1987 because of Its wider
spectrum. (Dillman)

Scot* (see Whitaker 1984)

Scott 1984 (see Padgett)

Scott, A. M., W. A. Lucas, and T. M. Lucas. Simulation and Na-
tional Development. Wiley, 1986; 177 pp., $5.95.

The authors describe eight different simulates, each illus-
trating different type, and discuss their theoretical impli-
cations. Four of the examples are based on Brazilian and
Chilean models. A must for teachers interested in simula-
tion as a technique for teaching complex issues. The au-
thors cite Simulaiton In international Relations: Develop-
ments for Research and Teaching by Guetzkow, et al
(Prentice-Hall. 1963) as having influenced their thinking.
Scott's last chapter, "The Procedures and Uses of Simula-
tion," offers a thought-provoking review of the potentialities
of simulations as an educational technique. See also: Abt,
C. C. Games for Learning. Occasional Paper No. 7.
(Cambridge Mass. 01238): Education"! Services, Inc.,

1966; 24 pp. (Seely')

Senior (see Sexton)

Sexton, Patricia Cayo. Spanish Harlem: Anatomy of Poverty.
Harper, 1965; 208 pp., $1.60. Index.

A compassionate look at one of our slums by a Ph.D and
former labor union activist. Quotes from children and adults



an.

alike help enliven this preceptive and sprightly written pa-
perback. For another excellent study, see Senior, C. The
Puerto Ricans: Strangers. Then Neighbors (Ow &angle.
1961;128 pp., $3.50. Bibliography, Index). (Seely')

Shapiro. S. (ed.). Integration of Man and Society In Latin Ameri-
ca. CICOP, 1967; 356 pp., $3.25. Index.

Contains the edited papers of the fourth annual Catholic
Inter-American Cooperation Program (CICOP) conference;
especially but not exclusively appropriate as an intro-
duction for Catholic students or for teachers who want to
learn more about a wide rang* of subjects, many of which
we 'developed with Catholic insight. The papers of the 1968
CICOP conference on ".Cultural Factors in intw-American
Relationships: Bond or Barrier" will be available in the fall of
1968. See also Considine 1966. (Seely.)

Simpson, L. B. Many Mexico'. 4th ed., U. of Calif. P., 1987,
$1.95.

By now a classic, has been rewritten and brought up to
date four times since Its original publication In 1941. It re-
mains, however, a uniquely comprehensive one-volume his-
tory. Manages td cover everything from the geological be-
ginnings of Mexico up to 1966, with a few forecasts for the
coming yews and Mexico's history to be. (Bartell)

Smith, R. F. (ed.) Background to Revolution: The Development of
Modern Cuba. Knopf, 1966; 224 pp., $2.50. Bibliography.
glossary.

For readers wondering what happened to Cuba during the
four-and-one-half centuries separating Columbus from Cas-
tro. the editor provides quite a few of the answers in this
anthology of 25 excerpts from the writings of U. S., Cuban,
and European authors. Healthy antidote to last decade's
deluge of usually subjective and didactic publications of in-
stant "experts" bemused by Castro's charisma or alleged
international conspiracies. Places events since 1959 in
proper historical perspective, tracing roots of present situa-
tion for back into Cuban past. (Ely)

Smith, T. Lynn (ed.). Agrarian Reform in Latin America. Knopf,
1965; 206 pp., $2.50. Bibliography.

One of the Americas' most distinguished rural sociolo-
gists brings together 19 examples from significant Latin
American sources individual essays, speeches, and
government documents to illustrate different views of the
agrarian reform issue from mid-19th century down to
1960's. Of particular value is editor's comprehensive and
lucid analysis (pp. 3-59) of both general and specific as-

, pects of the problems, based on personal observations and
research in Brazil, Bolivia, Chile, Cuba, Mexico, and Vene-
zuela. See also: Smith. The Process of Rural Development
in Latin America (U. of Florida P., 1967; 87 pp.). (Ely)

Stab. Martin S. In Quest of Identity: Patterns In the Spanish
American Essay of Ideas, 11190-1910. U. ck North Carolina
Press, 1967; 244 pp., $7.50. Bibliography, Index.

Draws richly from Latin American thought and from all
levels of life to advance the readers' Insight into significant
themes of Latin preoccupation. (Beelye)

Steward, J. H., and L. C. Faron. Native Peoples of South Ameri-
ca. McGraw-Hill, 1959; $9.95.

A condensation of the 7volume classic Handbook of
South American Indiana; strong emphasis on environment
in accounting for the wide differences among South Ameri-
can natives. AN cultural levels are treated, from the elabo-
rate socialistic Inca Empire to the hunters and gatherers of
Iowa del Fuego. Post-European changes in regard to the

lye populations received analytical attention. (Wicks)

Szulc, T d. The Winds of Revolution. Praeger, 1983; 340 pp..
$5.9 . Index.

For chief South American correspondent for the New
York T (1956-1961), Szulc critically examines the ma-
soni forjcurrent economic, social and political Instability in
Latin America. He points out that: "A violent reassessment
of the old values is under way, as the new Latin American
generations, which no longer have any use for the past, are
moving Into positions of intellectual, economic, and political
leadership." The spirit of revolution has host of origins
among which ars exploding populations, misdirected use of
the land's wealth, feudal conditions In rural areas, urban
misery and overcrowding, and lack of progressive, demo-
cratic governments. An informative analysis of the develop-
ment of revolutionary ideologies coupled with wirings and
suggested guidelines for the future makes this one of the
best recent journalistic contributions to Latin American af-
fairs. (Dittman)

Tannenbaum, F. Mexico: The Struggle for Peace and Bread.
Knopf, 1950; 293 pp., $4.95. Index, maps.

Here In another region, and In a later period than Sar-
miento's, the same themes in Latin American history con-
front us: 'regionalism and cataclysm. Organized topically
(14 chapters In all): land, people, and exciting survey, rev-
olution, politics and government, problems concerning
property, labor, agrarianism, church-state relations, educa-
tion, U.S. relations; and 3 chapters on "The Conditions of
Economic Progress." (Smith)

Tannenbaum, F. Ten Keys to Latin America. Vintage, 1968; 237
pp., $1.651 Index.

Popular survey of various challenges confronting peoples
of Latin America today by one of the Hemisphere's foremost
Latin Americanists. Reflects author's preoccupation with
problems of peasant societies (above all the Indian), as well

,1
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as his Intimate contacts with Mexico and the Mexicans be-
tween the two World Wars, Despite thin coverage and
somewhat simplistic approach to such complex questions
as industrialization and urbanization, the work has genuine
merit as an introduction tp some of the principal problems
besetting Latin America in the second half of the 20th cen-
tury. Author's "ten keys" are: The Land and Its People,
Race, Religion. Regionalism, The Hacienda, Leadership,
Politics, The United States and Latin America, and, finally,
Castro and Social Change. (Ely)

Textor, R.B. (ed.). Cultural Frontiers of the Peace Corps. M.I.T.,
1988; 363 pp., $3.45. Chapter bibliographies, index.

While only 100 pages directly treat Latin America, the
book as a whole, by examining problems encountered by
the Peace Corps abroad, provides an excellent introduction
to "culture fatigue." See especially Guthrie and Szanton on
the Philippines, Friedland on Tanganyika, and Comitas.
Doughty, Palmer, and Heath on Latin America. (Seely.)

Thompson, J.E.S. The Rise and Fall of Maya Civilization. U. of
Oklahoma P., 1954; $5.95.

A distinguished scholar of the Maya tells of the accom-
plishments of America's most elaborate pre-Columbian
civilization. Sophisticated systems of writing, calendarics,
astronomy and architecture are described. The mysterious
ending of the Maya civilization is discussed and possible
reasons for the sudden change put forward. (Wicks)

Tomasek, R.D. Latin American Politics: Studies of the Contempo-
rary Scene. Doubleday, 1966; 585 pp., $2.45.

An anthology that contains many interesting selections
that have previously appeared In books and periodicals of
recent date. The first part examines the "problems, power
groups, processes and forces affecting Latin American poli-
tics"; the second describes and analyzes the politics of
separate countries. While the book suffers from the usual
weaknesses of anthologies (substantial variation in the
quality of the selections and lack of much continuity), it has
a broad coverage and should acquaint the student with
many of the similarities and differences that exist between

the political practices of the nations of the region. Few of
the articles are written at a level that could not be easily
grasped by introductory' level students. (Groves)

UNESCO. Problems and Strategies of Educational Planning: Les-

sons from Latin America. (R.F. Lyons, ed.). Paris: Librairie

de L'UNESCO, Place de Fontenoy,. Paris 7, France. 1965:

117 pp.. $2.00.
Social-economic oriented, considers education as an

essential force in the growth of the nation-state. Major prob-
lems in educational planning brought into focus are: land

tenure, rural educational policies, training for agricultural

development, regional cooperation at the university level,
and the role of cost analysis in educational planning.
(Ciuthirrez)

Urquidi, Victor L. The Challenge of Development in Latin Ameri-
ca. Praeger, 1964; 209 pp., $1.95. Index.

A Mew --, economist provides comprehensive coverage
of economy aroblems. Aside from analyzing selected gen-
eral structural problems, monetary problems, institution and
political requirements, the "so-called" social aspects of
economic growth are included in the analysis of the domes-
tic economy. Aft one would expect, there_ Is substantial
emphasis on international problems. Included in this cate-
gory are international trade trends, stabilization of export
prices, foreign capital and its "contribution" (including the
transfer of technology), economic integration, and the Alli-
ance for Progress. If one holds that one must be part of a
society to really understand its problems, Urquidi is "must"
reading. He knows the problems, describes them vividly,
and offers pOsitive policy recommendations. For an empha-
sis on labor, lee Form, Wig., and A.A. Blum (ids), In-
dustrial Relations and Social Change in Latin America (U. of
Florida P., 1965; 177 pp. Bibliography, index). and Poblete
Troncoso, Moisis, and B.G. Burnett. The Rise of the Latin
American Labor Movement (College & Univ. P., 1960; 179
pp., $1.75. Bibliography, Index.). (Scaperlanda)

Valiant, G.C. The Aztecs of Mexico. 2nd ed.. Penguin, 1966;
$2.95. Illustiations.

The classic ethnological reconstruction of the life way of
the pre-conquest Aztecs of Central Mexico. (Bartell)

Vernon, R. (ed.). How Latin America Wows the U.S. Investor.
Praeger, 1966; 177 pp., $10.00. Notes.

This volume aims at giving us the unusual opportunity to
see ourselves as we appear to the outsider. The first paper
manifests the conflicting views of North Americans and Lat-
in Americans relative to foreign investment.

Following a brief account of regional development and
foreign investment are three additional papers. Garcia
Vizquez writes on the Argentine view, the Brazilian view is
advanced by Jaguaribs, and the editor, Vernon, gives his
interpretation of the Mexican view.

Not particularly recommended for bedtime reading. The
writers' objectiye reality tends to disquiet a North American
into a mental state of 'provocation or at least to the point of
wanting to defend himself with what he views as appropriate
rebuttal. (Martellaro)

VJliz, Claudio. Obstacles to Change in Latin America. Oxford
U.P., 1985; 283 pp., $8.75.

The Politics of Conformity in Latin America. Oxford
U P., 1987; 291 pp., $7.00.
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These collections of essays present what is essentially
the United Nations' Economic Commission for Latin Ameri-
ca line: the need for structural changes. the need to shift
from development directed toward the outside to develop-
ment internally. Especially good are the following articles:
Nun, "The Middle Class Military Coup," which argues the
reactionary nature of the Latin American middle class;
Thomas, "Middle Class Politics and the Cuban Revolution,"
which attacks the thesis that the Cuban Revolution was
middle class In nature or composition; Furtado, "Political
Obstacles to the Economic Development of Brazil"; and
Navarro, "Mexicothe Lopsided Revolution." (Roman)

VOW, Claudio (ed.). Latin Anwoice and the Caribbean: A Hand-
book. Praeger. 1968; 840 pp., $25.00. End of chapter biblio-
graphies, tables, plates, maps.

This invaluable reference is divided into S parts: a politi-
cal history and economic survey of each country; political
affairs within the continent and foreign relations; economic
affairs; the people and social institutions; and contemporary
arts. Selections by 82 specialists are up-to-date. readable,
biting. (Seely')

Wagley 1964 (see Dliguez)

Wagley, C. An Introduction to Brazil. Columbia U.P . 1963; 322
pp.. $2.25. Bibliography, index.

This book is just what the title says, and certainly one of
the best available in any language for the non-specialist.
Since more people in South America speak Portuguese to-
day than Spanish: and since Brazil is the only other nation in
the Western Hemisphere with the potential to become a
world rather than a continential power ( Argentina, Mexico.
and Canada). intelligent U.S. readers owe it to themselves
to become more familiar with the Colossus of the South.
Explains how climate, topography, industrialization, eco-
nomic development, ethnic origins, historical accidents.
and ecological factors have shaped the Brazilian nature and
charactel over four centuries of growth; examines elements
which have unite() and divided its inhabitants. Concludes
with a fascinating essay entitled "If I Were A Brazilian." See
also: Burns. E.B. (ed.). A Documentary History of Brazil
(Knopf, 1966; 398 pp., $2.95), and Horowitz, I.L. Revolution
in Brazil: Politics and Society in a Developing Nation
(Dutton. 1984; 430 pp., $7.50. Bibliography, Index), and
Wagiey. Amazon Town: A Study of Men in the Tropics
(Knopf. 1953 'Epilogue written 19821; 315 pp.. $2.50. Brief
bibliography, index) (Ely)

Wagley. C. The Latin American Tradition: Essays on the Unity and
the Diversity of Latin American Culture. Columbia U.P.,
1968: 242 pp.. 28.75. Bibliography, index.
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An excellent introduction filled with valuable information
and stimulating thought "Everywhere In the countries of
Latin America [the Spanish conquest and the introduction of
Negro slavery) created a peasantry that is analogous to the
European and even the Asian peasantry only in a formal
sense" (p. 120); "In most countries la new sector of indus-
trialists and businessmen) are today more important in the
national power structure than the traditional landholding and
rural based elite" (p. 194). Secondary students wiH find
some difficulty with the socialscientific vocabulary
("endogamous." "consanguineous") and the liberal inclu-
sion of Spanish and Portuguese words. (Seely.)

Wagley, C., and M. Harris. Minorities In the New World: Six Case
Studies. Columbia U.P., 1958; 320 pp. Bibliography, Index.

After an introduction to the area, drawing freely from
many ethnic examples, discusses the Brazilian and Mexican
Indians, treating each separately. Second section discusses
Negroes of Martinique and the U.S. Both of these sections

'are IntrodUced by 5-10 page surveys placing the Indian or
Negro in a hemispheric frame of reference. The rest of the
book (from p. 161) treats the European immigrants (French
Canadians and Jews in the U.S.). and offers a conclusion
("An Anthropological View of Minority Groups") which Is
verbose and jargonistic. The first half of the book can be
recommended to teacher and student alike. (Seelye)

West and Augelli (see Augelli)

Whitaker, A.P. Argentina. Prentice-Hall, 1964; 184 pp., $4.95.
Index.

It is "normal" to stereotype foreign cultures, but in the
case of Argentina the non-specialist usually applies stereo-
types which correspond to different realities. The Argen-
tines themselves, with their favorite national symbol of the
Gauchohowever meaningful It may bedo not help us or
anybody else to identify them (there probably are more
Jews than descendants from properly called Gauchos in
Argentina nowadays), This country constitutes one of the
two most important cultural focal areas (the other being
Mexico) in Spanish speaking America. This is a good intro-
duction to the history and character of Argentina, especially
readable on account of its clear style. Also recommended:
Argentina, A City and A Nation by R. Scoble (Oxford U.P..
1984). (Vizquez=Bigi)

Whitaker. A.P., and D.C. Jordan. Nationalism in Contemporary
Latin America. Free Press, 1966; 229 pp., $5.95. Bibliogra-
phy, index.

Examines the different kinds of nationalism which have
emerged since 1830, varieties which prevail not only from
country to country but also those which jcompete within na-



Ilona, bou . Attention Is also focused upon the
and uses of nationalism.

The case studies (Argentina, Bolivia, Bra" Chile, Cuba.
Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela) have been seiectively cho-
sen because these nations, in the light of their cultural and
economic development, collectively project the full spec-
trum of Latin nationalism. Besides the political aspects, the
authors give due attention to ethnic and social factors which
have played a role in the struggle to achieve national identi-
ty. (Martellaro)

Whitaker, A.P. Latin American History Since 1825. Service Cen-
ter for Teachers of History, Publication No..42, 2nd ed.,
1965; 23 pp., TS cents. Bibliography.

Uke Gibson's companion piece on the colonial period,
this is indispensable for secondary school teachers. Men-
tions texts available in English, weighing advantages of tra-
ditional approach (encyclopedic, national history) and more
analytical or interpretative works arranged on a topical
and/or regional basis. Calls attention to present concern
with the interrelationships of economic, social and cultural
history, counterbalancing earlier emphasis on purely politi-
cal. diplomatic, and military history. Discusses develop-
ments in such fields as the Mexican Revolution of 1910,
class and caste, church and state, democracy and dictator-
ship, and International relations. Lists a number of standard
bibliographical guides. (Ely)

Wilgus, A.C. (ed.). The Caribbean: Current United States Rela-
tions. U. of Florida P., 1968; 243 pp., $7.50. Index.

Articles by 21 authors on monetary, business, trade, cul-
tural, and diplomatic relations. (Seelye)

Willems, Emilio. Followers of the New Faith: Culture Changes and
the Rise of Protestantism in Brazil and Chile. Vanderbilt U.
P., 1967; 290 pp., $6.95. Bibliography, index.

A social scientist examinee the effect of a pentacostal-
type Protestantism on the value structure of two countries.
Based on 15 months of field study. the reports of numerous
informants, and other anthropological techniques, this ob-
jective, functionalist study is a major contribution to the
field. (Seelye)

Wionczek, Miguel S. "The Latin American Free Trade Associa-
tion," International Conciliation 551. Carnegie Endowment,
1965; 79 pp., 50 cents.

Survey of the history of movement toward economic co-
dInfration; both complete and accurate. Concludes with an
evaluation of prospects for LAFTA.

Regarding the negative attitude toward regional monetary
coOperation which has been maintained by the International
Monetary Fund, it is useful to note that the U.S. alone pos-
sesses approximately 30% of the vote in IMF decisions. In
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such circumstances it is not difficult to Imply that the U.S.
policy is a negative one. (Scaperlanda)

Wolf. Eric. Sons of the Shaking Eerth. U. of Chicago P., 1959; 303
pp., $1.50. Bibilographtal notes, index.

A histaiy of Middle America, Mexico and Guatemala,
written by an anthropologist who Is almost unique in his abil-

ity to express himself in flowing narrative and poetic
speech. Not any the less concise or accurate, it gives read-
ing pleasure and a deep insight into the people of these
countries. (Bartell)

Wood (see Burr)

Zeitlin, M. Cuba: Tragedy in Our Hemisphere. Grcwe, 1963; 316

pp., 95 cents.
The best sympathetic account of the causes anll,process

of the Cuban Revolution. See also: Zeitlin, M. Revolutionary
Politics and the Cuban Working Class (Princeton U. ,P.,
1967; 306 pp., $8.50). which Is a sociological study conk
paring the attitudes of workers In Cuba before and after the
Revolution from a Marxist point of view. See also: Boorstein,
E. The Economic Transformation of Cuba (Monthly Review,
1968; 303 pp., $7.95). For an unsympathetic attack of Cas-
tro, see Draper, T. Castro's Revolution (Praeger, 1962; 211
pp., $1.75). (Roman)
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